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FOREWORD
These five essays consolidate several parts of the subject of topological manifolds that were brought within reach by our two short
articles [Ki 1] and [KS 1] published in 1969. Many of the theorems
proved here were announced by us in [KS 3 1 [KS 4 ] [SilO] . Certainly
we have not labored in isolation; our bibliography bears clear
testimony to this!
Preliminary versions of segmen ts of these essays (particularly
Essay I ) have been in limited circulation since early 1970. Polycopied
versions of all five were released in August 1972 (from Orsay), and
reissued in November 1973.
The final camera-ready manuscript was prepared by the second
author, Wanda Jones, and Arlene Spurlo~k during 1974 and 1975 using
the IBM selectric composer system (hitherto exploited but little by
mathematicians, cf. [Whole, p. 435] ) . G. Blattmann inked the drawings.
Essential moral support and criticism were contributed by our
colleagues, particularly by R. D. Edwards; and a multitude of errata and
points needing revision were tracked down by: R. D. Edwards, A. Fathi,
L. Guillou, H. Hahl, M. Handel, A. Marin, M. Scharlemann, R. Stern,
J. Vaisala, Y.-M'. Visetti.(lt is a statistical certainty that many errata
(or worse) persist. With our readers' assistance we hope to keep a list
available upon request.)
Important direct or indirect support has come during this period
from several institutions, including the NSF (USA), the CNRS (France),
and our home institutions.
For all these contributioIts~ large and smail, to the successful completion of this monograph, we are happy to express our heartfelt thanks.
Robion C. Kirby
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720
USA

Laurence C. Siebenmann
Universite de Paris-Sud
914050rsay
France
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GUIDE
Ample introduction to these five essays is provided by our three
articles [Ki I] [KS I] lSi I 0] (of the combined bibliography) that have
been reprinted as annexes to this volume. There the reader will find
motivation and get a preliminary view of the whole subject.
The interdependence of the essays is roughly as follows:
Essay I
Deformation of smooth
and piecewise linear
manifold structures.

Essay II
Deformation of
sliced families of
manifold structures

It
Essay III
Some basic theorems
about topological
manifolds

JJ
Essay IV
Stable classification of
smooth and piecewise
linear man iford structures

EssayV
Classification of
sliced families of
man ifold structures

There are two itineraries we recommend:
1) To acquire an understanding of topological manifolds as such, using
a minim wn of machinery, read Essay I then Essay III .
2) To learn about classification of smoothings and triangulations read
pssay V , referring back to the relevant parts of Essay II .
Many readers will find itinerary 2) too steep. For them we
suggest Essay I and then Essay IV ; the latter presents the basic clas\ifications in a leisurely and old-fashioned way.
On the other hand, itinerary 2) will lead the reader to v,ery
sophisticated proofs of the results of Essay I , permitting him to pass,
if he wishes, straight on to Essay III .
Some readers will be most interested in understanding how the
Hauptvermutung and the triangulation conjecture fail for manifolds.
They should set out on a peripheral route [KStl, [SilO, §2], [IV,
App. BJ [V, App. BJ, referring also to [KiK] .
On first reading, one can safely bypass the many alternatives
digressions and generalizations offered.
Some basic definitions conventions and notations are collected i}
§2 of Essay I .
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Essay I

DEFORMATION OF SMOOTH AND PIECEWISE LINEAR
MANIFOLD STRUCTURES

by
R. Kirby and L. Sieben mann

R. Kirby and l. Siebenmann
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Section headings in Essay I

§ 1.

Introduction

§ 2.

Some definitions, conventions, and notations

§ 3.

Handles that can always be straightened

§ 4.

Concordance implies isotopy

§ 5.

The product structure theorem

Appendix A.

Collaring theorems

Appendix B.

Submerging a punctured torus (by J. Milnor)

Appendix C.

Majorant approximation

§ 1. INTRODUCTION

This essay presents proofs based on handlebody theory in the sense
of Smale [Sm21 of three theorems concerning PL (:: piecewise-lin,ear)
or DIFF (:: differentiable Coo) manifold structures on topological
manifolds. To state them in a simple form, let M denote a metrizable
topological manifold without boundary and of (finite) dimension ~ 5.
Concordance Implies Isotopy (see §4). Let r be a CAT
(= DIFF or PL) manifold structure on M X I, where I = 10,1 J C R 1
and let k X 0 be its restriction to M X O. Then there exists an isotopy
(= path of homeomorphisms) h t : M X I ~ M X I, 0 ~ t ~ 1 , such that
ho is the identity map idlM X I and hI, gives a CAT manifold
isomorphism hI : (MXJ)'L,XI~(MXJ)r while h t fixes M X 0
pOintwise for all t in 10,1 J . Further, h t can be as near to the identity
as we please.
The structure r is said to give a concordance from 'L, to }:;' where
k' X 1 = r I (M Xl), and 'L, ,'L,' are said to be concordant. The
theorem implies that concordan t structures 'L, , 'L,' are isotopic, Le.
are related by an isotopy of id I M to a CAT isomorphism ML ~ Mk' .
Concordance Extension (see §4). Let r be a CAT manifold
structure on U X Ie M X I where U is an open subset of M and let
k be a CAT structure on M such that the restrictions r I u X 0 and
k X 0 I U X 0 coincide. Then r extends to a CAT structure r' on
M X I such that r' I M X 0 = k X O.
Note the resemblance to the classical homotopy extension property.
Product Structure Theorem (see §5). Let 8 be a CAT manifold
structure on M X RS, s ~ 1. There exists a concordant CAT structure
k X R S on M X R S obtained from a CAT structure 'L, on M by
producting with R S .
t The abiding limitation to dimensions ~ 5 cannot be removed entirely
(see § 4, § 5, [SiB] ) ; perhaps it suffices here to assume M is noncompact or of
dimension ~ 4 .
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These three results are parallel to existing theorems about
compatible DIFF structures on PL manifolds due respectively to
Munkres [Mu2] ; Hirsch [Hi 4 J and Munkres [Mu3] ; and Cairns and
Hirsch rCa ] [Hi 2 1[Hi41 [Hi 7 1 . Our proofs, however do not much
resemble existing proofs of these PL-DIFF analogues. Also we eventually manage to deduce them in dimensions ~ 5 ,see § 5.3 , § 5.4 and
[II, §4 ] .
Historically, the above theorems were first sought after to permit a
classification up to isotopy of manifold structures in the framework of
Milnor's microbundle theory. Essay IV explains this application in
detail.
Curiously, some of the most important applications of these
theorems concern not manifold structures, but rather basic geometrical
properties of topological manifolds. These include topological transversality theorems, topological handlebody theory, and topological facts
about simple homotopy type. They are the subject of Essay III .
We remark that the proofs in this essay, in depending mainly on DIFF
(or PL ) handlebody theory, thereby depend on transversality ideas
and on some simple homotopy theory.
Our main technical tool is in fact the CAT (= DIFF or PL )
S-Cobordism Theorem t (see f Ke l' [Mi8 ' I HU2' 1St 31 IRS3' ).

Let (W; V, V') be a compact connected CAT cobordism+ V to V',
which is relative in the sense that aw- int (V u V' ) :::: aV x I (where
'" denotes CAT isomorphism.. a indicates boundary,' int indicates
formal manifold interior). Suppose that the inclusions i: V C. W ,
i' : V' 4 Ware homotopy equivalences, dim W ~ 6, and i has zero
torsion in the Whitehead group in Wh(7rl W). Then (W .. V, V' ) '"
V X (J; 0, J) . $
t When 1T I W =0, so that Wh(1T I W) = 0, the result is called the hcobordism theorem. The 'h' stands for homotopy equivalence; the's'
stands for simple homotopy equivalence, (Le. one with zero torsion) .

t
CAT

This implies that V and V' are CAT submanifolds of oW admitting
coliarings in W (see Appendix A) .

* This isomorphism can clearly extend the identity isomorphism
V == V X 0 ; it can also extend the given isomorphism oW - int(V U V') av X I as a device exploiting a CAT collaring of av in V readily shows,
cf. [Si 4 , Prop. II , fig. 4 J , or step 3 in proof of 4.1 below.
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In addition, we use the non-compact version of the s-cobordism
theorem [Si 7 ] (see 3.1.1) with V = M X R. It can be reduced by
Stallings' engulfing methods to the above compact version with
V=MXSI.
To apply these s-cobordism theorems, we need the algebraic
theorem of Grothendieck and Bass-HeIler-Swan [BHS] [Bas] to the
'"
effect that KoZ[A] = 0 = Wh(A) for any finitely generated free abelian
group A.
Finally one must know that the annulus conjecture is true in
dimensions>: 6 in order to prove the Product Structure Theorem
(not its companions though). Tllis in inevitably so , for the latter
converts an annulus of dimension >= 6 into a smooth h-cobordism .
Unfortunately the proof of the annulus conjecture in dimensions ~ 5
given in [Ki]] reli~s on the principal theorems of nonsimply-connected
surgery. As we shall note in § 5 , this unfortunate dependence Qf the
Product Structure Theorem and its corollaries on sophisticated surgery
can be artificially eliminated by restating it (and its corollaries) so as to
replace topological manifolds everywhere by STABLEt topological
manifolds, i.c. manifolds equipped with atlases of charts related by
homeomorphisms that are STABLE in the sense of Brown and Gluck
[BmG] .
One can give a competitive alternative proof of the Product
Structure Theorem, if one is willing to use the stability theorem for
TOPm/CATm (m~5) [KS I )[LR 2 )[IV, §9.4J[V, §5.2] anda
(relative) homotopy theoretic classification theorem for CAT structures
derived by immersion theoretic methods.* A significant advantage our
present proof has is the greater simplicity of the prerequisites. The
alternative proof necessarily uses the same handlebody theory to
establish the stability theorem. In addition it uses immersion theory.
And in the immersion theory are hidden two notable further prerequisites, namely Milnor's microbundle theory and the isotopy
extension theorem for the topological category.
t The capital letters should serve to avoid confusion with other uses of the
word 'stable'.

t

Similar remarks apply to the Concordance Implies Isotopy Theorem and the
Concordance Extension Theorem.
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§2. SOME DEFINITIONS, CONVENTIONS, AND NOTATIONS
These are adopted for all five essays (although some inconsistencies
persist). Experienced readers should manage to guess them all; less
experienced readers will need to use this section as a glossary.
A set consisting of a single element x is often denoted by x itself
rather than by {x} ,provided no confusion will result. The empty set
is denoted by if> (the Greek 'phi' will be of another shape: I.{J).
We agree that a space is a topological space, until Essay [V] where
some semi-simplicial spaces and quasi-spaces appear as well (cL [V,
Appendix AD. Of course any space may have much additional structure.
o
Given a subset S of a topological space X we write S for the
interior of S in X and write oS for its frontier in X (although by
rights X should appear in both notations). Avoid confusion with intS
and as defined (below) when S is a manifold. If Y is a subspace of
X (perhaps not even meeting S), a neighborhood of S in Y is defined
to be a set V C Y of the form V = U n Y where U is a neighborhood
(classically defined) of S in X . (This usage agrees with the usual
definition of a neighborhood of 00 in euclidean n-space Rn .)
Maps of topological spaces are understood to be continuous maps.
A map f: X -+ Y is said to have a certain property over a subset S C Y
of the target j~l case the restricted mapping f- 1 S -+ S enjoys this property. Thus 'over' means 'on the preimage of' .
An imbedding (also spelled embedding) is a map f: X -+ Y that
gives a homeomorphism X -+ f(X) onto its image.
Manifolds and polyhedra are assumed to be metrizable and in fact
to have a given metric, denoted most frequently by d . Products may
be assumed to have a standard product metric (your favorite).
Our manifolds are, unless the contrary is stated, finite dimensional
manifolds of one of the three classical sorts: topological (= TOP),
piecewise linear (= PL) , or smooth COO (= DIFF).
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A topological (= TOP) manifold M (possibly with boundary) of
dimension n < 00 is a metrizable topological space M such that each
point x in M admits an open neighborhood U and an homeomorphism K : U -+ K(U) onto an open subset of the euclidean halfspace R~ = {(Xl'''' ,X n ) E Rll I Xl >: 0 }. The open set U is called a
(coordinate) chart; but so is the homeomorphism K and also the composed imbedding U~ ~ . The points x in M that correspond to
points K(X) in the hyperplane {(Xl' ""Xn)ER~ I Xl=O} fonn the
boundary aM of M which by invariance of domain rES, p.303]
forms a closed subset of M that is a (n-1 )-manifold with empty
boundary. Th~ (formal) interior of M is the set M-aM denoted
intM ; it is a manifold with empty boundary.
A TOP manifold is Hausdorff and paracompact since it is
supposed metric; each component is separable and is sigma-compact (the
union of countably many compact sets).
A piecewise linear (= PL) manifold structure ~ on a topological
n-manifold M is a complete (= maximal) piecewise-linearly compatible
atlas t of coordinate charts K to R~ . Piecewise~linearly compatible
charts are charts that are related on their overlaps by piecewise linear
homeomorphisms of open subsets of R~ . Such homeomorphisms
form what is called a pseudo-group :j:. For any pseudo-group G of
homeomorphisms on R~ there is a corresponding notion of G-structure,
see [KN, § I J . Piecewise linearity and piecewise linear techniques are
explained in the textbooks [Zel] [Hu2] [St3] [Gla] [RS 3 ] .
A smooth ( = differentiable COO ~ or DIFF) manifold structure is
similarly defined using the pseudo-group of COO diffeomorphisms of
open subsets of R~ . See [Mi 7 ] .
A DIFF structure with (cubical) corners is defined in terms of the
pseudo-group of diffeomorphisms of open subsets of the positive cone
Rg

t

=

{(xI"",Xn)ERnlxl~O,,,,,xn~O}

.

An atlas is a collection {Ki} of charts Ki: Ui -+ Ki(U) such that UiUi = M .

:j: A pseudo-group G on a space X is a subcategory of the category of aU
homeomorphisms between open subsets of X ,obeying certain axioms: (a) All
morphisms of G are isomorphisms, (b) the identity map of X is in G,
(c) every restriction of a homeomorphism in G (to an open subset) is also in G ,
(d) a homeomorphism h: U -+ V belongs to G whenever, for some open cover
{U a J of U ,all the restrictions Ua 4 hU a of h belong to G .

8;
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A CAT manifold where CAT =PL ,or DIFF ,or DIFF with
cq.rners, is now defined to be a topological manifold M equipped with
a~lICAT manifold structure l; . The symbol M~ is the usual notation
f6t~it; M alone is often used if this is unambiguous, as when ~ is in
some sense standard or fixed. For example Rll , 1= [0,1] ,and R~
are;. CAT manifolds.
p.,,::~.'"

;;:~."

tt~k

MQ're about (cubical) corners.
~~? Since Rg is piecewise-linearly homeomorphic to R~ ,every PL or TOP
'~finifold with corners' would be, in a natural way, simply a manifold with bound:rry.
B,~Lthere is no diffeomorphism Rg -+- R~ , n ~ 2 .
:~T~:'The corner set of a DIFF manifold M with corners is by definition the set
o(p,oints in aM mapped by charts to points in the subset of R n where ~ 2
c~,~dinates are zero. Note that this subset is respected by diffeomorphisms between
oP'~.~ subsets of Rg (but not by PL homemorphisms). The corner set is thus a
d~f.(:omorphism invariant. It may be empty, even the boundary may be empty.
f;r.~~~The inevitability of DIFF manifolds with cubical corners appears in the fact
th~t'ithe product MXN of two DIFF manifolds with nonempty boundaries is a
DlEF manifold whose corner set is aMXaN . The cartesian product of two DIFF
~~'ifolds with corners is in a natural way a DlFF manifold with corners, because

n
RmXR
Or., 0

= Rm
+n
0

.

~)jt·;·There is no denying that corners can be a nuisance. We shall occasionally have
to'.pause to eliminate some by 'unbending' ,see [III, §4.3] . Compare [Do 1,2] ,
......;t"ft'~

[<:;tsl .

it We now adopt some conventions for these essays to specify three exceptional

cas~s when a DIFF manifold (with no mention of corners) should be understood to
haY$:certain corners. These conventions will spare us almost all further explicit men,>.::T,?
tion:of cornelS.
(ali~,·Let N be a given DlFF manifold with comers such as the s-fold product
I~~~~!XIX ... XI , s ~ 0, or
If M is a DlFF manifold (with boundary) we
agf.~e to speak of the DIFF manifold MXN (or NXM) , without mentioning the
" .
comers, since the notation gives sufficient warning.
,li{.'h.

,

.Ik~\l;1

Rb .

(b)~\-Again, if

M is a TOP manifold with boundary, when we speak of a DIFF
structure
~ on MXN , we mean a DlFF structure with
corner set C exactly what
.......;t-'"
•
it,:~.guld be if M were a DIFF manifold with boundary, namely
cJ~;,~aMXaN U MXD ,where D is the corner set of N .
~!if

>~. .~

(c)~f,;:Thirdly, if Wn gives a DlFF cobordism V to V' of DIFF (n-1 )-submani-

fo@~ with boundary of aw (disjoint and closed as subsets), we agree that
a'V.~, av' is the corner set of W .

'%~~{ Every open subset Mo

of a CAT manifold M has an induced
C4:r manifold structure; with tills structure, Mo is called an open
cAt, submanifold .
l;r.".i.t~:;.

,

If ~ is a CAT structure on M and h: M -+ M' is a homeomor-
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posed homeomorphism

h~
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on N has as typical chart a com-

h- I

hU-+U~KU
where

K:

U ~ K U is a chart of :L

A homeomorphism of CAT manifolds h: M:L ~ N:L' is a CAT
isomorphism if :L' = h:L ,or equivalently :L = h-1:L' . We then write
M:L :: N:L' .; and in case N:L' is in addition a,n open submanifold of a
CAT manifold N+ ,we call the composition h+: M:L ~ N+ of h with
the inclusion N:L' 4 N+ a CAT imbedding.
One can define a CAT map f: M ~ N of CAT manifolds to be a
map of the underlying sets which, when expressed locally in terms of
coordinate charts, is respectively continuous if CAT = TOP ,piecewiselinear if CAT = PL ,or differentiable COO if CAT = DIFF (possibly
with corners). There results a category of CAT manifolds which is
occasionally itself denoted CAT . Note that its isomorphisms are as
described above. The sign :::::: indicates isomorphism in whatever
category we happen to be working.
In the above spirit one can define a polyhedron to be a metric
space equipped with a maximal piecewise-linearly compatible atlas of
charts to (locally finite) simplicial complexes - the atlas can be called a
polyhedral structure. Every simplicial complex, and every PL manifold, is naturally a polyhedron. Piecewise-linearity of maps of polyhedra makes good sense. Thus we obtain an enlarged PL category. It
is an elementary fact that every polyhedron is PL homeomorphic to a
simplicial complex.
A PL map that is a homeomorphism is a PL isomorphism. This
is clearly quite untrue for DIFF in place of PL ,as the map x # x 3 on
R I shows. Cf. [SchS 1.
A space X is said to be triangulated if it is a simplicial complex;
the term is particularly convenient if space carries additional structure
such as a DIFF (manifold) structure. A triangulation of a polyhedron
is said to be PL if it agrees with the polyhedral structure. A triangulation of a DIFF manifold ML is said to be a Whitehead or DIFF
triangulation if for each closed simplex a the inclusion a 4 ML is a
smooth nonsingular imbedding (into the DIFF manifold) .

R. Kirby and L. Siebenmann
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A PL structure S and a DIFF structure L (possibly with
corners) on a TOP manifold M are Whitehead compatible if some PL
triangulation of MS is a DIFF triangulation of M L . It is then sometimes convenient to say that S is a Whitehead (or DIFF ) triangulation
of L ; although strictly speaking S is merely determined by some
Whitehead triangulation of L . It is not difficult to see that Whitehead
compatibility of Sand L can be tested locally as below [I, §5.3] .
A simplicial complex PL isomorphic to a PL manifold is known as
a combinatorial manifold; it is characterized by the fact that the link of
each simplex is PL isomorphic to a PL sphere or ball.
Warning: For us PL structure means PL manifold structure. In
1974, R. D. Edwards constructed some triangulations of R n , n>: 5 ,
that are not combinatorial; in other words, he constructed some polyhedral structures on R n that are not PL manifold structures. See
[Ed 6 1 .
It is still not known (in 1975) whether every TOP manifold can
be triangulated, i.e. admits a polyhedral structure. See [Si91 [Matu]
[GalS] .

A map f: X ~ Y in any category CAT we have met (from the
category of topological spaces and continuous maps on) is called a
CAT trivial bundle if there exists a CAT object F and a CAT
isomorphism e : FX Y ~ X such that re = P2 where P2 is the projecti()n to Y . More generally, f is called a CAT (locally trivial) bundle
o?bundle projection if each point y in Y has an open neighborhood
oyer which f is a CAT trivial bundle. More generally still, f is called
a]CAT submersion if each point x in X has an open neighborhood U
sti~h that feU) is open in Y and the restriction U ~ feU) of f is a
".
T trivial bundle. These ideas are the subject of Essay II . (See
§ I ] for related definitions.)
,:,f'~

C1
[y.>
';;~;"

'~:
A CAT micro bundle is most succinctly defined to be a CAT
mr-" .

retraction that is a CAT submersion; we will always assume that its
fibers ( = point preimages) are CAT manifolds without boundary. With
warning, we occasionally deviate slightly from this definition. See
UUi, § I J [IV, § 1] [V ; § I, §21 where many related definitions appear .
"01l"'.;';1r.

dire
, <;;

..., ~\o~"~:".

" A map f: XXP ~ YXP is said to be a product along P near a
P9int (x,p) E XXP if there exists a neighborhood XoXP o of (x,p)
'1i'.'"
~
-, ",(',
"

~
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and a map c.p: Xo ~ Y such that f = cpX(id I P) on XoXP 0 . Also f
is said to be a product along P near a subset S C XXP if f is a product
along P near each point (x,p) in S .
Similarly, given a CAT structure e on a product MXP of a TOP
manifold M with a CAT manifold P =PL ; we shall say that e is a
product along P near a point z of MXP in case there exists an open
neighborhood MoXP0 of z and a CAT structure Lo on Mo such
that e = boXL on MoXP0 . Also we shall say that e is a product
along P near a subset S C MXP if it is one near each point z in S .
Homotopies isotopies and concordances.
A homotopy is a map F: IXX ~ IXY such that PI = PI F ,
where PI denotes projection to the first factor I . In case F is an
isomorphism it is called an isotopy. When F is an open imbedding it
is called an isotopy through open imbed dings .
This language applies in the several ca~egories CAT we have met,
not just the category of continuous maps of topological spaces.
Note that F is uniquely determined by the family f t : X ~ Y ,
o~ t ~ I, of maps such that F(t,x) = (t,ft(x)) for all (t,x) in IXX
We often write ft, 0 ~ t ~ I, instead of F ; and we often say that F
is a homotopy from fo to f 1 ,writing fo ~ fl' Note that f t will
inherit from F the property of being an CAT isomorphism or a CAT
open imbedding.
The homotopy ft , 0 ~ t ~ I, is said to respect a subset sex
if ft(S) C S for 0 ~ t ~ I . It is said to fix S (pointwise) if
ft(x) = fo(x) for all x in S and all t in I . It is said to be reI
(or 'relative to') S in case, for som,e open neighborhood U of S in
X ,the homotopy F fixes U . The support of the homotopy F is
the closure in X of the set of all x E X such that ft(x) ~ fo(x) for
some t in I .
[Similarly, a self-map f: X ~ X respects Sex if f(S) C S ;
fixes S (pointwise) if f I S = id ; and is reI S if f = id near S . Also
the support of f is the closure in X of the set of all x E X such that
f(x) x . ]
We say that the homotopy F is conditioned if F is a product
along I near OXX and near 1XX . Any homotopy can be replaced by
a conditioned one by a simple change of parameter.

*

12
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Occasionally homotopies and isotopies are defined with another
'parameter' space in place of I ,such as a simplex or a closed interval
[a,b] , -00 ~ a < b ~ 00 • Also the parameter space may be placed
first (as above) or last, at pleasure - we take the same liberty with all
similar notions, e.g. concordances.
Two conditioned CAT homotopies defined for adjacent intervals
[a,b] and [b,c] compose naturally to give a unique 'conditioned
homotopy defined for [a, c] . The conditioning is quite superfluous
for CAT = PL ; but not for DIFF . So for CAT = DIFF we agree to
compose only conditioned homotopies.
Strongly analogous conventions will be adopted concerning CAT
(= DIFF or PL ) concordances (sometimes without special explanation). A CAT concordance r is 2 CAT structure on a product
IXM where M is a, TOP manifold, so that r gives by restriction
CAT structures LiX {i} on MX {i} for i = 0, I ; and we say that it
gives a CAT concordance r: LO ~ L 1 " .
A sliced concordance is a special sort of concordance discussed in
Essay II .
The concordance r is reI SCM if r = 1XLo near IXS . Its
support is the closure in M of the set of all x E· M such that r fails to
be reI IX {x} .
It is conditioned if r is a product along I near OXM and 1XM
A concordance r: LO ~ L I reI C where C is a closed subset of M
can be replaced by a conditioned one by using the (local) collaring
theorems of Appendix A (this essay) .
Our use of the term submanifold is restricted to submanifolds that
are clean in the sense that they meet the (possibly empty) boundary
transversally (see precise definition below) .

Rt

Examples: In the closed right half x-y plane
,the positive x-axis
is a clean l-submanifold; the 1st quadrant is a clean 2-submanifold; but
the y-axis is not a clean submanifold. A nonempty boundary aM of a
manifold M is never a clean submanifold of M .
Define a subset M of a CAT manifold WW ( CAT = TOP , PL
or DIFF ) to be a clean CAT m-submanifold of W if M is a closed
subset of Wand each point of M lies in a chart

§ 2. Some defin itions, conventions, and notations
K: U ~ K(U) C Rf
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= RiXRw-t

sucl; that K(U n M) is the intersection of K(U) with Rn =
= R~ X Rm - 2 C R~ . Thus M is a CAT m-manifold (with model
Rr+) , and the pair (Ww ,M m ) is locally CAT isomorphic near Mm
to (R~, R~ ) . The codimension of M is w-m . By convention,
1 = R I and R 0 = R0 = R 0
R++
+
++
+
To define clean submanifolds of DIFF manifolds with corners, one
R~J , models of the fonn
should use, in place of

(R.f,

(R~XRbXRc, R~XRgXRC')
with c' < c .
A locally flat su bmanifold is similarly defined- using in place of
(R ~,R!?+) the model
RW X (Rw-m,O)

Finally we mention some standard objects.
Bk has one of two meanings. When PL structures are being
discussed,
Bk = {(xl,,,,,xk)ER k ;l x II<I, ... ,l x k l<l}=[-l,l]k
is a standard PL k-ball (or k-disc or k-disk or k-cube) in euclidean
space. When DIFF structures are being discussed.
= {(Xl,""X k ) ERk; xr+xi+ ... +x~<l}
the standard smooth unit k-ball in Rk . In each case Sk-l = aB k is a
standard (k-l )-sphere .
Bk

For any subset S of a vector space V and any real number A
we define
AS = {AX ; xES C V} .
The n-torus Tn and the hieroglyph =:J , both defined in the next
section, will reappear in later essays, as will the collarings of Appendix A.
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§3. HANDLES THAT CAN ALWAYS BE STRAIGHTENED
By a CAT handle problem (CAT = DIFF or PL) we mean a
topological imbedding h : Bk X R n -7- V k+n into a CAT manifold
which is a CAT imbedding near ask X R n = Sk-l X Rn. Think of
Bk X Bn as a model k-handle with core Bk X O. We say that the
problem h can be solved in the event that there exists an isotopy ht,
o ~ t ~ 1, of h through imbeddings such that, 1) hI is a CAT
imbedding near Bk X Bn , and 2) outside some compact set, and near
aB k X Rn, one has h t = h for all t. Then we sometimes say that the
handle h can be straightened (if CAT =PL), or smoothed (if CAT =
DIFF).
The incentive to study handle problem~ came as follows. Let
f: M ~ N be a homeomorphism of PL manifolds where M has a
handle decomposition. Suppose one wants to isotop f to a piecewiselinear homeomorphism. One observes that it would suffice to solve a
sequence of handle problems. But the solution of the annulus
conjecture in [Kit] shows how to straighten O-handles in dimension
> 5. We attempted to straighten k-handles for k > 0 in [KS 1] and
arrived at the conclusion that, while this is possible for k + n ~ 5 and
k =f 3 , some 3-handles cannot be straightened. An obstruction in Z2
is invo]ved,analogous to one in Milnor's 7 = Z2 8 to smoothing a
seven handle. We remark in passing that if k + n ~ 3, all handles can
be straightened (or smoothed)t. This is d result of Moise for k + n = 3.
Our basic method for solving handle problems serves in a wide
variety of situations. This essay is based upon one key application of
this method in a theorem designed to involve no obstruction in its

r

statement and to require no techniques beyond handlebody theory in
its proof
The following convention will save many words. In this section,
when a manifold of the form I X M is under consideration, where M is
some manifold with boundary aM, then the symbol :J(l X M) or
simply the hieroglyph:J will stand for I X aM U 1 X M by reason of
a similarity when M = I .
t The method of [KS I } also proves this; see [Sig I §5] or [Sill] for
some assistance.

Essay I
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THEOREM 3.1.

Suppose h: (/,O) X Bk X R n ~ (X, V) is a homeomorphism onto
II CA T manifold pair such that h is a CA T imbedding near =:J. If
n
111 = n + k ~ 5, there exists an isotopy h : (1,0) X Bk X R ~ (X, V),
t
o ~ t <" 1 , of h = ho such that
J)
h I is a CA T imbedding near I X Bk X B n and
2) h t = h near:J and outside i X Bk X rBn for some r > 0 .
This states that a handle problem 0 X Bk X R n ~ V is solvable if
it is 'concordant' to a solved handle problem. Better, one can in a sense
solve the whole concordance of handle problems. One can regard it as a
'concordance implies isotopy' theorem. For brevity we shall often write
B+ for I X Bk .

J

radial compression
of Rl+k+n

CAT imbeds
image of i

J

G : isom. , id. near ::J
n
[ B+ X R11 1~3 -----~----o-__=_-=---~~
B+
X
R
covers g ,bounded

e

On
B+ X 2B

CAT
covering

n
[B+ X T ] L2

\i'
\

J

a standard
covering

e

g . isom. , id. near =:J

--~

CA T imbeds
image of i'

DIAGRAM 3-a

[B+ X (Tn- p)1 LJ

"1

CAT immersion

[B+ X Rn] ~

h : isomorphism

)x

Notes: The diagram commutes, except in the top rectangle. By
restriction one gets a similar diagram wah 0 X Bk in place of
B+ = I X Bk , and V in place of X. Each CAT structure
L , L I , L2 , L3 , ~4 is standard near ::J. The pieces are constructed in
the order e, p , i' , i , O! , j , L , L 1 , L2 , g, G , L3 , H , L4 .

§3. Handles that can always be straightened
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PROOF OF 3.1.
We begin with a degenerate case: n = 0, k;;': 5. The h-cobordism
theorem (see § ]) provides a CAT isomorphism h' : (I,O) X Bk ~ (X, V)
equal h near::J. Now f = h'-] h is a self-homeomorphism of I X Bk
equal to the identity near:J. Thus we can extend it by the identity to a
self-homeomorphism of [0,00) X Rk :J I X Bk. Now the Alexander
isotopy [A J }?efined by ft(x) =(1-t) f( 1x t) for 0< t < 1, and by

f} (x) = x determines the wanted isotopy of h via the formula
h t = h'ft , 0 < t < 1. •

The skeleton of the proof of 3.1 for n;;': 1 is the Diagram 3 - a .
It is a variant of the Main Diagram of [KS 11 mentioned in [KS I '
Proposition 1]. To motivate this relatively intricate construction we
begin by showin'g how its end-products H and ~4 lead to the proof of
3.1 . The vertical maps on the left of the diagram are all CAT
o
imbeddings on B+ X 2B n or its image by i' ; so from 'bommutativity of
the triangles at the left we see that ~4 = L on B+ X 2Bn. Let
Ht : B+.X
~ B+ X R n be the Alexander isotopy of H to the identity
fixing points near =:J and outside some compactum (independent of t).
To derme it , one extends H by the identity to a self-homeomorphism
of [0,00) X Rn+k. Then one sets Ht(x) =tH(xjt) for 0 <t < 1 ,and
sets Ho =identity.
The asserted isotopy h t of h : B+ X R n ~ X is defined by

R.n

o<t < 1 .
This isotopy equals h outside some compactum and near :J since the
Alexander isotopy H t is the identity there. Visibly ho = h. Finally
hI = hH- 1 is the composition
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see that hI is a CAT imbedding near B+ X Bn ::: I X Bk X Bn. This

completes the proof of 3.1

given Diagram 3-a.

•

We proceed now to construct the pieces of Diagram 3-a in the
following order: e, p , i' ,i , O! ,j , k , k 1 ,k2 ,g , G , ~ 3 ,H '~4
The first six do not depend on h.

.

Construction of e , p , i' , i. Recall that the n-torus Tn is the quotient
of Rn by the integer subgroup Zn. Let p : R n ~ Tn be the quotient
map taking residues of the coordinates mod 1 . Tn has the CAT
structure that makes p a CAT covering map. Set e(y) = p(y/8) and
define e(t, x, y) = (t, x, e(y)) for (t, x, y) E I X Bk X Rn. Then e
imbeds I X Bk X 2B n and we choose the point p = (%, Y2, ... , Y2) E Tn
to be disjoint from
e(2Bn)
, so that i'(t, x, y) = e(t, x, y)
defines an imbedding i' : I X Bk X 2s n 4 I X Bk X (Tn - p) . The
inclusion i in Diagram 3-a is the natural one.
Construction of O!. We use a CAT submersion O! : Tn-p ~ R n ;t
then a will be (id I B+) X a . J. Milnor has provided us with an
explicit construction of O! which appears in Appendix B. D. Barden
has given another [Bar1 . On the other hand, we can get a from
immersion theory [Hi I] [Ha2] ,since Tn (like SI ::: TI) has a trivial
tangent bundle. We can arrange a e-I Bn = id IBn, since two degree
+I CAT imbeddings of Bn into R n are related by a CAT
automorphism of Rn. It is immaterial that a : B+ X (Tn - p) ~
B+ X Rn be CAT.
Construction of j : B+ X R n 4 B+ X Rn. Since 1= [0,1] C Rand
Bk C Rk we have a natural inclusion
m=n+k.
And we let I X Bk X R n inherit the metric of the norm.
Ixl::: (xi + ... + X~+I)Y2 on R m +1 . Let d = 2 sup{ Ixl

; x E I X Bk X

2BI1}. Choose a homeomorphism S : (0,00) 4 (0, d) that fixes (0, d/2)
pointwise and satisfies o( t) ~ t for all t E (0,00). Define

t Since the source and target of (i are of the same dimension, ex is
necessarily locally an imbedding; thus ex is an immersion as well as a submersion.

-
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~ R m+ 1 ,by

J(x) =

6~~~1\

for x E
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Rm+1 . This is a

topological imbedding onto the interior of the smooth disc 0 of radius
d. Note that J maps any star-shaped set, e.g. I X Bk X R n into itself
and fixes I X nk X 2B n pointwise. We define j : I X Bk X R n ~ I X
X Bk X R n as the restriction of J. If f: Rm + I ~ R m+ 1 is a
homeomorphism that is bounded in the sense that
sup { I f(x) - x I ; x E R m+ I } < 00 then one easily checks that the
homeomorphism J f J- 1 : int D ~ intD extends by the identity to a
homeomorphism F: R m+ I ~ R m+ 1 ,simply because J respects rays .
from 0 E R m + 1 . It follows that, if fo : (1,0) XB k X R n ~ (1,0) X
Bk X R n is a bounded homeomorphism that is the identity on :J, then
J fo J- 1 : J(B+ X Rn) ~ J(B+ X Rn) extends by the identity outside
J(B+ X Rn) C D to a homeomorphism Fo : B+ X Rn ~ B+ X R n , To
see this, note that fo extends to a bounded homeomorphism
f: R m+l ~ R m+ 1 by setting f(-t, x, y) = wf(t, x, y) for (-t, x, y) E
[-1,01 X Bk X R n ,where w operates merely by changing the sign of
the first coordinate, and by making f the identity outside [-1, 1] X
Bk X Rn. Then Fo is just the restriction of F mentioned above.
Construction of k and ~1 • They are the unique CAT structures
making hand O! locally CAT imbeddings in
n

[B+X(T -P)]kl

h

O!

~ [B+XRn]~ ~ X.

Construction of ~2 • This will be a structure standard near :J so that
[B+ X (Tn -P)]kl C [B+XTnJ~2 isa CAT imbedding except in a
small neighborhood of B+ X p chosen disjoint from i'(B+ X 2Bn) .
The construction will be based on the following very special case of
the noncom pact s-cobo.rdism theorem (cf. § 1) .
PROPOSITION 3.1.1. Let (Y; V, V') be a CAT relative f cobordism
that is homeomorpfzic to (or even proper homotopy equivalent to) the
product cobordism (I; 0, 1) X V. Supposq also that V = M X R where
M is a connected compact CAT manifold with free abelian fundamental
group. Provide that dim Y ~ 6 .
t This means

ay - (int V

U int V') -

av

X [0,1] .
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Then (Y; V, V') is a CAT product cobordism. Thus, given a
CAT open imbedding to ot a neighborhood of :J in (I; 0, 1) X V'
into (Y; V, V'), there exists a CA T isomorphism
f: (1;0, l)X

V'~(Y;V,

V')

equal fo near :J.
Proof of proposition. The non-compact s-cobordism theorem [Si 7 ]
applies since Ko Z[1f t YJ = 0 by [BHS] [Bas1 . The argument in [Si 7 1
involves only classical handlebody theory. ..

If we are willing to use some engulfing, the gluing device of [Si 6 1
reduces 3.1.1 to the compact s-cobordism theorem (for free abelian
fundamental group). Indeed, it produces a compact relative CAT
s-cobordism (Yo; V0 , V~) whose oo-cyclic covering is isomorphic to
(Y ; V, V') - by gluing together the two ends of Y ,as those of a
bandage around your finger. For details see [Si 6 ' §6].t •

To begin the construction of ~2 ,note that ~ 1 extends by the
standard structure to all of B+ X Tn - (AB+) X p for some A < 1 near
I . We derive a CAT structure ~~ = 1/1-1 kl on B+ X Tn_ 0 X p by
choosing an open imbedding 1/1 of the latter set into the former fixing
points outside a small neighborhood of AB+ X p in B+ X Tn. ~I
would serve as ~2 except that it is not defined at the one point 0 X p
of the boundary of B+ X Tn. The following lemma lets one remedy
this to define ~2 • The R m in it corresponds to a small open ball about
OX p in 0 XBkX Rn.

LEMMA 3.1.2. Consider a CAT structure a' on I X R m - 0 X 0
standard near 1 X Rm. If m ~ 5 , handlebody theory and the topologic~

Shoenf/ies theorem can be used to obtain ao CA T structure a on
I X R111 equal a' near I X R1n - /0,1) X Bm ..

Proof of lemma. Applying the non-compact h-cobordism theorem
3.1.1 ,we obtain a CAT isomorphism
t Alternatively, see a variant of this argument in part B of the proof of
Theorem 1.1 in Essay II .

~
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°

equal the identity near 1 X R m . We can extend cf> over X R m by
mapping X to itself and we can extend cf> by the identity to
(A, 11 X 0, for A near 1 . Now cf> is s topological
imbedding into
o
m
m
m
I X R defined on I X R - (0, A) X YiB
(and more). The
m-sphere cf>(3([0, A1 X Y2B m )) bounds a (m + 1) - ball in I X Ro m by
the Shoenflies theorem [Brnl] . Thus cf>1{I X Rm - (0, A) X Y2Bm}
extends by coning to a homeomorphism <I> : I X Rm ~ I X Rm . The
image of the standard structure under <P will serve as a. •

°°

Construction of g. Applying the s-cobordism theorem (see § 1) to
[(1; 0,1) XB k X T n 1L2' we get a CAT isomorphism
g: [I X Bk X Tn J L2 ~ I X Bk X Tn that is the identity near :J . No
torsion obstruction occurs because the Whitehead group
Wh( 7T l (B k X Tn)) = Wh(Zn) is zero. •
Construction of G. Define G to be the unique self-homeomorphism
of (I, 0) X Bk X R n that fixes 1 X Bk X R n (pointwise) and covers g ,
i.e. eG = ge. It exists because e is a covering. It is easy to see that G
fixes a neighborhood of :J .

LEMMA 3.1.3. G is bounded in the sense that
sup{ I G(x) - x I; x E I X Bk X Rn C R m+ I}

<

00 •

Proof of lemma. Consider any covering translation T of e , T E 8Z n .
[T, G) is a covering translation as it
The commutator TGT- l G- 1
covers gog-l = identity. Also [T, G] fixes 1 X Bk X R n ; so [T, G]
=identity.
As G commutes with covering translations, the supremum of
I G(x)-x I is attained on the compact fundamental domain
I X Bk X [0,8] n ; hence it is indeed fmit::. •

=

Construction of L 3 • It is merely the CAT structure making
G : [B+ X Rn] L3 ~ B+ X R n a CAT isomorphism. As eG = ge one
sees that e : [B+ X Rll] L3 ~ [B+ X Rn] L2 is a CAT covering.

I~
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Construction of H . We first prove
Assertion: There is a CA T isomorphism

G': [B+XRnl~ ~'B+XRn
3

equal G near 00, equal the identity near :J, and such that
G'(B+X2Bn ) :J B+XBn .
Proof of assertion: G' can clearly be Gel where a' is any CAT
automorphism of (B+XRn)L fixing points outside a com~actum in
[B+ X (RILBn)]~ disjoint frtm =:J ,such that a'(B+X2B n ):J
::> G-J(B+XBn) ~ It is easy to produce a' by CAT engulfing in
[B+ X (R n - Bn)]~
. However to accomplish this by handlebody
methods we suggest the reader use a CAT isomorphism
1jJ : [B+ X (Rn-Bn))~3 ~ B+ X (Rn-Bn) fixing a neighborhood of
:J as provided by Proposition 3.l.1 , in conjunction with the strictly
elementary
LEMMA 3.1.4. Consider a closed subset A of B+ X (Rn-B n ) with a
A E (1,2) such that A - B+X"M1n is compact and disjoint from :J .
Then there exists a CAT automorphism a of B+ X (Rn-B n ) fixing

points outside
some compactum disjoin t from =:J so that
o
n
a (B+ X (M3 -Bll) :J A .
The proof is trivial when we express B+ X (Rn- Bn) as
B+X3B n X(l,00) in the standard way. To apply the lemma we must choose A so near 1 that
\jI{[B+ X (2Bn-Bn)]~3} :J B+ X (ASn-B n ) . The assertion is
proved. II
Now define H : B+ X Rn ~ B+ X Rl1 to be jG'r 1 on
j(B+ X R n ). As G' is bounded, and the identity near :J , the
construction of j assures that H extends as the identity outside the
bounded set j(B+ X R n) C B+ X R n to a homeomorphism H equal the
identity near :J .
~ -~!.I'

l,.:{
,

~~

COIlstruction of ~4 • It is the unique ,CAT structure making
H !; rB+ X Rn] ~4 ~ B+ X Rl1 a CAT isomorphism. \I
This concludes the construction of Diagram 3-a. The proof of 3.1
is complete. \I

§3. Handles that can always be straightened
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We close with a corollary that illuminates the Product Structure
Theorem (5.1 below). The latter's proof is more complicated but its
key is isolated here in a simple form.
COROLLARY 3.2 (Stability). Let h: Bk X R n ~ V be a CAT (= PL
or DIFF) handle problem, k + n ~ 5 , an,d suppose that h X id :
Bk X Rll X R ~ V X R can be straightened I smoothed/. Then h can
also be straightened [smoothed/ .
Proof of 3.2. The solution for h X id plus the device of translation
along R gives an isotopy F t : Bk X R n X R ~ V X R so that
Fo = h X id ,and FI is a CAT imbedding near BkX Bn X r for some
large r > 0 , and lastly F t = h X id near Bk X R n X 0 C Bk X R n X R .
Alter F I near Bk X R n X r by an automorphism of domain so that F I
is a CAT imbedding near Bk X int2Bn X r .
We apply Theorem 3. I to the CAT structure L on
Bk X int2Bn X ([0, r] , 0) ,making F 1 a CAT imbedding, in order to
obtain an isotopy whose restriction to Bk X int2Bl1 X 0 straightens
[smooths] h. •

D. Webster's article [Webs] may improve on the above exposition
and/or provide some alternative arguments.
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§4. CONCORDANCE IMPLIES ISOTOPY
A CAT (= DIFF or PL ) structure r on MXI ,where M is a
topological m-manifold, is said to give a concordance from k. to L' if
r I(MXO) = LXO and r I(MX I) = L' X I
Then Land L' are said
to be concordant, and one writes L ~ L' .
In this situation, for m large, it would follow already from the
s-cobordism theorem that (MXI)r is CAT isomorphic to MLXI ,by
an isomorphism fixing MXO and respecting MX I . t:j: The Concord-'
ance Implies Isotopy Theorem below improves tIlls isomorphism,
chiefly by making it majorant small, that is, € - near to the identity
where € is a continuous 'majorant' function MXI ~ (0,00) .
It is always worth emphasizing that a CAT isomorphism
h : ML ~ ML , does not entail a concordance L ~ L' . For example
take as M two copies of S7 consider DIFF structures [Mi I] . '*'
However, as soon as h is sufficiently (majorant) near to id 1M ,there is
an isotopy H: MXI ~ MXI from Ho = id 1M to HI = h ,ass~red by .
the local contractibility of the homeomorphism group of M [Ce] [EK] ;
then r = H-I(LXI) is a concordanr;~ from L to },;' .

t

If M and aM are not simply connected and compact, one would need for

this some topological invariance of Whitehead torsion; a result for which a very
efficient proof independent of these essays Cdn be found in lCh 2 ] . For the
noncompact s-cobordism theorem, see [Si .... J •
:j: Beware that counterexamples exist ill low dimensions. Indeed, by [Si 8 ,
Theorem I} , (Mxl) r ~ ME X I is false with M equal one or perhaps either
of T3 , T4 , for suitable r. Thus, even ML ~ M , fails, with MI; equal to
L
one or perhaps either of T3 X I , T4XI ,and E' equal the r of the last
sentence, so that E ~ E' by a the 'corner turning' device in Case 3 of the proof
of 4.1 below.
$ Even a single copy of S 7 gives examples. The set of concordance classes
of DIFF structures on S7 maps sUljectively (by the DIFF h-cobordism theorem)
to the abelian group 07 ~ Z28 of [KeM] . If p is a standard reflection, one
has S~ ~ S~'E (by P ). But it is easy to see that [p2::) = -[ L] in 028 .
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§4. Concordance Implies Isotopy
CONCORDANCE IMPLIES ISOTOPY THEOREM 4.1 .

Consider the data:
Mm a topological manifold of dimension
m.. r a CAT (= DIFF or PL ) structure on MXI, giving a
concordance L ~~' , so that r is equal to LXI near MXO;
C a closed subset of M;
U:J C open subset of M such that
r = LXI on UXI.. D a closed subset of M..o V an open subset of M containing D-C (but perhaps not D-C) ..
E : MXI -""(0, 00 J a positive continuous function (called a majorant) .
Suppose m

>6

(or dimM = 5 and aM C U ).

Then there exists an isotopy h t : MXI -"" MXI , 0 < t < 1, of
id I(MXI) such that:
(i) h} : MLXI-""(MXI)r isa CAT imbeddingnear (CUD)XI.
(iO The isotopy h t fixes (pointwise) a neighborhood of (M - V)X I U
MXO u eXI , and it respects MXl , i.e. h t is rei this tripp Ie union
and respects MXl .
(ift) d(hlx),x) <e(x) lorall xEMXI ,andall t,' i.e. h t is an
e-isotopy.
This result will be deduced quite directly from the Handle Lemma
3.1 ,of which it is clearly a generalization. But first we note that it is a
little stronger than it first seems, by adding two complements.
Complement 4.1.1 .
Theorem 4.1 remains valid if we add the condition:

(iv) h IN):J DXI for some neighborhood N of DXI on which hI
is a CAT imbedding, i.e. h} is a CAT isomorphism over a neighborhood of DXI .
One quickly deduces this complement from 4.1 ,as follows. Let
C' be any closed neighborhood of C such that
= L XI near eXI ,

r
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o

and let D' be a closed neighborhood of D-C' with D' C, V . Then
apply 4.1 with the substitutions C ~ C' , D ~ D' making €o(x) ,
for x in (M - D')XI ,less than the distance
from x to (D-C')XI
o
0
This will establish 4.1.1 with N = C' U D'. II
Complement 4.1.2.
Theorem 4.1 and Complent 4.1.1 remain valid when
is not a .
product along I near MXO ,provided that, in conclusion (ii), one
replaces the condition h t = id near MXO by h t = id on MXO .

r

This is an easy corollary of the original version, the CAT collaring
existence theorem, and the topological collaring uniqueness theorem
(local version in Appendix A ) . II
Here is a useful corollary of 4.1 .

t

CONCORDANCE EXTENSION THEOREM 4.2 .
Let U be an open set in the manifold Mm ,and r be a CAT
( = DIFF or PL ) structure on UXI ,for which
/(UXO) extends to
a CA T structure ~ on MXO .
Suppose m ~ 6 (or m = 5 and
C U ).
Then there exists a CAT structure + on MXI coinciding with
on UXI , and with ~ on MXO .

r

aM
r

r

Proof of 4.2 . Apply 4.1 to obtain a CAT isomorphism h
h : U~XI ~ (UXI)r ,with d(h(x),x) < €(x) ,where €(x) is the
distance from x to (M-U)XI in MXI . Then h extends to a homeo·
morphism h : MXI ~ MXI , by the identity rule hex) = x for
x$. UXI ; and we can define + = h(~XI). •

r

Remarks.
1) This Concordance Extension Theorem holds also without the
abiding assumption that M be metrisable. Indeed Zorn's Lemma provides a maximal extension of r ,say to r,u on M,uXI with M,u open
in M . TIle metric case then shows that M,u = M .

2)

Exploiting the D and V in 4.1 with

=

,one gets a less
precise version of the Concordance Extension Theorem in which + =
only on a prescribed closed set DXI contained in UXI . This is the
best result one can obtain (when M is PL ) for CAT = DIFF
t Conversely, one readily shows that 4.2 => 3.1 (using the s-cobordism
theorem). As 3.1

=?

€

00

r

4.1 (via the proof to follow), one might regard 4.2 and

r
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structures Whitehead compatible with the given PL structure on
MXI (cf. § I, § 5 ). t

PROOF THAT CONCORDANCE IMPLIES ISOTOPY 4.1 .
Case

~

. When

aM = if>

,

€ ::::

00 ,

and V is a chart with compact closure.

We have an open neighborhood U of C such that r = LXI on
UXI . Choose a simplex-wise linear triangulation of the chart V so
fine that any closed simplex meeting C lies in U . Let K be the
union of the closed simplices contained in U . This is a closed subcomplex of V and a neighborhood of C n V in V lying in U . Let
'L be the union of the closed simplices that meet D-C . Then K U L
contains (C U D) n V . Also L-K is finite for the following reason:
o
the set D-K C V is closed in M; hence it is compact and only
fmitely many simplices of V can meet it.
Suppose now that L-K consists of a si!'lgle open simplex intu ,
say of dimension k . We choose some CAT open imbedding of
RkXRn ,m = k+n, into V sending RkXO onto intu ,and we
identify Rk XR n with its image. Since au C U we easily arrange this
imbedding so that (Rk-intBk)XRn lies in U .

t Let H: (-00, O)XI ~ (-oo,O)XI be a PL isotopy of H = idl(-oo, 0)
such that, for t > 0, H t : (-co, 0) ~ (-co ,0) is non-smooth at an unbounded
set of points. Let {(-co,O)XI}
be the DIFF structure on the target of H
making H a diffeomorphism, and let 2: be the standard structure on
(-oo,oo)XO . This r cannot be extended to any open set containing
(-oo,O)XI.
To explain this let N be a triangulated PL manifold ( = a combinatorial
manifold), and let 2: be a DIFF structure on an open subset V eN,
Whitehead compatible with the PL structure of N (not the triangulation).
Say that a point u E V is a smooth point if, for some open neighborhood
U C V of u , the inclusion U 4 V 2: is smooth and nonsinguiar on each set
Una for each closed simplex of a of N (not of some subdivision!) . The
complement Cr(2: ,N) in V of all the smooth points can be called the set of
crease paints; it is closed in V . If 2: extends to :) Whitehead compatible
structure L+ on all of N ,observe that Cr(2:+,N) lies in the (n-I)-skeleton
of any subdivision N* of N such that N* 4 N 2:+ is smooth and nonsingular
on each closed simplex of N* . Since Cr(2:+,N) n V = Cr(2: ,N) we conclude
that 2: cannot extend to a compatible 2:+ on N unless Cr(L ,N) lies in a
(closed) codimension ~ I subpolyhedron of N .
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Apply Theorem 3.1 to the identity homeomorphism
h : Bk XRnXI ~ (B k XRnXl)r . We can extend the resulting isotopy by
the identity to all of MXI ; tills clearly gives the isotopy of id I (MXI)
asserted by 4.1 in this situation.
In general L-K consists of several open simplices, say s ,and we
proceed by induction on s . Thus, suppose for induction that we can
find an isotopy of id I MXI
gt : MXI ~ (MXl)r ' 0 ~ t ~ 1 ,
reI {K U (M-V)} XI and reI M X 0 so that gl is a CAT imbedding
near (K U Lo)XI ,where Lo is L minus a principal open simplex
intu . Applying to (MXl)gl-l (r) the case s = 1 dealt with above, we
obtain an isotopy h~ , 0 ~ t ~ 1 of id I (M X I) such that the composed
isotopy
,
h t = gth~ ,0 ~ t ~ 1 ,
isa!so reI {KU(M-V)}XI and relMXO and such that hI isa CAT
im,b,edding near (K U L)XI . This completes the induction to prove
case I. ..
A Modification. We presently begin to establish the majorant smallness
co~:clition (iii) in 4.1. The proof is facilitated t by replacing h t by
h;f4' in this condition; we shall assume henceforth that this has been
do'i)e. The force of the theorem is unchanged, as one sees by applying
th~~/ollowing lemma to MXI .

Lemma 4.3. For any metric space X , the group H( X) of homeomorphisms
is a topological group when endowed with the majorant
,1/
topology.
"

'

~~; ~

Thelemma is proved in Appendix C .
3,'t:~t:.,-

Case
2. aM = if> ,and conclusion (iii) is weakened to
r,q"-,

(tUt. d(p j hll( x), Pj(x)) < e(x) for all x in MX I and all t, where
p/>~MX 1 ~ M ' is projection, and d is now distance in M .
1:,::

::~{;., t

The reason why this switch facilitates the proof is not far to seek. Majorant
sm~~ess is measured in the target, and is most easily assured by building h t as a
co~position of successive homeomorphisms of the target ht = ... h~hfhl each
well-behaved with respect to a fine covering of the target. However as the formula
h t ~~ gth? in case 1 reveals, our h t will naturally evolve as a composition
h t ;~; hlhfhf. .. of homeomorphisms on the source. Hence the switch h t #ht l
in ~he smallness condition, interchanging source and target.
I

,"~1
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The simplest proof would perhaps run as follows. Choose a fine
triangulation of M . Define K and L as one would for Case I with
V = M . Construct h t by induction much as in Case I, but induct over
the skeleta of L- K rather than one simplex at a time, and choose the
handles Bk XRn about the k-simplices pairwise disjoint and small
enough that they form a discrete collection in M . This process will
yield the required isotopy as soon as the triangulation is sufficiently fine.
We shall leave the details of this particular argument to the reader
because it is subsumed in a principle of general topology. This principle,
approximately stated, asserts that a result which is proved in a strongly
relative local (or compact) form (such as Case I), implies a parallel
strongly relative global result with a majorant smallness condition (such
as Case 2). Appendix C gives a precise formulation of it, plus a proof
using nerves if need be in place of triangula !ions, and gives enough
indications to apply it to prove Case 2. I t will be reused several times
in these essays.
Case 3. When aM = if;
The appropriate device is to apply Case 2 to a concordance

r' :

~XI ~

r

reI MXO U

eXI ,

observing that the nearness condition provided by Case 2 is genuine
majorant nearness when attention is restricted to the r-end of the
concordance.
The concordance r' is derived from rXI by a 'corner turning'
trick. To define r' for CAT = PL ,let f 0 be a self-homeomorphism
of the square IXI = 12 fixing IX] and mapping OXI U IXO 'around
the corner' onto OXI ; then set r' = rl (rXI) where

f = Od IM)Xfo

: MXIXI

~

MXIXI

If CAT = DIFF ,one proceeds similarly to begin, but one must alter
before applying Step 2, by rounding (unbending) the corner along

r
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[-1 (MX I XO) ,and introducing one along MXOXO ,in the manner of
say [III, §4.3] .
It is no loss of generality to assume r' is a product along I (first
factor) near DX 1XI . To see this, u~e the local collaring uniqueness
theorem, Appendix A.I .
'
We now apply Case 2 twice, once for boundary, once for interior.
First apply it to r' I MX I XI producing an isotopy of f t of id I (MXI2)
so that the isotopy f t is a product along I (first factor) near MX 1XI .
Second, one applies Case 2 to fil r' on {MXI)XI using VXI for V
in 4.1 , to get an isotopy gt of id I (MXI2) .
The wanted isotopy h t of MXI = MXIX I is the restriction of
' 0 ~ t ~ 1 .
h t = ftg t
It is majorant as near as we please to the identity because, on MXIX I ,

both f t and gt are as near as we please to the identity (use Lemma 4.3 ).
For completeness we record the substitutions to be used in applying
Case 2 ,
First application: M i+ MX 1; r i+ r' I{MX IX I); e * ex 1
D i+ DX 1 ; V i+ VX I ; € i+ a sufficiently small majorant .

Second application: M * MXI b r i+ fil (r') ; e i+ C' a sufficiently
small closed neighborhood in MXI of (MXO) U (CXI) U (MX 1)
o
0
D ~ DXI ; V i+ VXI ; € i+ a sufficiently small majorant. •
"

General Case. (Relaxing the condition that aM

= if>

)

,J .....

..':;;' Let aMXJ C M be a CAT collar neighborhood of aM~ in M~ .
Adjusting r by a (majorant) small self-homeomorphism of MXI which
is t~e identity on MXO and near {C U (M-V)}XI (using the collaring
uni,q,ueness theorem Appendix A.I ) we can assume that r is a product
alo~g J near (aM)XI () DXI . Thus we can assume r has this property, from the outset.
~.,.~

,,~,

Two applications of Case 3 complete the proof. First apply it to
l,-C,aM X I) ,and extend the resulting isotopy (ft say) naturally to one
of.:J,d I (MXl) with support in the collaring (aM)XJXI of (aM)XI .
Tll~n a second application to fil
on MXI (with V-aM for V )
completes the proof. The details are much as for Case 3. II

r

r
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§5. THE PRODUCT STRUCTURE THEOREM
THEOREM 5.1 (Product Structure Theorem).
Let M m be a TOP manifold and L be a CAT (= DIFF or PL)
structure on .M X R S , s ~ I . Let U be an open subset of M so that
there is a CA T structure p on U with L I U X R S = p X R S •
Provide that m ~ 6 , or m = 5 and aM CU. Then there exists a
CAT structure a on M extending p and a conditioned concordance
reI U X R S from L to a X R S •
Complement 5.1.1. A structure a as described, with a X R S .
concordant reI U X R S to L, is unique up to concordance rei U.
Remark 1. By Theorem 4.1 there is an €-isotopy from the identity to a
CAT isomorphism between (M X RS)L and Ma X RS . If C is a
prescribed closed subset of U , the isotopy can fix C X R S •
Remark 2. Together 5.1 and 5.1.1 show that the rule a * a X R s is a
one-to-one correspondence between concQrdance classes of CAT
structures on M and on M X R S , under the above dimensional
restrictions. The relative version of this, i.e. the version reI U , IS
also important.
Remark 3. Consider 5.1 without the proviso that m ~ 6 ,or m = 5 and
aM C U ,and call that statement (P). Using (a) the classification
theorem [KS}] [IV] ,which follows from 5.1 , (b) the calculation that
1fj(TOP/PL) and 1fi(TOP/O) are 0 for i ~ 2 and are Z2 = Z/2Z jf
i = 3 [KS 1 ] , and (c) the uniqueness up to isotopy of CAT structures
on metrizable manifolds of dimension ~ 3 (cf. § 3), one easily finds
that [or m ~ 3 and m+s ~ 6 (or m+s = 5 and aM C U) the
statement (P) holds i[and only lIthe cohomology group H3(M, U;Z2)
is zero. For example (P) fails if M3 = S3 , S ~ 2 , and U = if> !
Statement (P) is undecided if m = 4 .
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Remark 4. Clearly 5.1 is modeled on the famous Cairns-Hirsch theorem
stated at the end of this section (5.3). It is the PL-DIFF analogue of our
TOP-CAT theorem 5.1 . We obtain a new proof of it in high
dimensions, based on 5.1 and 4.1 . We likewise obtain a proof of the
PL~i:)lFF Concordance Extension Theorem; however the PL-DIFF
COI}cordance Implies Isotopy Theorem will elude us until § 3.6 of
Essay II .
~t~

"

.~'~'-"~

.:z~t.
~.)e~ ... ,

Remark 5. By a happy accident our pj:oof of 5.1 (and 5.1.1) works
eq~llY well without the abiding assumption that M be metrizable (or
evet}';Hausdorff), when we use Zorn's Lemma in place of a countable
induction over charts.
....1tt':-,!"

.{,!;1):.',j

:Let us begin wi th

t~:j/-

PROOF OF S.1.1 FROM 5.1. It is the one most usual when there is an
existence theorem in relative form. Let a and a' be two CAT
str~1tures on M offered by 5.1 . The conditioned concordances
a ~iRs :0:: E ~ a X RS reI U X RS provide a CAT structure r on
R ,.~1~
X RS giving on I X M X RS a concordance from a X RS to
.\",.,a'X,:R s rei U X RS •
",.~:i'.

f

-!I~

;.:~,:.~.;".

-.____--1--_
R--=

O.M. Rs_+------...

_.__----It-l,,M.R s

We)~~range that r is a product along R and along R s , on all of
U'i~:-Rs
(R - [1/4,3/4]) X M X RS U R X U X R S • Then r gives

=

U';}X: 0 a CAT structure 'Y X 0 which 5.1 extends to all R X M X 0
givipg a concordance a:0:: a' reI U. II
\"j]!:.~-'I -

.&-t~~:

~~~6:,

PRgOF OF 5.1 (using 4.1 , 4.2 and the Stable Homeomorphism
T~~Qrem). In our proofs so far, handlebody theory has been the only
di(~'~ult technique involved; in particular, we have avoided immersion
th~.8ry and surgery. However, now, the STABLE Homeomorphism
Th.~prem [Ki I] , which involves the nonsimply connected surgery of
Wall; [Wa) ,is needed in order to show that
J:..~ ..
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(H) M admits a STABLE structure () (== a maximal atlas of charts
to R~n related by STABLEt homeomorphisms) compatible with ~ in
the sense that ~ is contained in the (maximal) STABLE atlas () X R S •
The proof as we give it then yields a structure a automatically
satisfying the condition

(C) a agrees with the STABLE structure () of hypothesis (H).
For the proof of 5.] we admit (H) as a hypothesis. (It is
redundant by [Kt I] .) This causes all further mention of the STABLE
Homeomorpr."i sm Theorem of [Kit] to vanish. For convenience of
reader any detail of the proof that could be eliminated by f~ee use olit
will henceforth be enclosed in square brackets. [In short, what we now
prove is the version of 5.1 for (compatible ) CAT structures on STABLE
topological manifolds - the STABLE-CAT version rather than the
TOP-CA T version.]

We may (and shall) assume s == 1 in proving 5.1 , because a finite
induction using M X RS = (M X R S-

1

)

X R retrieves the general case.

The best part of the proof is
The Case of 5.1 where M = R m ,m > 5, or R~ ,m > 6', [and where
agrees with the linear structure] .

e

[Since () X R agrees with ~ , our definition of STABLE makes it
clear that] there is a concordance (not reI U X R) from the s.tandard
structure on M X R to ~ . Apply 4.1 to this concordance using for
examples the substitutions C * if;, D ++- M X [1,00),
V # M X (Y2,00) , in order to replace ~ by a CAT structure L 1 that
is standard near M X [1,00) , and equals L near M X (-00,0] .
Examine Figure 5-a below. .
Since L I U X R == p X R , the set IJ X [0,1] inherits from L 1 a
CAT manifold structure written (U X [O,l])L . Apply 4.1 , the
Concordance Implies Isotopy Theorem, for the1second time to find a

t A homeomorphism h: U ~ V of open subsets of R~ is STABLE if
and only if, for each point x E U', there exists an open neighborhood U in U
x
and topological isotopy h t : U x ~ R~ through open imbeddings from
ho = hlU x toaiinearimbedding h). SeelBrnGl [Ki]l ,whereequivaient
definitions are discussed, and also [III, Appendix AJ.
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CAT isomorphism h: U X [O,l] ~ (U X [0,1 ])kJ so small that
d(h(x),x) €(x) where € : M X [0,] ] -7 [0,(0) is a continuous map
with e- J (0,00) = U X [0,1] .t

<

FIGURE 5-a

1= u

~I

M

~I

[IHCrrO
I

R

I
I

,
I

t If at this point one prefers to use the version without f of the Concordance
Implies Isotopy Theorem 4.1 , (bu t with a careful choice of V) , one succeeds
easily enough at the cost of weakening the final result of 5.1 to be a concordance
rei C X R to a product structure where C C U is a prescribed closed subset of M .
The interested reader might pause to investigate two advantages that accrue,
compensating this loss of precision. First, the technically delicate parts of §4 are
avoided, while one obtains a version of 5.1 adequate for the applications in [lIlJ to
topological manifolds. Second, the argu ment without f applies tel quel to
prove the PL - DIFF Product Structure Theorem of [Hi7 J from the (more basic?)
PL - DIFF Concordance Implies Isotopy Theorem of [Hi 7 J •
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Extend h to a self-homeomorphism h of M X R so that one has
h(x,r) = (x,r) if r ~ 0 or x rI:. U ,and h(x,r) = (P1h(x,I),r) if r ~ 1 .
With the help of the (local) CAT collaring uniqueness theorem A.I
we arrange that h is a product with R near U X and U X I . Then
define ~2 to make h : (M X R)L ~ (M X R)~l a CAT isomorphism
2
Clearly L2 I M X (l ,00) is of the f0 rm a X (l ,00). This defines a.

°

The properties of L2 indicated in Figure 5-a let one construct
more or less standard conditioned concordances L2 ~ a X R rel U X R
and L2 ~ L reI U X R using the fo11owing easy
Windowblind Lemma 5.1.2.
Let L' and L" be two CAT structures on M X R so that
~' = L" on M X (a,b), a < b, so that both L' and ~" are a product
along R on an open subset U X R. Then there is a conditioned
concordance
L' ~ L" rei U X R .

Proof of lemma. Using a conditioned CAT homotopy h t ,o~ t~ 1 ~ of
id I R through imbeddillgs to an imbedding onto (a,b) , form an open
imbedding
H:IXMXR~IXMXR

with Ht(x,r) = H(t,x,r) = (t,x,ht(r)). The structure H- 1(I X ~') on
I XM X R making H a CAT imbedding into I X(M XR)~' is a
conditioned concordance L' ~ H11(L'). It is reI U X R since L' is a
product along R on U X R. Similarly L" ~ H11(L") reI U X R. But
H~I(L') = H11(L") , so we fmd L' ~ L" reI U X R as des~red. •
The first case M = R m or Rr of 5.1 is now established.

U

The general case follows by an easy chart by chart induction. We
present the details in a novel fashion since the induction that the reader
first thought of , probably does not work immediately if M is nonmetrizable .
Let g be the set of pairs (U', L') consisting of an open subset U'
of M containing U , and a CAT structure L' on U' X R such that
L' = L on U X R U U' X (-00,0) ,and L' is a product along R on
U' X (l,oo). (Compare behavior of L2 in Figure 5-a .)
According to Lemma 5.1.2 , the theorem is proved when we have
found a pair (M, L') E g .
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Now g is partially ordered: (U', L') < (U", k") meaning that
V' C U" and L' = L" on U' X R. Every totally ordered subset has an
upper bound (the 'union'). Hence Zorn's Lemma (transfinite induction)
asserts that g. has a maximal element (M o ' LO) .
Assertion:
It will suffice to show that for any open subset V of M that is
[STABLED homeomorphic to R m or R~, one can find an element
(Mo U V, LI) E g with LI = LO on Mo X R. First extend LO
over Ml X (-00,0), Ml = Mo U V , letting it equal },; there. Next
further extend LO arbitrarily over all of MIX R . This is possible using
the Concordance Extension Theorem 4 2 ,because LO is concordant
to a structure that extends - concordant via an isotopy ht, 0< t ~ 1 ,of
id I R through imbeddings with ht(-oo,O) C (-00,0) and hI R = (-00,0) .
LO is now defined on MI X R. The proved case of 5.1 offers a
concordance of LO I V X (l,oo) reI (M o () V) X (l,oo) to a product
structure. Extend this by the identity concordance of
LO I Mo X RUM I X (-00,0). Then further extend, by 4.2 again, to a
concordance of L 0 I M I X R to a structure L I on M I X R . Clearly
(Mo ,LO) < (M I ,L I) E g. completing the proof of 5.1. •

Applications of the product structure theorem frequently demand
the following "local" version, which the reader will recognize as an easy
~onsequence of the original version and the concordance extension
theorem.
THEOREM 5.2. Local version of Product Structure Theorem.

Consider the following data:
m
M a TOP manifold," W an open neighborhood of M X 0 in
M X R S , s;>: 1 ," L a CAT structure on W," C C M X 0 a closed subset
such that L is a product along R S near C,' D another closed subset of
M X 0; V C W an open neighborhood of D - C.
Suppose that m;>: 6, or m;>: 5 and aM C C. Then there exists
a concordance rei (W-V) U C from L to a CAT structure L' on W
so that L' is a product along R S near D. •
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Figure 5-b
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The analogue of the Product Structure Theorem 5.1 for compatible
DIFF structures on PL manifolds is the venerable

CAIRNS-HIRSCH THEOREM 5.3 (see ICal {Hi 2 l {Hi 7l).
Let M m have a PL structure sand M X R S a DIFF structure
~ which is (Whitehead) compatible with s X R S • Suppose p i~ a
DIFF structure compatible with s Oil a n'eighborhood of C in M such
that L = p X R S near C X R S • Then there exists a DIFF structure a
on M compatible with s, and extending p near C,. furthermore there
exists a conditioned DIFF concordance r rei ex R S from L to
a X R S such that
is compatible with I X s X R S •

r

First recall the meaning of compatibility. Let S and ~ be
respectively a PL and a DIFF structure on a manifold .M . We say
that Sand L, are (Whitehead) compatible, or that S is a DIFF
triangulation t of L , if for each co-ordinate chart (h, U) of S the
composition R!/!:J h(U) h7 MS!s!

M~ is a COO non-singular imbedding

on each closed simplex of some linear triangulation of h(U) C R!/!.
Note that if f: MS~ MS" is a PL isomorphism, then the DIFF
structure

f~

on M' is compatible with S' .

A basic theorem of J. H. C. Whitehead [Wh 1 ] [MuI] states that
every DIFF manifold M~ has a DIFF triangulation S. In fact if C

t This is a convenient abuse of language; S is at best a maximal family of
piecewise-linearly related triangulations.
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is closed in M, and R is a DIFF triangulation of L I U where U is a
neighborhood of C , then there exists a DIFF triangulation S of M~
tha t agrees with R near C.
ASSERTION: The results of this essay, together with Whitehead's

triangulation theorem provide a proof of 5.3 when
and aM C C.

111

>: 6 ,or

111

>5

Proof of assertion.
By 5.1 , (ignoring s) there is a DIFF structure a' on M and a
DIFF conditioned concordance f'rel C X R S from L to a' X R S .
However, a' may not be compatible with .s ,nor r' with I X s X R S .
Using Whitehead's result find s' a DIFF triangulation of a' equal to s
near C , and fmd G' a DIFF triangulation of r' , giving a conditioned
PL concordance from s X R S to s· X RS reI C X R S .
We shall construct a PL isomorphism F: (I X M X RS)G' ~
I X Ms X R S which fixes a neighborhood of 0 XM XR s U I X C X RS
and is a product with I and with R S near 1 X M X R S . Then
F(r') =r will clearly be the required concordance compatible with
I X s X R s ,and F( 1 X a' X R s) = 1 X a X R s will define a.
We proceed to define F as a composition
H
hXid
s
) IXMsXR .
(I XM X RS)G' ~ (I XM)gXR S
By Theorem 5.1 , Remark 1 , applied to I X M , there is a PL structure
g that is a conditioned concordance s to s' reI C , and there is a PL
homeomorphism H equal to the identity near {O, l} X M X R S U I X
C X R s. Finally by Theorem 4.1 , there is a PL homeomorphism
h : (I X M)g ~ I X Ms so that h = id near 0 X M and h is a product
with I near I X M . This establishes 5.3 in case m ~ 6 , or m = 5 and
aMcC . •
5.4. OBSERVATION. In the Concord':;mce Extension Theorem 4.2.1
(reI a closed subset) suppose M is a PL manifold. For "CAT

structure" read "compatible DIFF structure". There results a valid
concordance extension theorem for compatible DIFF structures. Its
proof is an easy consequence of 4.2 for DIFF reinforced by 4.1 ,for
PL and we leave it as an exercise. Again some low dimensions are not
covered by this proof.
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As a corollary one deduces a local version of the Cairns-Hirsch
theorem analogous to 5.2 .
These results provide, for dimension ~ 5 , the basis for Hirsch's
first obstruction theory [Hi 3 ] for introducing and classifying up to
concordance compatible DIFF structures on a given PL manifold.
More elaborate theories of Hirsch and Mazur [Hi4 ] [HiM] [Mof] ] [Hi?]
[Hi 8 ] and of Lashof and Rothenberg [LR I] also use these results.
It is of course a telling fault that we do"not deal with compatible
DIFF structures on PL manifolds of dimension ~ 4. But the theory
is rather joyless there; compatible structures exist and are unique up to
concordance [Ce I] .
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Appendix A. COLLARING THEOREMS

We defme a local collaring of a closed subset M of a metric space
W to be an open neighborhood U of M X in M X [0,00) and an
open topological imbedding f: U ~ W satisfying f(p X 0) = p for aU p
in M. In case Wand M are CAT objects (CAT =TOP, PL or DIFF) ,
and f is in addition a CAT embedding, then f is called a CAT local
collaring.

°

THEOREM A.I. Local collaring uniqueness .
Consider the following data: M a CAT manifold (CAT = TOP,
PL or DIFF); W a CA T manifold, with metric d, possibly with
corners if CAT = DIFF, and containing M as a closed subset;
f,g: U ~ W two CAT local collarings of M in W; C a closed subset
of M such that f =g near C X 0 in C X 10, 00); D another closed
subset of M ; e: W ~ {O, 00) a continuous function, positive on D.

With these data there exists an isotopy ht, O~ t ~ 1 , of id I W
fixing M so that f= h1g near D X and d(hlx),x)~ e(x) forall
x E W. The isotopy htg is constant near C X in ex to, 00) () u.

°

°

;iy.:,!/e will indicate a proof of this presently. Familiar (relative)
collaring existence theorems follow from this, (see [Ar) [Bnl] [Cny] for
TO:R~~,; [Hu2] for PL ; [Mu 11 for DIFF.)
It is not difficult to deduce a global uniqueness result .
Or!:!;'!'"

D~~!NITION.

If a CAT local collaring f: M X [0, 00) ~ W restricts to
a <?!2,~ed imbedding of M X [0, 1] ,we call the restriction f I M X [0, 1]
a ~GAT clean collaring.
'1"'~P1',
_~

L~

~~

-:

7'~

TfI~PREM

A.2. Collaring uniqueness.
'.consider CAT clean collarings f,·g: M X to, 1 J ~ W of MeW.
SUY'p'9se f = g near a closed subset C X [0, 1 J . Let D eM be closed
·~h··
an:CJJIet V C W be an open neighborhood of f( D X [0, 1 J) U
,../n'>;vfn
l~t5
•. ",1tr.Q>;.
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Then there exists a CAT isotopy h t , O<"t~l ,of idlw, fixing
all points near I(e X {O, 1/) and all points outside V, such that
f= /zIg near D X to, 1/. Further, if f= g near D X 0, then h t =: id
near M.
The reader should be able to obtain the local collaring uniqueness
theorem from the following key lemma, suggested by [Cny] . (There is
an extra step unique to DIFF concerning angle of departure from the
boundary; cf. [Mul ' §6] .)

LEMMA A.3.
Let U be an open neighborhood of M X (-00, 0/ in M X Rand
let f: U ~ M X R be an open CAT imbedding equal the identity on
M X (-00,0/ ; let D eM be a closed set and let €: M X R ~ to, 00)
be a continuous function positive on D X O.
Then there exists a CAT €-isotopy ht, 0<" t<" 1 , of id 1M X R
.
fixing M X (-00,0/ so that hi = f near D X o.
If f is the identity on a neighborhood of C X (-00, 0/ in C)( R
for some closed set C eM, then the isotopy ht, 0<" t<" 1 , can be
so chosen that the same is true of it .
Proof of Lemma (in outline). Concerning smallness, it will suffice to
show that the isotopy h t can be made to have support in €-l (0,00)
and can simultaneously be made as small as we please for the fine CO
topology, equivalently for the majorant to·pology, cf. §4 and App. C .,
Using normality, find a closed neighborhood Y of DX 0 in MXR
contained in the open set e- 1 (0,00) ,disjoint from the closed set
MXR - feU) ,and so small that f I {Y n (CXR) } = identity .
Define X= f-l(y) .
Construct 'sliding' CAT isotopies

at : MXR ~ MXR ,
of id
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

°<"

t

<" 1 ,

I MXR such that:
at = identity on MXR - (XnY) ;

= xXR

and Gt(xX(-oo,O]) :J xX(oo,O] for all t and x
a 1 (MX(-oo ,0)) ::> DX(-oo,O] ;
at is as small as we please for the majorant topology.

at(xXR)
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°

ft = at fat -I , ~ t ~ 1 .
By (~,) , ft is an isotopy of f through open imbeddings U ~ ~XR ,
withlsupport in xny and disjoint from CXO . By (b) , ft fIxes
MX(:~,O] . By (c) , fl is the identity near DX(-oo,O] . By (d) ft
is as',small as we please for the majorant topology.
<~~~ (a) again, f t U = fU and ft = f outside X . Since Y = f(X)
is cl2~~d, and feU) is open we can define ht ' ~ t ~ 1 ,by the rules

°

ht(Y) = f fil(y) for y E feU)
ht(y) = y

for y f/:. f(X)

Thi;{i~ the isotopy required. It is as small as we please for the majorant
~~1"
topology. •
o!..~.,

A.4t9ENERALIZATIONS
~~~There
are two ways in which it is often useful to generalize the
.
above.: results. Neither generalization requires much more than
notaJional change in the proofs .
"e.~;~~~

~.?>:~I

.1.i¥J1 (a) ~TOP

can be enlarged to the category of continuous maps of metric
spaces;
PL can be enlarged to the category of piecewise-linear maps of
'f.""J(~'-1
loc,~~y compact polyhedra.
l.w.~I..

•

(b)tRespect[u/ versions). One sup~os~s

~

equipped with a family.
{W&}: of closed subsets. Then one mSIsts In hypotheses and conclusIOns
thali~ach isotopy mentioned respect each set Wa or Ma X R as the
casklinay be. For our purposes {W a } is usually the set of fibers of a
C~-submersion p: W ~ A to a CAT object A .
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Appendix B: SUBMERGING A PUNCTURED TORUS

This contains verbatim a letter from J. Milnor of October, 1969 ,
which gives an elementary construction of a submersion of the
punctured torus Tn_point into euclidean space Rn. It is used in § 3 .
A different elementary construction was found by D. Barden [Bar] [Rul
earlier in 1969 , and another by S. Ferry, [Fe 1 1973t Milnor produces
a smooth COO (= DIFF) submersion. A secant approximation to it in
the sense of 1. H. C. Whitehead [Mul ,§91 provides a piecewise-linear
(= PL) submersion.
"Let M be a smooth compact manifold.
HYPOTHESIS. M has a codimension 1 embedding in euclidean space
so that, for some smooth disk D C M and some hyperplane P in
euclidean space, the orthogonal projection from M - 0 to P is a
submersion .
THEOREM. If M satisfies this hypothesis, so does M X Sl .

It follows inductively that every torus satisfies the hypothesis.
PROOF. Suppose that M = Mk- l embeds in Rk so that M - 0
projects submersively to the hyperplane Xl = o. We will assume that
the subset M C Rk lies in the half-space xk > o. Hence, rotating Rk
about R k - 1 in Rk+ I, we obtain an embedding
(x, (J) # (Xl, ... , Xk-l ,'xk cos (J , xk sin (J) of M X Sl in Rk+1 . This
embedding needs only a mild deformation in order to satisfy the required
property.
Let el ,... , ek+ I be the standard basis for R k +] . Let ·r(J be the
rotation
ei

#

ei for i < k ,

ek

#

ek+ I
Let n(x)

t

= nl (x)el

ek cos (J + ek+l sin
#

-

ek sin

(J

(J

,

+ ek+ I cos (J

•

+ ... + nk(x)ek be the unit normal vector to M in Rk.

And still another by A. Gramain [Gra] 1973 .

For x E M-D we can assume that
nl
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fl.

is bounded away from zero. Say

> 2a> O.

Suppose that M lies in the open slab 0 < xk < {3 of Rk
€ > 0 so that the correspondence (x, t) -t+ X + tn(x) embeds
M X (- €, €) diffeomorphically in this slab.
Choose a smooth map t : Sl ~ (-€ ,e) so that
dt ~ 2{3/a when

de

e =0

.

'

Choose

cos (J dt ~ 0 always.

de

2Tt

8

The required embedding M X Sl ~ R k+1 is now given by
(x, e)

-t+

ro(x

+ t(e)n(x» .

Computation shows that the normal vector to this embedding is
p/l,~pll where

p(x, 0)

=(xk + tnk)re(n) - Q..L
de

L~f v = el - aek+ I . Then p. v

=

A + B where
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Thus if

X

E M - D we have

hence p • v> o. On the other hand, for any x EM, if
have
A ~ -(3 ,
B ~ a(2(3/ a) .

e = 0 , we

Hence p' v > 0 for e = 0 , and therefore p' v > 0 for all sufficiently
small e ; say for Ie I ~ 11 .
It now follows that the compleme-nt (M X S 1) - (0 X [17, 21f-11 ] )
projects submersively to the hyperplane vI. This completes the proof.
II
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Appendix C. MAJORANT APPROXIMATION
This appendix collects some basic observations about majorant
approximation of functions, and it proves a theorem that provides a
local criterion for majorant approximating a 'good' function by a 'better'
function.
,

.

:~Let X and Y be topological spaces. If 11 is an open cover of Y

and'f,f ,g are two continuous functions ( = maps), we say that f and g
are ~~'lr -near if for each point x in X ,both f(x) and g(x) belong to
some one set of the cover 'lr .
lWe topologize the set C(X, Y) of continuous maps X ~ Y
terms of the sets
N (f, 15) = {g E C (X, Y)

I f and

In

g are If -near}

by defining a set N C C(X, Y) to be open if for each fE N there exists
11 '~p that N(f,11) c N . This is called the (target) majorant topology.
, 1.-

-1(',

Fact 1. If Y is a fully normal topological space, each set N(f, 15) is
').":.'

a neighborhood of f; then for fixed f the sets N(f,'lr) form a basis
of.d~ighborhoods of f. Proof: Full normality means precisely that,
fo~L~ny open cover 11 ,there exists an open cover ltJ = {Wi} such that
the:~tarred cover ltJ* refjnes 1.s.:t (By definition ltJ* = {Wi} ,where
Wi ~< = Uj {Wj IWi () Wj i= ¢} .) Then observe that
hE,N(g,ln) => N(h,ltJ)CN(g,'\s) . It follows that, for any
N ,e;.
C(X, Y) , the subset N 6 of all g in N , such that there exists a
.,"
N(g,'\s) C N ,is an open set. This in tum implies that each N(f,15) is a
nei~borhood of f.
•
*.'1,~

.' tt~ \'
~t'

Fact2.

For fEC(X,Y) and gEC(Y,Z) the rule of composition
(ff}) *. gfE C( X,Z) is a continuous mapping
C(X, Y)XC(Y,Z) ~ C(X,Z) provided Z is fully normal,
.-;:,.{I

;;;1"',' :f: Full normality (as defined above) is easy to establish from metrizability. It
also follows from the existence of fine partitions of unity (by regarding them as
maps to nerves as in the proof of C.I below). Two equivalences are worth noting.
full normality & paracompactness #
existence of fine partitions of unity _.
2)~For spaces that are regular (all points have small closed neighborhoods) , full
n9rmality is equivalent to paracompactness (= existence of fine locally finite open
c~~,ers). See [Sto,] or any treatise, shunning superfluous separation axioms.

l)J"
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Proof: Given N(gf, lr) ,find an open cover l.U such that l.U* < 'ls •
Then f' E N(f,g-llb) and g' E N(g,ln) imply gfl E N(gf,.lb) and
f'g' E N(gf'.l.U) ,whence g'f' E N(gf, l.U*). ..

Fact 3 . The group of homeomorphisms H( X) C C( X, X) is a
topological group, for the inherited majorant topology, provided again
that X is assumed to be fully normal. Proof: Given fact 2 we have only
to verify the continuity of the rule f * f- I . But f~l ,g-l are lr -near
#
f-Ig ,id are 'ls -near <*' g ,f are f (l.r )-near
In case Y is a metric space there is an alternative definition of our
topology on C(X, Y) as follows. Call positive continuous functions
o : Y -)- (0,00 J majorants, and for f in C(X, Y) define
No(f)

=

{g E C(X, Y) I d(f(x),g(x))

< o(f(x))

for all x in X } .

Fact 4. As 0 varies, the sets No(f) give a basis of neighborhoods of
f in C( X, Y) . Proof: (i) Given 8 ,on~ has N(f, 'ls) C No (f) for
any cover 'ls of Y such that, for each V E 11 ,
diameter (V) < inf {o (y) lyE V}. To obtain such a 'ls , we simply
cover each open set 0 -I (l/n,oo) with balls of radius < 1/2n .
(ii) Given 'ls ,one has No(f) C N(f,11) for any majorant 0 such that,
for all y E Y ,the ball BO(y)(Y) of radius o(y) about y lies in some
V E 11 . To obtain such a 0 first find a locally finite refinement
llJ = {Wi} of l.r (recalling that metric => paracompact); then define
0i : Y -)- [0,00) to be the distance to Y-W i ; and finally let
o(y) = mqX 0i(y) . Since l.U is locally fmite the maximum o(y) exists
and is coAtinuous.
..
The following lemma shows that, in case f: X -)- Y is proper (Le.
K compact => [-1 K compact) ,one could as well replace majorants
o on Y by majorants 0 I on X in the definition of No(f) , substituting < O'(X) for < o(f(x)) .

Lemma.

Let f: X -)- Y be a proper continuous map to a metric space
Y ,and let 0 I: X -)- (0,00) be continuous. Then there exists a continuous map 0: Y -)- (0,00) such that 0( f( x)) < 0 '( x) for all x EX.
Proof. Since Y admits fine partitions of unity to help us build 8 ,it
is enough to check that each y E Y has a neighborhood Vy such that
inf{o'(x)lxEf- 1 (V y )}>O . Since f-l(y) is compact, it has an
open neighborhood Uy such that inf {~' (x) I x E Uy } > 0 . But,
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as f is proper, f maps closed
Vy = Y-f(X-U y ) ' •

Essay

sets to dosed sets, so we can take

Putting these introductory observations aside, we proceed to
formulate the promised approximation theorem.
Let X and Y be topological spac~s. We shall be working with the
collection g of continuous maps f: U ~ V where U is open in X and
V is open in Y . Letting g(V) denote the set of all such f having as
target the set V ,We observe that the rule V * g(V) ,together with
the restriction maps 3(V) ~ 3(V') for V' C V ,constitute a sheaf of
setst on Y*, that is also denoted by g.
Let &+ c & c g be two subsheaves of 3 . (Thus, for example,
&(V) is a subset of 3(V) for all open V C Y . )
Also let 1r: Y ~ y* be a continuous map to a space y* . It
serves to give a second, coarser topology on C(X, Y) ; the simplest case
Y = y* with 1r = identity is perhaps the most usual, and we choose our
language to conform to it.
We pose the following
Approximation Problem. Given f: X ~ Y in &(Y) and given an open
cover 11 of Y*, under what conditions can we find a map g: X ~ Y in
&iY) such that f and g are 1.s-near in the sense that for all x in X ,
the two points f( x) and g( x) lie in some one set 1r- i V with V E 1.s ?
Example. Given a homeomorphism f: X ~ Y of smooth manifolds
and open cover 1s of Y*, when can we find a diffeomorphism
g: X ~ Y that is 1.s-near to f ? This question fits into the above framework when one defines & [respectively &+ J to be the subsheaf of 3
consisting of all maps that are homeomorphisms, [respectively diffeomorphismsJ.
The answer we can give in general terms, is merely that it usually
suffices to verify the strongly relative local criterion below. Let lA be

t

A sheaf of sets 6n (or over) Y is a contravariant functor g from the
inclusions of open subsets of Y to the category of sets, such that the following
'unique pasting' axiom is verified. For any open V CY and any open cover {Vi}
of V the elements of &V) correspond bijectively via restriction to the indexed
collections {Xi IXi E&V i) } such that for any pair of indices i,j the elements xi'
X: restrict to the same element of 3 (v.n V·) .
J

1

J
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a fixed open cover of y* . (When y* is Hausdorff (= T 2 ) and
locally compact a popular choice for lA is the open sets in y* that have
compact closure.) The 'strongly relative' local criterion is stated as
follows in teons of the data X, 1f: Y ~ y* ,&, &+, 'it :

(9)

Let C and D be closed subsets of y* with D contained in
some U E lJ . Let V be an open neighborhood of D - C.
Consider any f: X ~ Y in lid Y) that is in &+ near ct.
Then there exists g: X ~ Y in & equal to f near C U (y* - V)
such that g is in &+ near CUD

APPROXIMATION THEOREM C.l .
Given the data X, 1f: Y ~ y* , &, &+, \!- ' as presented above,
suppose that (9) is verified.
Provide that y* is fully normal and paracompact.
Then, given f: X ~ Y in & , together with any open cover 1f of
y* , there exists f+: X ~ Y in &+ ,such that f and f+ are 1J -near.
Furthermore suppose that f is in &+ near a closed set C C y* .
Let D be any closed set in y* ,and V any open neighborhood of
D-C. Then there exists g: X ~ Y in & , v-near to f , such that g
is in &+ near CUD and equals f near C U ( y* - V) .
Example. In § 4 , this theorem can provide part of the proof of the
Concordance Implies Isotopy Theorem. With the notation used there,
y* will be the manifold M , X and Y will be IXMXI and 1f will
be the projection to M = y* . For V open in Y ,an element
f: U ~ V of &(V) will be a homeomorphism respecting proj ection to
the first interval factor, and equal to the identity both on U n (OXMXl)
and near un (lXMXO) ; this f lies in &+(V) if it gives a CAT isomorphism un (1 XMXl)r to V n (1 XMLXI) . Thus a f: X ~ Y in

&+ is a topological isotopy of id I (MXI) reI MXO to a CAT
isomorphism (M Xl)r ~ (M LXI) .
Remarks. We have made the approximation theorem just general enough
to cover the handful of applications in these essays. One can generalize
it by allowing & ,&+ to be arbitrary sheaves of sets, given together

t This means that for some open neighborhood NC of C ,the map
1
r- 7T- 1NC ~1f-1 NC ,obtained by restricting f ,lies in ~(1f-1 NC) . Similar
'abuse' of language will persist.
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with 'sheaf morphisms &+ ~ & ~ g that are not necessarily subsheaf
inclusions. This generalization is somewhat more awkward to discuss t,
but it permits one simplification: the (generalised) case where Y = y*
and 1l' = identity immediately implies the most general case.

PROOF OF THE APPROXIMATION THEOREM .
We need only prove the first assertion of C.I ; the stronger assertion involving given subsets C , 0 and V of Y* can then be
deduced by applying the first assertion to suitable subsheaves &' and
&~ of &. and &.+ , namely:
&.' = the maps in &. equal to f near C U (Y*-V) (wherever defined).
&.~ =

the maps in &' that lie in &+ near 0 (wherever defined).

This works because the local criterion (9) is verified for &'
and &~ in place of & and &+ above.
To prove the first assertion we begin by using paracompactness of
y* to find an open cover lli = {Wi} of Y* that refines the two
covers lJ and 15 .
Since Y is fully normal as well as paracompact, there exists a partition of unity {(Xi} on y* with (Xi -) (0,11 C Wi for each i . This can
be interpreted as a continuous map
a :

Y.* ~ Illi I

to the nerve of the cover lb ; namely the one such that, for each y in
y* and each index i , the point a(y) has O!j(y) for its barycentric
coordinate with respect to the vertex wi corresponding to Wi .
The appropriate topology for Illi I is the 'weak' topology t , for
which a set is closed if and only if it meets each closed simplex of 1m I
in a closed set. The continuity of the functions ai implies that a-lea)
is closed for each closed simplex a and that a is continuous over each
such a . Local finiteness of the partition {ai} implies local finiteness
'value-wise' of the collection {a- l (o)} in y*
-i.e. , given x in y*

t For example, f: X ~Y in & comes to mean an element f of &(Y)
whose image in g(Y) is a continuous map X ~ Y .
t The three standard topologies on Illil (cartesian, metric, weak) coincide
precisely if lb is star-finite. The covering lli can always be chosen to be star-finite
precisely if y* is strongly paracompact. Every locally separable metric space, and
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there is an open set U containing x so that

{~-1 (a)

nU }

( a varying) is a finite collection. Thus, a set in y* is closed precisely
if it meets each set a-I (a) in a closed set. It follows that ex-I (A) 1S
closed if A is closed; so the continuity of ex is now explained.
Writing Iln I = K for convenience, suppose for an induction over
the skelleta K(r) ,r ~ -1 , that we have built f r : X ~ Y in & that
is in &+ near K(f) . The induction begins with CI :: f .
For any closed simplex a of I \1) I we have a standard open
'spindle neighborhood' N( a) of in t a = (a-a a) ,namely the open star
of int a in the first barycentric subdivision of Ilb It.

N(t)
Observe that, if N(a) meets N(r) ,theneither a<r or r<a.
For each closed (r+ 1)-simplex a of 1\1)1= K ,apply the criterion
(9) with the substitutions C ~ ex-I K(r) , 0 ~ ex-I (a) ,
V # ex-I N(a) ,to obtain a map ga : X ~ Y in & equal to f r near
y* - ex-I (N(a)) and lying in &+ near ex-I (Ke r ) U a) . Since the open
sets ex-I N(a) are pairwise disjoint, we can t piece together a unique
map f r+I : X ~ Y such that f r+1 coincides with f r near y* - Nr+I
where
Nk

=

U { N(a)

I dima

=k

,a

< K}

and fr+ I coincides with ga over eel N(a) . Clearly fr~l IS In &+
over ex-I (K(r+ I) . This completes the induction to construct a
sequence fo, fl ,f2 ' ... of maps X ~ Y .

t If a has vertices

Wo ' ... , Ws then N( a) is the set of all points z E

<

Ilb I

such that if Wi is not a vertex of a then Wj(z)
min {wo (x) , ... , Ws(x)} .
This N(a) is clearly open in the weak topology; it is often not open for the other
two.
t The collection of all ex-I N(o) , a a simplex of I \b I ,is easily seen to be
a locally finite open cover of y* ,because ill is locally finite. But beware that, in
general, the open covers (N(a) 1 and {N 1 of 111,1 ltrp. not IO(,llllv finit ..
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The collection {ex -1 Nr I r = 0 , 1, ... J is locally finite in y*
because ill is locally finite.
Thus any point y E y* has a
neighborhood V meeting only finitely many sets ex-I Nr . It follows
that the sequenc: fr IVy , r = 1 , 2 ,... , is eventually constant. This
shows that g = lim fr is a well defined map X -+ Y in & . It clearly
lies in &+ .
Finally, we show that g is 'ls -near to f . For any point x EX,
suppose the eventually constant sequence f(x), fo(x) , f] (x), ... moves
just before fr(n)(x) , n = 0 , 1 , ... , s . Then fr(n-I lex) and fr(n)(x)
lie in some ex-IN(an ) . Thus N(a n ) meets N(an+l) , n = 0, ... ,s-I"
and clearly this implies that ao < a I < ... < as . If wi is a .vertex of
a o ' then the barycentric coordinate for wi is positive on
~(ao) U ... U N(a s) . Thus oft (0,1] contains both f(x) and g(x) ,
i.e. f and g are a-near, where a = {exfl (O,I]) . Since a < ill < 'ls ,
the proof is complete.
II

Source majorant approximation (supplementary remarks) .
There is a companion to the majorant approximation problem discussed above; it arises when one wishes to measure progress in the
source space X rather than the target Y .
-~,

.';~;.'

'~~1?To
l

~1.''(!

simplify we assume henceforth that X and Yare metric and

that X is locally compact.
r:~~~-

;~:;~

One gives to C(X,Y) the source majorant topology, letting a
basis of neighborhoods of f : X -+ Y be the sets
.~:

-~~

N(f~-€) = {
~r~~~.:

g E C(X,Y)

I d(f(x),g(y)) < €.(x) for all x in X }

wh-ere
€: X -+ (0,00) ranges over all positive continuous functions
0t:"
(majorants). This is also known as the <fine Whitney topology' or
th~~5~fine CO topology', cf. [Mu I, p.29] . It is in general finer than the
(t~get) majorant topology first considered, as the example X = R ,
Y-'5:. [0,1] amply illustrates. Of course, when X is compact, both
majorant topologies coincide with· the compact-open topology.
~

-('':)

*t

;-Yf.'

Fixing attention on the source space X , let U be any open
sub~et of X , and denote by g(U) the set of continuous functions
!if"
U 7A' Y . With obvious restriction maps, the sets g(U) form a sheaf of
set~-on
X as.U varies; it is denoted g . We consider subsheaves
..... :
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&+ C &. c g of 'good' functions & and 'better' functions &+ .
Pause here to note that & could for example be the open immersions
to Y ,but it could not be the open embeddings. (Just inspect the basic
axiom for sheaves on X !)
Approximation Problem: Is &+(X) dense in &(X) for the source

majorant topology?
To be sure, one can pose this problem in a strongly relative form,
but, as noted in the proof of C.l ,such generality is illusory.
We indicate how to solve this problem in two steps.

Step I). &+(X) is indeed dense in &(X) provided the [olio wing
strongly relative local criterion is verified:
Given f: X ~ Y in & that is in &+ near a closed set C ex,
and given a compactum D C X and an op~n neighborhood V of 0 ,
there always exist approximations g to f that are in &+ near CUD
and are equal to f near C U (X - V) .
(d)

Note that this property (d) remains just as strong if we suppose
that V has compact closure, or if we suppose that V is contained in
some set of a fixed open covering of X .
It is still unsatisfactory that in (d) we should have to hypothesize

approximations; nevertheless it is encouraging to note that it does not
matter which topology we use on &(X) ,since V may as well hav(:
compact closure.
The proof of I) is left as an exercise, cf. [Si 12 , Proof of 6.3 1 .
Hint: It can exploit a well known 'concentric annuli' trick to express
X as Xo U Xl where Xo and Xl are closed sets each a discrete
sum of compacta. (For X = R2 these compacta could be concentric
annuli.)
Step II). Verification of (d) .
Frequently, when one is faced with a specific approximation
problem, the criterion (d) is directly verifiable. This will be the case
for approximation of maps by ones transversal to a TOP micro bundle
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Morse functions [III, § 2] .
However, it is reassuring to observe that C.I reduces (d) to a
criterion not involving approximation.
Assertion: (d) is implied by the weaker version (0)* where g is
no longer required to be an approximation to f but instead one insists that g(V) lie in a prescribed neighborhood of reV) .

Proof: Regard (d) as a target majorant approximation problem as
follows. With the notation of (d) let' ~! be the sheaf on Y consisting of continuous maps h : U' ~ V' with V' open X and V' open
in Y ,so that U' ~ V 4. Y is in & and 11 equals f near
U' () {C u (X - V)} . Also let &~ C &! be the subsheaf of maps h
such that U'~ V' 4. Y is in &+ near U' () (C U D) . Then in
view of C.I ,the criterion (d) for &+ C & is implied by (9) for
&~ C &! . This (9) is in turn implied by (d)*.
•
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§ O. INTRODUCTION
A sliced family of CAT (= DIFF or PL) structures on a manifold M with parameters in A (a simplex or any CAT manifold) is a
on the product AXM that is sliced over t
CAT manifold structure
A in the sense that the projection (AXM)r ~ A is a CAT submersion.
Then, for each point u in A , r gives to uXM a CAT structure r u .
Beware that a family
is decidely more than the collection
{r u I u E A} of its 'members', whenever dimM ~ 1 . :I:
A key result of § I is that the projection PI: (AXM)r ~ A
is a CAT bundle projection provided dimM 4,* dimaM . When A
is contractible, this means that there is a CAT isomorphism
h : (~XM)r ~ ~X(M'Y) that is sliced over A (in the sense that
PI h = PI ). This result requires no dimension restriction if M is com·
pact, since every proper CAT submersion is easily seen to be a CAT
bundle projection. In the noncompact case we shall use an engulfing
procedure in order to revert to the compact case; a simple covering trick
is involved. As first sketched in [KS 41 , this argument enjoyed considerable excess generality that was then intended to let one pursue the
study of limits of homeomorphisms, begun in [Si 11 ](see [Si 11 ,end]
for an example). We retain that generality here, but we have tampered
with the original proof to make it self-contained, and in addition we
have found a short-cut for the case at hand. R. Lashof and D. Burghelea
have in the meantime devised an alternative argument [RuL,I].

r

r

'*

The above bundle theorem of § I 13 extensively used in classifying
sliced families in Essay V .

t Beware of confusion with the notion ot" a "slice" in the theory of group
actions.
:j: There is for example a DlFF structure r on TI XS6 so that r~1 is standard
for all U E /j. = TI = R/Z . but (TI XS6)r ~ TI XS6 . To build r , let it be
standard near the complement of a disc (-V-a,V-a) X R6 in TI XS6 , with
S6 = R6 U 00 , on which disc we make it the image or the standard structure under a
TOP Alexander isotopy H with compact SUppOIl, to id I R6 from h I R6 ,
where h is an exotic DIFF automorphism [Mi610f S6 rei 00 ; more specifically
H can map (t,x) ~ (t ,8th(x/8t) for 0 < t < 1/4 and (t,x) ~ (t,x) for -1/4 < t ~

<0.
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In § 2 we refine the bundle theorem in case A is a simplex or
cube, showing that there is a majorant-smaU TOP isotopy h t ,
0< t < 1 , of id I (AXM) sliced over A ,so that hI
is of the form
AX1; ,with 1; a CAT structure on M . If r was of the form AX~
near AX1; ,where A is a retract of !l ,this isotopy can be the identity
near AXM . There are further refinements, giving, in all, a complete
analogue for "sliced" concordances of the Concordance Implies
Isotopy Theorem of [I, § 4] .

r

This result of § 2 is useful in converting information presented in
terms of such sliced concordances r into geometrically useful isotopies.
For example it lets one approximate topological isotopies of the identity
by CAT isotopies of the identity.
.
The 1972 version of this essay contained two further sections t
that studied the space of CAT concordances reI
of the structure
of a CAT manifold M ,by generalizing directly the proof of the
Concordance Implies Isotopy Theorem of Essay I (cf. the announcement [KS4J). In particular, provided dimM ~ 5 ,this space (semisimpHcial1y or semi-cubicaHy defined using sliced families) is contractible for CAT = PL and I-connected for CAT = DIFF . The reader
will find that such results can equaUy weB be obtained by combining
§ 2 with the classifications of Essay V . Certainly the approach via
Essay V is more sophisticated; but on the other hand it is probably
more enlightening.

a

t To which, no doubt, stray references persist. Perhaps these sections will be
Dublished in Manuscripta Mathematica ..
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§ 1. BUNDLE THEOREMS
A CAT map p :E~B (for CAT = DIFF ,PL, TOP, T2 t ) is
called a CAT sub~ersion if for each point x in E there is a CAT
object U ,an open neighborhood Bo of p(x) in B ,and a CAT
open imbedding f:BoXU~ E onto a neighborhood of x such that pf
is projection BoXU ~Bo C B . Such an imbedding f is called a
submersion chart. When f is normalized so that U is an open subset of
p-l p(x) and f(p(x),u) = u for u in U ,then we sometimes call r a
product chart about U for p . Note that every fiber of a CAT submersion is a CAT object. Also, for any open set EoC E ,the restriction p I Eo is a CAT submersion, and its image p(E o ) is open in B.
Using tpe CAT isotopy extension principle (CAT =1= T 2 ) one can
show that any compactum in a fiber p-l (y) of a CAT submersion p
is contained in the image of some submersion chart.t* Hence, if the
submersion p has compact fibers and is closed, i.e., maps closed sets to
closed sets, it follows that p is a locally trivial CAT bundle projec:tion.

The aim of this section is to give conditions assuring that a CAT
submersion with noncompact fibers is a locally trivial CAT bundle
projection.
Our main result is a technical one, fonnulated so as to avoid restrictions of dimension or category.

t T Z is the category of all Hausdorff topological spaces and continuous maps.
PL could be enlarged in this section to contain all locally compact polyhedra and
piecewise linear maps.
:j: For CAT =T Z this applies nevertheless, if for example p-l(y) is locally

triangulable; see [SiIZ] for the relevant isotopy extension principle.

=!: See [Si IZ ;6.l4,6.1S1 for this reduction to the CAT isotopy extension
theorem. But note that, for CAT = DIFF or PL , very direct proofs exist. For
CAT = PL , [III, Lemma 1.71 provides one. For CAT = DIFF , any smooth neighborhood retraction r: EO ~ p-l(y) provides one since r is a DIFF submersion
near p-l(y) .

L. Sieben mann
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TECHNICAL
BUNDLE THEOREM 1.1 .
'1

~:~::Consider a CAT object E ( CAT= DIFF, PL, TOP or T2 ) ,
equipped with
(a) './ a CA T submersion p: E ~ A onto a CA T object A. ( For
u E 'A write Fu = p-l (u) for the fiber of p over u. )
(b) f( a merely continuous map 1l': E ~ R . (For a,b in R write
Fi d,b) = Fu ()1l'-1 (a,b) ; adopt similar notation with any subse~ of
R in place of the open interval (a,b) ),
We suppose verified an 'engulfing' condition somewhat weaker
than: the statement that each Fi a,b) is a CAT product with R :
(* J.',
For allY u E A and any pair of integers a < b , there exists a
CAT isotopy ht, 0 < t < J ,of Fu with compact support in
Fu(a-J, b+ J) such that

"i,

hI F( -oo,a) J F( -oo,b/
~<

For CAT = Tz we must assume that each fiber Fu is locally
triangulable t , and that, for each pair of integers a < b , the set
Fuff!-,b/ is connected and compact. 4: Also we must assume that A is
parqcompact and :1= of covering dimension d < 00 •
~

',-

::,1:.

'!~~:

Under these hypotheses p: E ~ A is a locally trivial CA T bundle.

"'.'

Remarks on 1.1 .

I) -~f CAT = DIFF , PL ,or TOP the special case where A is a simplex
(or ,cube) implies the general case.
':....

2) .The TOP version is clearly subsumed in the T2 version.
3) '.!,he T2 version could probably be proved differently in case E and
A are complete metric spaces, by using a selection theorem of E.
Mic~ael [Mic] .
4) \Whether the hypothesis dimA < 00 is necessary is unknown. For
the)pplications of the T2 version to the closure of the homeomorphism group of a manifold envisaged in [Si II] ,it is a most
undesirable restriction.
t Or more generally verifies the general isotopy (local) extension principle of
(Sil'2; §o, §61 for parameters in A .
.'k' :j: This compactness, in fact, follows easily from (*) .
~r}:I= i.e., each covering of A admits a refinement whose nerve is a simplicial

1

<

complex of dimension
d , and d is the least such number. One could equivalent~y use finite coverings only, see [Nag, P.22) [Dow) .
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5) The requirements on some new category CAT, in order that 1.1
hold, could be axiomatized without difficulty.
6) The fibers of p may indeed not be a product with R . For
examples in dimension ~ 5 detected by class group obstructions, see
[Si6 1 . A suitable 1l': Fu ~ R can be gotten by identifying Fu with
the natural infinite cyclic covering of a band formed by gluing together
the ends of Fu ,see [Si 6 , § 2]
7) In stating this theorem in [KS 4 J ,we forgot to mention the isotopy
h t to hI in (*) ; our proof definitely needs it.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 .

[ Certain parts of the proof not needed to establish the important
DIFF and PL Bundle Theorem 1.8 below are marked off by double
brackets. ]
We shall show that p factorizes as
q

p'

p = p'o q : E ~ B ~ A

where q is a CAT infinite cyclic covering, classified by a map
f: B ~ Sl ,while p' is a closed CAT submersion with compact fibers,
and hence a CAT bundle projection.
It follows that p is also a CAT bundle projection. Proof: As the
condition is local in A ,we can assume p' is trivial, Le.,
B :::: F'XA so that p' becomes projection to A . "To verify local CAT
triviality of p at u E A ,consider Fu = q-l(F'Xu) and the infinite
cyclic covering
qo : FuXA (q IFu)x id) F'XA = B
This covering qo is clearly classified by the map fo: F'XA ~ Sl
sending (x, v) #- f(x, u) ,and fo agrees with f on F'Xu . Since close
maps F' ~ Sl are canonically homotopic, these classifying maps f
and fo are homotopic when we cut A down to a small neighborhood
of u . Then, by the bundle homotopy theorem [Hus] , q and qo
give isomorphic coverings of F'XA ,and so E ~ FuXA making q
correspond to qo ,and hence p' q = p correspond to the projection
p'qo = P2 : Fu XA ~ A . This proves the wanted CAT local triviality
The proposed factorization of p will be obtained by patientl)'
constructing an infinite cyclic covering translation on E .
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PART A). The following global sliced version #(r) of the engulfing
property (*) holds true, with 'Y = dimll+1 = d+1 .
#('Y):

For any pair of integers a ~b ,there exists a CAT isotopy
lz t ' 0 ~ t ~ 1 , of id IE sliced over II ,such that
h

l

1f-1 (-oo,a)

~

1f- 1 (-oo,b/

,

and the support of the isotopy h t is contained in
1
1f- [a-'Y,bry / .
To prove this we must consider also a weaker condition
#r( 'Y ,C)
for C a closed subset of II and r E (0,00] . This differs only through
weakening the inclusion condition to be '
hl 7T- I (-oo,a) ~ 1f- I (-oo,b] () V- IC
and suppressing even this condition except when
[a-'Y ,b+'Y] C [-r+2,r-2]

.

;a1so #r('Y,C)~#s(~,D) if r~s , 'Y~~

Clearly #00('Y,1l)=#('Y)
and C ~ 0 .

Addition Lemma 1.2. The conditions #r( 'Y,C) and
together imply the condition #r( 'Y+ ~,C U D)

#,( ~,D)

Proof of 1.2 : Given a pair of integers a < b ; the isotopy asserted by
#r( 'Y+ 8 ,C U D) can be defined as
ht = htC hP
0

,0 -< t ~ 1 ,

----

Figure I-A.
b+8

---------

t

---- ----

pI

----

8+'Y
b

t

---------

1f
( 1f- 1

of) a

-------

(p-l of)

---------

t

~

C

8+'Y

- - - - a--y

D

t

~

(p-I of)

CuD
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where hf is an isotopy provided by #rC 'Y ,C) for the pair (a,b+o) ,
and
is an isotopy provided by #rC 0 ,0) for the pair (a-'Y ,b)
Figure I-A immediately suggests why. •

hP

Fixing now an integer r < 00 ,we seek closed sets Co' C 1 ' ... , Cd
with union A so that #r( I ,Ci) holds for each Ci . Then this addition
lemma (applied d times) establishes #r(d+ 1, A) . Since r is as large
as we please we shall have #(d+ 1) as required.for Part A.
Consider a (nonnalized) CAT product chart
I{) :

Fu(-r,r)XA u ~ E

for the CAT submersion p , the set Au being an open neighborhood
of a poin t u EA.
Consider also a CAT isotopy gt of idIFu(-r,r) , with compact
support.
For any CAT function
a:A~[O,ll

with support contained in Au ' we the? define a map h t on Image(I{))
ht:I{)(x,v) * I{)(ga(v)t(x) ,v)
and extend as the identity outside Image( If)) to an isotopy h t of
id IE , sliced over A .
For the moment we fix

I{)

and let a and gt vary.

Fact 1 . There exists an open neighborhood U of u in Au so small
that

support( a) C U
will imply that, as gt ranges over the finitely many isotopies promised
by (*) ,one for each integral interval [a,bi C [-r+2,r-2J , the
corresponding isotopies h t establish #/l,C) , with C= a-IO) .

(This is easily verified given the proviso that E is topologically
MXRXA with 1l' and p projections to R and A ; for then h t can
be regarded as an isotopy of MXR with parameters in [O,l]X~ .
Since this case is adequate for the important Bundle Theorem 1.8
below, we postpone the general argument to the end; see Lemma 1.3
below.)
Next, letting u and I{J vary for the first time (r still fixed) , we
form an open covering {Uk} of II by sets U as above.
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Fact 2. We can decompose ~ into d+ 1 closed sets Co' ... , Cd '
each set Ci being a disjoint discrete sum of closed sets Cij each
contained in some Uk = Uk(ij} .
(In case CAT = DIFF or PL we can assume A is the d-cuoe;
then the Cij can be the i-handles of a fine standard handle decomposition of the cube. Again, the general argument is postponed.)

For each Ci we now form CAT functions O1j:!l ~ [0,1] with
aij(Cij) = 1 , each having as"support a set Aij contained in Uk(ij) ,
so that Ai = UjAij is again a disjoint discrete sum. Then the isotopies
corresponding to the aij ,j varying, compose disjointly to establish
#r(1,C i) .
Finally, as promised, d applications of the addition lemma 1.2
deduce #r(d+ I ,A) and hence #(d+]). •
[It remains only to prove facts I and 2 in full generality.

To prove Fact I in full generality, one needs:
Lemma 1.3 . Let tp:Fuf-r,r)XAu, ~E beanormalized CAT
product chart for our CA T submersion p: E ~ A . Consider integers
a < b with [a,bi C (-r,r) , together with a compactum XC Fu(a,b) ,
and an open set W of Fu(-r,r) containing Fufa,bJ . Thenforall
v E A sufficiently near u we have
0) ..p(XXv)CFia,b) , and
(to tp(W Xv) ~ j<~[a,bi .

Proof of Lemma 1.3 .
Condition (i) is equivalent to XXv C tp- l 1l"-l (a,b) . As this last
set is open and contains XXu ,this inclusion holds for all v near u in
virtue of the compactness of X .
.
To prove (ii) recall that all Fu[a',b'] are compact, and choose a
rnmn::\rt nf~ip'hhnrhnnrl yeW of F . .r a.b 1 . Choose also a point
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x E Fu(a,b) . Arguing as for (i), we have
,5 indicating frontier in Fu '
(a) I{)(5Y Xv) () Fvla,b] = if>
(b) I{)(x,v) E Fv(a,b) ,
for all v near u . Since I{) ( 5YXv) is the frontier 51{)(YXv) taken in
o
Fv ' the sets I{) (Y X v) and Fv - I{)(YXv) then giveoan open partition of
Fv[a,b], which is connected by hypothesis. But I{)(YXv) does meet
Fv[a,b] since (b) says I{)(x,v) is in both. Hence Fv -I{)(YXv) does not
meet Fv[a,b] , and so
o

Fv[a,b] C I{) (YXv) C I{)(WXv) ,
for v near u , as required.

-

The derivation of Fact 1 using Lemma 1.3 is left as an exercise
]
for the reader; it is straightforward but does require some patience.
[ To prove Fact 2 in general, choose a refinement <H of the
covering {Uk} that has nerve I<HI of dimension ~ d , and then choose
a locally finite partition of unity on !l subordinated to <H (using
paracompactness of A ). This partition can be regarded as a continuous
map

p:A

~

I<HI ,

when I<HI is given the least topology making all the barycentric
coordinate functions continuous. Let Hi be the disjoint discrete sum
in I<HI of all standard i-handles of I<HI . (A standard i-handle is a
closed star in the second barycentric subqivision I<HI" of a barycenter
of an i-simplex of I<HI .) Clearly H o ' ... ,Hd are closed with union
I<HI so we can define Ci = p-l(Hi ) , i = 0 , ... , d. _]
This completes Part A.
The following shortcut should be taken by readers interested in the
Bundle Theorem 1.8 alone.
Shortcut 1.4. For CAT = DIFF or PL with A a simplex or cube the
property #(d+ I) established by Part A implies (almost immediately) :
For any pair of integers a < b there exists an open set Eab in E
containing 1f- i [a,bi such that

p: Eab
is a locally trivial CAT bundle.

~A
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with

(-oo,a) ~ 1T- 1 (-oo,b] ,as provided by #(d+l) ,already is
infinite cyclic covering translation when restricted to the following open
set Eab~1T-l[a,b] :

hI

1T- I

Eab = U {h? Zab I n = 0, ± 1 ,±2 , ...}

,where

Zab = h l 1T- I (-oo,a] - 1T- I (-oo,a)
Indeed the compactum Zab is a fundamental domain. Local triviality
of plEab as asserted now follows via the argument given before
Part A. •
In this situation one can go on to prove that p : E ~ A itself is a
locally trivial bundle projection, by using an infinite collection of such
Eab together with the bundle homotopy theorem t ; the argument is
given for the Bundle Theorem 1.8 below. It is really just this last step
that breaks down in general, necessitating Part B.
[ PART B. The covering translation. ] ,
[ We use a classical meshing process to build it in general.
Adjoin two ideal points E_ and E+ to E ,forming a Hausdorff
topological space E = E U {E_,E+} ,by specifying the sets
~
I
E+ U 1T- (a, 00) , a E Z , to be a basis of neighborhoods for E+ in E ,
and similarly specifying E_ U 1T- I (-00 ,a) , a E Z ,to be a basis for
~

E_ .

Complementation in E will be indicated by the superscript c ;
thus SC = E - S .

& will denote the set of CAT automorphisms of E sliced over
L.\ that each fix some neighborhood of {E_ ,E+} .
r

Given U ~ U ,two neighborhoods of E+ in E, we say that U
is compressible toward E+ in U and write
U

if, for any neighborhood U
r
that h(U ) c U" .

rr

r

\-

r

E+ (U)

of E+ ,there exists hE lh fixing UC so

Define Uk = 1T- I (k(d+ 1) ,00) , k E Z ,and observe that #(d+ 1)
of Part A implies
t This theorem shows that bundles over a cube or a simplex are trivial.
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Uk \ €+ (Uk_I)

and

U~ \ €- (U~_l)

Insertion Lemma 1.S. Given four neighborhoods V, U' , V, V' of
€+ in E so that V' \ €+ (VJ and V' \ €+ (V) ,there exists h E &
fixing (V u v)C , such that
U :> h( V' J :> U'
Similarly with €_ in place of €+ .
Proof of Lemma : Find hI E lh fixing VC such that hl(V) C U
Find h2 E & fixing U C such that h2 (U') Chi (V) . Then
h = h2: J oh} will serve. II

Assertion. There exists a CA T automorphism h of E sliced over A
such that for all odd k
Vk :> hUk _ 3 :> Vk + 2
This h will be the covering translation.
Proof of Assertion.

We will say that g E &r (with r ~ 1 odd) if g E & and
U_ r :> V_r+1 :> U_ r+2 :> ... :> Ur- 2 :> Vr_1 :> Ur where Vk denotes
g(U k - 4 ) .

We begin an induction by using the insertion lemma to find
hiE &1 . Then suppose we have hr E &r (r odd) . Since
Ur - 2 :> Vr-I :> Ur while
Vr+ 1 \ €+ (V r_ l ) and Ur+2 \ €+ (Ur)
the insertion lemma provides f+ E & flXing V~_l so that
Ur :> f+ Vr+ 1 :> q+2

Similarly, passing to complements and changing the sign of subscripts,
we obtain f_E & fixing V-r+ 1 so that U:r :> f_ V:r _ 1 :> U:r- 2 ,l.e.
U- r- 2 :> f_ V-r-I :> Ur
Setting fr = f_f+ we have
hr+2 = frhr E 0. r+2
This completes an induction to construct h 1 ,h3 ,hs ' ...
Noting that fs fixes 1f- 1 [-r+2 ,r-2] for all s ~ r ,we can
define a unique h = limhr : E ~ E such that h = hr over
1T- 1 [-r+2 ,r-2]
for all odd r . This h establishes the assertion.

II
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Let h be the automorphism of E provided by the assertion, and
form the quotient
q : E

~

B = E / { hex)

=x I x E

E}

.

Since h is sliced over /l ,there is a unique map p': B ~ A so that

,

pq

=p

.

The inclusions Uk:J hUk _ 3 ::,) Uk +2 (k odd) show that q is
an infinite cyclic covering map, when we recall that Uk
Uk = 1f- 1 (k( d+ 1),00) . Further t ,as principal Z-bundle, q : E ~ B
is induced from R ~ R/Z (:::: Sl) by a 'classifying'map f:B ~ R/Z ,
Indeed, when B is regarded as a quotient of h 1f- 1 (- 00 ,0] - 1f- 1 (-00,0)
the desired f can be 1f itself on 1f-1 [0,1] and be zero (in R/Z )
elsewhere!
Since h is a CAT automorphism, B inherits a CAT structure
making q a CA T covering, The map p' is a CAT submersion ,
because p is one, while q is a CAT covering,
Each fiber of p' is compact since it is a quotient of a compactum
Fu[O,rj , r large ( r ~ 5(d+l) will do). Also the map p' is closed,
in the sense that the image of every closed set is closed. Proof: It is
enough to check that p is closed when restricted some set that maps
onto B ,for example 1f- I [0,5(d+1)] . In fact, we can show that
p 11f- 1 [a,b] is closed for any integers a< b . Being a property that is
local in the target /l ,this does follow immediately from Lemma 1.3
and the compactness of the sets Fu[a-l ,b+ 1] .

~,~. From this much information, we have deduced at the very outset
that p: E ~ /l is a locally trivial bundle. Theorem 1.1 is now
established in full generality. n •
','

Remarks on the proof of 1.1 .
.;,,'. The proof in the 1972-3 preprint version of this essay (cL the
1910 sketch [KS4 1) was slightly different: The exposition of the first
haIr was perhaps harder to understand although still briefer and more
explicit. The second half gave a genuinely different construction for
th(covering translation, by gluing to?ether the ends of E making E ,
as .i~ were, a bandage about your finger, then identifying the natural
•• !...

t We cannot expect B to be paracompact, since in general /lx [0,1) may
not;.even be normal [RudJ .
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infinite cyclic covering of this band with E . The shortcut was
overlooked.
Next we recall a classical engulfing result that helps us apply 1.1 .
Consider a connected CAT(=DIFF or PL) manifold F with a proper
map 1l': F ~ R . We are interested in the property:
(**)

Given any neighborhoods U_ and V+ of - 0 0 and +00 in
F , one can find a CAT isotopy ht ' 0 ~ t ~ 1 , of id IF
with compact support, such that (hJ V_) U U+ = F

Proposition 1.6 . (CAT = DIFF or PL).
Suppose this F is homeomorphic to a product PXR for some
compact manifold P , and suppose that dimF,* 4 dim3F ( or that
dim3F = 4 and 3F has property (**) ).
Then F has the property (**) , 1l' being projection P XR; ~ R .

'*

Proof of 1.6 for dimF = 3: The 2-manifold P has a CAT structure,
and so F is CAT isomorphic to PX R by a 3-dimensional
Hauptvermutung (Moise), which is provable by the method of [KS 1] ,
cf. [SiB' §5] [Essay V, §5.3].
•
Proof of 1.6 for dimF> 5 .
Stallings gave the required argument [St2l [Hu2] if CAT = PL .
If 3F 0 ,first do the engulfing in a collar of the boundary (or use
(**) there for dim3F = 4 ) ,then engulf with compact support in
intM . This proof is adapted to CAT = DIFF either by using a
Whitehead triangula tion of F or by doing the engulfing in just one
smooth coordinate chart at each stage in the way discovered by Newman
[Ne] for topological engulfing. (See the exposition in [Lu] .) The
engulfing isotopy is, in either case, a fmite composition of standard
smooth isotopies that each engulf a linear simplex in a coordinate
chart. We recall that around any simplex smoothly imbedded in a DIFF
manifold one can build a smooth chart making this simplex linear. D

'*

Proposition 1.7 . ( CAT = DIFF) .
Suppose F is homeomorphic to a product PXR for some
compact PL manifold P , by a homeomorphism h: PXR -+ F
that smoothly imbeds each simplex of some PL triangulation of PXR
(Make no dimension restrictions.)
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Then F has the property (**)
Proof of 1. 7 .

The Cairns-Hirsch PL-DIFF product Structure Theorem of
[HiM I ,2] certainly implies this when we regard h as giving a
Whitehead compatible DIFF structure L on the PL product PXR
(see [Essay I, §5]). But there is a simpler argument as follows that we
have from C. Morlet and C. Rourke (separately 1970), see [R0 2 ] .
For given a

<b

we find a PL triangulation of PX(- oo,b] such

that
(i)

on each simplex the inclusion into (PXR)L is a DIFF imbedding,

and
(ii)

there are simplicial expansions
aPX(-oo,a] t apX(-oo,b]
PX(-oo,a] u arX(-oo,b] t PX(-oo,b]

One first assures (i), then subdivides to assure (ii), see [Hu21 . Given
open U:J PX(-oo,aJ ,it is now an elementary matter to convert the
given expansions of (ii) , simplex by simplex, into a DIFF isotopy
h t ' 0 < t < I ,of id I (NXR)L with compact support so that
hI (U) :J PX( - 00, b] . This clearly establishes (**).
•
The following result concerning CAT ( = DIFF or PL) structures
on a product ~XM of a simplex with am-manifold M will be our
most basic geometric tool in deriving the classification theorems of
Essay V .
BUNDLE THEOREM 1.8 . (CAT = DIFF or PL) .
Let r be a CAT manifold structure on AXM sliced over the
simplex (or cube) ~ . Suppose that dimM =1= 4 =1= dim aM (or that
dimaM = 4 and r I ~XaM is of the form ~X')' ).
Then the projection PI: (~XM)r ~ ~ is a CA T bundle projection (not just a CAT submersion). Thus (~XM)r::::: ~X(M')') for
some ')' , by a CAT isomorphism sliced over A .

COMPLEMENT t .8.1 . Let r be a DIFF structure on AXM sliced
over the simplex ~ . Suppose M is a PL manifold and r is
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Whitehead compatible (see [I, § 5.3]) with the product PL structure
on ~XM. Then the conclusion of 1.8 holds true (with no dimen·
sion restrictions).

Proof of 1.8 and 1.8.1 .
We shall use 1.6 (or 1.7) in combination with the weak version
of 1.1 provided by Shortcut 1.4 .

n

Fix a point *E~ and set * X')' = (*XM) . Identify M = M')' ,
to make M CAT. We can assume M is sigma compact.
Filter M by compact clean CAT m-submanifolds Mo C MI C ... ,
with Mi C Mi+ I and UiMi = M . For the frontiers 8M i choose
disjoint open CAT bicollarings Vi:::::: 8M j XR in M ,the collar of
8M i in Mi being 8M i X(-oo,O] .
From this point on, all imbeddings will be nonnaIised to be. the
identity over * E ~ . This saves words.
Proposition 1.6 (or 1.7 ) applies to any set uX8MiX(a,b) with
the structure inherited from
Hence we have the hypotheses of 1.1
with E = (~X8MiXR)r ,the projections p and 1(" of 1.1 being
cartesian factor projections. Thus Shortcut 1.4 provides an open
subset Ej of this E containing ~ X 8M i XO so that Ei is a locally
trivial CAT bundle over ~ . The CAT bundle-homotopy theorem 1then provides bundle trivializations

r .

c,oi: AXFj ~ Ei C AXUi
sliced over ~ . Write Mi for Fi

n Mi = Fi n 8M i X (-00,0]

Define the compact CAT submanifold Wi of

= {( ~XMi-Ep U

Wi

(~XM)r

by

c,oi(AXMP }r

o

noting that Wi C Wi+ I and UiW i = (AXM)r .
Projection PI : Wj-+ll isa CAT submersion; since Wi is compact it is also a locally trivial (even trivial) CAT bundle projection.
Thus we get isomorphisms !/Ii: AXM i -+ Wi sliced over ~ . Given !/Ii
and !/Ii+ 1 we can always adjust !/Ii+ I by the CAT ~-parametered
isotopy extension theorem [CeIl [PI] [Hul ,2] so that

t This shows that any CAT bundle over a simplex is trivial. For
CAT = DIFF ,see the footnote on corners ill Essay Vafter § 1.5 .
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.r..
I ILlXM·1 = .1..
This we can arrange inductively to hold
'+'1+
'1'1
simultaneously for all i . Then we have 1/1 = liml/li a CAT
isomorphism
~XM ~ (~XM)[' esiablishlng the theorem.

w:
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§2 . SLICED CONCORDANCE IMPLIES SLICED ISOTOPY
In tllis section the DIFF or PL Bundle Theorem 1.8 is
combined with the TOP isotopy extension principle to derive a result,
reinforcing 1.8 ,that is a sliced analogue of the Concordance Implies
Isotopy Theorem of Essay I .
Data. fl a standard simplex or cube; Mm a TOP manifold;
€ : flXM ~ (0,00) a continuous function;
L a CAT ( = DIFF .or
PL ) structure on M; r a CAT structure on flXM sl!ced over fl ,
i.e. such that the projection (flXM) r ~ fl is a CAT submersion;
C a closed subset of M such that r = AXL near flXC . Tills r can
be described as a sliced fl- parametered concordance constant near C
SLICED CONCORDANCE THEOREM 2.1 . (for above data)

If CA T = PL , let A C fl be any contractible subpolyhedron of
fl ( = PL retract of fl ),
If CA T = DIFF , assume more conservatively that A is some
face of fl (not if> nor fl ), or else is afl minus the interior of one
pn'ncipal face.
In either case, suppose that r I (AXM) = AXL . (If CA T = DIFF
this means that r I( floXM) = flOXL for each face flo of fl lying
in A .)
Suppose m =1= 4 =1= dim( aM-C} .
With these hypotheses, there exists an €-isotopy h t , 0 ~ t ~ 1 ,
of id I (AXM) , sliced over fl ( i.e. respecting each slice uXM ,
uEfl) , to a CAT isomorphism hI: flXML ~ (flXM}r ' so that
the isotopy h t fixes AXM and a neighborhood of Axe .
Remark (explaining the restrictions on A ). The proof of 2.1 will
use the following fact: A fly sliced CA T automorphism t h ofAXM L

t For CAT = DIFF we mean

by this a self-map that restricts to a DIFF
automorphism of ~oXM~ sliced over ~o , for each face ~o of ~ in i\.. •
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extends to a sliced CAT automorphism H ofAXM~ . Furtheniwre
this automorphism H call be the identity near ~xe if h is .
When A is a face, or CAT = PL ,there is a CAT retraction ~ ~ A ,
and this serves to extend h as required.' For the remaining DIFF cases
recall that CAT automorphisms of ~k XMr, ,k ~ 0, sliced over ~k
and equal the identity near AkXC ,fonn a semi-simplicial group (css
group). Any css group enjoys the Kan extension condition [May, p ..
p. 67] ,which is just the statemen t italicized for ~ = simplex . When
~ == cube ,a similar, less formal argument 'works; it is left as an exercise.
The following alternative version of 2.1 is sometimes more
convenient.
ALTERNATE SLICED CONCORDANCE THEOREM 2.2. (same data)

Let A C ~ be any continuous deformation retract of ~ _ t
Suppose r = ~X L near AXM , and suppose dimM =1= 4 =1=
=1= dim(aM - e) Then there exists a sliced TOP €-isotopy h t ' 0 ~ t ~ 1 , of
id I( AXM} , rel AXM U Axe, to a eAT isomorphism
hI . ~XMr, ~ (~XM)r .

Remark 2.3. Along with 2.1 and 2.2 ,(or from them) one can
obtain more complicated versions of each, parallel to the most general
Concordance Implies Isotopy Theorem of [I, §4) ,involving a closed
set D in M and an open set V:J D . One insists that h t be
reI ~ X (M-V) ,while merely requiring hI to be a CAT isomorphism
near ~X(CUD).
The arguments proving the Concordance Implies Isotopy Theorem
in §4 of Essay I , amply show that to establish 2.1 and 2.2 (and
also 2.3), it will suffice to prove the ffJllowing
HANDLE LEMMA 2.4 .

Make the hypotheses of 2.1 [or 2.2 n , but forget about the
map

€ .

Suppose further that C = aM,and let DC M be a compact set.
t

Readers familiar with shape theory will find that it is enough to suppose
A is a compactum in A having the shape of a point.
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Then there exists a compact support sliced isotopy h t '
0<:' t <" 1 , of id I( IlXM) , rei IlXaM and fixing AXM , such that

h J .' IlXM ~ (IlXM) r is a CAT imbedding on and over a neighbor"
hood of IlXD . [ [fwe have the hypotheses of 2.2 , the isotopy h t
can be the identity on a neighborhood ofAXM (independent of t ). n
Remark: The case (M, D) = BkX(Rn,Bn) ,k+n = m, of a true handle
is really no easier to prove once 1.8 is available.

PROOF OF THE HANDLE LEMMA.
To save notation we identify M = M~ making M

CAT.

The Bundle Theorem 1.8 provides a sliced CAT isomorphism
'P : IlXM -+ (IlXM)r

If we have the hypotheses of 1.1 ,every sliced CAT aU toTt:torphISm ofAXM extends to a sliced CAT automorphism of IlXM .
Thus we can arrange that
(1)

'P I (AXM)

=

identity

[ Let us deal in brackets with the variant for the hypotheses of
2.2
[ By the device of cutting down M we can then arrange that r
is standard (equals IlX~ ) on an open neighborhood ofAXM that
is uniform, i.e. of the form A+XM .
[ From 'P r(~XM) we deduce a sliced CAT automorphism cI>
of IlXM equal to 'P near AXM - as follows. Form a homotopy of
id I Il fixing a neighborhood of A to a continuous map p: Il ~ ~+
This uses the homotopy extension principle and our hypothesis that A
is a deformation retract of Il . We easily make p CAT. Then
define
c.P(u,x) = (u, P2'P(P (u),x»

,u Ell, x EM,

P2 being projection to M .

[ Using <l> one adjusts 'P so that
(1 *)

'P is the identity on a small neighborhood A *Xil1 ofAXM . D

Next (for the hypotheses of 2.1 or 2.2 ) we choose a CAT
collaring aMXI C M of aM so that aMXO = aM . Applying a
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uniqueness lemma for CAT collarings sliced
Appendix A.I, AA ]) we correct I{) so that

(2_)

I{)

~xaM

Essay II

over

~

(see [I;

is a product along the collaring interval factor I , near

.

[ Condition (I *) can be preserved in this process. D Condition (I)
can at least be retrieved after, cf. the remark below 2.1 .
Finally we shall replace (2_) by the stronger condition:

(2)

I{)

is the identity near

~XaM

.

To accomplish this by a correction of I{) in the collar ~XaMXI of
~XaM ,it will clearly suffice to prove the
Lemma. Any CAT isotopy f t ' t E ~, of id I aM , equal to
id I aM for tEA [ alternatively for all t near AD, ex tends to an
isotopy Ft ' tEll, of id 1M , with support in the collar of aM ,
and equal to id 1M for tEA [ alternatively for all t near A D
Proof (first for 2.1 ).
To define Ft on the collar aMX[O,l ] ,choose ru: ~ ~ ~ ,
~ u ~ I, a conditioned t CAT deformation of id I ~ respecting
A to a CAT map into A . (Onto is impossible if CAT = DIFF ,
unless A is merely a face.) Then for (x,u) E aMXI and tEA ,set

°

Ft(x,u) = (f(ru(t),x) , u) E aMXI C M
where ft(x) is written f(t,x).

..

[ Given the hypotheses for 2.2 ,one proves the lemma rather
similarly using in place of r u a conditioned CAT homotopy
Pu ,0 ~ u ~ 1, of id I ~ reI A , to a CAT map P I with image
P 1(~) in the neighborhood A * mentioned in (I *).]
II
At this point I{): ~XM ~ (AXM)r is a sliced CAT isomorphism
equal to the identity on [ or near ] AXM , and also equal to the
identity near ~xaM .
Letting the TOP isotopy extension theorem intervene (see [EK)
lSi 12, §6.S]) ,we deduce a sliced TOP automorphism I{) of ~XM
with compact support, that coincides with I{) on and over ~XD ,and
that equals the identity near ~XaM ,and on AXM [ and even near
AXM D . This I{) will be hi'
t

i.e., constant for

U

near 0 and for u near I .
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Writing 'P2 for the component of I{) on M ,we define the
desired isotopy h t ,0 ~ t ~ 1, of id I (AXM) to be
ht(u,x) = (u, 1{)2(r l _ t (u),x»

,for (x,u) E ~XM ,

rt being any continuous deformation of id I ~ , fixing A ,to a map
onto A . This completes the proofs of the Handle Lemma 2.4 to
establish the sliced concordance theorems.
II
We conclude this section with some direct applications of the
Sliced Concordance Theorem(s) .
We shall need a variant of 2.1 to prove a sliced concordance
extension theorem; it is simple enough to be of interest in itself. (The
reader can check that 2.2 has a similar variant.)
2.S VARIANT OF 2.1 .

Let rand r' be two sliced CA T structures on ~XM where M
is a TOP manifold, dimM =1= 4 =1= dim aM . Let C eM be closed and
let €: M ~ (0, (0) be continuous.
Suppose that r = r' near ~XC ,and on" AXM , where A is as
set out for 2.1 .
Then there exists a sliced TOP €-isotopy ht, 0 ~ t ~ 1 , of
id 1M , reI ~XC and fixing AXM , to a sliced CAT isomorphism
hI: (~XM)r' ~ (~XM)r .
Proof of 2.5 . The case where r' is of the form ~XL is covered by
2.1 . But we can clearly reduce the proof to this case by finding a
sliced CAT isomorphism (~XM)r'''' ~X(ML) that is sufficiently near
id 1M. Such an isomorphism is provided by applying 2.1 with
I\. =point". II
SLICED CONCORDANCE EXTENSION THEOREM 2.6.
Let
be a sliced CAT (= DIFF or PL ) structure on ~XM ,
where M is a TOP manifold, dimM =1= 4 =l=dim aM .
Let r* be a sliced CAT structure on tlXM* where M* an open
subset of M . Suppose that r equals r* on AXM* where A C ~
is as set out for 2.1 .
Then r* extends to a sliced CAT structure r+ on ~XM equal
to
on AXM .

r

r
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Proof of 2.6. The variant 2.5 provides a sliced CAT isomorphism
h : (AXM*)r ~ (AXM*)r* that is €-near the identity for a continuous
map €: M ~ [0,(0) chosen to be positive 011 M* and zero on M-M* .
Then h extends to a sliced homeomorphism H: AXM ~ AXM equal
to the identity outside AXM* ,and we can set r+ =H(r). ..
Remarks.
1) This theorem establishes a fibration property for spaces of
structures, that has a key role in Essay V .
2) Since this result has the appropriate sharply relative fonn, Zorn's
lemma extends it immediately to manifold~ that are non-metrizable
(and even non-Hausdorff) .
The last application is a CAT approximation theorem for
isotopies that should prove useful in geometric problems.
ISOTOPY APPROXIMATION THEOREM 2.7 .
Let M m and Wm be CAT ( = DIFF or PL) manifolds with
m =1=4 =1= dim oM . Let H: t1XM m ~ llXW m be a TOP open

imbedding sliced over A ,a simplex or cube. (This H is to be
regarded as a A-parametered TOP isotopy through open em beddings).
Suppose that H is CA T near AXe U AXM where C is closed in M
and A is a (continuous) retract of A .
J

Then, for any continuous function €: M ~ (0, (0) we can find a
sliced TOP €-isotopy Ht , 0 ~ t ~ 1 of H = Ho reI Axe U AXM
running through open imbeddings onto Image H to a CAT open
imbedding H J : AXM ~ AXW .
J

The €-smallness condition on Ht asserts that d(Ht(x) ,H(x» <
< €(P2 (x» for all points x in AXM and t in [0,1] ,the metric d
being a standard product metric on AXW .
Proof of 2.7. Simply apply 2.2 to the sliced CAT structure
making H: (~XM)r ~ ~XW a CAT imbedding. -

r

Remarks.
1) This theorem clearly has a slightly different version derived from
2.1 instead of 2.2 .
2) E.H. Connell [Cnll] invented radial engulfing to prove the first
.4.t.. . . . __ ,.,._
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§ O. INTRODUCTION

The impressive array of existing classification theorems concerning
oo
differentiable C (= DIFF) manifolds of finite dimension ~ 5 are for
the most part derived, by methods involving algebraic topol~gy, frQm a
handful of geometric 'tool theorems'. For example, the geometriG 'hasis
of cobordism classifications is Thorn's transversality theorem.
To permit a parallel development of classification theorems for
metrizable topological (= TOP) manifolds of finite dimension ~ 5 we
here present proofs of topological analogues of some of the most important tool theorems of differential topology. (Our choice is indicate.i'by
the list of section headirigs opposite.) They are the basic tools required
for TOP versions of what are known as cobordism theory, handlebody
theory, and surgery. For a sampling of the TOP classification theorems
that can be developed with these tools see [BruM] [SilO] [Wa] .
Each of our proofs relies heavily on the Product Structure Theorem
and/or the Concordance Implies Isotopy Theorem (as proved in Essay 1).
Typically they serve to lead back a given proof to (relative) applications
of the corresponding DIFF theorem. For a quick introduction to this
procedure, read from § 6 to § 9 in lSi 10] .
The results of Essay I just mentioned, were proved using only DIFF
handlebody tIfor y and the Stable Homeomorphism Theorem of Kirby
[Ki 1] . The dependance of [Ki 1] on the full machinery of non-simply
connected surgery [Wa] thus mars our otherwise relatively elementary
line of argument. Hence we indicate in Appendix A to what extent this
dependence on DIFF t surgery can be eliminated.
The maternal role played by differential topology in this development could be taken over by piecewise linear topology (a willing stept That DIFF surgery can replace the traditional PL surgery in

provin~ the

Stable Homeomorphism Theorem of [Kit J ,is shown by [V, Appendix BJ .
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mother, so to speak) . t Indeed we often take the trouble to give the
required piecewise linear (= PL) arguments .in parallel.
Occasionally we do yield to considerations of greater technical
convenience and work only from PL or only from DIFF principles.
For example we have discussed handle decompositions using PL principles only and TOP Morse functions using DIFF principles only. t
Since this essay was first ~ritten', the use of Hilbert cube manifolds
by T. Chapman, R. Miller, and J. West has brought about a triumphant
extension of simple homotopy theory to arbitrary locally compact
metrisable ANR's (= absolute neighborhood retracts). See [Ch 2 ]
and other references given in footnotes added to § 4 and § 5 . Our
§4 merely extends simple homotopy theory to topological manifolds.
If the reader therefore bypasses §4, he should probably still read § 5 ,
generalizing the results proved there by replacing topological manifolds
where possible by Hilbert cube manifolds.

*

This essay will by no means offer all the tools that the study of
topological manifolds will demand, and we can only exhort our fe]]ow
geometers to fashion new tools as fresh needs arise.

t Beware that the PL surgery used in [Kill requires 1fs(G/PL) = 0 ,
which in turn requires the 5-dimensionaI PL Poincare theorem. Now recall that
this last depends on very difficult differential topology, indeed J. Cerf's intricate
proof that r 4 = 0 [Ce41 is required to compatibly smooth any PL homotopy
S-sphere, cf. [Mu31 [Mig1. This complication involving [Ce41 does not arise
in applying DIFF surgery.

:j: We must confess that the more refined transversality theorems of § 1 ,
relying on the PL Appendix B , still seem inaccessible from the DIFF viewpoint.

*

Where Poincare duality is concerned no generalization is possible.
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§1. TRANSVERSALlTY
If M and N are two affine linear 5ubspaces of an euclidean
space Rn , the subspace M can always be perturbed slightly so th~t
M and N meet transversally in the sense that M n N is an affme
subspace of dimension dim M + dim N - n. Statements of a similar
flavor concerning manifolds are of vital importance both for
classification of manifolds and for applications of manifolds in other
realms _ This long section treats several transversality problems for
TOP manifolds, in order of roughly increasing generality and incrf!aSing difficulty.
First (Theorem 1.1) we discuss transversality of a map to a
subspace of its target when the subspace is equipped with a normal
microbundle. This is a TOP version of Thorn's DIFF transversality
theorem; indeed it will follow from a simple case of Thorn's by an
application of the Product Structure Theorem _
We then treat the problem of making submanifolds of a given
manifold meet transversally _
Initially one of the two submanifolds is equipped with a normal
microbundle of Milnor _ To obtain a TOP transversality result
(Theorem 1.5) here, we find i.t ~nvenient to use a co dimension ~ 3
straightening theorem (stated in Appendix B) to help reduce to the
corresponding PL result 1.6 , which we then easily prove 'by hand' .
Such a TOP transversality result would seem at first sight to be
of limited interest - although it is pleasant enough to state and not
unreasonably difficult to prove - simply because normal bundles for
TOP submanifolds often fail to exist or fail to be (isotopy) unique
(see [RS 4 1 , [Stern]). On the contrary, the viewpoint that evolvf!d in
discussion with A. Marin maintains that it should (or at least can)
play the central role. This-is well-illustrated already in the PL
category where we observe (l.8) that the Rourke-Sanderson imbedded
block bundle transversality theorem follows from the PL imbedded
microbundle transversality theorem - which, in turn, we have
deduced from the PL analogue of the Sard-Brown theorem _ In the
TOP category A. Marin has somewhat similarly obtained a general
transversality theorem for submanifolds through replacing block bundle
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transversaHty by a stable micfobundle transversality . (Recall that
stably normal microbundles do exist and are isotopy unique, cf.
[IV, Appendix A] 0) We conclude by introducing Marin's work,
which is still too difficult to present here in fun
In Appendix C we whall present an ad hoc transversaJity lemma
for immersions designed to adapt directly smooth surgery methods to
TOP manifolds. Where it applies many readers wi]] prefer it to the
more ambitious approach of this section.
We draw the reader's attention to two general position theories,
perhaps as important as the transversality results we present here. One
for polyhedra in codimension ~ 3 is mentioned in Appendix B
(conclusion) ; another for arbitrary (!) closed subsets is mentioned in
Appendix C (see Co3 and [Ed 4 1 ).
0

MICROBUNDLE TRANSVERSALITY FOR MAPS
Recall that a TOP n-microbundle ~n over a space X can be
defined as a total space E(~):J X together with a retraction
p : E(~) ~ X that, near X , is a submersion whose fibers p-l (x) ,
x EX, are (open) n-manifolds
A DIFF n-microbundle over a manifold is defined similarly
working within the category DIFF of smooth maps of smooth
manifolds. Similarly a PL microbundle over a polyhedron.
Consider a pair (Y ,X) of topo~ogical spaces where X is closed in
Y and equipped with a normal microbundle ~n, i.e. E(~n) is an
open neighborhood of X in Y .
Consider also a continuous map f : Mm -+ Y from a TOP mmanifold to Y Suppose f- l (X) is a TOP submanifold L C Mm
and v n is a normal n-microbundle to L in M such that f I E(v) is a
TOP microbundle map to E(~) (Le. f gives an open TOP imbedding
of each fiber of v into some fiber of ~)
Then we say that f is
(TOP) transverse to ~ (at v)
We say f is transverse to ~ on U
open in M ,if flU is transverse to ~ Transverse near C means
transverse on an open neighborhood of C .
If Mm and ~n are DIFF we define DIFF transversality of f
at a DIFF normal microbundle v for L = f-I(X) . This means that
f I E(v) is by assumption a DIFF microbundle map to E(~). We
do not however assume f: M -+ Y is DIFF ; it is convenient to allow
it to be merely continuous outside E(v)
Similarly PL transversality
0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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manifold Mm , and let U and V be open neighborhoods of C and
D respectively. Let ~n be a normal n-microbundle to a closed s;ubset
X of a space Y .
FIRST TRANSVERSALITY THEOREM 1.1.
Suppose f: Mm ~ Y is a con tinuous map TOP transverse to ~ t
on U at vo. Suppose m 4,* In-n, and either aM C C or
m-I 4,* m-I-n.+
Then there exists a homotopy f t : M ~ Y , O~ t~ 1 , of fo = f
fixing a neighborhood of C U (M-V) so that f I is transverse to ~ on
an open neighborhood of CUD at a microbundle v equal Vo n,~ar
C. Furthermore, if Y is a metric space with metric d ,and
€ : M ~ (0, 00) is continuous, then we can require that
d(ft(x) , f(x» < €(x) forall x E M and all t E (0,1] .
There is (in 1974) no reason to believe that the above dimension
restrictions are necessary.
This question is in tight connection with
the question whether Rohlin's theorem (on index of almost
parallelizable closed 4-manifolds) holds for TOP ,see [SiS' § 5] [Mat]
[Sch] .
We will say no more about the €-smallness condition. It can be
carried through the proof, beginning with an application of Sard's
theorem to get a similar DIFF result involving €. On the other hand
one can always deduce the €-condition from the version without €,
by exploiting the strongly relative nature of the theorem. Cf. [I ,-§.~]
and [I, Appendix C) .
The idea of our proof is to use the Product Structure Theorem of
[I] to reduce the proof to chart-by-chart applications of the following
easy

'*

'*

+

Theorem 1.2 (DIFF Transversality).
Consider f: Mm -+ R n a continuous map ofa DIFF manifold
M ; C,D closed subsets of M ; U,V open neighborhoods of C ,
o respec tively.
ff f is DIFF transverse on U to
(i.e. to the trivial micrcn
bundle 04 R -+ 0) at Vo , then there exists a homotopy
ft : M -+ R n , ~ t ~ I ,of f = fo fixing a neighborhood of
C U (M-V) so that f} is DIFF transverse near CUD to Q ata
DIFF microbundle v equal to Vo near C.

°

°
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follow easily from the Sard-Brown

theorem [MiS] , if we had
(I) assumed f everywhere DIFF , and
(2) required for transversality near SCM only differentiability near
f- 1(0) n Sand surjectivity of the differential dfl of f 1 near
f-I(O) n S .
To see the difficulty related to (I) note that f is not
necessarily DIFF near C. So we cannot simply make f DIFF
everywhere on V without changing it near C. The difficulty is not
serious. Let C' CUbe a closed neighborhood of C jn M. Alter
f on E(vo) U (V -C') = V' by a homotopy ft, o~ t~1 , to make it
first DIFF on V' [Mu 1 ' § 4] , then transverse to 0 on V' , cf.
[MiS] ,in the sense of (2). Neither change need alter f near C
(because the transversality condition (2) is stable for the fine C I
topology) , nor outside V' (since v-e can perttl.rb less than € where
€ is a continuous function M ~ [0,00) with €-I (0,00) = V' ) .
Now one sees that fl is transverse to 0 in the sense of (2) on
o
C' U V :J CUD. Thus to attain DIFF transversality as we defined
it , we need only to equip the DIFF manifold L = f- I (0) n
u V)
with a DIFF normal microbundle v equal to Vo near C. This
amounts to simply finding a DIFF neighborhood retraction
LeE ~ L, equal to the projection roof Vo near C, since any such
r is a DIFF submersion near L by the implicit function theorem . •

(e'

Another tool we need is the
Pinching Lemma 1.3.

Let vn be a microbundle over a paracompact space L. Consider
D closed in L and a neighborhood Z of D in E(v). There exists
a homo topy P t ' 0 ~ t ~ I , of id I E(v) respecting fibers of v and
fixing all points outside Z and all points in L so that Pi l L is a
neighborhood of D .
First suppose E(v) = R n , Z = Bn and C = L = 0 E R n .
Then the construction of Pt is trivial.
Second suppose E(v) is an open sub-microbundle of L X R n
with L = L X O. It is this case we shall use for 1.1. Let
~ : L ~ [0,00) be a continuous function positive on D so that
{ (x,y) E L X Rl1 ; Iyl ~ ~(x) } C Z. Let '11 : L ~ [0, 1] be 1 near

Proof of 1. 3.
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o

and zero near S--l (0). Writing at for the homotopy obtained for
the first case we can define Pt on all LX Rn by
Pt (x,y) = (x,

~(x)a11(X)t(S-(x)-1 y»

if nx) > 0 and by Pt(x,y) = (x,Y) otherwise. (The continuity is
obvious because of 11 ) .
In the general case Pt can be an infinite but locally finite
composition of homotopies obtained by the second case. We leavy
this unused generality to the reader. •

PROOF OF 1.1
Step 1. The case M open in R m , Y = E(~) = R n and X = 0 .

Proof· Step 1 follows immediately from the DIFF transversaIity
theorem 1.2 as soon as we find a DIFF structure ~' on M such that
for some open neighborhood N of [-1 (0) () C, the microbtindle
Vo () N : E(vo ) () N ~ Lo () N is DIFF and f: M~' ~ R n is DIFF
transverse to 0 near C at v 0 () N. Here Lo is the base space of
To find ~' we apply the Local Product Structure Theorem
[I, § 5.2] ,to E(v 0) with the structure ~ inherited from M C Rril .
For this we regard E(v o ) canonically as an open sub-microbundle of
Lo X Rn by the rule E(v o ):3 x * (p(x) , f(x) E Lo X Rn .
The appropriate substitutions into [I , § 5.2] are

where V' is an open neighborhood of C in E(v o ) , whose closure in
E(v o ) is closed in M. Thus [I , § 5.21 provides ~' on E(v o ) which
extends (by ~) outside V' C M to L' on Me R m as requireq .
If m - n = 3 and Lo has closed compact components,
[I , § 5.2] does not immediately apply. We can quickly recast th~
argument however by first deleting from M the closed set F consisting of all compact components of Lo meeting C. Then enlarge C
to C' by adding a small closed neighborhood G of F. and cut back
U to an open neighborhood U' of C' such that all compact
components of f- l (0) () U' He in F. Then we can repeat the whole
argument with M-F , C'-F, and U'-F in place of M , C, and U,
getting the wanted homotopy without encountering invalid cases o(
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Remark/or m-n ~ 3 :

Even the nonstandard cases of the Product
Structure Theorem [I, § 5] used in the above proof, viz. for
structures on Lk X ~1, k +n ~ 5 , k ~ 3 ,with aL = ¢ and L lacking compact components if k = 3, can be proved without recourse to
a microbundle classification of structures, by solving a sequence of
handle problems in dimension n + k corresponding to the critical
points of a proper Morse function on L lacking critical points of index
3. See [KSIJ and [Sill]'

Step 2. The case M open in Rm , Y == E(~) , and ~n a standard
trivial bundle (over any space X).
XO
PI
Proof: ~n is X ~ X X R n ~ X.
So we can write f: M ~ E(~) ==
r
n
X X R componentwise f = (f} , f2)' By step I there is a homotopy
reI C U (M-V) from f2 : M ~ R n to a map f~ which is transverse to
o on a neighborhood W of CUD at a normal microbundle v to
L = f~-I(O) n W so that v = Vo on a neighborhood U I C U of C.
We can assume we U I U V .
The resulting homotopy from f = (fl , f 2 ) to f' = (f} ,f~) does
not solve our problem since fl is perhaps not constant on the fibers
of v near L. To remedy this, find a neighborhood Z of
L n (C U D) in E(v) which is closed in M, and, noting that
E(v) C L X R n by x ~ (p (x) , (x) ), apply the Pinching Lemma
1.3 to obtain a fiber preserving pinching homotopy Pt, O~ t~ I , of
id I E(v) which extends by the identity outside Z to all M. Then
(fIPt, r;), O~ t~ I, is a homotopy of f' to f" = (flPl ,f~ ). If
Nez is a neighborhood of L n (C U D) so that PI (N) C L, the
map r"= (ftPI,f~) is transverse to ~ at v n N since flPI is
constant on fibers of v n N. The homotopy f' to f" is constant
near C since f' is already constan t on fibers of v nUl (where f' = f
and v = v0)' Hence the homotopy f' to f" has support in
Z-U 1 C W-U t C V. (The support is the closure of the set of
points moved). Recall that W C U 1 UV by choice.
The composed homotopy f to f' to f" establish~s Step 2. •

f;

Now we let Y grow larger than

E(~) .

Step 3. The case Mm open in R m , and ~n a trivialized bundle,
Le. E(~n) contains X X Rn as all open sub-microbundle.
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Proof: Apply Step 2 with the substitutions
[-leX

x Rn ),

M

++

C

++ {C U f- I (X X(R n - Sn»} n f- l (X X Rn) ,

o

++

on f-I(X x Rn ),

etc. to obtain a homotopy which extends as the constant homotopy
outside f-l(X X Rn) to the required homotopy to transversality.
The normal microbundle v obtained may at first be smaller than vo,
near C if X X R n E(~) , but this is trivial to remedy by adding on
to this v the restriction of v0 to a small neighborhood of C . II
Next we allow ~ to be arbitrary and M to be an open manifold.

'*

Step 4. The case aM = <p •

Proof: Let X be covered by open sets Xex ' ex in some index

s~t

,

where ~n is trivialized over each Xa ' Le. a microbundle map
Xa X Rn 4 E(~) is given extending the inclusion
Xa X 0 = Xa ~ E(~) .
There is a locally finite collection of co-ordinate charts in M, R~,
j = I, 2, . " such that 0 C U j Bj , each Rj C V , and each set J
p{f(Rj) n E(n} C X lies in some set Xa ' which will be denoted
Xj .

Suppose now for a construction by induction on i ~ 0 that we
have constructed a continuous map
M ~ Y transverse to ~ on an
open subset Ui eM, at vi ,where Vi J Ci == C U {Bry U ... U Bi} .
At i = 0 ,we begin with Uo = U and f~ = f . Apply Step 3 with the
substitutions M ++ R~ I ; C++ q n R~ I ; 0 ++ Br+ I ; V *' 2B~ I
Y ++ (y- E(~» u E(~IXi+l) ; ~ * ~ IXi + 1 ; f* fi IRr+l ~ . There
results a homotopy f ,i ~ t ~i+ 1, constant outside Rp.t I ,an open
neighborhood Vi + 1 of q+l ,and a microbundle vi+l ,such that fi'+l
is transverse to ~ on Ui + 1 at vi+l , while Vi + 1 and vi+l coincide
outside Rr+l ,This completes the induction to construct f
o~ t < 00, Ui and vi for 0 ~ i E Z .

fi:

t

t'

To complete the proof of Step 4 , we have only to let ft,
o ~ t ~ 1 , be the unique conditioned homotopy so that f t = f~(t) ,
o ~ t < 1, where aCt) = t/( I-t) , and near any compact set let v
equal Vj for j large enough.
II
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Step 5. The general case.
Proof: We are now allowing M a non-empty boundary. One simply
applies Step 4 twice, once to aM, trivially if aM C C, (hence the
•
condition rri - J =1= 4 =1= m - I - n, or aM C C) ; then once again to
intM. To prepare the application to intM one uses a collaring
aM x [0, I) of aM x = aM in M so chosen that Vo coincides near
aLo () C with (vo I aLo) X [0, I) under this co11aring. In providing
such a collaring one should apply the bundle homotopy theorem to the
restriction of Vo to a collar of aLa in L o ' and then apply relative
coUaring theorems. •

°

MICROBUNDLE TRANSVERSALITY OF SUBMANIFOLDS

Two CAT submanifolds Ul.l and VV (all manifolds without
boundary) in a CAT manifold WW are locally CAT transverse if the
triad (W ; V , V') is locally CAT isomorphic to a triad (Rw; L U , L'v)
given by transversally intersecting affine linear subspaces with
dim(L u () L'v) = u + v - w . t J.F.P. Hudson [Hu3] (cf. [RS S ]) established the disturbing fact that, for CAT = PL or TOP, there exists
no relative transversality theorem involving this notion: If U and V
are
10ca11y transverse near a closed set C C W it is in general impossible
"to move U and/or V relative to C (or even alter them reI C) to make
U and V everywhere geometrically transverse. In his examples U
and V are certain topologica11y Ul1knotted euclidean spaces of
codimension ~ 3 and closed in R w = W, with (u + v) - w =
4k + I , k ~ I , while C is a neighborhood of 0 0 .
In the PL category there is nevertheless a perfectly satisfactory
relative transversality theorem due to Rourke and Sanderson [RS O,II] ,

:I: For manifolds with boundary we use a model of the form
(Rw ; LU , L'v) X [0,00).
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which we will reprove as 1.8. It involves a more strigent (non-local)
notion of transversality called block-transversality .
In the topological category, the theorem which we are led to prove
first is analogous to that of Rourke and Sanderson; but (TOP)
micro bundles replace (PL) block bundles.
DEFINITION 1.4.
Consider a CAT map f: Mm ~ Y and a CAT normal nmicrobundle ~n to X in Y as given for our definition of transversality
of f to ~ above 1.1. We suppose that (Y,X) is a CAT manifold
pair and that f is a proper inclusion f: M 4 Y onto a (clean) CAT
submanifold M = 1M of Y .
We shall call M CAT imbedded-transverse to ~ in Y if
f : M 4 Y is CAT transverse to ~n (see 1.0), and M () X is a CAl'
submanifold of X (and hence also of Y). Note that M is then CAT
locally transverse to X in Y .
We say M is CAT imbedded-transverse to ~ in Y near C c: y
if , for some open neighborhood Yo of C in Y , one finds Yo () M
imbedded-transverse to ~ () Yo in Yo.
TOP IMBEDDED MICROBUNDLE TRANSVERSALITY THEOREM 1.S
In this situation, let M m be imbedded-transverse to ~n near a

closed subset C C Y, and let Dey be a closed set. Suppose M', X
and Y without boundary. Suppose also m 4,* m-n (as for
Theorem 1.1), and either dim Y - dimM ~ 3 or dim Y 4 ::/= dimX . t

'*

'*

Then there exists a homotopy ft. 0 ~ t ~ 1 , of f:·M -+ Y reI
C so that:
(a) fdM) is imbedded-transverse to ~ near CUD,
(b) the homotopy f t , 0 ~ t~ 1 , is realized by an ambient isotopy F t
of id I Y, i.e. I t = Ftf, and
(c) the ambient isotopy F t is as small as we please with support in a
prescribed neighborhood of 0 -C in Y.
Results for manifolds with boundary can be deduced with the help
of collaring theorems. (See last step of proof of 1.1 . )
tThe case m - n =0 , dim Y =1= 4, partially excluded in 1.5 , can be proved
easily with the help of the Stable Homeomorphism Theorem of [Ki l ] , see
lSi I 0 ' § 7.21. The case m - n < 0 is covered by Hommas's method [Hom 1 ,
or by general position (see Appendix C) .
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Just as for I.I , the dimension conditions may prove unnecessary.
The parallel DIFF and PL theorems hold true (without the
dimension conditions) ; the PL version is proved below as 1.6 , and
the DIFF one similarly.
The pattern of proof for the given (TOP) version is as for 1.1 , but
it is the PL version we fall back on ; the DIFF version would appear
to leave us with a metastability condition (m-n) ~ 2q-3 on the codimension q = dim Y - dimM , instead of q ~ 3. The condition q ~ 3
is used to straighten a PL piece of M in a PL piece of Y ; this is
nontrivial (cf. Appendix B) and con tributes to make the proof more
'expensive' than for 1.1 .

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.S .
We perform a cumulative sequence of normalizations until we
reach a case that is clearly implied by the PL version. Each successive
normalization (ex), (f3) , ... is added without loss (of generality) - in
the sense that the general case remains a consequence.
(ex) Without loss, D is compact.
(f3) Without loss, we can leave aside the smallness conditions (c) on
the isotopy Ft ifinstead we make it have compact support in Y.

(')') Without loss, M and X are PL (indeed have a single chart).
(0) Without loss, Y is open in a PL product X+ X R n and
X = Y () (X + X 0) while ~n is the inherited trivial normal microbundle
to X.
The normalizations (ex) - (0) are clearly possible because of the
strongly relative nature of the theorem. (We could in fact have
Y = X X R n without loss, but that would soon become a nuisance .)
(€) Without loss, M is a PL product along RI1 near C () X , .where

M is already transverse to

~.

Condition (€) is realized through altering the PL structure on M
using the (local) Product Structure Theorem (I , §S.2J ,which requires
m =1= 4 =1= m-n (and for m-n = 3 the device of neglecting compact
transverse dim 3 intersection components, as for 1.1 , Step] ).
At this point one has an open subset Lo of M () X containing
(M () X) () C with PL manifold structure so that, near L o ' M
coincides as PL manifold with LA X R n .

§ 1. Microbundle transversality of submanifolds
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_... -] Delimits C
......... Delimits 0
Figure I-a

( t) Without loss, La 4 X is PL and locally flat (although not
closed) .
(11) Without loss, M 4 Y is PL and locally flat.
With the normalizations (ex) - (17) the theorem obviously follows
from its PL version (1.6 below). It remains to verify (n, (17), and
for this we distinguish two cases
0

Codimension M ~ 3
In case dim Y - dim M ~ 3 , we realise (t) and (17) without
loss, using the co dimension ~ 3 straightening theorem first proved by
RoT. Miller (see Appendix B for the precise statement) A first
application alters the PL structure on X to realize (t). Then
M 4 Y is PL near C () X A second application alters M 4 Y by
a compact support ambient isotopy of Y reI C so that M 4 Y is
PL locally flat near 0 () X. By then cutting back Y (and hence X
etc.) to a sufficiently small open neighborhood of 0 () X, we reali2.e
(11) without loss, as well. This proves 1.5 for dim Y - dimM ~ 3 . II
0

0

0

Codimension M ~ 2 .
In case q = (dimY - dimM) ~ 2 and dimY
4,* dimX , we
and (11) by building a normal bundle to M and
shall realise
exploiting the Product Structure Theorem, as follows
The PL
structure on M promised by (')') should be discarded now.
In codimension q ~ 2, there is a relative existence theorem for
4 as
normal Rq-bundles ; for q = 2 it requires ambient dimension
the proof in [KS S ] is based on handlebody theory and torus

(n

'*

0

'*
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geometry ; for q = 1 it follows

tlivially from collaring theorems; and
for q < 0 it is vacuous. Applying this to Lo in X, then to M in
Y reI C () X we obtain a normal R q-bundle vq to M in Y such
that vq is a product along Rn near C () X. As our theorem
normalized by (ex), ... ,(E) is still sufficiently relative we can assume
without loss that M ~ R rn ; then v q can be trivialized making
E(v) ~ M X Rq.
This lets us apply the (local) Product Structure Theorem twice.
First we use it to concord the PL structure on X and on X+ so
that Lo 4 X is PL locally flat, for some (new) PL structure on LO'
Next we use it to find a concordance reI C () X of the structure
just obtained on Y c X+ X R n so that M 4 Y becomes PL locally
flat for some (new) PL structure on M while M coincides PL with
Lo X R n near C () X .
To this second concordance we apply the Concordance Implies
Isotopy Theorem [I, §4.1] to produce a compact support ambient
isotopy of Y reI C making M 4 Y locally flat PL near 0 () X .
(We don't alter the structure on Y C X+ X Rq at this point) .
Finally we cut back Y to a sufficiently small open neighborhood
of 0 () X in X+ X Rq to realise (~) and (17) without loss of
generality. This closes the proof of 1.5 for dimY - dimM ~ 2 ."
For completeness we present the

PL IMBEDDED MICROBUNDLE TRANSVERSALITY THEOREM 1.6.
The transversality theorem 1.5 holds true in the PL category
without any restrictions concerning dimension.
The proof is based on the following simplicial lemma , which wilt
play the role the Sard-Brown theorem had in ].1 .
Lemma 1.7. (well known) Every simplicit1l map f: K ~ Ll d of a

finite complex onto the standard d-simplex is a PL (trivial) bundle
map over int ~ d. There are standard bundle charts which respect
every subcomplex of K .
Proof of 1.7. Topologically this is clear since K is canonically a subcomplex of the join

KO

* K] * ... * Kd

'

Ki

where vo' ... , vd are the vertices of ~ d.

= f-l (vi) ,
For the PL version we can
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clearly assume that K is all of this join. Then there is a canonical
homeomorphism
I/J : (intA) X KO X ... X Kd

~ rl(intA)

such that f I/J = projection, but it is not PL, by the standard mist~ke
(even if f is 11 2 ~ III ) . If AO is any closed linear d-simplex
in
A we form the standard simplicial subdivision of the regular
convex linear cell complex AO X KO X ... X Kd and replace 1/1 on
tills by the simplex-wise linear map I{J equal l/J on the vertices. Then
I{J:

110 X KO X ... X Kd ~ f-l(ll)

is a typical standard PL bundle chart respecting each sUbcomplex of

K.•
PROOF OF 1.6.
Without loss (of generality) we normalize imposing the conditions
(a) ,((3) and (5) used in the TOP proof. Further normalization is
required.
(i)
Without loss, we O'ln omit the condition that ft, F t be re.l C
(Recall that F I M is required to be transverse to ~n near
CUD).
To see this choose a small closed neighborhood C' of C in M
near which M is transverse to ~n and
apply the new version after
o
replacing C by C' and 0 by D-C' , and then delete C from Y
(and from everything else) .
We can now choose a compact polyhedral neighborhood K of 0
in Y and endow it with a finite PL triangulation such that M n K is
a subcomplex and the projection P21 K to R n is simplicial foro some
triangulation of R n. Then we can replace Y by the interior K of K
in Y establishing via the simplicial lemma l. 7 that:
(ii)'
Without loss, over the interiors of the open n~simplices ofa
triangulation of Rn , the PL projection Y E,2 R n is a PL
bundle with charts that respect M.
We would like such a chart over a neighborhood of the origin 0 in
Rn. So we choose an open relatively compact neighborhood Xl of
on X in X, then a small neighborhood R 1 of 0 in R n so that
Dnp; 1RI C Xl XR I eYe X+XRn.
There clearly exists a PL isotopy G t , 0 ~ t ~ 1 , of id I Y such
that Gt has compact support in XI X RI ,G t maps each fiber
(x X Rn) n Y of ~n into itself and (most important) for all x in a
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of D n X in X one has
G I (x,v) = (x,g-l (v)

where g:Rn ~ Rn is a PL automorphism of Rn with g(O) in
the interior of an n-simplex of the mentioned triangulation of Rn
See Figure I-b .
Note that, provided R 1 is small, since G I respects each fiber
of ~ ,the image G I M will be transverse to ~n near C ,as is M
itself. Thus, in view of (*), we can have in place of (ii)' the
condition:
(ii) Without loss, for some small open neighborhood XoXRo
of (D n X) X 0 in Y , there Lxists a PL submersion chartt
I{): Xo X Ro ~ Y about Xo for P2 I: Y -+ Rn such that
If> I (XonM) X Ro is a submersion chart for P21: M -+ R n

about Xo n M . See Figure J-c.
At this point M is necessarily loeally PL transverse near CUD
to X in Y . Indeed the existence of I{) in (ii) assures this; the
welJ-known PL lemma needed is ~n(A,B)::: (sy,Sx) =>
(A,B) '"" (sy-n,Sx-n) and can be proved by induction on n using
'pseudo-radial projection' [Hu2' pg. 21].
Although M is not yet transverse to ~n near CUD, we are
not far from this goal. Let 0t: Ro ~ Rn ,0 ~ t ~ I, be a
PL deformation of 0 I = inclusion ,fixing the origin, to the retraction

Figures I-b to I-d.
---i Delimits C1"\ M
........ DelImits D1"\ M

tThis means that
all (X ,v) E Xo X Ro .

I{J

is a PL imbedding V'(x,O) = x and P2V'(X,V) =v for
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Po onto the origin. This determines an isotopy
I/'t : XoX Ro ~ Y C X+X Rn by the rule
)Ot(x,Y)

= (PI )O(x,Pt(y» , y )

E X+XRn

Now )Ot is a PL isotopy of open imbed dings fixing XoXO = Xo '
and respecting M near C n X ,that runs from )00 = inclusion to
1/'1 = I/' . Applying the PL (I-parameter) isotopy extension theorem
[ RS 3' pp.56-59] we obtain PL isotopy <1>t of idlY with compac.t
support in Image(l/') such that 4>t equals )Ot near D nX ,while
<Pt fixes X pointwise and near C respects M . The isotopy
<Pi" 1 ,0 ~ t ~ 1, moves M imbedded-transverse to ~ near CUD in
the required fashion, cf. Figure I-d. This completes the proof of the PL
transversality theorem 1.6. •

J

Remark: The above argument rehabilitates (by simplification) R.
Williamson's approach to transversality [Wi] .

t The method of proof in [RS 3 1 readily permits this (not the statements).
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GENERAL TRANSVERSNLlTY OF SUBMANIFOLDS
First we discuss PL block transversality, the general PL transversality notion of Rourke and Sanderson, illustrating our contention
that microbundle transversality can pJay the central role.
We al ter the PL data of 1.6 by making the normal microbundle
~n to X in Y rather a PL normal block bundle. Then E(~n) is a
closed PL regular neighborhood of X in Y ; X has a given PL
regular cell-decomposition; for each k-cell a of X there is a given
PL (n+k)-cell Ba in E(~) called the block over a ,so that
n k
Ban X = a '
. a
(B ' a) ~
E(~) = Ua Ba .'
- (B + , Bk) ,.;;
B UB , = U{B I T a cell in ana'} ; and intBanintBa' = if>
a a,
T
for a =1= a . See [RSO,I] .
One says that M is block transverse to ~ near C in Y if for some
subdivision f of ~ ,making M n X a sUbcomplex of X (subdivided),
M coincides near C n X in Y with the restriction f 1(M n X) ,
which is just the union of the blocks over M n X .
The following result, due to Rourke and Sanderson [RSo,II] ,was
first proved using an argument involving induction on dimensions.
PL IMBEDDED BLOCK BUNDLE TRANSVERSALITY THEOREM 1.8
Theorem 1.5 holds true in the PL category without any

dimension restrictions, even when ~n is a PL block bundle and
imbedded-transverse means block transverse as formulated above.
A block bundle transversality theorem for maps is deduced in
[RSO,II].

Proof of 1.8 from the.microbundle analogue 1.6,' As the result is
strongly relative we can assume ~ is trivial. Then it can be trivialized
respecting the blocks of any subdivi~ion f ,in particular one so that
M n X is a subcomplex of X and M coincides with f I (M n X)
near en X ,cf. [RSO,I] . This makes f simultaneously a microbundle, to which 1.7 applies. Its conclusion gives 1.8 as soon as we
further subdivide X to make F1(t\q n X a sUbcomplex of X. •
Still another proof of 1.8 (a very pleasing global one) has
recently been given in [BuRS, II Mockbundles] .
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Note that, in the PL definitions of transversality and in 1.6 &
J.8 ,all mention of PL local flatness can be suppressed. ll1en 1.6
and 1.8 hold good (both statements and proofs) if M and X
are arbitrary polyhedra. Further generality still is possible in the PL
category! See [Ar2] [Sto] [McR] [BuRS] [Milt] . Our grasp of TOP
transversality is still modest by comparison.

We return now to the topological category. As usual M and X
denote TOP locally flat submanifolds of Y ,both witli boundary.
But now no normal microbundle ~ to X in Y is given.
In case X has codirnension ~ 2 in Y ,a normal microbundle ~
for X in Y can always be introduced and is isotopy unique, except
perhaps if dimY = 4 and dirnX ~ 2 ,see [KS sl . Thus the microbundle transversality theorem I.S is quite adequate when, X has
codimension ~ 2 (granting the vther dimension restrictions). Again,
if M is of codirnension ~ 2 in Y ,we get a theorem by exchanging
the roles of X and M . When both M and X are of codimension
~ 2 ,the two notions of transversality that result are equivalent by the
following easy lemma.
Lemma 1.9. Let M and N be submanifolds of W such that M has
a normal microbundle J.l in W to which N is transverse, and M nN
has a normal microbundle v' in M . Then v' ex tends to a normal
microbundle Vo normal in Y , to a neighborhood No of M nN
in N , such that the projections of J.l and v0 commute near M nN .

Proof of Lemma 1.9: Let rt be a homotopy of idlM to a map
r 1 : M ~ M which coincides with the projection of v' near M n N
The micro bundle homotopy theorem, cf. [IV, § 1] provides a
microbundle homotopy Pt: J.l ~ J.l over rt . If Wo is now a
sufficiently small open neighborhood of MnN in W ,the required
microbundle Vo over No = WonN is
PI

Vo : No 4 Wo~No
as the reader will easily verify. Remark: This lemma admits a relative form; it also admits a slice
preserving form showing that the Vo is unique near M n N up to
isotopy fixing MU N .
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Let us therefore assume henceforth that both M and X are of
codimension ~ 3 in Y. Then an adequate substitute for a normal
bundle to X in Y turns out to be a stable normal microbundle to
XXO in YXR s , s large, (which does exist and is isotopy unique).
DEFINITION 1.10. M is stably microbundle transverse to X in Y if
M is locally transverse to X in Y and if for some integer s ~ 0 ,
there exists a normal microbundle ~ to XXO in YXRs so that
MXRs is imbedded microbundle transverse to ~ in YXRs . We
write M I X (~) to express this, or simply M I X when ~ is not
specified.
GENERAL TRANSVERSALITY THEOREM 1.11. (A. Marin [Mar]).
Suppose M I X Ilear a closed subset C of Y , and let Dey

be another closed subset.
Under the same dimension restrictions as for the microbundle
analogue 1.5 ,there exists a homotopy f t ' 0 ~ t ~ 1, of f: M ~ Y
rei C so that:
fa) JIM I Y near CUD ,
(b) the homotopy It is realized by an ambient isotopy Ft of id I Y ,
i.e. If = Ft f ,
(cJ the ambient isotopy Ft is as small as we please, with
support in a prescribed neighborhood of D - C in Y .
Furthermore, given (from the outset) a normal microbundle
~o to XXO in YXR s , s large, such that MXR s is
transverse to ~o near C , one can construct along with Ft
another normal microbulldle ~ , such that Fj (M)XR S is
transverse to ~ near CUD , and ~ == ~o Ilear C .
The possibility of a general TOP transversaJity theorem has
been surmised since 1969 by several mathematicians. However,
even the formulation of a suitable definition has been a major
stumbling block; the only one seriously proposed hitherto is due to
Rourke and Sanderson [RS 2 ]. Stable microbundle transversality
seems simpler and more maniable. It shares with PL block
transversality one feature vital for any chart by chart approach
to proving a transversality theorem - namely the local character
of the (ternary) relationship M I X (~)
: this means that if
{Ua I a E A} is an indexed open covering of Y ,then the
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relationship M I X (~) implies and is implied by the collection
of relationships Mal Xa (~a) , a E A ,where subscripts a are
attached to indicate intersection with Ua ' ,e.g. Ma =Mn Ua .
Beware that the (binary) relationship M I X (omitting ~) is not of
local character, as Hudson's examples showed.
It would be possible to give a proof of Marin '8 general transversality theorem in parallel with that of the PL result 1.8 above, by
making strenuous use of the Rourke-Sanderson block bundle
technique [RS 11 [RS21 t in local charts, where enough triangulations
are available. Marin's proof (the first proof) is quite remarkable for
not using block bundle theory in earnest - although it does still appeal
to some PL topology. It too reduces the result finally to the microbundle transversality theorem 1.5 ,although along the way there.. is
a surprising interchange in the roles of M and X . We will not
attempt to prove Marin's theorem here; by either approach it is
nontrivial, and unfortunately involves at present the surgically proved
Casson-Sullivan imbedding theorem, cf. [RS sl . Instead we shall
conclude by indicating the scope of"Marin's theorem and by describing
phenomena that seem essential to an understanding of transversality.
Marin shows (nontriviaUy!) that the relationship M I X is
symmetric. Note that the nonstable relationship is already symmetric
by the elementary Lemma 1.9 as soon as nonnal microbundles to
MnX in M and in X are known to exist.
The conclusion of 1.11 being thus in effect symmetric in X and
M (via the device of replacing Ft by Fit ), we can symmetrize the
hypotheses on dimension in 1.11
The reader will thus verify that
1.11 plus 1.5 fail to give together an adequate general transversality
theorem only for the following combinations of dimension involving 4.
We write y = dimY , m =dimM , x = dimX .

*.

Excluded values of (y,m,x,m+x-y) :
(y;m,x;4) , (4;m,x;m+x-4) , (y;4;y-I,3) , (y;4,y-2;2)
- plus, of course, those obtained by interchanging the values given to
ill and x .
tTo avoid an annoying restriction to fiber dimension ~ 5 for TOP (l1}lcro-)
block bundles, that appears in [RS2, § 4] , one should assume any TOP block
bundles having fiber dimension 3 or 4 to be reduced to PL block bundles over
the 2-skeleton. Tills applies to all TOP block bundles mentioned in this essay.

:j: Where the last statement of 1.11 (inV?~ving ~ ) is concerned, a sharper
version of the symmetry above is needed, see [Mar].
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The case (7 ;4,4; 1) should ostensibly be excluded too; but in this case
Marin gives a special argument to prove 1.11 ,and notes that the parallel
nOllstable result 1.5 is in this case equivalent to the unproved 4-dimensional Annulus Conjecture.
Finally, leaving even the precise formulation aside, we mention that,
from 1.11 ,one can deduce a general transversality theorem for maps
parallel to our first transversality theorem for maps 1.1. In the statement, the normal microbundle ~ to X in Y of 1.1 becomes stable;
for the proof one uses a device of thickening ·x to let one apply 1.11 .
To help the reader acquire a global understanding of transversality,
here are two cardinal facts from [RS sl and [Mar] (or derivable with
the help of techniques given there and in [RS,II] [RSS]). With the
codimension > 3 data of Definition 1.10 we consider M locally
transverse to X in Y . Then there is an obstruction in the group
[M n X ,G/TOP] ,to M being stably microbundle transverse to X in Y
i.e. to having M I X . Furthermore, when X and M n X are prescribed, these obstructions in [M n X; G/TOP] classify the locally
transverse choices of M near X , up to isotopy fixing X . Secondly,
fixing M as well as X , suppose ~ given so that M I X (~) . Then all
alternative choices ~' of ~ with M Ji X (~') are classified up to isotopy
in YXR s fixing XXO and respecting MXR s , by the elements of the
group [MnX ;n(G/TOP)] .
TOP (micro-) block bundle t transversality (compare 1.8 ) makes
good sense in the situation of 1.10 as soon as the pair (X, M n X) is
triangulated. A block bundle version of the two cardinal facts then holds
true - involving the same stable classifying space G/TOP . This in turn
reveals a useful stability:
block
transversality

stable microbundle
transversali ty

stable block
transversality

the second equivalence resulting trivally from blockwise application of
existence and uniqueness of stable normal microbundles. What is more,
the isotopy classes of germs of the three types of bundles, expressing
transversality of a fixed M ,correspond naturally and bijectively. This
last fact is exactly what one needs to establish 1.11 imitating the proof
of 1.8 . (The patient reader can pause to verify this for himself.) To

t Recall the footnote to the discussion following

1.9.
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sum up, TOP block bundles are adequate to discuss TOP transversality
provided enough triangulations t exist. At worst, TOP block bundles
offer a useful tool to be used locally.
We close on an amusing note by comparing PL and TOP trans··
versality. Consider once more the codimension ~ 3 situation above,
with M topologically locally transverse to X in Y , and suppose all
the manifolds and inclusions happen to be PL . Then M is also PL
locally transverse to X in Y ,since Hudson has a criterion for this of
local homotopy theoretic character [Hu3' Lemma I ] . There is an
obstruction (J E [M n X ; G/PL J to M being PL block transverse to
N in Y (by the PL version of the first cardinal fact, cf. [RS S])' The
map
[M n X ; G/PL]

-+ [M n X ; G/TOPJ ,

whosekemel is H\MnX;Z2)/ImH3(MnX;Z) ,see [SilO' §lS] ,
carries this (J to the obstruction to TOP block transversality. Thus it

may occur that M is topologically but noi piecewise linearly block
transverse to X in Y .
This curiosity is mitigated somewhat by the observation that in this
case an ambient TOP isotopy fixing X can move M to coincide near
X with a piece of PL submanifold that is PL block transverse to X
(just apply the first cardinal fact!).
It is mitigated further by the fact that, provided dim(M n X) =1= 4 ,
new global PL manifold structures can be assigned (changing the
concordance class of just one PL structure, that on M n X ) so as to
make M PL block transverse to X in Y .

tWhether they do always exist is of course the residual triangulation problem
for manifOlds, cf. [Si9J.
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§2. HANDLE DECOMPOSITIONS
Let W be a CAT (= PL or TOP) m-manifold and MeW a
possibly empty clean tn-submanifold (clean merely emphasizes that M
is a closed subset and the frontier is a manifold CAT bi-collared in W).
A handlebody decomposition of W on M is a filtration of W
(possibly infinite), M = Mo eM 1 C M2 C ... ,with UM j = W , by clean
submanifolds such that, for each i, Hi = closure (M i - Mi- l ) is a clean
compact submanifold of Mj and
(Hi' Hi n Mi - l ) ~ (Bk ,aB k ) X
Bm-k for some k , 0 ~ k~ m. Hi is called a handle. It is supposed
that the collection {Hi} is locally finite, so that each compactum in W
meets only finitely many handles. When such a filtration is present we
say W is a handle body on M .
EXISTENCE THEOREM 2.1 . (CAT = PL or TOP).
Consider any CA T m-manifold Wand clean CA T m-submanifold ;
M. If CA T = TOP suppose m ~ 6. Then W is a CA T handlebody on
M.
The PL case is easily proved using a triangulation of (W ,M) as a
combinatorial manifold pair, see [Hu2 ' pp.223-227] . We will deduce
the TOP case using the Product Structure Theorem.

=

PROOF OF 2.1 FOR CAT TOP.
For greater simplicity we suppose at first thaI
=¢ . Using a
co-ordinate covering of W of nerve dimension ~ m we find a closed
covering A o , AJ ,... , Am and ;-'pen sets Ui J Ai with PL manifold
structure such that each closure U i is expressible as a disjoint locally
finite union of compacta.

aw

REMARK 2.1.1. Ui can lie in the preimage in W , under a standard map
<p : W ~ Ilbl to the nerve of a suitable covering ill , of the open slars of ~
barycenters of i-simplices of Ilb I jn the Jst barycentric subdivision Itnl' of'
Ilb I, see [I, § 4 J . More precisely, '-P can come from a partition of
unity subordinate to lb , and lb can be any dim ~ m covering by
relatively compact charts. Then the reader will verify that the handle
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:

Each handle H lies in some chart of lb, and the union of all charts of
lli containing H contains all handles of some finite sub-handlebody on
M including II.
Thus the handle decomposition will be 'fme' if lb is fine.
We propose to define a filtration M = Mo eM 1 c M2 C ... C Mm =
=W so that Mi is a handlebody on Mi- l ' and so that
closure(M j - Mi-l), although probably not a single handle, is at least
compact or a locally finite disjoint unIon of compacta. Once Mi - I is
known to be a handlebody , it is easy to show (by adding the handles in
a suitable order) that Mj is one too. Then W is a handlebody on M
as req uired.
Suppose for an inductive construction that we have obtained a
clean submanifold Mi-l ' i ~ ] , that contains M and is a neighborhood
of Ao U ... U Ai-I. Apply the Product Structure Theorem to the
boundary of Ui n Mi - l in Ui to alter the PL structure on Ui making
Ui n Mi- l a PL m-submanifold of Ui · Recall now that
Ui = Ui,l U Ui ,2 U. .. is a union of open subsets Uij , j ~ 1 , whose
closures are compact disjoint and form a locally finite collection. [n
each Uij we find a clean PL m-submanifold Mij of the fonn
Mi- l n Uij union a compact neighborhood of Ai n Uij . The known PL
(and compact) version of 2.1 shows that Mij is a PL handlebodyon
Mj - 1 n Uij . So adding to Mi- l ' we get Mi = M i- l U Mi,l U Mi,2 u ...
a TOP handlebodyon Mi- l . This completes the inductive
construction of M = Mo C M 1 C ... C Mm = W as required to prove
2.1 when aw = ¢ . •

The proof of 2.1 when aw=/= if; is word for word the same if
m ~ 7 . However if m = 6 , the Product Structure Theorem does flot
apply unless
ai-I)

3( Ui n Mi-1) is a PL submanifold of Ui near 3Ui .

So we will assume ai-I) inductively and also
o

0

Jl.li-1 - M is a clean submanifold of W - M .

Further, we arrange prior to the induction that, for each chart Uj ,
Uj n M is a clean PL submanifold of Uj . (Just work from the outset
with such charts only) .
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Now the above construction works and produces
M~1 M·1- 1 U M·1, I U M·1, 2 U . .. which contains M U Ao U ... U Ai
and satisfies b i) when each Mij is chosen with the similar property.
Next we build Mi C Mj verifying ai) as well - roughly by peeling Mj
away from au i +].

=

=

Consider Ni Ui+ l n Mj C Ui+l' Choose a clean PL
sub manifold X of aUi+I - oNI lying in Ni and containing a
neighborhood in au i+) - 1\1 of (Ao U., .. U Ai)'
Choose a narrow clean collaring
o

h : [aui + 1 n (Ni - M )] X I

~

o

N·M
I

that is PL near X and has image whose intersection with intW
closed in intW. Define

Mi

=

IS

1\1i - h{(au i + l n Ni - M - X) X [O,l)} .

Then Mi satisfies ai)' bi) and if h is sufficiently narrow, Mi
contains M U Ao u ... U Ai' But Mi- l is a handlebody on M so Mi
clearly is also one. Then Mi is one because clearly (Mi, M) ~ (M i ,M),
(see [Si 4 ' Lemmas in §3 J for assistance). •
The last paragraph above is trivial but a bit confusing, so we
illustrate for dimension m = 3 in Figure 2-a. W is defined by x ~ 0
or rather Ui+l is, since Ui+l is all we see of W ; M is x ~ 0 , Z ~ 0,
Le. what lies below the xy plane; Mi is M union the curved snowpile
on the xy-plane up against the yz wall. X lies beyond the piecewise
linear path in the yz wall; the slab sitting on the xy plane on the dark
base is what is deleted from Mi to get Mi'

Figure 2-3 .

z
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Handlebodies have CW spines. t

This basic observation was made circa 1970 by M. Cohen with a
helping hand from B. Sanderson. As we shall not in fact use this result
we are content to discuss a compact and non-relative version.

THEOREM 2.2 ,
Let Wm be a compact TOP m-mani[old that is a handle body
the handles being added in order of increasing t dimension.
Then Wm is homeomorphic to the mapping cylinder Map(f) of a
continuous map [: aw~ X to a finite CW complex X with one .
k-cell [or each k-handle of W , 0 <" k <" m .
X is called a spine of W . In case aw = ¢ ,one has X = W ,
i.e. W itself is a CW complex. Thus every closed TOP manifold of
dimension ~ 6 is a CW complex. Is in fact every TOP manifold a
CW complex? Contrast this with the more delicate question whether
every TOP manifold is a simplicial complex, this latter being unsettled
in 1975 even for closed manifolds of high dimension, cf. [Si9] ,[Matu] ,

Proof of 2.2.
Proceed by induction on the maximum handle index, using a
direct and elementary argument suggested by these diagrams:

-.....

•

t

The existence of polyhedral spines is discussed in [Ped 11

t

Not an essential restriction; see [Edwsl and any exposition of handle body

theory .

.
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§ 3. MORSE FUNCTIONS.

t

Consider a CAT (= DIFF or TOlh m-manifold M and a
continuous map f; M ~ [a, b] eRe We call f a CAT Morse function
(compare Morse [Ms 2 ]) if for each point p EM, either f is a CAT
submersion into [a, b] near p, or p E int M and there exists a CAT
embedding h : R m ~ M with h(O) = p so that for some k , 0 ~ k ~ m!
fh(x! , X2 , e.' , xm) = f(p) - (xi + ...+ xk) + (xk+ I + ... + x;n) for all
(Xl" .. , Xm) near the origin = (0, ... ,0) E R m. In the latter case p
is called a critical point of index k . Clearly the critical points are
isolated, so only finitely many lie in a given compactuIn . We will say f
is Morse near a subset C C M if fl U : U ~ R is Morse for some open
neighbourhood U of C .

°

Our main result in a convenient relative form is the
EXISTENCE THEOREM 3.1. (CAT = DIFF or TOP)
Let f: M ~ R be a continuous map of a CAT open manifold to
R , (hat is Morse on an ope/l neighborhood U of a closed subset C of
M. Let D eM be closed and V:J D an open neighborhood of D in
M. If CAT= TOP suppose m ~ 6.
One can find a continuous map g : M ~ R equal to f near
C U (M - V) so that g is Morse near CUD. Given €: M ~ fa, ooJ
positive near D one can arrange that Ig(x)-f{x) I ~ dx) for all x EM.
Collaring devices let one deduce results for manifolds with boundary.;
The DIFF version (cf. Morse [Ms I ].) is an elementary consequence 1
of approximability of continuous functions by smooth functions [Mu I '
§4) combined with the Sard-Brown theorem, see [MiS' proof of 2.7) ,
From it we shall deduce the TOP, version using both the Product
Structure Theorem and the Concordance Implies Isotopy Theorem.
The heart of the proof is :
PROPOSITION 3.2.
Let f: M'£ ~ R be a TOP Morse function defined on an a DIFF
manifold without boundary, of dimension m;> 6 .
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on M concordant to
R is a DIFF Morse function.
~'

~

so

Suppose f: M 'L ~ R is already DIFF Morse on an open
neighborhood U of a closed set C eM. Let D eM be compact and
V ~ D be open. Then there exists a DIFF structure 'L' on M
concordant to 'L reI C U (M-V) such that f: M'L' ~ R is DIFF
Morse near CUD.
To get this particularly clearcut result we shall require some
assistance from a 100;al contractibility principle for homeomorphisms.

PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1 (assuming 3.2). By the usual finite chariby-chart induction, it suffices to prove the case where M = R m and D
is compact. In this case 3.2 offers a CAT structure 'L' on U C R m
concordant to the standard one, so that f: U'L'~ R is DIFF Morse.
We extend 'L' to all M by the Concordance Extension Theorem [I,
4.2} , then apply the DIFF version of 3.1 to conclude. II
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.2 .
Clearly the second statement implies the first; so let us prove the
second.
The second statement is clearly a consequence of two special cases
applied successively:
(a) D is a (finite!) set of critical points.
(b) f has no critical points in D - C.
And the case (b) reduces by enlarging C and cutting back M and V, to
the case
(b') f has no critical points at all .
Proof of case (a) .
The definition of TOP Morse function shows that there exists a
o
finite disjoint union B of oclosed discs in0 V-C so that 0 C B , and there
exists a structure ~" on B so that f: B'L" ~ R is DlfF Morse. The
Stable oHomeomorphism Theorem [Kill shows that 'L" IB is concordant
to 'L IB so that the Concordance Extension Theorem [1,4.2) provides 3
concordance 'L ~ 'L' rei C U (M- V) with f: M~, -7 R DIFF Morse
near CUD. Alternatively, use of [Ki I] and [1,4.2] can be replaced
by solution of one 0 -handle problem for each point of D-C , by the
method of [KS I]' II
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Concorda11C~

Implies Sliced Concordance Lemma 3.2.1.

Consider (MXl)r a conditioned CAT (= DIFF or PL) concordance
of CAT structures r : L ~ L' ,on a TOP In-manifold Mm , m ;> 5 ,
without boundary. Then, as CA T structure, r is concordant reI MXal
to a structure r' that is sliced over I in the sense that the projection
P2 : (MXI)r' -+ I is a CAT submersion; thus r' is a conditioned and
sliced CAT concordance L ~ L' . Furthermore, itt r is a product
along I near CXI ,with C closed in M , then the asserted concordance
r ~ r' can be rei ex I .
Proof of 3.2.1 . Apply to r the Concordance Implies Isotopy Theorem
[ I, § 4] (reI CX I if necessary) to get a sliced and conditioned concordance 8: r ~ LX I . This 8 is the image of (LX I)X I by the isotopy
involved; and we can require that 8 be constant on the Initial half [0, Y2]
of its interval. Let H be (id I M)Xh where h is a homeomorphism of
the square I X I fixing I X and mapping I X [Y2, 1] linearly onto the
top I X I . Then H(8) is the concordance required r ~ r' rei MXal ,
at least if CAT = PL ; if CAT = DIFF , we must go on to unbend (see
§4.3) the corners of H(8) along MXh(O,I) and inversely create comers
along MX(l,I) ,muchasin [I;§4,case3].
•

°

Figure 3-a

t It ~uffices in fact to suppose that

P2: (M x I)r ~ I

is a CAT submersion:
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We are now ready to give the remaining
Proof of case (b ' ) .
To gain clarity we assume at first that C = ¢ and V = M ;
afterwards we will fill in the details when C =1= ¢ or V =1= M . Allowing
V =1= M will pose no problem at all since the concordances we find will
all have compact support and so extend by the constant concordance
from V to all of M .
Applying the local contractibility principle for homeomorphisms,
we find a TOP foliation 2=- on M transverse to the fibers of f, with
model R m - 1 , and with I-dimensional leaves that are imbedded in R
by f - see [Si 12 ' § 6.251 .
For a subset S C C1(s) , s E R, we often speak of a subset
i : S X [a, b) 4 M, a ~ s ~ b. This inclusion map (if it exists) is
the unique continuous imbedding i such that for xES and t E [a, b]
one has i(x, s) = x, fi(x, t) = t, and i(x X [a, b)) lies in the leaf of 3'
through (x, s). For compact S, the inclusion i clearly does exist if
a, b are sufficiently near s, (since it exists locally) .
We can find, using compactness of D , numbers
rl < r2 < ... < rk ' and compacta Ml ' ... ,M k- l so that
(i) Mi

c

f- 1 (ri) , and Mi X [ri ' ri+ I] exists in M,

k-J

(ii) i~l Mi X [ri ' ri+ 1]

is a neighborhood of D in M .

Next we ~an find compacta Ni C f- 1 (ri) , i = 1, ... ,k, so that the
interior Ni in f- I (ri) contains (M i X ri) U (M i- l X rj)' There then
exists e> 0 so small that each Ni X [ri-e , ri +e] exists in M and
2e < ri+ I -ri' for all i. See Figure 3-a opposite.
We apply the local Product Structure
Theorem [I, §S.2] to each
•
(Ni X (ri-e, ri+e))L' i = I, ... ,k, to get a DIFF structure 1: * on
o

M with the properties

1)

L* is a product along (r;-e, ri+e) near (M i X ri) U (Mi-l X r ) ,
i
and (hence) f: ML* ~ R is a DIFF submersion near
(M·l X r.)
U (M.l- 1 X r.J,
l
l

2)

L * = L outside a compactum .
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We next apply the lemma 3.2.1 proved abov~, together with the
Concordance Extension Theorem of [11 ,to
(M i X [ri ' ri+ I] )l; * ;
we get a concordance ~ * ~~' reI V (lVI. X {ri,ri+ I}) constant outside a
1

o

1

compactum in l)(M i X [ri ' ri+ I}) so that f: M~' ~ R is a DIFF
l
submersion near L} D· X [r. , r·+
I J ::> D where Di is the compact
1
o

1

1

projection on Mi of 0

1

n

0

(Mi X [ri ' ri+ I] ) .

•

When C* ¢
we must make the following additions to the proof.
We want the foliation 3' to be DIFF near C. To achieve this,
construct a vector field ~ on U::> C, where f is DIFF , so that
f* ~ = L. Integrating ~ we obtain a DIFF foliation 3'0 DIFF

ax

transverse to f on U . Now construct 3\ so that a = 3\ 0 near C ,
using [Sill' §6.2S] .
k-l
Let C* = C n ( .~ I Mi X [ri ' ri+ 1])' By refining the partition
1-

r" .. , ,rk if necessary (on adding r' between ri and ri+ 1 we can let
Mr , = Mi X r') we can find compacta Ci in Mi such that
k-l
(iii) C* C i~l Cj X [ri' ri+l] ,
k-l
(iv) f is DIFF near i~l C i X [ri' ri+l]
Next we choose € (above) so small that f is DIFF near the set denoted
{(Ci- l X r i ) U (C i X ri)} X [rj -€, r i +€] forgiving an obvious abuse of
notation. The local Product Structure Theorem [I, § 5.2] is applied
relative to this set to assure that
3)

~*

is concordant rei C to L

and that we can apply the Concordance Implies Isotopy Theorem [I,
§4.l] reI II C i X [ri' ri+ I] getting a concordance ~* £';: ~' reI
J

Cell C i X [ri' ri+ 1]' Tills finishes the proof of 3.2 .
1

•

Our discussion of topological Morse functions would not be
complete without mention of gradient-like fields. For TOP we define
them in an integrated form.
DEFINITION 3.3. Let f: M ~ [a, b] be a TOP Morse function on a
TOP manifold Mill. A gradient-like field 3' for f is a TOP foliationt

t Defined by an atlas of submersions into

R~.
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by lines transverse to the level surfaces of f, defined on the complement
of the critical points of f, such that about each critical point p E intM
of f, there are co-ordinates (Xl' ... ,Xm) so that ret) = f(p) (xi + ... + x~) + (x~+ I +...+ xin) ,and a is given near p by the
integral curves of the vector field v(5{) = (-Xl, ... ,-Xl\. ' xl\.+ l' ... ,xm ) .
If p is a non-critical point of f, there are co-ordinates (Xl, ... ,X m )
near p such that frt) = XI and, on the leaves of a , only Xl
varies.
If 3i 0 is a gradient-like field for flU where U is an open
neighborhood of C closed C Mm (any m) , the local contractibility
theorem for homeomorphisms provides a gradien t-like field 3< for f
equal J 0 near C , see lSi 12 ' § 6.2S] . One first builds a explicitly
near the (isolated!) critical points, then extends.
Using TOP gradient-like fields, one can carry through for the
topological case the elementary discussion of Morse functions as .they
relate to cobordisms , surgeries, handles etc. - following the discussion
in [MiS' § § 1-3] almost word for word.

3.4 THE FUNCTIONAL TOPOLOGICAL SMALE THEORY.
To conclude this section we indicate how the techniques of the
functional Smale-theory of [MiS] or [CeG] can be adapted to TOP
Morre functions in dimension m ~ 6 . Taken together with the simple
type theory of § 4 and § S below ~ these suffice to transcribe for TOP
manifolds the s-cobordism theorem [Kell , the boundary theorem of
[Si l ] [Ke21 and the splitting theorem of Farrell & Hsiang [FH] . The
splitting theorem of Cappell [Cap] requires Appendix C as well .
Rearrangement of critical levels of a TOP Morse function on a
compact triad to get a 'nice' Morse function (of Smale) as in [MiS' §4]
is possible as soon as a small ambient isotopy can eliminate all
intersections of locally flat 'left hand' spheres SL with 'right hand'
spheres Sit when v + w < m-l in a noncritical level Nm-l. This is
easily done for m-I ~ 5 by the stable homeom~rphism theoremcompare [SilO' §7.2] ; TOP general position always applies, ef. [EdS1
Creation of a pair of critical points [MiS; § S] is a local mattu and
poses no problems.
Elementary change of basis among critical points of index 1\.,
2 < I\. < m-2, [MiS' § 7] requires at worst the stable homeomorphism
theorem once again, in getting a 'linking' isotopy to deform the
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gradient-like field.
Here is a discussion for m ~ 6 of techniques for eliminating a
pair of critical points p and q of index A and A + 1 with f(p) < f(q)
and no critical vdlues between. Consider N = f- 1 (c) ,where f(p) < c
< f(q). We assume f is proper so that the chart about q (normalizing
f) can be extended (using the gradien t lines of 3i ) to a chart Uq
containing the left hand disc ot+ I of increasing trajectories from N
to q with aot+l = SL eN, so that flU q and 3iIU q are OIFF.
Similarly from Up_ about p, containing the right hand disc O\\.-A with
aO = SR eN. Using the Stable Homeomorphism Theorem repeatedly,
R
one can build a small isotopy of N m- l and use it to change d (and
Up) as in [MiS' §4.7] so that
1)

The structures of Up and Uq agree near SR U SL'

2)

SL is DIFF transverse to Sn at SR () SL (for the common

structure) .
By 1), Up and Uq provide a chart U ~ O~-A U ot+ l making
fl U and alu OIFF. By 2), SL and SR intersect at isolated
points in U . If there is only one intersection point, f can now be
changed on a compactum in U to eliminate the critical points p and
q , by the purely OIFF cancellation procedure of [MiS' § 5]. •
The above cancellation result makes it important to be able to
elimate superflUOUS intersection points of SR(P) and SL (q) by
Whitney's procedure. Suppose given a pair (a, b) of points of SR () SL
having appropriate intersection number ± 1 [MiS' § 6] and a loop 'Y
consisting of a OIFF arc AR running a to b in SR and a OIFF arc
AL running b to a in SL such that 'Y is contractible in N . See
figure 3-b below.
Assertion. Whitney's procedure {Whn2' can be adapted to eliminate
the intersection points a, b via an isotopy of id IN - under the usual
technical restrictions: m - 1 ~ 5; dim SR ~ 3; and 1f1 (N - SR) ~
1f 1 N is injective when dim SL ~ 2 .
Here are instructions for adapting the OIFF Whitney procedure in
[ Whn 2] or [MiS] ,somewhat different from those in [Si 10 ' § 7] .
The OIFF procedure unaltered produces for us a OIFF imbedding
o

11"

•

n-n

4

TT () N
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Figure 3-b

°

of the Whitney model 2-disc
(of [Mig, § 6.7]) minus the interior
of a central standard 2-disc Do. And we can at least fmd a continuous
map

equal 'P on aDo·
Now apply anyone of three techniques (a), (b) ,(c) mentioned
below to find an open (m - I) - ball· BeN - (SL U SR) and an
approximation g' to g equal g on aDo so that B ~ g'(D o ) .
(a) Regard Do as the cone on aDo and use Newman's chart-bychart version of engulfing [Ne] cf. [SiS] ,to make a small ball
about g (cone point) swell up to engulf g'(D o ) for some
approximation g' to g equal g on aDo.
(b) Apply Homma's convergence teclmique [Glu] to find a
locally flat topologicai embedding g': Do -+ N - (SL U SR) equal
g on aDo. Then an elementary stretching argument [Lac]
produces a (m - ] )-ball B:> g'(D o ) .
(c) Replace Homma's method in (b) by a chart-by-chart procedure
using general position and a smoothing theory or the Product
Structure Theorem to advance from chart to chart.
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Applying DIFF general position (the Sard-Brownotheorem

[Mi 7])
in U , we now adjust g' so that g'(D o ) meets c,o(O - Do) C N in
c,o(oOo) = g'(oOo)'
Next we find a new OIFF structure L on the open ball B so that
near c,ooOo = g'oOo = g'Oo () c,o(O - fio) it agrees with the structure of
N () U. This is accomplished by an obstruction theory for smoothing
using 7Ti(TOP!O) = 0, i = 0,1 , see [KS I ][IY][Y] lSi I 0] . More
simply one can solve a zero- and a one-handle problem for two handles
with core in c,o(oOo) , by the method of [KS 1] applied to OIFF.t
Now (N () U) and BL toget~er give a OIFF structure ~' on a
small neighborh~od Y of c,o(O - Do) () g'(Oo) in N extending that of
U near c,o(O - Do) .
Finally alter c,o U g' extending c,o to a OIFF embedding
c,o' : 0 ~ Y L" Then Whitney's OIFF process applies to eliminate the
pair (a, b) of intersection points.
•

Remark: The argument outlined in [Si 10 ' § 73] ,although tougher,
is more elementary in that it does not use the surgery concealed in
[KS 1] .

*

*

*

The I-parameter theory of generic functions due to J. Cerf has (in
1975) not yet been reworked in the TOP context. Nevertheless, the
TOP version of its main theorem ([Ce7] , [HaW] ) has been established
via a reduction to the smooth case, see [BaLR, pp. 148-9] (E. Pederson's:
appendix): Theorem: Let yn ,n ~ 5 , be a connected compact TOP ,
manifold such that 7TI Y acts trivially on 7T2 Y . Then the components
of the space of automorphisms of yn X { fixing Coyn)X I U yn XO point-;
wise, are in bijective correspondence with the elements of an algebraically i
defined abelian group Wh2(7Tl y) E9 Wh 1(7T2 y; 7T} V) that is 0 when- 1,,'
ever 7Tl Y = O. In case Y admits a DIFF structure, the reduction is a ~~
simple application of the Concordance Implies Isotopy Theorem (Essay 1):and its I-parameter version (see Essays II, V). In general one seeks to
:
f

l

f

replace V by a subhandlebody of index
structure. (When n

=5

~

3 ,which does admit a

r

DIFF~·

,Pederson hypothesises that yn is a handlebody$·

t For 0 - and I-handles, a PL solution easily gives a DIFF solution; so
[KS I J could be applied directly.
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§4. THE SIMPLE HOMOTOPY TYPE OF A
TOPOLOGICAL MANIFOLDt
We shall define a prefered simple type for a topological manifold M
by properly imbedding M in a high dimensional euclidean space Rn
with closed normal disc bundle D; the (local) Product Structure
Theorem of [I , § 5.2] applied near aD in Rn gives D a
triangulation; then by definition the preferred simple type of M is the
one making i: M 4 D a simple equivalence. If this procedure is
carried out again yielding i*: M 4 D* we observe using the
Concordance Implies Isotopy Theorem of [I , § 41 that (after
stabilisation) there is a PL isomorphism f: D ~ D* so that fi is
proper homotopic to i* . This implies that our preferred simple type is
well-defined. The proofs are very easy; most space is devoted to
recollecting basic facts about simple types, triangulations, normal
bundles and imbeddings.
First the basic facts about simple homotopy types (from [Chn.·,]
and [Si 7 ]).
A simplicial map f: X ~ Y of finite (unordered) simplicial
complexes is an elementary expansion if f is injective and Y - f(X)
~

t Since this essay was written T. Chapman has succeeded in defining the
simple type more generally for any locally compact metric space X such that
X X [0, 1]00 is a manifold with model the Hilbert cube [0, 1]00, see [Chi] [Ch 2 ]
[Si 14 1 . (For example X can be a TOP manifold or locally a finite CW complex;
it seems that X can be any locally compact ANR, see [Mil3][Wes][Ed6]).This flows
from Chapman's triangulation theorem and Hauptvermutung for Hilbert cube
manifolds M: one has M = K X [0, 1]00 for some locally finite simplicial complex
K; and if Kl X [0, 1]00 -)- K2 X [0, 1]00 is a homeomorphism (or even proper
and cell-like [Ch21), then the proper homotopy equivalence K) -)- K2
determined is a simple equivalence of complexes. Several other interesting finite
dimensional arguments have since appeared, each showing at least that a
homeomorphism Kl -)- K2 of locally finite simplicial complexes is a simple
equivalence [Ed2] [Ed41 [Ch3] . The argument [Ed21 [Si I4 ] of R. D.
Edwards is based on this section.
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consists of exactly two open simplices, one being a face of the other.
In the category C of injective simplicial maps (inclusions) of
locally finite unordered simplicial complexes we must specify the subcategory & of expansions. It is the least family in C containing
I)
isomorphisms and elementary expansions that is closed under
finite composition!
2) disjoint union,
3) pushout. Closed under
pushout means that if X = Y U Z in C and Y () Z 4 Y is in &
then Z 4 X is also in & , see rSi 7 ] . A map f: X ~ Y of C
where X is compact clearly belongs to & if and only if it is a finite
composition of isomorphisms and elementary expansions.
A proper homotopy equivalence f: X ~ Y of locally fmite
simplicial complexes is simple if it is proper homotopic to a finite
composition X = Xl ~ X2 ~ ••• ~ Xn = Y where each map is an
expansion or a proper homotopy inverse to an expansion. Clearly each
expansion is a proper homotopy equivalence - i.e. a homotopy
equivalence in the category of proper continuous maps. It is an
elementary fact that a PL homeomorphism is a simple equivalence.
It is enligJltening to recall (from Whitehead) that when X and Y
are properly simplicially imbedded in R nand n> 2 max {dimX ,
dim Y} + I , then X and Y have PL isomorphic regular neighborhoods
if and only if X and Yare simple homotopy equivalent.

A simple type for an arbitrary (metrizable) space X is represented
by a proper homotopy equivalence f: X ~ Y to a locally finite
simplicial complex Y (if such f exist). Another such equivalence
f' : X ~ Y' represents the same simple type if there exists a simple
proper homotopy equivalence s: Y ~ Y' so that sf is proper
homotopic to f' .
A space equipped with a given simple type will be called a simple
space. Every locally finite simplicial complex X has a canonical simple
type represented by the identity map X ~ X ; so X is a simple space.
A proper homotopy equivalence f: X ~ Y of simple spaces is called
simpJe if when g: Y ~ Z represents the given simple type of Y, then
gf: X ~ Z represents that of X. When X and Yare locally finite
simplicial complexes this is equivalent to the earlier definition of a simple
proper homotopy equivalence.
THEOREM 4.1 .

Everv sevarable metrizable tOlJologicalmanifold M has a preferred _
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simple type - so that M is a simple space. It can be defined by the
following CAT(= DIFF or PL} rule: Imbed any topological closed disc
bundle Ol'er M as a (clean) CAT codimension zero submanifold of an
euclidean space and select a CATt triangulation T of it .. then the
inclusion map M -+ T represents the preferred simple type.
Other equivalent definitions of simple type will be discussed in § 5 .
COROLLARY 4.1.1. Any homeomorphism h: M -+ M' of separable
metrizable topological manifolds is a proper simple homotopy
equivalence.

Proof of 4.1.1. from 4.1. This is seen in the nature of the rule defining
the preferred simple type. •
We can establish the preferred simple type of 4.1 using only DIFF
or only PL arguments; for the readers convenience, the specifically
DIFF arguments are marked off by square brackets [ ] and/or double
stars **. [If we use DIFF as our wor~ing tool, Whitehead's COO
triangulation theory is of course used, in particular to prove:
**LEMMA 4.2. If T and T' are two (Whitehead) DIFF triangulations
of a DIFF manifold M:L possibly with corners, then the identity map
T -+ T' is a simple homotopy equivalence: in fact it is isotopic to a PL
homeomorphism.
The proof is in [Wh l ] [Mul ' § 10].

•

**4.3. Straightening comers.
Let B2(8) = {(rcosl,O , rsinl,O) E R2 I O~ r~ 1, O~I,O~8}.
If M},; has corners and N = B2 (n/2) X C C ML is DIFF tubular
neighborhood of a manifold C of corners we can straighten (or unbi!nd)
corners along C altering L to :L* on B2 (n/2) X C defining L* so
that p X Od IC) : (B2 (n/2) X C)L* -+ B2 (n) X C is a diffeomorphism where p: (r cosl,O , r sinl,O) -H- (r cos21,O ) r sin21,O) doubles
angles.
**LEMMA 4.3 (for DIFF with data above)
If T* is a DIFF triangulatioJl of M L *, the identity map T
is a simple equivalence.

t Bv DIFF triangulation we mean a Whitehearl

-+

f'.oo trianPlilatinn 1M", 1 .

T*
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Proof of 4.3. By 4.2 it suffices to prove this for suitable choices of
DIFF triangulation T and T* of Land L* respectively. DIFF
triangulate C arbitrarily; DIFF triangulate B2 (1(/2) (resp. B2 (1()) bj
bisecting it into two 2-simplices at 1(/4 (resp. at 1(/2). We let T and
T* give the corresponding product trianguiations on B2 (1(/2) X C c
and we let T and T* both give the same DIFF triangulation To of
(M - N)L . Then the inclusions To ~ T and To ~ T* are expansions,
proving that id: T ~ T* is simple. (In fact it is not hard to see a
topological isotopy of it to a simplicial isomorphism). • D
An essential tool will be the theorem of M. Hirsch and B. Mazur
stating that a bundle with fiber euclidean space contains a disc bundle
after stabilization, which is up to isotopy unique after (more)
stabilization, Its compactifying role is crucial; recall that the r31e of
torus in [I, § 3] was Similarly compactifying. So it is appropriate to
recall the precise statement required and indicate the proof.
.
Consider a 10caJ]y trivial bundle E with fiber Rn and zero section~,
over an ENR X; let X be identified with the zero-section so that
X C E and the projection p: E ~ X is a retraction that completely
specifies the bundle. We say E has fiber (Rn,O) since the group of E!
as a Steenrod bundle is the group (with compact-open topology) of all .
self homeomorphisms of (R ll , 0) , I.e. of Rll fixing O. We will use
similar terminology for disc bundles.
PROPOSITION 4.4 (see [Hi61 , also [KuL 1,2]).t
A) (Mazur) The stabilized (R n +1, 0) bundle EX R over X
contains a (Bn+1,O) bU/ldle DeE X R over X, This D is
understood to come from a reduction of E to the group of homeomorphisms h of Rn+ 1 so that hB n + 1 = B n +1 and h(O) = O.
B) (Hirsch) If E itselfcolltainstwo (Bn,O) bundles D I ,D 2 ,·
then DI X BI, D2 X BI are isomorphic (BIl+1,0) bundles. In '
factthe (RI1+1,0) bundle /1,2/ X(EXR) over /1,2/ XX
contains a (BI1+1,0) bundle D' ext~nding k X DkXBI over kXX ,

k = 1,2 - called a concordance from D I XB I to D2 XB 1 in E XR ,
Proof of A) .
Let L n + I be the sphere R n+ I U 00, There is clearly a unique
(L n + I, 0 ,00) bundle S so that the complement of the oo-section is
EX R, The closure in S of EX [-1,00) is a (Bn+1,0) bundle D,"

t Concerning reduction of (the group of) a bundle like E, see [Husl '
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This D contains a disc bundle lying in E X R. Indeed, by

Alexander's theorem [All] , any (B n + 1) 0) bundle reduces to the
group of homeomorphisms h of Bn + 1 so that hex) = Ixl h(x/ Ixl) for
x =F 0. So reduced, D contains a (B n + 1, 0)
bundle in E X R 'of
any radius in (0, 1) . II
Proof of B).
Let S be the (~n, 0,00) bundle associated to E, where ~n =
RIl U 00. By Alexander's theorem, there is a reduction PI of S to the
group of those homeomorphisms h of 1,;n fixing 0,00 with
h(x)::: I xl h(x/lxl) for x =F 0, 00, a reduction such that 0 1 is the
unit disc bundle.
We assert that there is an isotopy ht,
~ t ~ 1 , of id I S =
ho respecting fibers and fixing the zero-section, such that hI (0 1 X B1 )

°

= 0, where Sand D were defined for A). Then, using the

reduction of 0 mentioned for A) we have a (Bn+ 1, 0) bundle YzD
of radius Y2 and can easily deduce from h t an isotopy hi of
_
id Is = h~ respecting fibers and zero section so that hI (D 1 X B 1) :::: YzD
and h (Ol X B1 ) C E X R, for all t. This h gives a concordance
from 0 1 X B1 to lhO in E X R. Similarly we get one from %0 to
D2 X B1 , so from 0 1 X B1 to O2 X B1 as required .

t
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To construct ht note that PI gives an obvious quotient map
(polar coordinates)

where 50 1 is the boundary sphere bundle of 0 1 ,and by natural
extensions quotient maps R+ X R X 50 1 ~ E X Rand
q : {(R+ X R) U oo} X 50 1 ----+ S ,
so that with the notation of Figure A-a D is the quotient of Q X 50 1
and 0 1 X BI of Q 1 X 50 1 • We leave the reader to produce an
isotopy gt, 0 ~ t ~ I of the identity of the Gauss sphere R2 U 00 so
that gl (Ql) = Q , gt(QI) C (R+ X R) U 00
gt(O) = 0
and
gt X Od 150) passes to the quotient by q defining the asserted isotopy
h t . (J ust isotop Ql onto Qi , then Qi onto Q, taking care to
respect (y-axis) U 00 throughout!)
•

PROOF OF 4.1 .
Given M, let M'={MU3MX [0, 1)}/{3M=3MXO} be M
with an open collar tacked on the boundary. Find an imbedding
i : M' ~ Rn, n large, with a closed locally flat disc bundle 0' C R n ,
and let D C R n be the restriction of 0' to M . We arrange that 0 is
a clean submanifold of R n .
[We recall simple ways of finding i and 0' . Using an atlas and a
partition of unity imbed M' in some R a . Then using a proper map
M' ~ R we get a proper imbedding M' ~ R a+ I = Ra X R. We identify
M' now with its image. By a tricky elementary argumentt [MiS] [HiS]
M' has a normal microbundle in some R b, b > a + I . This is an open
neighborhood of M'
with a retraction to M' that is a submersion
near M' , all fibers being open manifolds near M' . This microbundle
(indeed any) contains a euclidean space bundle E' by the Kister-Mazur
theorem [J(jsJ [KuL l J . Then E' X R C R b + 1
R n contains a
disc-bundle 0' over M' whose boundary sphere bundle 3D' is a
copy of E' with each fiber one-point compactified , see 4.4. As 0'
is a clean submanifold of E' X R , we can assure that 0 and 0' are
clean submanifolds of R n by choosing E' so small that its closure in
the normal microbundle is its closure in R n-I = R b) .

=

t The argument of Hirsch is explained in [IV, Appendix AI ; Milnor's
argument is different.
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Note that the manifold boundary aD is bicollared in R nand
apply the Product Structure Theorem [I, §5.2] to obtain a CAT
structure k on R n concordant to the standard one so that aD k and
D~ are CAT submanifolds. Then fix a CAT triangulation of Dr. as
a simplicial complex T. If CAT = PL this means that the identity map
(J : T ~ D~ is PL; existence of T is an elementary fact [Hu2] . [If
CAT = DIFF, this means that (): T ~ DL is smooth COO nonsingular on each closed simplex; existence of T is Whitehead's
theorem [ Mu I] . D
By definition the canonical simple type for M is given by the
inclusion
1
M--+T.
By the CAT Concordance Implies Isotopy Theorem [I, §4.1] ,there
is a small isotopy of id I R n carrying D~ onto a CAT subm~ifold
of Rn. Thus the definition in the statement of 4.1 is seen to be
equivalent.
Note that we have already proved,
Local finiteness theorem 4.1.3 . Every metrizable topological manifold
is proper homotopy equivalent to a locally finite simplicial complex. III
Preliminary to showing that the chosen simple type is canonical
(Le. independent of choices) here are two remarks:
(l) The final choice of T is irrelevant. (Recall that a PL isomorphism is simple [and for CAT = DIFF use 4.2] .)

(2) Our choice of simple type is unaffected by the folloWing
stabilization which we describe first for CAT = PL. Replace R n by
Rn X R; 0 by 0 X 8 1 ; L by L X R ; T by T X 8 1 (with
standard subdivision, 8 1 having vertices -1,0, 1) . This holds because
~ T X 8 1 is an expansion. And the stabilized construction is
TX
again of the sort described. [If CAT 1 DIFF this stabilization is to be
corrected as follows: (a) Alter L X R on R n+1 by a concordance,
unbending the corners of (l; I D) X BI using a tube about aD X anI
respecting D - thus getting ~* for instance. (b) Replace T X Bl
by any DIFF triangulation T* of (0 X Bl )L* . Note that T X Bl
is not a DIFF triangulation of L *. However the identity map
T X 8 1 ~ T* is a simple equivalence by 4.3 so the original reasoning
now applies.]

°
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Now suppose the construction of i: M' ~ Rll
D', D ,
k, T has been carried out in two ways indicated by subscripts
and 2. We must show that

define the same simple type.
After stabilization as described in (2) above, we can arrange that
Rnl = R n 2 = Rn, that i l , i2 : M' ~ R n are proper, that there is a
clean proper imbedding
j:M'X [1,2] ~ RnX [1,2]
equal i 1 X 1 on M' X 1 and equal i2 X 2 on M' X 2, and also
that there is a normal disc bundle B' to j(M' X [I, 2]) in
Rn X [I, 2] extending Di X 1 and D; X 2. We will give more
details for construction of j and B' presently. Clearly, we can
arrange that, as a bundle, B' is a product along [1, 2] near
Rn X 1 and Rn X 2 .

~xl

2

1
Figure 4-b.

There exists a CAT structure 0 on RIl X [ I ,2] extending k 1 X I
and k2X2 , also a product along [1,21 nearboth RnX I and
R n X 2. Then the restriction B l.Jf B' to j(M X [I, 2]) is CAT in
(Rn X [1, 2])(J near there. So the (local) Product Structure Theorem
[I, §S.2] lets us alter (J in Rn X (1,2) so that B is (everywhere)
a CAT submanifold Be., which cannot in general be a CAT bundle.
Using the bundle homotopy theorem, identify B to D 1 X (I)
c:pnrfinp i(M X r 1. 21) to it (M) X r 1. 21 in the standard way .

21
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D1 X 1 to itself, and D2 X 2 to D 1 X 2. Then the Concordance
Implies Isotopy Theorem applied to CDl X [1, 2])(} provides us with a
CAT isomorphism h making the triangle

proper homotopy commutative, because, as a map D 1 ~ DI , h is
TOP isotopic to the identity. In view of preliminary remark (1), we
have proved that the choices do not affect the simple type assigned to
M - i.e. the type is canonical. •
We conclude with

Notes on construction of j and B' (cL Figure 4-b) .
j is a concordance from i l to i2 , constructed after stabilization
via preliminary remark (2) , much as we suggested it and i2 be'
constructed.
The concordance B' from 0i to D; is a bit harder to rmd.
Hirsch's elementary relative normal bundle existence theorem [HiS]'
[IV] coupled with the Kister-Mazur theorem [KuL I] , does provide,
after stablization , a concordance F say from EI to E2 , viz. a
normal euclidean space bundle to j(M' X [1,2]) in Rn X [1,2]
restdcting to Ek X k over ikCM'), k = 1,2, here Ek being the
bundle in which
was found. Just as one found 0' in E one
can find a disc bundle B" in F after one stabilization, that is a clean
submanifold of R n X [1, 2] . This B" can, as usual, be a product
along [I, 2] near I and 2. If B" I (il M' X I) is concordant to
D'l X I as a 'disc bundle in El X I and similarly in E2 X 2, then
clearly B" can be corrected near 1 and 2 to give B' as required.
Now 4.4 asserts this after one more stabilization; so then we get B'. II

Dk
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§5. SIMPLE TYPES DECOMPOSITIONS AND DUALITY

This concluding section gives the essential links between our
definition of the canonical simple type of a TOP manifold and TOP
handlebody theory (or Morse function theory) and TOP surgery.
More specifically
(a) We prove that various defmitions of simple type for a
topological manifold - using (arbitrary!) triangulations, handle
decompositions, or Morse functions - all give the same result whenever they apply .t
(b) We show that, with the canonical simple type, any compact
topological manifold (or triad) is a simple Poincare duality spaceLe. roughly speaking the Poincare duality cap product comes from
a simple chain homotopy equivalence.
We continue to give two alternative arguments using DIFF and PL
methods respectively.
The oldest way to define the simple type of a manifold M involved
choosing ifpossible a CAT (= DIFF or PL) structure L on M, then
a CAT triangulation M L ~ T by a simplicial complex T . That this
gives the canonical simple type for M is a special case of
PROPOSITION 5.1. If 0 is any closed disc bundle over the TOP
manifold M and D has a CAT (= DIFF or PL) structure and a CAT
triangulation; then M 4 0 gives M the canonical simple type of §4.
Proof : CAT imbed D properly in euclidean space with a closed cleanly
imbedded normal CAT disc bundle 0* (see [HiS, 6] for PL) and
CAT triangulate 0* so that the projection p: 0* ~ 0 is a piecewiselinear map. [ for CAT = DIFF assure this by building the Whitehead
COO triangulation [Mu 1] [Wh 1] bf D* using only charts on D*
presenting p as a linear projection. D Now M 4 0* gives by

t Where triangulations are concerned T. Chapman's or R. D. Edwards' more
recent results are stronger (see §4). We recommend to the reader Chapman's brief
proof [Ch 3 ) that a proper cell-like mapping of simplicial complexes is a simple
equivalence.
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definition the canonical simple type. But the inclusion D 4 D* is
simple, as an induction up through the skeleta of 0 readily shows
(alternatively the PL retraction p: D* ~ D is collapsible [ehn I]) .
Hence M 4 0 also gives the canonical simple type. •

It is important in handlebody theory to have a rule that assigns a
simple type to a manifold X for each suitably well behaved filtration of
X. We present a simple geometric one that will apply to both handlebody decompositions and arbitrary triangulations.
Let us operate in the category cl of locally compact metrizable
spaces and proper continuous maps. (A map is proper if the preimage of
each compactum is compact). Thus homotopy means proper homotopy;
the word equivalence means proper homotopy equivalence.
An inclusion map X ~ Y is a cofibration if any map
fo : X X [0, I] U Y X ~ Z extends to a map Y X [0, I] ~ Z. We
are here working in cl, to be sure. But note that if an extension
f: Y X [0, 1] ~ Z of a proper map fo exists so that f is continuous
but not proper, then one can deduce from it a proper extension usjng
the fact (easily proved) that f is necessarily proper on a sufficiently
small closed neighborhood of X X [0, I] U Y X
in Y X [0,1] .
Recall that the set g(X) of simple types on a locally finite
simplicial complex is an abelian group and that the rule X * g (X)
is functorial on proper homotopy classes of maps. An equivalence
f: X ~ Y of simplicial complexes represents an element [f] E g Oe) ,
also denoted LV, Xl if f is an inclusion. Both addition and
functoriality come from astutely forming amalgamated sums [Si 7 l
[Chn21 : if f: X 4 Y and g: X 4 Z with W = Y U Z and
X = Y () Z, then g*: 8 (X) ~ g (Z) sends [f] = [V, Xl to
[W, Z 1 ; if g: X 4 Z is also an equivalence one defines [f] + [g]
[Y, X] + [Z, X] to be [W, X]
[Y u Z, X] .
We extend tlus trivially to a functor g: cl 0 ~ {Abelian groups}
where 3' 0 is the category of proper homotopy classes of maps between
spaces X such that there exists some (unspecified) proper equivalence
f' : X ~ X' to a locally finite simplicial complex. We simply defirw
g (X) = s (X'). This makes sense because, if f": X ~ X" is
another such equivalence, there is a uniquely determined isomorphism
g*: g (X')::: g (X") where gf' ~ [" . Here ~ indicates proper
homotopy.

°

°

=

=
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Beware that the group SeX) is not naturally identified to the
set of simple types on X unless X is a simple space. For X in 3' or
3'0 ' the simple types form a merely affine set (possibly empty) , and
clearly it does not vary functorially with X in cl . For X E 3' 0 '
our group g (X) can be defined more intrinsically as a group whose
elements are ordered pairs of simple types on X.

DEFINITION 5.2. A spaced simple block decomposition of a space X
in IT, or an s-decomposition for short, consists of two things. First
is a finite filtration of X
Xo

c

xt c

c

XI

xt C

xt

X2 C

xt c ... C

Xn C X~

=X

by closed subsets Xi C
(equal ¢ if i < 0) enjoying the
properties:
(a) Xi (4
is an equivalence.

Xi

(b) writing Bi = CI(X i - Xt-l) (CI indicating closure in X), and
a_Bi = Bi () Xt-l ' the inclusion a_Bi 4 Xi is a co fibration .

Second is a prescription of simple type for each "block" Bi and each
a_B i ·

LEMMA 5.3 . Suppose Z E J is a union Z = Z 1 U Z2 of closed
subsets so that Zo = Z 1 () Z2 (4 Z is a cofibration. If Zo' Z 1 , Z2
are simple spaces, then there is an equivalence of triads f: (Z " Z 1 , Z2)
~ (Z' .. ZI , Z;) to a simplicial triad ill J , giving simple equivalences
f: Zk ~ Zk' k = 0,1,2, where Z~ = ZI () Z;. The resulting
simple type for Z is independellt of choices.
Proof of 5.3 . Form a homotopy commutative diagram

ZI

(5.3.1 )

fl

Jt

~

r
ZI

fo
~

Z'0

~ Z;

r

' f21

Zo

~

Z2

where fl ,fo ,f2 represent the simple types of ZI ,Zo' Z2 respectively. By simplicial approximation and a mapping cylinder device we
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can arrange that ji and j2 are simplicial inclusions of simplicial
complexes. Form Z' from the sum of Z~ and Z; identifying the
copies of Z~. Adjusting fl and f2 using evident co fibration properties we can arrange that fl and f2 agree with fo on Zo and so 'give a
map f: Z ~ Z' . This is a (proper homotopy) equivalence; indeed it is
an equivalence of triads (Z; ZI ,Z2) ~ (Z' ; ZI ,Z;) - by a well
known argument t [Di] [Si 2 ' Appendix III] . Now f defines the
wanted simple type. We insert
REMARK 5.3.2. In the homotopy equivalence of triads
f: (Z' ; ZI ,Z2) ~ (Z' ; Z'I ,Z;) let us look for the originally given

representative of the simple type of ZI , say flo:
, ZI ~ ZI ,0 • We see
that ZI can be a simplicial mapping cylinder of a map to Z'l ,0 namely ji in (5.3.1) madesimplicial- so ZI ,0 ~ ZI isan
expansion. And fl ZI can be flO'
II
,
.
That the simple type given by f: Z ~ Z' is independent of
choices follows from the sum theorem of [Si7] . This states that, if
g : (Z' ; ZI ,Z;) ~ (Z" ; ZI' ,Z;') is an equivalence of tripples of
complexes, then in S (Z') one has
(5.4)

[g]

= iJ*[gl]

+ i2 *[g2] - io *[go]

where gk representing [gk] E g (Zi<) is the restriction of g to an
equivalence Zi< ~ Zk ,and ik : Zk ~ Z' induces i k *: g (Zk) ~
~ S (Z'). Thus g is a simple equivalence if gl ,g2 and go are.
This completes the proof of 5.3 . II
REMARK 5.4. Notice that the sum formula carries over automatically

to triads of simple spaces where all the subspaces are closed and their
inclusions cofibrations . II
We now deduce
THEO REM 5.5 .

In a s-decomposition as above. each Xi and each
preferred simple type.

xt

has a

Proof of 5.5. By hypothesis Xo = Bo has a preferred simple type.
Suppose inductively that Xk- l has one, where n ~ k ~ I. Give to
t It transcribes without change into the proper category .

xt-l
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the simple type making Xk-]

~ X~-l a simple equivalence.

Now apply 5.3 to the tripple
(X k ; X~-l ,B k )

a_Bk =

X~_l () Bk '

to define the simple type of X k . This completes the induction to make
all Xi'
simple spaces. •

Xi

REMARK 5.5.1. Suppose in the above theorem that X is a simplicial
complex which is simplicially s-decomposed in the sense that
(a) each Xi and
is a subcomplex and Xi 4
is a simple
equivalence.
(b) Bi and a Bi are sub complexes and are assigned their natural type.
Then it is clear that this theorem assigns to X its natural type (as
complex) . •

Xi

Xi

DEFINITIONS 5.6. Consider f: X ~ X a map in 3' of spaces with
s-decompositions with the same number n + I of blocks, such thal for
each i, 0 ~ i ~ n , the map f gives by restriction a homotopy
.
.
+
'" "'+
'"
eqUlvalence of tnads (Xi; Xi-I' Bi ) ~ (Xi; Xi-I' Bi)· Then we call
f a blocked equivalence of s-decompositions.
The s-decomposition of X is called complete if inclusion induces
the zero map g (Bi) ~ g (X) for each i.
THEOREM 5.7 (with data of 5.6). The class of f in S (X) is
b o + (b 1 - b J) + (b 2 - b;) + ... + (b n - b;1) , wher,..,e b i is the image in
g (X) of the class in g (B i) of the map f: Bi ~ Bi and bi", is
similarly the image in g (X) of the class of f: aJ3i ~ a_B i .

Proof of 5.7. Use induction on m, applying the sum theorem 5.4
extended to simple spaces. •
COROLLARY 5.7.1. If an s-decomposition ofa space X is
complete, the simple type it gives X (via 5.5) is independent of the
simple types chosen for the blocks Bi and for a_Bi C B i' •
PROPOSITION 5.8. Let X be a space in 3' with an s-decomposition.
'"
There always exists a simplicially s-decomposed simplicial complex X
'"
(see 5. 7) and a blocked equivalence f: X ~ X.

Proof of 5.8. If this is true for decompositions of length n ,it follows
for length n + 1 by applying Lemma 5.3 and Remark 5.3.2. •
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DEFINITION 5.9. An s-decomposition of a TOP manifold Mm :
Mo C Mt C M1 C Mt C ... C Mn C M~ = M is called a TOP sdecomposition if:
a) Each Mi and
is a clean TOP m-submanifold of M.
b) Each 'space' Si = CI(Mt - Mi ) is a clean submanifold of Mt,
and (Si' a_S i ) ~ a_ Si X ([0, I ] ,0) where a_s i = Si () Mi .
Here ~ indicates homeomorphism. (Note that Si may well be
empty.)
c) Each 'block' Bi = Cl(M i - Mt-I) is a clean submanifold of Mi·
And both Bi and a_Bi = Bi () Mtl have the canonical simple
type of §4, (which is necessarily true if (B i , a_Bi) is a disjoint
union of handles) .

Mt

Example 5.9.1. From a TOP Morse function f: (M m ; V, V') -+
([0, 1] ; 0, 1) and a gradient-like field on a compact triad (see § 3) , a
familiar procedure [Mi8' § 3] produces a TOP s-decompositiqn of M
with Mo a collar of V, and with one block Bi for each critical value
of f, each (B i , a_Bi) being a disjoint union of handles, copies of
(B k , aBk) X Bm-k for various k.
Example 5.9.2. Using § 2 one obtains an s-decomposition for any TOP
manifold Mm, m ~ 6. An s-decomposition of M is complete as soon
as each component of each block lies in a contractible co-ordinate chart
(see2.1.1).

THEOREM 5.10. Every TOP s-decomposition of a TOP manifold M
yields (via 5.5) the canonical simple type for M defined in §4.
Proof of 5.1 O. Assume indicutively that this holds for such
decompositions that have ~ n blocks. (It holds trivially for ~ I
block). Let M have n blocks; then by inductive hypothesis M~_I
gets canonical type .
Choose an embedding of Mm in some euclidean space of high
dimension with normal cleanly embedded disc-bundle D. We find a
CAT (= DIFF or PL) stIucture L on D I Mn arranging, by the (local) Prod uct Structure Theorem [I, § 5.2] ,that (0 I M~_I) is a
clean CAT submanifold of (D I Mn)L .
Then we find a CAT triangulation of the CAT triad
(D I Mn; 0 I M~_l ' D I Bn)~ . This clearly determines by inclusion the
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canonical simple type for all parts of the triad (Mn; M~_l ' Bn) , even
for the intersection a_B n . Thus the canonical type for Mn agrees
with the type given by 5.5 .
The same is true for M~ = M because the inclusion Mn ~ M~ is a
simple equivalence for the canonical simple types. Indeed Mn 4 M~
is proper homotopic to a homeoms'fphism . This completes the proof of
5.10 . •

COMPLEMENT 5.10.1. Suppose a TOP manifold M has an sdecomposition, which is not TOP, but gives a TOP s-decomposition
of 111 X B r by producting with a disc B r , r ~ O. Then this sdecomposition of M again gives the canonical simple type of M.
Proof of 5.1 0.1. The inclusion M XO) M X Br is a simple equivalence
both if we use the canonical types of § 4 and again if we use the sdecomposition types of 5.5 (see S.7). Thus the result follows from 5.10
applied to M X Br . •

t THEOREM 5.11. An arbitrary triangulation of a TOP manifold M
as a simplicial complex gives to M the canonical simple type of §4 .
Proof of 5.11.
Let M (i) be the i-skeleton of M far a fixed triangulation of M ,
and define an s-decomposition of M by setting Mi =
equal the
union of all closed simplices of M" which meet M(i}. Here M" =

Mt

(M')' denotes a second derived subdivision of M.
Since Mo C M} C M2 C. .. is a filtration of M by subcomplexes
of M", the simple type of the filtration is by 5.5.1 the simple type
defined by id: M ~ M" or again by id: M ~ M .
But this s-decomposition also gives the canonical simple type, by
complement 5.10.1 , since we shall prove the
ASSERTION. Mo X B3 C MIX B3 C ... C Mm X B3
TOP s-decomposition of M X B3 .

is an unspaced

The proof is broken into two steps.

t Omit on first reading, as much stronger results are now available, eg .
[eh31 . However this is a part of R. D. Edward's proof that a homeomorphisms of
polyhedra is a simple equivalence [Si I4 J [Ed 2 1 .
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Note that Bi has one compone:'1t Ho for each i-simplex a of
M. It is the closed star neighborhood St(a, M") of the center o of
a (the vertex of M' in the interior of 0).
A

Step 1. The component (H o ' a_Ro) of (B i , a_Bi) , cqrresponding
to an i-simplex a of M, is homeomorphic to (B l, aBI) X cL.
Here Bi = (i-disc) ,and cL is a copy of the closed cone on the linko
Lk( 0, M) of 0 in M. Also Bi has collared frontier in M - Mi-J .
Step 2. Bi X B3 is a manifold and a_Bi X B3 is a clean submanifold of its boundary.
Proof of step 2. We ver!fy thjs for anyone component of (Bi' a_HI) ,
which we express as (B I , aBI) X cL using step 1 . We know that
(intB i ) X ~L, with ~ indicating open cone, is an open sub!;et of M.
Thus ~LX Ri.,LX Ri+l, LX R i+ l X [0,1), cLX R i+ l , aB i ><
cL X R2 , aBl X cL X B3 are successively seen to be manifolds,
from which step 2 follows. •
For completeness we give
Proof of step 1. For any simplicial complex M this step succeeds and
the result is in fact PL. In the first dedved M' of M we have the
J0111

No = (av),

*

u* L

where L is the subcomplex with typical simplex (aI, U2 " .. ,Uk>
spanned by the (bary-) centers of simplices with v < 01 < 02 <...< Ok
Here < indicates "a subcomplex of'. Recall that L is isomorphic
to the 1st derived of Lk(o, M) by pseudo-radial projection sending the
vertex
of L to Ti' where 0i = 0 * Ti' As No is a neighborhood of Ho in M it will suffice to examine No () (Mi ' Mi- l ) .
This is naturally (PL) homeomorphic to the pair (A U B ,A) in No
described as follows. Use barycentric co-ordinates of the join No to
express a typical point p of No as

ui

p = u·x + v·

a + w·z

E (ao)'

*~ *L

with xE(ao)', zEL and u,v,w in [0, I]
Then define
A

= {p

I u

>

1/2}

B

= {p

=No

with u+v+w= I

I w

<

1/4} .
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Na

Figure 5·a

See Figure 5·a (left). In fact the two pairs No () (Mi ' Mi- I) and
(A U B, A) are identical when (following Zeeman [Ze ,Chap. 3]) we
make special (non·standard) choices for the centers T of simplices T
of No < M' to define the second derived - namely, so that if
T = u·x + v·a + w·z, then (a) u=O, 1/2 or I, and (b)
w = 0 or 114 when v 1= O. (In general, the PL homeomorphism
comes from shift of centers, see Figure 5·a comparing right and left) .
With the special choices of centers Ho = A () B = {p I u ~ 1/2,
w ~ 1/4} , a_Ho= {p I u= I/~ , w~ 1/4} , a+H= {p I u <
1/2 , w= 1/4} , and No ()(M-M i- 1) = {p I u ~ I/2} . . Step I
follows; a suitable homeomorphism Ha ~ c(aa) X cL ~ SI X cL
is given by u·x + v·
+ w· Z -» (2u· x , 4w· z),
and a suitable
(PL) collar of a+Ho in M-~i-l is {p I u ~ 1/2 , 1/4 < w <
1/2}. •

a

Theorem 5.11 is now proved.

•

Next is the result about s·decompositions necessary for the TOP
s-cobordism theorem .
THEOREM 5.12.
+
+
+
m bea TOP
L et Mo C Mo C Ml C111 1 C ... C Mm+l = M
s-decompositioll of a compact connected TOP m-manifold M such
that (E i , a_Bi) is a disjoint union of (i-J}-handles for i ~ 1 .
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If j: Mo 4 M is a homotopy equivalence, its Whitehead torsion t
T{j) E Wh('fflM) ~ g (M) is the torsion of the finitely based acyclic
complex over Z[ 'ff 1 M I derived from the induced filtration
Mo c it 1 C .. C Mm of the universal covering 111 of M.
Proof of 5.12. By 5.8 , there is an s-decomposed finite complex Z and
a blocked equivalence f: M ~ Z, giving, by 5.7 ,a simple equivalence
Mi ~ Zi for each i. Then the induced map

of complexes associated to the filtrations of the universal covers is an
isomorphism commuting with the action of covering translations. As f
is blocked, it maps a prefered basis on the left to a prefered basis on the
right. [Recall that, for each handle component (H,o_H) of
(Bi+ I ' o_B i+ I) , one forms a basis element for C*(M, Mo) as follows;
One chooses at will a lifting (H, 0 _H) in M, and at will an integral
homology generator on (H, o_H) ~ (B i , oBi), giving an elemen.t of

-

-+

-

-

=

- -

Hj(M i+ I ' Mi ) = Hi(M i+ I' Mi )
Ci(M, Mo)· This is the basis
element for (H, o_H). Similarly in C(l, Zo) . ]
Now the torsion TU) of j: Mo 4 M equals the torsion of
Zo 4 Z, which Milnor~s a!gebraic subdivision theorem [Mi 9 , § 5.2)
proves to be that of C*(Z, Z). As the latter is based isomorphic to
C*(M, Mo), the proof is complete. II
We close this final section by explaining why Poincare duality
expresses itself at the chain level by an algebraically simple chain homotopy equivalence. Complete proofs would involve the commodious
machinery of simple homotopy theory and thus require an extravagant
amount of space. We we will give proofs in outline, as in [Wa] , leaving
the reader to fill in the details; some points are clarified by Maumary
[Mau] .
Consider a TOP compact manifold triad (M ; M_ , M+), oM =
M_ U M+, M_ () M+ = oM± . There always exists a finite simplicial

t The parallel statement and proof apply to Reidemeister representation
torsions [Mi9 ' § 8) .
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complex triad (X; X_ ,X+) and by 5.3 a simple homotopy equivalence
of triads f: (M ; M_ ,M+) ~ (X ; x_ , X+). It is understood here that
M , M_ ,M+ and M_ n M+ = aMi have the canonical type of § 4 .
The map f gives a simple equivalence of all four of these.
THEOREM 5.13. In this situation (X,' X_ ,X-rl is a (simple)
Poincare duality triad in the sense of Wall {Wa, p. 23 J .
As this is independent of the choice of (X ; X_ , ~), see [Wa,
p.24] ,it is convenient to say that (M, M_ ,M+) itself is a simple
Poincare duality triad.
Proof of 5.13.
Let 0 be a normal disc bundle to M embedded as a clean CAT
(= DIFF or PL) submartifold of some R n , using the (local) Product
Structure Theorem [KS S ' 5.2] we arrange that the thr~e manifolds
0+
D I M+, D_
D I M_ and the sphere bundle 0 are clean
CAT submanifolds of aD (possibly with corners if CAT = OIFF) .
Then we choose a CAT triru~gulation of D giving CAT triangulations of the submanifolds 0, 0+ ' 0_. This makes 0 a simplicial
complex.
The proof centers on a homotopy commutative diagram of chain
homotopy equivalences (with shift of dimension) , over the group ring
A = Z[1T 1 M]

=

=

r*
)

(it) [M1n

1

As (X; x_, x+) can be (0; D_, D+) our task is to show that i*[M]()
is always a simple homotopy equivalence.

With the one important difference that we use singular theory, we
adopt the conventions of Wall [Wa, Chap. 2] . For example, for any pail
(X, Y) with X mapping naturally to M (as does D), C*(X, Y) is
the complex of singulru" chains of X modulo that of Y. Here X is
the covering of X induced from the univer~al covering 1\1: ~ M .
Similarly for Y. This complex C*(X, Y) is a free right A complex
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via the free right action of 1f 1 M on X as covering translations.
C*(X, Y) is HomA (C*(X, V), A), converted from a left to a ri,ght A
module using the involution of A given by g #- WI (g)g-l E A ,
g E 1ft M. Recall that WI: 'if 1 M ~ Z2 is the 1st Stiefel-W~itney
class of M. C*(X, Y) is thought of as a graded group with C1 in
dimension -j and with differential lj: Ci + 1 +- Ci equal to
(_l)i Hom(d, A), d: Ci+ I ~ Ci (the sign (-1 )i is essential to make
the cap products [M] () and [D) () chain maps). [M] is a
chain representing the fundamental homology class of M with w 1 twisted integer coeficient bundle ZM. Similarly [0], but the
coeficients are untwisted: ZD = Z. U represents. the cohomology
~ M lying in Hk(D, 0; ZM) , k-J-m =; n.
Thorn class of the bundle

°

Each complex of (tr) is a simple complex, i.e. it is equippe~ with
a simple structure represented by a chain homotopy equivalence over
A to a free complex over A with a finite A-basis. This equiyalen~e
is well defined only up to chain homotopy and composition with a
simple. equivalence. We are imitating the notion of simple space given
in §4; we derive the notion of a simple equivalence of simple
complexes.
For example C*(D, D+) is naturally chain homotopy equivale~nt
to the similarly defined chain complex C*(D, 0+) of cellular rather
than singular theory. See Wall [Wa I ' Lemma I] ,or better, use a
cellular approximation to the natural map (SO, SD+) ~ (0, 0+) from
geometrically realized singular complexes. And C*(D,D+) has a
preferred finite A-base consisting of oriented lifts to D of the
simplices of 0-0+.

=

As (X; X_, X+)
(0; 0_; 0+) , the simple structure on
C*(M, M_) is the unique one so that r* is a simple equivalence.
Similarly r* is simple.
The cap product [0] () is simple because it is known to be simple
in cellular homology theory. One proof (Wall [Wa , 2.1]) uses dual;
cells and special diagonal approximations, another uses a handle
induction t in (D; 0_, 0+) .
t This sort 01 handle induction could perhaps be used in (M ; M_, M+) to
prove 5.13 somewhat more directly in case M has a handle decomposition on (a
collar of) M± ; we know it has one always for dim M ~ 6 , but not always for
dim M < 6 I SiS] .
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If we can prove that the Thorn equivalence nU is simple, it will
follow that lM J n is simple. To check the simplicity of nU is easy
if M admits a handle decomposition on a (collar of) M+. Since the
result is clear for just one handle, it can then be established conveniently
by induction on the number of handles. When M does not admit
such a decomposition, we can reduce to the case where it does (§2,
§ 3) , by producting everything with a disc to reach dimension ~ 6 .
Alternatively reduce to this case by pulling back D over a copy M'
of 0; with this approach (M, M+) gets replaced by a CAT pair
(M', M~J ,and § § 2 and 3 are not needed.
Thus Poincare duality is simple.

•
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Appendix A
ON AVOIDING SURGERY BY USE OF STABLE STRUCTURES

A.I.
It is regretable that the very basic results of this essay depend via
the Product Structure Theorem [KSS ,§S] on the sophisticated nonsimply-connected surgery used in [Ki I ]. One aim of this appendix is to
show that this unfortunate dependence disappears if we reformulate all
our results in the realm of STABLE topological manifolds of Brown and
Gluck. Thus the basics of the theory of STABLE manifolds are
relatively elementary. What at present requires the sophisticated surgery
is the fact [Kit] that in high dimensions STABLE manifolds are
precisely TOP manifolds. Another aim is to show that this surgery is
entirely unnecessary to well-define the simple type of a TOP manifold
as In §4.
A.2.
Recall that a homeomorphism h: U ~ U' of open subsets of
Rill is called STABLE if for each point x E U , there is an open
neighborhood U x of x in U so that hi U x is isotopic through open
embeddings to a restriction of a linear isomorphism Rm ~ Rm. When
such an isotopy exists, it can be made to fix x.
The topological isotopy extension theorem [EK] shows that the
above definition is equivalent to the more complex definition of Brown
and Gluck [BmG] .
Then the STABLE homeomorphisms of open subsets of R m form
a pseudo-group [KN1 ,so we derive the notion of a STABLE mmanifold without boundary.
If h t : M ~ M', 0 ~ t ~ 1 , is an isotopy through open embeddings
where M and M' are STABLE manifolds, and ho is a STABLE
isomorphism onto its image in M' ,then hI is likewise STABLE. The
proof is straightforward.
Hence if h : M ~ M' is a homeomorphism of connected STABLE
manifolds (without boundary) that is STABLE on some open subset,
then h itself is STABLE. This is the cardinal fact about STABLE
structures.
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STABLE m-manifolds with

boundary can be defined similarly
( as in [I, § 5] ) by using R~ in place of R m .
There is an equivalent definition as follows. A STABLE structure
on a manifold M with boundary aM consists of a pair (~,o) consisting
of a STABLE structure ~ on in/tM and a STABLE structure 0 on
aM such that, for one (or any) collar aM x [0, I] of aM = M X in
M , the STABLE structures ~ and a X (0,1) coincide on aM x (0,1)
C intM . The pair (~, a) together with the collar determine an unique
STABLE structure ~' in the first described sense, with model R~.
And ~' clearly gives back ~ and a by restriction. The choice of
collar does not affect ~' , since collars are (locally) unique up to isotopy
[ I , Appendix A J .

°

We now give boldly the recipe for translating the results of tIlls
essay into the realm of STABLE manifolds: In the definitions and
hypotheses, as well as ill the conclusions of each theorem, each manifold
and homeomorphism which is mentioned or could naturally be
mentioned is to be supposed STABLE. Every condition of mutual
compatibility which call be naturally expressed for the STABLE
structures is to be insisted upon.
In practice this recipe should lead to a perfectly unique maximally
STABLE version of each notion and result. The reader is however
cautioned not to overlook manifolds given implicitly which should be
supposed STABLE. Let us illustrate by describing a STABLE Morse
function f: Mm ~ R where M is a STABLE manifold without
boundary. Let C be the set of critical points. For each point y E R ,
f- 1 (y) - C is a "naturally expressed" manifold, so it is supposed to have
a given STABLE structure. (This is extra equipment necessarily given
with f!). These structures are naturally subject to a compatibility
condition: for each x E M-C , there must exist U open in R m - l X R
= R m and a STABLE embedding h : U ~ M-C so that x E hU, and
fh = P2 : R m ~ R , and so that, for each y E R , the restriction of h to
un (R m - I X y) -7 [-I (y) - C is STABLE. Thus fl M-C is a STABLE'
submersion in the best sense. About each critical point p for f there is.'
a STABLE chart h : Rill ~ M with h(O) = p so that fh(x) = f(p) + Q(x),
for x near 0 ,where Q(XI ,... , x m ) = ± xi ± x~ ± ... ±
Further,
hear 0, h is a STABLE embedding of each smooth surface

x:n.

"-I/~~~~f-n",f\

;"/-,,..,

1",,,,,,1
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The STABLE results are in each case t to be proved like the
corresponding TOP result in § § 1-5 . Whenever the Product Structure
Theorem was applied for the TOP result the STABLE version of it [I ,
§ 5] (using no surgery!) can be substituted when we rely on the
compatible system of STABLE structures that is carried (and developed)
throughout the STABLE proof.

A.3. The TOP h-cobordism theorem without surgery?? It seems
plausible to us that there is a still undiscovered proof, without difficult
surgery, of at least that part of the Stable Homeomorphism Theorem
(for dimensions ~ 5) [Ki 1] called the Annulus Theorem, which in
dimension n is equivalent to smjectivity of 1fo (TOP n-I) -H- 1fo (TOP n) .
To support this prejudice, note that the surjectivity 1fi(TOP n-l)-+'"
7ri(TOP n)' 0 < i ~ n ~ 6 , requires only the DIFF or PL s-cobordism
theorem and some geometry. (See [Si I 0 ' § 5] for example). .
Anyone fortunate enough to discover such an elementary proof
(for n.~ 6) could for example show (cf. [BmG]) that any simply
connected h-cobordism is STABLE and so acquire an elementary proof
of the TOP h-cobordism theorem.
Simple type without surgery. We tum now to the matter of well
defining the simple homotopy type of a TOP manifold (in § 4) without
reliance on surgery:!:. The surgery intervened in the two applications of
the Product Structure Theorem of [I] : one application for constructing
the simple type, one for proving its well-definition. We can clearly
replace these two applications by applications of the STABLE Product
Structure Theorem (independent of surgery) as soon as we can prove
PROPOSITION AA. Let M be a TOP manifold of which an open
subset Mo :J int M has a given STABLE structure. If aM C M gives
a 7r 1 surjection (of connected spaces) , one can find (by elementary
means) a unique STABLE structure or. M X 1-1 ,1/ extending the
giJlen STABLE structure on Mo X 1-1 , 1).

t There is one exception. The discussion of elimination of double points by
Whitney's method should follow [SilO' §7.3] not our treatment in §3, which
relied on surgery.
:j: T. A. Chapman's recent more general results [Chi I [Ch 2 1[Si 14 1 certainly

do not require surgery either.
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Indeed, in revising the proof of 4.1 one applies this once to D and
to B. An allowable stabHization of each by X [- 1 , 1J is introduced.
The above proposition follows from the next proposition applied to
a(M X [-1,1)). To see the implication recall the cardinal fact that
STABLE structures on a connected open manifold coinciding near some
point coincide throughout.
PROPOSITION A.S. Let M be a connected open TOP manifold and let
Mo eM be a connected open subset with a given STABLE structure.
If 1fl Mo ~ 1fl M is a surjection, one call find (by elementary means)
a unique STABLE structure on M that extends that of Mo .
Some preliminary remarks (from [BrG]) are required for the proof.
Given any topological manifold M without boundary there is a
canonical covering space p : M~ M where M is equipped with a
STABLE structure. M is in a sense the space of STABLE structures
on M ; to construct it , form the disjoint sum of all U a where U is an
open subset of M and a is a STABLE structure on U , then identify
x E Va to another such point x' E U~I whenever, as points of M, x
equals
...... x' ,and a equals a' near x in M . To see that the natural map
p : M ~ M is a covering, use the cardinal fact again. (By the STABLE
!!omeomorphism Theorem of [K 1] ,we know, for dimM =f. 4 , that
M = M all? p is the identity. But we avoid using this theorem and
treat p: M ~ M as a possibly nontrivial covering .)
Proof of A.S. A STABLE structure on an open subset U of M is the
same as a continuous section of p : M~ M defined over U . Thus in the
proposition we are given a section s defined over Mo . Given x EM,
let A : [0,1] ~ M be a path joining the base point Xo = A(O) E Mo to
A( I ) = x. There is a lifting K of A to M unique once we lift Xo to
s(x o )· Let sex) = ~(I) define s : M ~ M. To see that s(x) is
independant of the choice of A , note that a different choice A' gives a
loop "/\-1 0 A'" in M wh.ich deforms to a loop in Mo ; but as the loop
in Mo lifts to a loop in M, so does A-~ 0 A'. This s is the required
continuous section. •
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Appendix B. STRAIGHTENING POLYHEDRA IN CODIMENSION ~ 3.

This appendix briefly discusses (but does not prove) a strong
codimension > 3 straightening theorem due to R. T. Miller, J. L.
Bryant and others. It was first attained via simplicial techniques largely
unrelated to these essays! We made use of the version for manifolds in
our treatment of imbedded TOP microbundle transversality for
manifolds in § 1 of tIllS essay.
Consider a polyhedron P topologically imbedded as a closed subset
of a TOP manifold M . We say that P is locally tame near C eM if
C is covered by open charts U of M with PL manifold str~cture,
such that P () U 4 U is piecewise linear from the PL structure of
P to that of U .
THEOREM B.l. [BrY2] [BS, Theorem 3] [Mill]
Let M m be a PL manifold with metric d and PC M a
topologically imbedded polyhedron closed and locally tame in M.
Provide that m - dimP ~ 3, and aM = ¢ . Then there exists a
small homeomorphism h: M ~ M such that P ~ M is PL.
One can also find a small isotopy ht, 0 ~ t ~ 1 , of h to id 1M,
(small means that for given continuous €: M ~ (0, 00), one can find
hand h t so that d(h/x), x) < €(x) for all x EM and all
t E /0, 1J). Further, if P 4 M is PL near C closed in P, then
the isotopy can fix a neighborhood of C in M.

We add a few words about first proof available. An astute
convergence technique of T . Homma 1962, [Ho] , cf. [G 1] ,
succeeds for 2dimP + 2 ~ m. So we can assume ill ~ 5 henceforth.
The case where P is a PL manifold was solved next. The
Stable Homeomorphism Theorem of Kirby [Ki 1) 1968, reinforced by
E. Connell's PL approximation theorem for STABLE homeomorphisms [Cnll] 1963 (or by [I, §4.1]), provided small ambient
PL on any given open ball. Using the
isotopies making P 4 M
version with maiorant approximation of the PL local unknottinl!
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3 proved in R. T. Miller's thesis 1968

[Mill] , one easily puts together these local solutions to get a global one,
cf. Rushing [Rul .
The proof when P is a non-manifold was reduced by J. Bryant
(and J. Cobb) {BrY2] 1970 to the manifold case.
There are several variants and alternatives to this proof, see [Ru]
(KS 2 ] [RS 6 1[Edwl] for information; torus ~ethods have succeeded,
but only for the case of manifolds. From our point of view it would be
desirable for some future exposition to (a) suppress the surgery
entering via [Ki 11 t ,and (b) suppress the delicate PL topology usee
in [Mill land [BrY2] . For manifolds, the result should follow
gracefully from the PL and TOP unknotting of spheres in codimension
~ 3, and topological geometry.
We have taken the trouble to mention the general version of B. 1
(treating polyhedra) since it is particularly useful - for example in
adapting to TOP manifolds the classical PL general position principles
[Hu2 ,Chap. 5] for mappings of polyhedra to PL manifolds. We
refer to [SGH] for a typical example of this applied in TOP engulfing.
Of course for B. 1 to apply, the polyhedra must have codimension ~
3. The intuitive idea behind these adaptions is that, so far as locally
tame sub-polyhedra of codimension ~ 3 are concerned, the charts of a
TOP manifold are by B.l as goorf as PL compatible. This naive idea
(an old one) is capable of making many other PL results topological.

t This is accomplished by very eX<lcting PI geometry in lMil 2 ] .
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Appendix C. A TRANSVERSALITY LEMMA USEFUL
FOR SURGERY.

In smooth surgery of dimension ~ 5 manifolds, as presented for
instance in [Wa] ,the surgery obstructions are met and their invariance
ascertained through making certain smooth immersions suitably
transverse to themselves and to each another. We shall present lemmas
which permit one to carryover the same procedure to topological
manifolds. The point is that the manifolds immersed in the TOP
manifolds undergoing surgery are standard smooth manifolds such as
Sk X Rn , Bk X Rn , etc. immersed with codimension zero t ; and the
expected intersection dimensions of the 'cores' Sk X 0 , Bk X 0 , etc.
are ~ 2 (even ~ I it seems). This will permit us to adjust the
immersions producing a smooth open subset of the target manifold so
that the immersions become smooth open immersions into this open set.
Then the procedures of smooth surgery apply.
The tools we need for this smoothing are
- (a) a relatively new topological general position principle from
[Ed S ][Su] [Ur] .
- (b) handle smoothing of index ~ 2 (as in [KS 11 ,cf. [SilO' §5])
corresponding to the vanishing of 1fi(TOP/DIFF), i ~ 2. .
Now (a) could be replaced for surgery applications by the MillerBryant straightening theorem B.l above; however we prefer to introduce
the reader to this new and extremely useful topological principle. As
explained to us by R. D. Edwards, it requires nothing stronger than
simple engulfing in the sense of J. Stallings.
The reader will recall that (b) requires the full force of DIFF
surgery; but that is a reasonable price to pay for TOP surgery .
Finally some hints for those readers who would prefer to set up
TOP surgery without using this appendix. First recall that the surgery
obstructions are encountered with immersions for which the expected
'core' intersections are of dimension O. This case is easily dealt with

t i.e. k + n is the dimension of the target 'and the immersion is open; it is
thus equally a submersion.
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using only the Stable Homeomorphism Theorem of [Kil] (with [I,
§ 4.1] ) ; indeed we have already done as much in § 3.4 and [Si 10 ' § 7].
Thus invariance of the surgery obstructions is the only real problem.
But there is a stronger (and perhaps more difficult. .. ?) result known,
the invariance of surgery obstructions for Poincare spaces. See [J] [Qn]
[Hod] [LLM] for the multiple approaches to this. In the simply
connected case, there is a brief homological argument [BrH] for
invariance of surgery obstructions,
The promised sequence of lemmas has to do with the following
situation: yW is a TOP manifold without boundary ; M C yW is a
closed subset l' and g: VW -+ WW is an open immersion (= submersion)
into a TOP manifold W such that g 1M is proper
Recall that one says M is k-LC imbedded* (k ~ 1) in Y if Y - M
is k-LC in Y , i.e. jf for each poin t x E M and each neighborhood N
of x in Y , there exists a smaller neighborhood N' C N of x so that
each continuous map Sk -+ (N' - M) is null-homotopic in N - M . Next
recall LC k means j - LC, for j = 0,1" , .,k. These are local properties.
One says that a closed set MeV has Stan'ko homotopy
dimension of imbedding m in Y and one writes* demM = m in case
-1 < dimM < wand M is LC w- m - 2 imbedded in Y but not better,
If dimM = or w we set demM = dimM . Here dim is the usual
covering dimension of M [Na] .
Observe that dem =:: dim for a subpolyhedron of euclidean space;
dem ~ k closed subsets share some key properties of dim ~ k
subpoJyhedra .
Note that demM ~ w - I <=> M is nowhere dense ; and that
demM ~ w - 2 <=> dimM ~ w - 2 , If M is of dem ~ w - I and LC I
imbedded in Y , then demM = dimM ~ w - 3. This is seen with the help
of Alexander duality applied in small open discs of Y , to~ether with the
basic fact that, when M is nowhere dense in Y , it is LC if and only if:
for each open Y 0 C Y , the inclusion Y 0 - M 4 Y 0 is (k + 1)connected, cf. [EW, Theorem I] , For examples of non-LCI
embeddings of Cantor sets and arcs in high dimensions see [B 11 [AnC] ..

00*

* Perhaps a better term is k-LCC =k-coiocally connected = having k-Iocally
connected complement.
t M will be supposed to be a manifold only in our final application C.6.
:j: Beware that Stan'ko writes demnM , in [St I] .
'*' We need the convention that dim 1> =- 00 (not - I) .
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Given the facts set out above, one easily verifies that any closed
subset of adem < k set in V is of dem < k ; also as V is complet·e
metrizable, a closed countable union of closed dem ~ k sets is of
dem~k .

GENERAL POSITION LEMMA C.I .
Consider an open immersion g : VW ~ WW of TOP manifolds, W ~ 5
without boundary. Let M be a closed set of dem m in V such that
g 1M is proper. Let C eM be a closed subset such that g I C is in
general position in the sense that the closed subset of V
S(gIC) = {xEC

13

.

yEC, Y=F x, g(y)= g(x)}

is of dem ~ 2m - w. Finally let D eM be compact.
Then there exists a regulart homotopy g t : VW ~ Ww, 0 ~t~;;' 1 ,
of go = g fixing gl C and with compact support in V, to an immersion
g I .' VW ~ WW which is in general position (as above) on C U iJ .
Further gt can be as near to g as we please.
Proof of C.l. In view of the relative nature of this result we can assume
that g lOis injective. This uses the basic fact (proved readily by
contradiction) that if g 1 D is injective then g' is injective near 0 for
every immersion g' : yW ~ WW sufficiently near to g.
In case g lOis injective, we choose an open neighborhood V0 of
D - C in Y , having compact closure in V , so that D - C is closed in
V0' and gl Yo is injective. Then we use [Ed S ] [Sul [Ur] (the
noncom pact general position theorem involving dem for embedded closed
sets is further explained in C.3 below) to obtain a small isotopy ht,
0< t ~ I , of id 1g(V 0) such that hi g(D - C) meets the dem ~ m set
gC in general position, i.e.
dem{xED-CI3 yEC,h1g(x)=g(y)} ~ demC+demD-w .
If h t is
identity
gt = htg
of g as

chosen (majorant) sufficiently near id 1g(V 0) , it extends as the
outside g(V 0) to an isotopy h t of id 1 W . Then setting
on V0 and gt = g elsewhere in V we have a regular homotopy
required. •

t A regular homotopy is here just a homotopy through open immersions.
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We will want to a sharper result if Mev is a manifold
with several components of various dimensions. Then we need a fmer
notion of general position as follows. Suppose M = M 1 .u... U Mk '
where each Mi is closed in yW and of dem ~ mi .
C.2. Complement to C.I.
The general positioll lemma holds true when the following meaning
is assigned to general position for g 1C (and similarly for g 1(C U D)} :
For each ordered pair of integers i, j in /1,kJ (i = j allowed) we
suppose, writing Ci for C () M; , that:

= {xEC i 13 yECj ,
is of dem ~ m·l + m·J - w . t
Si/gIC)

Y=F x, g(y)=g(x)}

Proof of Complement. We can assume that m 1 ~ m2 ~ ... ~ mk' and
that Ml C M2 C ... C Mk = M. Then it further suffices to deal with the
case where 0 = 0i (= 0 () Mi) for some i and 0i-l C C. This case is
dealt with much as before but in k steps. After the jth step we delete
the image of Mj from Y , so that at each step we use just the same
absolute (noncompact , epsilon) general position result. The details are
left to the reader, see [Ur]. •
C.3. Background (from [Ed S ] [Su] [Ur]) .
Here i~ an indication of how two closed subsets X, Y of a coordinate chart (or PL manifold) Y~ , w ~ 5 , are pushed to meet in
general position. This is just what is needed for C.I and C.2 above.
For any continuous e: Y 0 ~ (0,00), (called a majorant) one can find a
closed polyhedron P in Yo with dimP:::; demX = x so that X lies in
the e-neighborhood of P and can be ambient isotopically moved
arbitrarily near P by e-isotopies; P will be called an c:-spine of X
in Yo' (The notion is due to 1. Bryant [BrYI] and Stan'ko [StiD. This
P can be the x-skeleton of a sufficiently fine PL triangulation of Yo;
because the dual skeleton p* (of dimension w - x-I) can be PL
pushed a little to miss X, by the device (R. O. Edwards') of simplex-bysimplex engulfing:!: of P* with V0- X , using Stallings' engulfmg and
connectivity facts we have mentioned above C.l.
t One can add that w = 4 is permissible provided each mi is > 2 ; the
technique explained in C.3 below applies unchanged.

t This argument fails if demX ~ I , i.e. if dimP* > w - 2 ; but the low dem
- - - - : . - ___ ~L. __ --~ •• ~ __ •

I
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1
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Similarly Y has an e-spine QY " y = demY. We observe that, jf
f and g are E-pushest of X and Y respectively sufficiently near to P
and Q, then fX () gY has P () Q as e-spine. Also
dim(P () Q) ~ x + y - w if P and Q are in PL general position, as we
may suppose. Composing such pushes for infinitely many such pairs of
En-spines, where the En : V 0 ~ (0 ,00) are majorants tending to zero
and carefully chosen by induction t , one obtains E-pushes foo, p'(X) so
that fooX () gooX has En -spines of dimension ~ x + Y - w for all n.
Then fooX () gooY is easily seen to be as highly LCk imbedded as its
En-spines, which implies that dem(fooX () gooY) ~ x + y - w . \I

SMOOTHING LEMMA CA.
Consider an open immersion g: VW-). WW of a CAT (= DIFF or
PL) manifold without boundary VW to a TOP manifold WW. Let
C C V be a closed subset such that g is 'weakly smooth' near C in the
sense that for some open neighborhood Vc of C in V g irnpo.~es a
CAT structure
on gVC making VC l} (gV
a CAT
immersion. Let D C V be a compact set such that
S {x ED I J y E CUD, Y 1= x, g(y) = g(x)} is of dim ~ 2 .
Finally provide that w ~ 5 .
1

n

c)n

=

Then there exists a CAT concordance r: L ,..",. L' rei C with
compact support, from the given CAT structure L of V to a new
CAT structure L' such that g: V L' ~ W is 'weakly smooth.' n.ear
CUD.
Proof of C.4. As trus lemma is strongly relative, we can assume that g
is injective on an open neighborhood V 0 of 0 in V . Let V 0 = gV 0
and LO be the structure on V 0 making V 0 ~ (V O}L a diffeoO
morphism. Then it suffices to find a co.ncordance
0 : Lo ,..., L~ reI gC
with compact support to a structure L~ coinciding with n near gS.
Indeed the wanted concordance
can then be defined to have compact
support V 0 and make (VOX I)r ~ (VoX I)r a diffeomorphism .
o

r

r

t We mean homeomorphisms of V0 that are e-isotopic to id I V 0

.

:j: To arrange that roo , goo are homeomorphisms., one can apply to the

I-point compactification of V0 the fact that for any metric com pactum (C, de)' the
space of homeomorphisms C -4 C has complete metric
d(h, h') = sup {dr(h(x), h'(x) + d,,(h- 1 (x), h'-l (x)) I x E C}.
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The existence of r 0 follows from the next lemma using
substitutions we shari indicate presently:
LEMMA C.S.

Let A be a closed subset of (cQl'eriltg) dimension < 2 ill a TOP
manifold W without boundary and of dimension ~ 5. LeI Ua' VtJ
be open neighborhoods of A in W equipped witlt CAT (= DIFF or
PLJ structures a and 13. Suppose a = 13 near a closed set B CA.
Then there exists a concordance r: a '" a' rei B to a CA T
structure a' that equals (3 near A .
Proof of Lemma C.S. According to the classification theorem [IV, J0.1
- 10.9) ,the obstructions to finding r lie in the Ccch cohomology
""
groups H1(A,
B ; 1I'i(TOP/CAT». These vanish for i ~ 3 since
dimA < 2 ; and they vanish for i < 2 since '1tj(TOP/CAT) 0 for

=

i< 2 by (KS) I, cr. {SilO' §5}.

•

Remark. - In case demA < 2 , one can (with due care) prove this more
directly using an e-spine p2 of A in Ua and solving CAT handle
problems of index
dimP = I. •

< 2 ,as the following sketch suggests for

demA =

Here now are the substitutions in C.S -for the construction of r in
the proof of C.4: W ~ W ; U ~ V0 ; V ++ gV C ; a'" l;o
13 ... n ; A'" gS ; 8 ++ g(S () C). Lemma C.S yields a
concordance 1:0 - 1: 1 rei g(S () C)
to a structure l; I equal
n near gS. By the Concordance Extension Theorem [I, §4.2J we
deduce another concordance r 0 : Eo ...... ];~ rei g(C n V D) and with
compact support, to :E~ equal n near gS , as re(luired to prove C.4 .

•
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Applying the topological general position lemma C.1 & C.2 then
the smoothing lemma CA together with the (relative) Concordance
Implies Isotopy Theorem [I, § 4.1) ,and finally a DIFF transversality
theorem (essentially the Sard·Brown theorem (Mi 7 J) one routinely
deduces:
TRANSVERSALITY LEMMA FOR SURGERY C.6 .

eollsideran open immersion g: VW -+ WW ofa DIFF manifold
without boundary VW /0 a TOP manifold WW. Let MeV be a
DIFF submanifold (with components possibly of various dimensions)t •
so that g I M is proper. Let D C M be compact. and let C C M be
a closed subset.
Suppose that. for some open neighborhood VC of C in V. the
restriction g I VC is weakly smooth in the sense that it imposes a DIFF
structure .n on g VC making VC ~ (g Vc)n a DIFF immersion.
Suppose also th(lt g I C is in DIFF transversal position in the
sense t/rat. if g(xl =g(y) for x :f y both in C, then tlte images under
the differential Dg of Ihe tangent planes Tx M and 1), M are linear
transversal.
Finally provide that w > 5 . and thai for all x E CUD and
y ED, one has dim~ M + dim1y M - w <; 2 . i
Tlrell there exists an arbitrarily $,,,all reglilar homotopy gt:
VW ... wW. 0 <; t <; 1 • of g =go rei C with compact support in V
such that, on some neighborhood VCUD of CUD in V. g I is
weakly slnooth • and g leu D ;s in transversal position. in the sense
explained above. •

t

For manifolds with boundary one deduces a parallel re~mlt
exploiting suitable collarings of the boundary. (Beware a dimension > 5
condition for aV).
This lemma helps one establish for TOP manifolds just as for DIFF
manifolds not only the basic theorems of Waifs book (Wa] but aJso
many recent geometrically proven theorems on surgery such as the
splitting theorems of FarreU & Hsiang (FH I I and of Cappell (Cap 1J .
t Against our usual conventions.

t

Generalization: If 81 D is an imbedding. gt I D remains an imbedding

throughout any small regular homotopy of g. Thus, it suffices in this case to
assume dimT"M+dimTy M-w<2 merely for xEC (not CUD),snd yED.
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It can do no harm to describe how a TOP surgery is done (cf. [LsI [Wal J ),
at least in the absolute case One is faced with a degree one map f WW -+ XW from
a closed TOP w-manifold W to a closed manifold or Poincare space X ; and as
extra data one has a TOP microbundle I~ and a stable microbundle map
I{): r(W) -+ t covering f . The pair (f,l{) is called a normal map. Given an element
x E 1Tk + I (f) , k < w , we shall see that a surgery on x is possible precisely if a
certain regular homotopy class of immersions Sk X R n -+ WW ,11 = W - k •
contains an imbedding. (A Hael1iger introduced these immersions in the early 60's.)
The element x E 1Tk+ I (f) is represented by the comutative square at left, which
we cover by a commutative square of stable microbundle maps at right:

W

ag

1

f)

X

1

r(W)
g

d-Y

I

I{)

t

1

-y

nat

---+) r(H)

Given g , the map -y exists since the handle H is contractible, then -y determines
a-y uniquely. (By convention, for a manifold M with boundary, the tangent bundle
r(M) is r(M+) , where M+ is the open manifold obtained by adding an open collar
(aM)X(-oo,OI along aM = aM XO ,and daM) nat, r(M) is defined using a
collaring of aM - see [V, §41 .) The stable map a-y is nevertheless, up to microbundle homotopy, in a unique class of non-stable maps, because 1Tk TOP ~ 1Tk TOPw
for k<w , by a stability theorem [KSI,I[Si lO ,§5.31[V,§51. Thus,by TOP
immersion theory [LsI [Las21 [V,App.Al , we can arrange that ag is an open
immersion while a-y is its differential. By a paralle.I argument this process determine~
a ul1ique regular homotopy class of immersions og (except for reflection in R w-k ).
In case ag is an im bedding, surgery Oil x is done as follows: To W X [0.11 ,
attach the compact handle Bk X Bn C H , n ::: W- k , by im bedding (aBk) X an into
into W X I using agX I , to get Z say. Referring to the right hand square, observe
that, as soon as I{) is made a product along the first stabilising factor, I{) and -y
together will determine a stable microbundle map <1>' r(intZ) -+ t . over the map"
F : Z -+ X determined by f and g . (Pause to check this!) Certainly <I> can then
be modified to extend as <P: r(Z-t) -+ t , leaving it unchanged near WXO . The
surgered /lormal map (f', I{)') is then goL by restriction over a(Z - WXO) , from thenormal cobordism (F, <1» .
A key question to decide, for k < w/2 , is whether immersion ag is regularly
homotopic to an im bedding_ It always is by general position (C.I) if k < w/2 . Fori
k = w/2 our transversality lemma (C 6) .leaves ag I Sk XO with just isolated double"
points of smooth transversal intersection. A suitable way of counting these (relative
to a fixed fundamental class) gives Wall's self-intersection number Jl(ag) ; and a
further application of C.6 . with I-dimensional self-intersections, reveals that J.l(ag)
is regular homotopy invariant, i.e. Jl(ag) is Jl(x) . For w ~ 5 , Whitney's process
(see [IV,§3AI[Si I0 ,§7.3]) permits a regular homotopy of ag toanimbedding
precisely if Jl(x) =0 _
These Jl(x) determine a nonsingular quadratic form on 1Tk+ I (f) when f is
k-connected, which, modulo hyperbolic forms. is Wall's obstruction (for w ~ 5 ) to
surgering (f,l{) repeatedly to obtain a simple homotopy equivalence.
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§ o. INTRODUCTION
Let M be a (metrizable) topological (= TOP) manifold of
dimension ~ 6 (or ~ 5 if
= ¢). In Essay I we have used results of
handlebody theory to establish the Product Structure Theorem [I, § 5.1]
relating smooth COO (= DIFF) or piecewise-linear (= PL) manifold
structures on M to those on M X R, where R = {real numbers}. It
says, roughly , that the classifications up to isotopy are the same, a
bijection of isotopy classes being given by crossing with R.t Recall
that two CAT structures (CAT = DIFF or PL) Land L' on M
are isotopic if there is a TOP isotopy (= path of homeomorphisms)
ht : M ~ M , 0 ~ t ~ 1 , from ho = id 1M, the identity map of M,
to hi : ML ~ M L , a homeomorphism giving a CAT isomorphism
from M with the structure L to M with structure L'.

aM

Our goal in this essay is to use our Product Structure Theorem and
some well-established ideas of earlier smoothing theories to prove a
serviceable version of the

CLASSIFICATION THEOREM (see § 10) .
Let M be a (metrizable) topological manifold of dimension ~ 6
(or ~ 5) if the boundary aM is empty}. There is a one-to-one
correspondence between isotopy classes of PL I respectively DIFF/
manifold structures on M and vertical homotopy classes of sections of
a (Hurewitz) fibration over M. It is natural for restriction to open
subsets of M.
This fibration is the pull-back, by the classifying map M ~ BTOP
for the tangent micro bundle r(M) of M, of a fibration BpL -+
BTOP [resp. BO ~ BTOP ] homotopy equivalent to the usual
• forgetful' map BpL -+ BTOP [ resp. BO ~ BTOP ] , of stable
classifying spaces. The fiber, called TOP/PL [resp. TOP/O ] , has
homotopy groups 1Ti(TOP/PL) equal zero if i =f 3 and equal Z~: if

t

Strangely enough, this is false in some cases where M has dimension 3
see [I, §5], (Sisd .

OJ

4,
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j=3, see [K8 1] , [[esp. 1fi(TOP/O)= 8i=fi if i>4, and
1fi(TOP/O) = 1Ti(TOP/PL) if i < 6 ], cf. lSi 10] or § 10 .
The version of this theorem for PL structures was announced in
[KS 1] . The proof outlined there proceeded handle by handle and used
results of handlebody theory, surgery and immersion theory. But as
we suggested there, this was more extravagant than necessary. It has
turned out that one can purify the arguments of [KS 1] by following
either one of two radically different general methods. One method
(pioneered by Cerf, Haefliger , Lashof , and Morlet [CeO] [Ha 11
[Las] ] [Mor2 ,3 ,4]) is to rely heavily in one way or another on ideas of
immersion theory; we shall exploit this method in Essay V getting
more precise (unstable, sliced) classification theorems, at the cost of
introducing numerous semi-simplicial spaces and fibrations .
As we have stated, the course we follow here relies on the Product
Structure Theorem, hence chiefly on handlebody theory. We were
encouraged to adopt it by some extremely direct and natural applications
in [III] of this Product Structure Theorem to TOP manifolds, which,
we hope, assure its role as a landmark in the theory .
An analogue of the Product Structure Theorem for compatible
DIFF structures on PL manifolds, called the Cairns-Hirsch theorem
has become well known since 1961 [Ca] [Hi 2 ] [Hi41 . It allowed a
classification of compatible DIFF structures quite analogous to the
theorem of this article. t The question of existence was first decided by
Milnor [Mi 3 ,45]
, ,who introduced microbundles for this purpose. The··
corresponding uniqueness question proved technically more delicate; it
was worked out by Hirsch and Mazur and by Lashof and Rothenberg.
(See Morlet [Morl] for an outline of the theory as of 1963. See also
[Mazp] [HiM 1] [LR 1] [Whl and [HiM 2 ] .) After this work, it
became quite clear to the well-informed that a similar classification for
DIFF structures on TOP manifold would be feasible if and when our
Product Structure Theorem could be proved. This made us hesitate to
write down the details. But once started we made the exposition both
leisurely and elementary. We are fortunate that no technical bugbear as :
nasty as the functorial triangulation of vector bundles [HiM 1] [LR 1]
ever intervenes.
We now briefly sketch the proof to come.
t This classification was constructed against the background of Thom's
rTh~ 1 :lnrl:111 oh<:tnlC'tjon thf'orv of .I. Munkres r Mlh 1 .

/·("'II1;p,'Il1rp<:
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Milnor's method for introducing a CAT (= DIFF or PL) structure
on the TOP manifold M involves the observation that when M is
embedded in euclidean space R n as retract of a neighborhood N by
r: N ~ M, then the pull-back . r*r(M) over N of the tangent
microbundle r(M) of M contains a copy of M X Rn as an ope~
neighborhood of embedded M. There results, given the froduet
Structure Theorem, a mapping from concordance classes of CAT
microbundle structures on r*r(M) or on r*r(M) E9 eS , s;;;:': 0) to
isotopy classes of CAT structures on M; we call this mapping the
smoothing rule _
We proceed to prove in § § 4-6 that this smoothing rule is a
bijective correspondence provided that M 4 N is a homotopy
equivalence (which is trivial to arrange once M is known to carry a
CAT structure). The stable relative existence theorem for nonna]
microbundles makes this bijectivity fairly easy to verify; for the .sake of
completeness we explain M. Hirsch's proof of this theorem [HiS] in
Appendix A _ (It was first established by R. Lashof and M. Rothenburg
in [LRl] ,for a similar purpose.) It remains then to-recall, in §8 and
§9 , the classification of stable concordance classes of CAT microbundle structures on r*r(M) by sections of a fibration as described
above. Then the full classification theorem is presented in § 10.
Hirsch and Mazur initially followed a slightly different rou te to the
classification of CAT structures on M (see [HiM I] ) , which we
quickly see to be equivalent in § 7 . It reveals that the isotopy classes
of CAT structures on a CAT manifold M naturally form an abelian
group.
Some features of our exposition are intended to make the results
more readily applicable. We take care to describe how to pass efficiently
both from a manifold structure to a bundle section, and from bundle
section to a manifold structure. And at every stage we give a relative
version.
Since we will discuss certain non-manifolds in connection with
topological and piecewise bundles,we adopt the following broad
meanings for TOP and PL in this essay. TOP indicates the category
of continuous maps of topological spaces; PL indicates the category of
piecewise linear maps of (locally compact) polyhedra. However, DIFF
(as always) indicates the category of COO smooth maps of finite
dimensional smooth manifolds.
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OUf basic conventions about manifolds remain those of Essay I ,
§ 2. Thus manifolds mean metrizable manifolds with boundary
(possibly an empty boundary) , having the same dimension in each
component. DIFF manitolds usually do not have comers; but in a few
situations, where they obviously should have, we allow them without
mention. For example if r is a DIFF structure on M X I ,
1= [0, I] ,where M is a TOP manifold with aM =I if; ,then
(M X l)r by assumption has comers at aM x 0 u aM x 1 of the
same sort as Mk X I has. Recall that r is a concordance kO to
kl if riM X {i} = ~i X {i} for i=O, I .
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§ 1. RECOLLECTIONS CONCERNING MICROBUNDLES
The reader should familiarise himself with the rudiments of Milnor's
notion of microbundle before proceeding; se: [MiS] . A n-micro-

e.

bundle ~ over a space X is a diagram ~: X ~ E
X (X = base;
i = zero section; E = total space; p = projection) so that pi = id I X ,
and in E near each point of i(X) , p looks like the projection
X X R n ~ X. Often, without special apology, we will identify X with
i(X) and regard X as a subspace of E(~).
According to the Kister-Mazur theorem [Kis] [KuL I] [SGH I ]
there is always a neighborhood U of i(X) in E such that
.
IU
.
~o : X ~ U .E.. -+ X is a locally trivial bundle with fiber R nand
zero section i. And ~o is unique up to isomorphism.
A micro-isomorphism ~1 ~ ~2 of n-microbundles over X
consists of a neighborhood U of the zero section i l (X) in the total
space E(~ l) of ~l and a topologicai imbedding h onto a neighborhood of i2 (X) in E(~2)' making this diagram commute.

y
X

~

U

~

X

A"

Then ~l and ~2 are called (micro) isomorphic (= isomorphic in the
category of germs of micro-isomorphisms). If h is an inclusion of a
subspace it is called a micro-identity and ~1' ~2 are called microidentical. This is written ~ 1 ~ ~2 . Two micro-isomorphisms
h : ~l ~ ~2 and h': ~2 ~ ~3 can be composed to give a microisomorphism h'h: ~1 ~ ~3 . But note that the domain of definition of
h'h is in general smaller than that of h .
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The microbundles defined above are called topological or TOP
micro bundles .
The notion of a PL n-microbundle micro-isomorphism and microidentity are defined like the topological entities above but one works in
the category of piecewise linear maps of polyhedra (= Hausdorff spaces
equipped with a maximal piecewise linearly compatible atlas of charts to
locally finite simplicial complexes, cf. tHu2' § 3]). It is convenient to
allow that a topological microbundle is a PL microbundle if it is one
after deletion of part of the total space outside of a neighborhood of the
zero section.
Similarly define DIFF microbundles starting from the category of
DIFF manifolds and DIFF maps.
If X is a CAT submanifold of Y and ~ is a CAT microbundle
whose total space E(~) is a neighborhood of X in Y with inherited
CA T structure, we say that ~ is a CAT nonn31 microbundle to X in
Y. (See Appendix A .)
The Kister-Mazur theorem mentioned above is valid in all three
categories. A stronger version holding for DIFF states that DIFF
microbundles are essentially equivalent to vector bundles. However, we
retain DIFF microbundles for the sake of uniformity.
PROPOSITION 1.1
i
P
Every DIFF microbundle ~: M ~ E(~) ~ M over a DIFF
manifold M contains a neighborhood E' of i(M) which can be
regarded as a smooth vector bundle with the same zero-section and
projection.
Furthermore suppose C is closed in M and E~ is such a vector
bundle neighborhood of the zero section of ~ I U, where U is an open
neighborhood of C. Then E' call be chosen to coincide (as vector
bundle) with E'o over a neighborhood of C. And if E" is another
choice for E' there is an isotopy . h t: E' ~ E of E' 4 E through
DIFF imbeddings yielding such vector bundle neighborhoods, to a
vector bundle isomorphism E' ~ E" .

Proof of 1.1. The uniqueness clause is a well known portion of the
uniqueness theorem for DIFF tubular neighborhoods, cf. [Lan] . But
it yields the existence assertion by dint of a chart~by-chart construction .

•
An alternative proof is suggested by Milnor [MiS' § 2.2].

•
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If f: X ~ Y is a map and ~,1"/ are CAT n-microbundles over
X , Y a microbundle map f: ~ ~ 1] covering f can be d~fined to be
a CAT map U ~ E(1]) of a neighborhood U of X in E(~) that
restricts to f on X C E(~), that respects fibers, and that gives a
CAT open embedding to each fiber. (See [MiS' §6].) For example
one has a canonical CAT microbundle map f#: f*1"/ ~ 1"/ when f
is a CAT map. The fiber product rule defining f*1] shows this is
essentially the only example. Indeed, if f is any CAT micro bundle
map covering f, there is a unique micro-isomorphism 'P: ~ ~ f*17 so
that f#'P = f. Beware that quite a variety of symbols such as f# or
I{J or f may stand for a microbundle map.
We will constantly use the basic homotopy theorem [Mi 6 , § 6]
for microbundles. (It is perhaps worth noting that the Kister-Mazur
theorem mentioned above reduces this result to the parallel, better
known result for locally trivial CAT bundles with fiber euclidean space .)
It states that any CAT microbundle ~ over a product I X X (X
being Hausdorff paracompact) admits a CAT micro-isomorphism
f: ~ ~ I X ~, where 0 X ~ is just a copy of I (0 X X). The
standard relative version (which is easily deduced!) states that given C
closed in X and a CAT micro-isomorphism f': I (I X U) ~
I X (~I U) ,where U is an open neighborhood of C in X, it is
possible to choose f to agree t with r over a neighborhood of C.
A sharply relative version ~ states that if C is a closed and a CAT

r

r

t The domains of defmition of f and r in any fiber may differ nevertheless.
:j: To prove this sharply relative version, use the more basic Observation: To
make f agree with given f" over C it sUffices to find, for each point x E C
anopenneighborhood Vx in x anda CAT micro-isomorphism fx:t lUX f'x)
-+ I X (~I Vx ) so that fx and f" agree over I X (Vx n C). To verify this
observation, reread the proof of the homotopy theorem in [MiS' § 6) . To then
apply the observation to get the given sharply relative version choose V so that
~ I Vx is trivial and there is a CAT retraction rx: V x -+ Vx n C. Next, as
~ I Vx is trivial, there exist CAT microbundle maps ex and (3 covering 1 X r x '
and themselves retractions :
IX(~IVx)

./, {3

f"

-+

I X (~I Vx

n C) .

Now there is a canonical CAT micro-isomorphism fx making the square
commute and clearly f x agrees with f" over I X (V x n C) .
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retract of a neighborhood in X, then given a CAT micro-isomorphism
["! I(I X C) -4- I X IC) it is possible to choose f to agree with
[" over C.
Here is a useful reformulation of the microbundle homotopy
theorem, which explains its name. If f: ~ ~ 'Y is a CAT microbundle map over f: X ~ B say, and F: I X X ~ B is a CAT
homotopy of f, Le. P2 0 (0 X f) = F I (0 X X), then there exists a
F : I X ~ ~ 'Y of f, Le.
CA T micro bundle homotopy over F
F is a CAT microbundle map over F with P2 0 (0 X f) = F I (0 X ~) .
Here P2 generically denotes projection to second factor. If F is
reI C, then F can be reI C, i.e. be equal to P2 0 (I X f) near
I X C (the relative version). If F = P2 0 (I X f) on I X C and C is
a CAT neighborhood retract in X, then F can coincide with
P2 0 (I X f) over I X C (a sharply relative version) .

r

If

a

~

is a TOP microbundle over a polyhedron X , a PL structure,
011 ~, also ca]]ed a reduction of ~ to PL micro bundle , or a PL
structure on ~, is simply a PL rrficrobundle
whose base is the same~
polyhedron X and whose underlying TOP microbundle is ~. If ~ "
is a TOP microbundle over a DIFF manifold X, we make a similar ;.
definition with DIFF in place of PL .
-;,

r

on:

A stable CAT structure on ~ will mean a CAT structure 1"/
~ ill e S , s ~ 0, where e S : X ~ X X R S ~ X is the standard
'
t
trjvial microbundle. If 1"/' is a CAT structure on ~ ill e , t ~ s,
then we write 1"/ ~ 1"/' if 1"/ (!) e t - s ~ 1"/'. This extends the (CAT)
on
micro-identity relation == to an evident equivalence relation
stable CAT structures on ~.
Let ~ be a TOP microbundle over a CAT object X (CAT =
,
DIFF or PL). A concordance between CAT structures ~o, ~l on';
~ is a CAT structure 'Y on I X ~ such that the restriction 'Y I i X X,·
is CAT micro-identical to i X ~i for i = 0, I. (In symbols
'Yli X X
i X ~i' for i = 0,1.) If C is closed in X and there
is a neighborhood U of X such that 'Y I (I X U) == I X (~o I U) ,
then 'Y is called a concordance rei C. Concordance reI C is an
equivalence relation, written

=

-I

=

h

:!!:

~I

reI C.

The microbundle homotopy theorem provides a CAT micro-isomorohism

h:

'V ~

TXt"

thl'lt

i~

thp iop.ntitv

nPAl"

J X

r

J-tpnrp
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reI C means that there exists a neighborhood U of X in E(~ I
and an isotopy h t : U ~ E(~), 0 ~ t ~ 1 , of the inclusion through
micro-isomorphisms of ~ to itself to a CAT micro-isomorphism
~1 ~ ~o ; further, h
t can fix a neighborhood of C. Compare the
Concordance Implies Isotopy Theorem.
:!;

~1

Next defme stable concordance reI C of stable CAT structures
~o '~1 on ~ tomean ~o ;;: ro ~ rl ~ ~l (~ being CAT
concordance reI C) for stabilizations roof ~o and r 1 of ~ 1 •
If 1"/ is a stable CAT structure on ~ 1V for some neighborhood
V of C in the base we will write
TOP/CAT

(~

reI C, 1"/)

for the set of stable concordance classes ret C of stable CA T structures
on ~ that coincide near C with 11 in the sense that
1u ~ 71 1 U for some neighborhood U of C. If the choice of 17
is evident we omit 71 from the symbol ;. and if C = ¢ we omit reI
C , 71 getting simply TOP/CAT(~).

r

r

The tangent CAT microbundle r(M) (=TM) ofa CAT manifold M without boundary is defined by Milnor to be
A
PI
r(M):M
~ MXM
~ M where ~(x) = (x, x) and PI (x, y) = x.
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§2. ABSORBING THE BOUNDARY
Consider a TOP manifold Mm of dimension m, possibly with
boundary. Suppose that a CAT structure LO is given on a neighborhood of a closed subset C of M. For m large we aim to settle,
first in bundle theoretic terms, then in homotopy theoretic terms, the
problem of finding a CAT structure L on M that agrees with LO
near C, and of classifying all such structures up to concordance reI C
if one such exists. The symbol
gCAT(M reI C, LO )
will denote the set of concordance classes reI C of such structures.
It is abbreviated by omitting LO if the choice of LO is evident (e.g.,
if M is a CAT manifold), and by omitting C if C = ¢ .
The following consequence of the Product Structure Theorem
shows that, if m ~ 6, it will suffice to accomplish this task when
aM =¢ .t
PROPOSITION 2.1
Let M' be the open topological manifold obtained from M by
attaching to M the collar aM x (O, 00) identifying x in aM to
(x,O) in aM x {O, 00). Extend ~o to a CAT structure ~~
on a neighborhood of C in M' that is a product along (O, 00) in

aM x /0, 00).

Provided that
natural bijection
(J:

m

~6

(or

In

aM C C),

and

=5

there is a

gCAT(M rei C,~o)-+ gCAT(M' reI C,~~)

natural for restriction to open subsets of M.
Remark. Naturality of (J here means that
such that if M is open in M, and
A

A

C = M n C,

A

~o

=

A

~o 1M,

(J
A

L~

is defined by a rule

=

A

L~ 1M'

then one has a commutative square
t Readers content with the case

oM = ¢

should pass directly on to § 3 .
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§2. Absorbing the boundary
SCAT(M reI C, I;o)

1

restriction

()
-*

8 CAT(M'reI C, I;~)

1

restriction

'" '"
'"
gCAT(M reI C, I;o )

()
-*

'" '"
'"
gCAT(M'rel
C, ~~) .

Most propositions of this essay will enjoy a similar naturality for restriction .

Proof of 2.1. To define () at the level of representing structures
consider a CAT structure I; in the class x E gCAT(M reI C, LO) .
To represent (}(x) choose a CAT structure I;' on M' that coincides with I; on M and is a product along [0, (0) on aM [0,00).
Clearly, I;' is unique if CAT = PL, and it coincides with L~ near
c. If CAT = DIFF we specify I;' more precisely by choosing a
MI; extending the
DIFF imbedding h L : aMI; x t- oo , 0] 4

x

identity
h~:

aM I;

aMI;

x

x (-00,

°=

aM L

(0) -* M'

and such that the resulting imbedding
is DIFF near (aM () C) X

°

as a map

to the structure I;~. Then we let L' be the unique DIFF structure
on M' so that h~ is a DIFF imbedding and l;'1 M == L . Thus
L' = I;o near C and L' is a product on aM [0,00) .

x

If I; is concordant reI C to L 1 it is easily verified that 2;' is
concordant reI C to Li (similarly constructed from L 1). Thus ()
is well defined. Naturality of (J is evident.
To show that () is onto consider any CAT structure L'
represen ting y E gCA T(M' reI C, I; ~). Choose a TOP collaring
h : aM x (-00,0] -* M of aM so that the resulting bicollaring
h': aM x (-00,00) -* M' of aM in M' is a CAT imbedding near
(C () aM) 0. Applying the Product Structure Theorem (local version)
to h' one gets a concordance of I;' reI C to a structure I;~ that is
in aM x [0,00) C M'.
a product along [0, (0) near aM = aM x
Using the map F: I X aM X [0,00) -* I X aM X [0,00), defined
by F(t, x, u) = (t, x, (l-t)u) one can form a CAT concordance reI M
from L~ to I;i with L~ I (aM x [0, (0) = (I;; I aM) x [0, (0) .
Clearly the class of k2' which is still y, lies in the image of e.

x

°

The injectivity of () requires a similar application of the Product
Structure Theorem. We leave the details to the reader. It would suffice
hPTP th~t Tn >- ~
•
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MILNOR'S CRITERION FOR TRIANGULATING
AND SMOOTHING
For the analysis we fix a topological imbeddingt of Mm in a
euclidean space R n , n» m, that is a CAT locally flat imbedding

§3.

near C; for simplicity we now regard M as a subspace of Rn. As
M is an ANR there exists an open neighborhood N of M in Rn
that admits, a retraction r: N ~ M onto M (so that riM = id). We
can and do arrange that r is a CAT map to Loon the preimage of a
neighborhood of C. Then r*r(M) restricted to a neighborhood of C
in N has a CAT microbundle structure that we call ~o'
THEOREM 3.1

Consider the data,' M an TOP manifold without boundary of
dimension m ~ 5; C eM a closed subset.. Lo a CAT structure
defined on a neighborhood of C in M.. r: N ~ M a neighborhood;
retraction as introduced above.. ~o the CA T structure on the
restriction of r*r(M) to a neighborhood of C, derived from Lo as
above.
Suppose that the topological microbundle r*r(M) over N
admits after stabilizing a CA T structure ~ coinciding near C with
~o' Then M admits a CA T structure L coinciding with Lo near
C. Conversely, if ~ exists, r*r(M) admits such a CAT structure,
even without stabilizing.
Proof of 3.1. First we dispose of the converse using

3.2 The pull-back rule 1l'. Given a CAT structure ~ on M homotop r to a CAT map r: N -+ M ~ . Then, applying the microbundle homotopy theorem to a homotopy from r to r, obtain a
TOP micro-isomorphism from r*r(M) to r*r(M). Now r*r(M L )
is a CAT microbundle over N (since
is CAT), which is
topologically identical to r*r(M). Hence the above isomorphism
endows r*1(M) with a CAT microbundle structure ~.
t It is not necessary to assume that this imbedding is locally flat, or even

r

proper. Hence for n ~ (m+l)m such an imbedding is easily deduced from a
covering of Mm by open subsets imbeddable in R m such that the nerve of the
covering has dimension <m. See [Mul ,§2.7), or [II,§I.I]
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the above isomorphism endows r*rqvt) with a CAT microbundle
structure ~.
If C =f:. if> and ~ equals ~o near C we take some care in
making ~ agree near C with ~o' Let H: I X N -+ M be a
homotopy from r to r fixing a neighborhood of C. Then H*r(M)
is identical to I X r*r(M) near I XC. Using the microbundle homotopy theorem, extend this identification from a neighborhood of r X C
to a micro-isomorphism H*r(M) :::: I X r*r(M) over I X N. Over
1 X N it gives a micro-isomorphism from H*r(M) \1 X N =
I X f*r(M) to I X r*r(M). Use this micro-isomorphism
r*r(M) -+ r*r(M) to define the structure ~ on r*r(M) as th~l image
of the structure r*r(M~) on r*r(M). The construction L"* t is
called the pull-back rule and is denoted 1T. •
It remains to suitably construct a CAT structure on M from a
CAT structure on r*r(M) E9 €s, S ~ 0, using what we call (even
for CAT = PL) :

3.3 The smoothing rule a. Since reM) is M
M X M ~1 M
with A(x) = (x, x) and PI (x, y) = x, the induced microbundle
r*r(M) over N has total space Er*r(M) = fey, r(y), x) E NXMXN }
while its projection is (y, r(y), x) # y € N , and its zero section is
i : y ~ (y, r(y), r(y» . There is a natural homeomorphism
g: Er*r(M) -+ M X N C M X Rn given by (y, r(y), x) ~ (x, y)
which sends i(M) to A(M) C M X N. Composing with the
imbedding j: M X N n -+ M X Rn ,
j(x, y) = (x, y-x) we get
an imbedding

1

h = jg : Er*r(M)

-+

M X Rn

that sends i(M) to M X 0 by i(x) * (x, 0). Via h we can think
of Er*r(M) as an open subset of M X Rn with i(M) =M X O.
Clearly h gives a CAT imbedding of a neighborhood of iCC) in
E(~o) C Er*r(M).t
To proceed with the construction suppose that r*r(M) is
endowed with a structure of CAT microbundle (without stabilizing) ,
which agrees near iCC) in Er*r(M) with ~o' Then a neighborhood
of i(M) in Er*r(M) has (a fortiori!) a CAT manifold structure
t This pleasantly explicit description was suggested by M . Brown [Bm31 .
Milnor's description is slightly more general. He uses only the fact that N is a
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which h sends to a CAT manifold structure e on a neighborhood
of M >< 0 in M X Rll coinciding with ~o X R n near C X O. The
Product Structure Theorem (local version) produces a concordance of
e reI C X 0 to a CAT structure that is a product of the form
~ X R n near M X 0 . This L is the wanted structure on M.
For the general case suppose that r*r(M) ED e S over N has a
CAT structure ~. As E(r*rM E9 e S ) = E(r*rM) X R S , the
imbedding h X (id I RS) gives us a CAT structure near M X 0 X 0 iT
M X Rn X R S from which the Product Structure Theorem produces as
above a structure L on M. This construction ~ -t+ ~ is caJ1ed the
smoothing rule and denoted a. •
The proof of 3.1 is now complete. •
We record the following proposition whose proof is straightforward
PROPOSITION 3.4 (for data of 3.1) .

The pull-back rule
defined mappings

1T

and the smoothing rule a yield two well-

TOP/CAT(r*r(M) reI C, ~o)

a
:

8-CAT(M reI C, LO)'

1T

Each is natural for restriction to open subsets of M.

•

The meaning of naturality was explained under 2.1 .

§4. STATEMENTS ABOUT BIJECTIVITY OF THE SMOOTHING
RULE AND THE PULL-BACK RULE.
We now complement Theorem 3.1 by classifying CAT structures on
M when one is known to exist .
CLASSIFICATION THEOREM 4.1 (for data of 3.1)

If M 4

N is a homotopy equivalence, the smoothing rule

a : TOP/CAT(r*rM reI C, ~o)

-*

8- CAT(M reI C, ~o)

is bijective (== one to one and onto) .
Remark. Once a CAT structure L is known on M one can
choose M -* Rn to be a CAT imbedding of M~, thus making
trivial the choice of the open set N ~o that M 4 N is a homotopy

§4. Statements about bijectivity
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equivalence. t
THEOREM 4.2 (for same data). The composition U1T of the pullback rule 1T with the smoothing rule a is always the identity on
gCAT(M rei C, k O )·
The proofs of 4.1 and 4.2 appear in § 6 below.
Here is an important corollary of 4.1 and 4.2 .
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose M is a CAT manifold without boundary of
dimension ~ 5 and C C M is closed. Then there is a bijective
correspondence
uo:TOP/CAT(r(M) reI C) ~

gCAT(M reI C)

natural for restriction to open subsets of M. Its inverse can be
described by a pull-back. rule like that of 3.2 .
Proof of Theorem 4.3 from 4.1 and 4.2. Consider the triangle
TOP/CAT(r*r(M) reI C)

u

~

gCAT(M reI C)

restricti~
TOP/CAT(r(M) reI C)
where the data of 3.1 are so chosen that M 4 Rn IS a CAT
imbedding and r: N ~ M is a CAT deformation retraction. Then
We
the restriction map indicated is easily seen to be a bijection.
merely define u0 to make the triangle commute.
Theorem 4.2 shows U~l can be defined by the following pullback rule. Let L represen t x E g CAT(M rel C). Find a
homotopy from id I M fixing a neighborhood of C to a CAT map
i': M ~ M~ , and using the microbundle homotopy theorem, derive a
micro-isomorphism h: i'*r(M~) ~ reM) that is CAT near C. Then

*

t However, it is an elementary fact, related to the Kister-Mazur theorem
[Si 13] , that such an N exists whenever M 4
imbedding.

N is a topologically locally flat

:j: This requires some care when C =f rp ; indeed, a neighborhood extension

property for microbundle maps is wanted. The bijectivity is anyhow implied by
Proposition 9.2 below.
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(x) is represented by the CAT structure ~ given to r(M) by h.

This interpretation of u~1 shows first that U o is independent of
the imbedding M 4 Rn and the retraction r and second that U o
is natural for restriction to open subsets.
TIlls completes the proof of 4 ..3 granting 4.1 and 4.2 . •
4.4 Supplementary Remarks.
(i) If L is a CAT structure on M equal the standard one near
C the relative simplicial (or smooth) approximation theorem and a pullback rule define a natural bijection 'P: TOP!CAT(r(M) reI C) ~
TOPICA T( r(M L) reI C). And uo<{J = u 0 in view of the pull-back ruie
defining U~I. Thus 4.3 is meaningful and valid if M is merely a
topological manifold with a CAT structure specified near C.
(ii) Tills suggests that one deflne a CAT micro bundle structure on
a TOP micro bundle ~n over any (paracompact) base space X in a
manner independent of any eventual CAT structure on X. Indeed it
can be defined as a TOP microbundle map ~n ~ 'YeAT where 'YeAT
over BCAT(n) is a fixed universal CAT n-microbundle (cf. §8 below).
If X is a CAT object, and 11 is a CAT structure on ~n in the
original sense choose a CAT classifying map 77(=~) ~ 'YeA T to get
a corresponding structure in the new sense. The resulting correspondence
gives a bijection of appropriate concordance classes.
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§5. THE MAIN LEMMA FOR BIJECTIVITY OF THE
SMOOTHING RULE

The proof of Theorem 4.1 will require the following proposition
which we shall deduce from Hirsch's relative stable existence and uniqueness theorem for normal microbundles given in Appendix A .
PROPOSITION 5.1 (CAT = DIFF or PL) .

Consider the data: N a CAT manifold without boundary;
~: N 4 E(~)
N a TOP microbundle over N; e a CAT
manifold structure defined on a neighborhood of the zero-section N in
the total space E(V; C C N a closed subset such that e
endows the restriction of ~ to a neighborhood of C with a CA T
micro bundle structure.
Then there exists an integer s and a concordance rei C of tlJe
restriction of e X R S to a neighborhood of N in E(~ ffi eS), to
a new structure that makes ~ & ff a CA T microbundle. t

a

Proof of 5.1: Clearly we can assume
Find an integer t and an embedding

e

is defined on all of

E(~).

h: I X N ~ I X E(r) X R t
so that h is a product along 1= [0,1] near {O, I} X NUl XC,
and hi (l X N) is a CAT embedding I X N ~ l X E(~)e X Rt ,
while hi (0 X N) is the inclusion
X N ~ 0 X E(n X R t. (See
Figure 5-a .)

°

Figure S-a .

~

N

t 'setS

h (lxN)

. . c .1
t This integer s can be made to depend on dimN only. We shall use this
fact in § 9.4. It is established by the proof below in view of the parallel remalk in
Appendix A (footnote to A.I and A.2) .
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(This is easily done if t is sufficiently large, using relative approximation or continuous maps by CAT maps, and a covering of N by
finitely many co-ordinate charts, cf. the 2nd last step of proof of 4.1 in
[III]) .

The stable relative existence theorem for CAT and TOP normal
microbundles given in Appendix A assures that for some integer s > t,
S
there exists a normal microbundle 11 to h(l X N) in I X ECn X R
that is equal to I X (~ E9 eS ), near 0 X NUl X C and that gives a
normal CAT microbundle to h(l X N) in 1 X ECr)e X R S • Indeed
the CAT version of Appendix A first gives 1"/1 h( 1 X N) ; then granted
an inflation of s the TOP version defines 11 on all of h(l X N) .
The microbundle homotopy theorem noW provides a neighborhood
U of N in E(n X R S and an open imbedding
H: I X U ~ E( 1"/) C

I X E(n X Rs

that is the identity on 0 X U and a product along I near I XC, and
that presents a micro-isomorphism 1 X (r EB e S ) ~ 1"/1 h( 1 X N) .
This micro-isomorphism gives the desired new CAT structure on
S
E9 e ; the desired concordance (I X U)r of this structure with U .
e
is just the structure making H a CAT imbedding into E(11) C
I X E(ne X RS • •

r

Remarks: This brief section contains the one essential intervention of
the stable existence and uniqueness theorems for normal microbundles
given in Appendix A. The reader may be cOhvinced that this is the
right tool to use here by the

Observation,' Proposition 5. I can conversely be used to prove the
stable relative existence theorem A.I for normal TOP microbundles.
Indeed as A.I is suitably relative we need only prove A.l when the
ambient manifold is covered by one co-ordinate chart; then 5.1 further
reduces A.l to the DIFF relative existence theorem for DIFF normal
microbundles , which is trivially proved (see end of proof of ].2 in
[IUl).

In the same vein, one can observe that the classification theorem
4.1 lets one quickly prove 5.1 . Indeed a simple pursuit of definitions
suffices, if, in 5. I , N is an open subse t of euclidean space and . ~ is trivial. But as 5.1 is relative the general version of 5.1 follows.
It is reasonable to conclude that the cunning geometry in Appendix
~
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A is the keystone of the classification theorem 4.1 , indeed of this

essay; it should not be neglected.

§6. BIJECTIVITY OF THE SMOOTHING RULE; ITS INVERSE.

Proof of the classification theorem 4.1 .
(i)

a is on tot : TOP/CAT(r*r(M) rei C, ~o) ~ gCAT(M rei C, };o)

Let a CAT structure ~ representing a given
x E gCAT(M reI C, ~o) . Then L X Rn gives a CAT manifold
structure e on E(r*r(M», using the natural open embedding
h : E(r*r(M» 4
M X Rn
sending i(M) to M X O. Then 5.1 finds an integer s and a
concordance of 8 X RS to 8' making r*r(M) EB eS a CAT
microbundle over N representing (say)
y E TOP/CAT(r*r(M) reI C, ~o)' Transferring the concordance by
h X (id I RS ) into M X R n+ s , we see that the smoothing rule a
sends y onto x. •
(li)

a is injective.

Let ~1 '~2 be two CAT structures on r*r(M) EB eS , s ~ 0,
agreeing near C in the total space with ~o X Rn+s . Supposing
a(~l) = a(~2)' we are required to show that ~1 and ~2 are stably
concordant reI i(C). Supposing o(~ 1) = a(~2) we do clearly get,
using h, a conditioned concordance
reI C, from an open
neighborhood U of M in E(~l)' to U as open CAT submanifold of E(~2)'
Proposition 5.1 applied over I X N' (where N' = N n U) says
that, after U is cut down if necessary but not N' = N n U , there is a
stable concordance of (l X U)r reI (al) X CUI XC, to a CAT
structure r' on I X U X Rt making I X {r*r(M) EB es+t } I I X N'
a CAT microbundle over I X N' . This r' gives a stable concordance
t rel C from ~ 1 I N' to ~2 I N' .
Using a CAT homotopy of id I N fixing a neighborhood of C
to a CAT map f: N ~ N' , one easily derives, via the microbundle

r

t Tills also follows from 4.2 (proved below) , but this argument will help the
reader to understand the proof of injectivUy to follow.
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homotopy theorem, a stable concordance reI C of ~1 to b.
Indeed, pulling back by f we get a concordance f*t : f*~l ~ f*~2
reI C , but pulling back by the homotopy id I N ~ f reI C we
get concordances ~i ~ f*~i reI C, i = 1, 2. Here the microbundles involved are all topologically micro-identified to r*r(M) or
I X r*r(M) via a single application ~f the relative topological microbundle homotopy theorem to the homotopy (id I N) ~ f reI C. II
This completes Theorem 4.1. II
Remark 6.1. Without the Product Structure Theorem, the classification
theorem 4.1 and its proof would remain valid if gCAT(M reI C , LO)
were replaced by the set of equivalence classes of CAT structures L on
M X R S , s ~ 0, coinciding with LO X R S near C X R S , under the
equivalence =0= defined by agreeing that L =0= L X R , and L =0= L' if
L and L' are concordant reI C X R S •

Proof of Theorem 4.2:

a 1l'

=

identity.

This does not require § 5 ; it is for the most part a patient pursuit
of definitions. In fact it could well have been presented at the end of

§3 !
Given ~ representing [~1 E TOP/CAT(r*r(M) reI C, ~o)
obtained from x E SCAT(M reI C, ~o) by the pull-back rule,
Le. 1T(X) = [~] , we are required to show that a[~] = x .
Recall that Er*(rM) is naturally homeomorphic to M X N so

i

that r*r(M) becomes N
M X N P4 N where iCy) = (r(y) , y),.
Also the imbedding h: Er*r(M) ~ M X R n is then hex, y) =
(x, y - x) .
To establish a[~] = x amounts to showing that, when ~ is
regarded as a CAT manifold structure defined on a neighborhood of the.:;'
zero-section i(N) in Er*r(M), then there is a neighborhood U of -'
i(N) and a CAT concordance or' E(~ I U) to h- 1 (L X R S) I U .
Following the pull-back rule, let H: I X N ~ ML be a
homotopy, fixing a neighborhood of C in M, from r to a CAT
map r': N ~ M~ . Then
"
E(H*r(M)) = ret, y, H(t, y), x) E I X N X M X M}
is naturally identified to I X ML X N by (t, y, H(t, y), x) *
(t, x, y). With this identification the zero-section j of H*r(M) is
ift \T\

= (t

Hit ,,\ ,,\

!'Inn

thf> nrnipC'tinn

i~

thp.

nMl1r~1

one
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I X N . Thus

H*r(M): I X N

-L.

1 X ML X N

!!.

I XN.

Note that H*r(M) lox N is 0 X r*r(M) and H*r(M) I 1 X N
with total space I X ML X N is the CAT bundle 1 X r'*r(M~) .
Using the microbundle homotopy theorem, find a microisomorphism
f: I X r*r(M) ~ H*r(M)
that is the micro-identity over 0 X N and is the natural microbe a CAT
isomorphism over a neighborhood of I XC. Let
manifold structure defined near the zero-section in I X Er*r(M) so
that f is represented by a CAT imbedding into I X ML X N =
E(H*r(M)) .
agrees with 0 X L X N and is a product along I
Certainly
near I X i(C). The pull-back rule defines ~ so that r I I X M X N
gives to I X r*r(M) the CAT bundle structure 1 X ~. Thus

r

r

r:

L XN

~

E(~)

reI i(C).

To conclude it suffices to give a further concordance

r': LXN

£'=

h-1(LXR n ) reI i(C) ,

which is in fact easy; we set

r'

= j-l (1 X L X Rn) where

J :I XMXN ~ I X

Mi X Rn

is defined by J(t, x, y) = (t, x, Y - gt(x)) with gt: M ~ N a
homotopy, fixing a neighborhood of C, from M 4 N to a CAT
map gl : ML ~ N. This completes the proof. •
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§7. A PARALLEL CLASSIFICATION THEOREM
When the manifold M has a given CAT structure, an alternative
classification of CAT structures is available. Its directness and
simplicity are appealing; what is more, it provides an abelian group
structure on gCAT(M) since Whitney sum makes TOP/CAT(e(M))
an abelian group, e(M) being the trivial bundle over M.
THEOREM 7.1 .

Let M be a CA T manifold of dimension ~ 5, without
boundary. Let C C M be a closed subset and let e(M) be the
trivial (zero-ciimensional) bundle over M. Then there is a natural
bijection
at : TOP/CAT(e(M) reI C) ~

gCAT(M rei C).

The mapping aI' parallel to the smoothing rule of § 3 , is
defined as follows. If e is a CAT structure on a neighborhood of
M X 0 in M X R S giving eS ~ e(M) a CAT microbundle structure
representing x E TOP/CAT(M rei C), then at (x) is represented by
any CAT manifold structure L on M such that, for some neighborhood U of M X 0 , the structure (L X R S) I U is concordant
rei C X 0 to e I U . It is , to be sure, the Product Structure Theorem
that assures us such a L exists and has a well-defined class a 1 (x) in
g CA T(M rei C), cf. [III, § 5.1.1] .

Proof of Theorem 7.1. A direct application of Proposition 5.1!

II

In the remainder of this section we relate 7.1 to the classification
theorem 4.1 and then discuss an exact sequence of abelian groups
entrapping TOP/CAT(e(M)).
LEMMA 7.2 .

Consider: M a CAT object,' 11 a CAT mi,"robundle Ol'er M;
~ a TOP microbundle over M.. ~o a CAT structure on the
restriction of ~ to a neighborhood of a closed subset C of M.
In this situation, Whitney sum induces a bijection

§ 7. A parallel classification theorem
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: TOP/CAT(~

reI C '~o)
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TOP/CAT(7] E9 ~ reI C, 7] E9 ~o) .

Proof of 7.2: Choosing a CAT microbundle inverse 11' to 11 (using
[MiS] , cf. Appendix A), we get f/' E911 ~ ek where ek . is the
trivial bundle of dimension k say, over M. An inverse to "f/(£I" is
provided by the composition of "f/'E9" with the natural isomorphism
TOP/CAT(f/' E9 f/ E9 ~ reI C) -+ TOP /CAT(~ reI C) coming from the
evident micro-isomorphisms 11' E9 f/ E9 ~ ~ ek E9 ~ ~ ~ E9 ek . Sin(;e we
are dealing with stable CAT structures on ~,the verification that this
is the inverse of "f/E9" requires a CAT isotopy of id I Rk+s to the
permutation map (x I , ... , xk+s) * (xk+l ,... , xk+s ' x I ,... , xk) for
seven. •
We now have a triangle (for the data of 7.1)
TOP/CAT(e(M) reI C)
"r(M)E9"

1

~ (from 7.1)

(from 7.2)

TOP/CAT(r(M) reI C)

gCAT(M reI C).

----;; (from 4.])

whose three sides are bijections.
Assertion 7.3. This triangle is commutative.

Proof of 7.3: Let v(M) be a CAT normal microbundle to M
appropriately imbedded in euclidean space R m+n , n large; denote
the projection r: E(v)
N -+ M and choose an isomorphism
m
n
v(M) E9 reM) ~ e + :!: e(M), to get as in the proof of 7.2 an inverse
"vE9" to "r(M)E9".
Evidently it suffices to check that al 0 "VE9" = ao . For this we
observe natural CAT isomorphisms of manifolds

=

E(v(M) E9 reM)) ....... E(r*r(M))

~

M XN

and identify M with the common zero-section ~M. Now alO "vG3"
is determined by the rule that assigns to a CAT manifold structure e
defmed near M = ~M X 0 in M X N X R s , s ~ 0, and standard
near C = ~C X 0, a new CAT structure on M obtained via tht:
Product Structure Theorem applied reI C using the trivialized normal
microbundle v E9 r E9 e S ~ e m +n +s to M. On the other hand 1]0
is detemlined similarly, but using the distinct normal microbundle to
M h:winp" fihp.T~ "l{ X N X R s
"l{ t= M
F4flTt"l1~tph, thp~p two I' AT
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normal microbundles to M in M X N X RS are CAT isotopic, if
s is large, by Appendix A. It follows immediately that these two rules
give the same map, i.e. a 1 0 "VE9" = a as required, •
To conclude this section, we briefly discuss an exact sequence of
abelian groups involving TOP/CAl"(e(M)) Here M denotes a DIFF
manifold if CAT = DIFF or polyhedron if CAT = PL ,
0

PROPOSITION 7.4. There is a natural exact sequence of abelian groups
as described below:
CAT(M)

~ TOP(M)

ft TOP/CAT(E(M)) XB CAT(M) i

B TOP(M).

(A version relative to a closed subset C C M could be described
similarly 0)

B CAT(M) is the abelian group (see [MiS]) of stable isomorphism
classes of CAT microbundles over M, the addition coming from
Whitney sum of microbundles (now CAT = TOP is allowed)
TOP/CAT(e(M)) also has its addition from Whitney sum. It is
an exercise (using CAT isotopics of even permutations on Rn to the
identity, as for 7.2) to verify that this addition is well-defined and
abelian.
CAT(M) is the set of which a typical element is represented by a
CAT micro-isomorphism f: em ~ em of a trivial bundle
xO
m PI
m
e : M ~ MX R
~ M , Another such g: en ~ en represents
the same element of CAT(M) if there exists a CAT micro~isomorphism
H: I X eS ~ I X e S) coincides with 0 X f X (id I Rs- m ) and
HI (1 X eS ) coincides with I X g X (id I Rs- n ) , We say that h is
stably isotopic to h' and write h '" h'. An abelian group structure
in CAT(M) is induced by composition of micro-isomorphisms: thus,
given x, x' in CAT(M), represent them by h, h' : e S ~ e S ; then
h'h represents x+x'. To verify that this addition is abelian, Le.
h'h '" hh' , we use
0

Lemma.

h

E9

Od I en) '" (id I en)

E9

h

(n even).

To prove this lemma one can conjugate using a CAT isotopy of
s
id I R +n fixing 0 to the permutatl'on (x 1, x 2 ,"0, x
) -Hs+n
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From this lemma it follows that hb' '" hE9h' '" h'E9h "" h'h. Thus
CAT(M) is indeed an abelian group.
The maps ex and S are obvious forgetting maps. At the level
of representatives, {3 assigns to a TOP micro-isomorphism
h: en ~ en the CAT structure ~n on en that makes
h: ~n ~ en a CAT micro-isomorphism; and 'Y assigns to a CAT
structure ~n on en the CAT microbundle ~n.
This completes our description of the sequence of Proposition 7.4 ;
it is clearly an exact sequence of group homomorphisms. •
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§8. CLASSIFYING SPACES OBTAINED BY
E. H. BROWN'S METHOD

In tIus section and the next we aim to review the classification of
reductions of micro-bundles by vertical homotopy classes of sections of
suitable fiber spaces. Combined with the results of earlier sections this
will yield in § lOa 'homotopy' classification of CAT manifold
structures on any topological manifold of hlgh dimension.
The situation is much as for principal bundles with fiber a topological group (see [Hus] ). For any topological group G, the
contractible infinite join E = G*G*G*... with the natural right Gaction is a universal numerable principal G-bundle with base E/G
called BG . For any subgroup H C G the restricted action of H on
E is again principal, and since E is contractible we dare to write
E/H = BH t. Now BG is naturally a quotient of BH , indeed we have.
a bundle
quo.t
CB : G/ H ~ BH
) BG
which is none other than the numerable bundle with fiber G/H
associated to the universal principal bundle E ~ BG (read [Hus , p.
70] ). Hence reductions (= restrictions) to group H of any numerable
principal G-bundle ~ over a space X correspond naturally and
bijectively to liftings to BH of any fixed classifying map c: X ~ BG
for ~. (Recall that such a lifting of c is equivalent to a section of the

t This notation suggests E ~ BH is universal. Here are two cases where it is :
(i) If G ~ G/H has local sections (equivalently, is a locally trivial H-bundle) then

E =G*G*,,· ~ BH is evidently locally trivial and hence universal (by [Hus , p.57]),
at least for locally trivial principal H-bundles over arbitrary CW complexes. A.
Gleason showed that G -+ G/H does have local sections if H is a Lie group and is
closed in G while G is Hausdorff, see [Serl .
(li) If G is a complete metric space, and

oo

H eGis closed and LC , then
Michael's selection theorems [Mic I show that every pull-back of the principal
bundle E ~ BH over a CW complex is locally trivial. And it follows (as on p.S7
of [Hus}) that E ~ BH is again universal for locally trivial principal H-bundles
over CW complexes.
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associated bundle ~[G/H].)
If H is a normal closed subgroup of G, then G/H is a
topological group and ill is a principal bundle with group G/H. In
this case, when one lifting c': X ~ BH of c is fixed, all other liftings c": X ~ BH of c are in bijective correspondence
c" ~ ~(c" ,c') with maps A(C", c') : X ~ G/H by the rule
defining ~(c", c')(x) E G/H by
c"(x)

=

c'(x)· A(c" , c')

dot denoting the right action of G/H. This can be further explained by
observing that c' provides a section of the induced bundle c* CB over
X, hence a trivialization of it as G/H bundle; for sections of c* ill
are precisely liftings of c.
This is the behavior we encounter with reductions of microbundles. In fact, reductions of locally trivial topological R n bundles
to vector bundles can be discussed in this framework; it is really only
PL bundles that force us to adopt less concrete methods below.
PROPOSITION 8.1 . (CAT = PL or TOP) .

There exists a simplicial complex BCA T( n) (locally finite if CAT
= PLj and a CAT n-microbundle 'Y~AT over BCAT(n) that is
universal in the following relative sense.
(*) Let ~ be a CAT n-microbundle over an euclidean
neighborhood retract X (polyhedron if CAT = PL),' let U be

an open neighborhood of a closed set C ex,' and let
fo: ~ I U ~ YCA T be a CAT microbundle map. Then ~}zere
exists a microbundle map f.' ~ ~ -rCAT so that f = fo near
C.
Complement to 8.1 . In case CAT = DIFF Proposition 8.1 is valid
except that, to allow BDIFF(n) to be a DIFF manifold, we define it
to be the Grassmannian Gn(R n +k ) of n-planes in R n +k , k large,
oo

rather than Gn(R ) which is not a DIFF manifold, and let '"t8IFF
be the standard vector bundle that enjoys a weakened universality,
namely (*) for DIFF manifolds X of dimension < k . For
convenience in what follows we choose BDIFF(n) inductively so that
k = kn > dim(BDIFF(n-])) + n . •
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(cr. [WesJ [WhiJ) .

This takes up the rest of the section.
There are semi-simplicial proofs [Mi 3 ] [RS Ol ; however we will
establish 8.1 using E. H. Brown's theory of representability , which has
earned a reputation for being widely useful although its results are not
always the most precise.
Let C be the category of connected simplicial complexes with
base point and base point preserving piecewise linear maps. The
simplicial complexes are not supposed locally finite t ; the compactly
generated (CW complex) topology is used. A piecewise-linear map
f: X ~ Y of such complexes is a continuous map such that for each
simplex (or finite subcomplex) !l in X there is some linear subdivision A' of A such that f maps each simplex of A' linearly
into some simplex of Y.
If X E C is not locally finite a PL n-microbundle ~ over X
is a TOP n-microbundle 7] over X together with a PL structure
~ l!l on 7]1!l for each simplex (or finite subcomplex) A of X;
the PL structures ~ 1 A are supposed to agree wherever they overlap. This certainly extends the definition valid for locally finite
complexes given in § I .
A PL n-microbundle ~ over X E C with basepoint Xo will
be said to be rooted [MiS' § 71 if it is equipped with a microbundle
map b: ~ 1 Xo ~ €n to the trivial bundle €n: 0 ~ R n ~ O. Two
rooted n-microbundles (~, b) and (t, b ' ) over X are called
equivalent if there exists a PL micro-isomorphism h: ~ ~
so that
b'h = b near Xo in ~ I Xo .

r

Let H(X) be the set of equivalence classes of rooted PL nmicro bundles over X. The standard rule of pull-back makes of H a
contravariant functor

H: C

a

~

lh

to the category
of pointed sets. It is straightforward to check that
H. Brown. First some notation:
H satisfies the classical axioms of
if f: X ~ Y in C , the induced map H(f): H(X) of- H(Y) is
written f*, and if f is an inclusion we write f*(u) = u 1 X ,
u E H(Y).

E:

t The use of arbitrary simplicial complexes is a device of D. White [Whi]
that serves to get a maximum of infonnation from E. H. Brown's method, and
with a minimum of effort .
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(l) Homotopy axiom. If
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f, g: X ~ Yare PL homotopic as

pointed maps then f* = g* as maps H(X) ~ H(Y).
Proof. This follows from the micro bundle homotopy theorem (§ 1) ,
applied (sharply) relative to base point. This relative microbWldle
homotopy theorem is valid for arbitrary simplicial complexes, in the
form sharply relative to subcomplexes, since one can use the case of a
simplex relative to its boundary to obtain the general case via an
induction over skeleta . •
(2) Glueing (or Mayer-Vietoris) axiom. If X = Xl U X 2

with
common base point in Xo = Xl n X 2 and Xl E H(X 1 ) and X2
in H(X 2) satisfy X11Xo = X2IXO, then there exists x EH(X)
such that X IX 1 = Xl and x IX 2 = X2. And x is unique if X is
the wedge (surii with common base point) X = XIV X 2 • •
(3) Wedge axiom. The natural map

H(VexXexJ
is a bijection for the wedge
pointed complexes. •

~

n
ex

Vex XCi.

H(Xex)
of any collection

{Xex} of

E. H. Brown's celebrated repres"entation theorem [Brn] [Sp] {Ad]
asserts that any functor H: C ~ ~
verifying (I), (2) and (3) is
representable in the sense that it admits a $classifying' space Band
'universal' element u as follows:
(**) There is an object B in C and an element u in H(B)
so that Tu: I X, BI ~ H(X) , defined by sending f: X ~ B to
H(f)(u) E H(X) , is bijective for every X in C . (Here
f*u

=

f X, B J denotes the set of pointed PL homotopy classes of
pointed PL maps X

~

B.J

It is more usual for C to be the category Co of pointed CW
"complexes and pointed continuous maps. But, given the relative
simplicial approximation theorem of [Ze2] , Brown's arguments apply
to our PL category, cf. [Whi] ; indeed Brown even axiomatizes the
properties of C that are essential [Bm] . Alternatively, since each
CW complex is homotopy equivalent to a simplicial complex and since
continuous maps of simplicial complexes can be homotoped to PL
maps in a relative way (for both facts use the relative simolicial
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approximation theorem in a skeletal induction) , one can extend H in_
an essentially unique way to

H:

Co -+

&.

This functor still verifies axioms (1), (2) and (3). (Indeed (1) and (3)
are evident; and (2) follows from the fact that any triad (X; Xl ,Xl)
of CW complexes is homotopy equivalent to a simplicial triad, cf.
[III, §5.21 .)
Clearly B can be replaced by any complex homotopy equivalent
in C (or Co), Hence B can chosen to be countable because
1fkB = HCS k ) is countable for all k t t ; and then in addition B can
be made a locally finite simplicial complex, cf. [Mi 2 ] . Then
u E H(B) is represented by a 'universal' microbundle 'Y' We write
B and 'Y now as BPL(n) and 'Y~L'

Similarly, in fact more easily, one defines B TOP{ n) and
'¥'tOP·
To establish 8.1 it remains only to prove.
ASSERTION 8.3 (for CAT = PL or TOP). Let. 'Y~AT be the CAT:
microbundle over BCA T( nJ constructed above. The universality
property (**) implies the relative universality property (*) of 8. I .
The most obvious approach to the proof fails because one finds
that a micro-automorphism of ~ near C intervenes. Instead we
argue roughly that (*) holds for (X, C) = (Sk , 0) , hence also for
(B k , aBk) , which implies the general case; the details are given in fOUf.
steps, which apply to most bundle theories.

Step ( 1). Band 'Y remain universal in the sense of (-**) if a new
base point b' E B is chosen and 'Y is suitably re-rooted .
Proof off IJ. There is a (pointed) homotopy equivalence (B, b) -+
(B ,hi) homotopic (freely) to id I B , hence covered by a micro-bundle.

t The countability of H(Sk) follows quickly from the fact that, up to
isomorphism, there are only countably many simplicial maps f: X ~ Y of finite
simplicial complexes. Incidentally, if we were working in the topological
cate~ory , the Cerna vskillocal contractibility theorem [Ce I 2] would assure that
'
H(S ) is countable, cf. [Si 12 ,p.J62] .
:j: Proving that if 1f*B is countable then B is homotopy equivalent to a
countable complex can be made an exercise with Brown's method for representing
rhf'frrnrtnr

Y .....

rv

D1
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map 'Y

~

'Y. From this fact step (1) follows easily.

Lemma 8.4. Let

f: en
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•

~ en

be a CAT micro-isomorphism of the
trivial bundle en over Rk to itself such that [ is the identity on
en I 0, where 0 = origin o[ Rk. There exists another CAT microisomorphism [': en ~ en equal f near Rk - 2Bk (where Bk =
k-ball in Rk) and equal the identity near Bk.
Proof of lemma: Indeed f' can be the pullback of f by a CAT
map Rk ~ Rk that maps ~ Bk to the origin and fIxes Rk -

•
Step (2) . Property (*) holds when X

= Sk,

t nk .

k ~ 0 , and C is a

hemisphere of Sk.
Proofo!(2). We are given a CAT micro-bundle map fo: ~IU. ~ 'Y,
U being an open neighborhood of C. Choose a base point Xo E C
(fo covering fo) be the base
for Sk, and using step (I) let fo (x o )
point for B. By (**) and the homotopy extension property we can find
a classifying map f: Sk ~ B with f = fo on a neighborhood V of
C and a micro-isomorphism
'P : ~ ~ f*'Y.
Note that, as f*'Y1 V

= fci'Yl V ,

there is a natural micro-identification

'Po : ~ I V ~ f*'Y I V
which, composed with f*'Y ~ 'Y, yields f o ' And (**) tells us that
I{J can be chosen equal to 'Po on ~ I Xo . By Lemma 8.4 we can alter
I{J near C to
'P': ~ ~ f*'Y
so that 'P'

= 'P

near C. Then the composed microbundle map
'P'

f : ~

equals fo near C.

~ f*'Yn

nat.

~ 'Y

n

•

Step (3) . Property (*) holds when X
C = aDk.

is a k-disc Dk, k ~ 0, lind

Proof of (3) . We can assume Ok is a hemisphere of Sk. Extend
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aD k ~ B over the complementalY hemisphere D~

to

get C: D~ ~ B. Identifying f':'YnISk-l naturally with ~ISk-l
near Sk-l form a microbundle f over Sk extending ~ and
f:'Y n , together with a microbundle map f~: ~' I u' ~ 'Yn
!

U'

=

U U D~ , extending f o . Now apply Step (2) .

II

Step (4). Property (*) holds in general.
Proof of (4) . We can assume X is a simplicial complex. If CAT =
TOP , arrange this by passing to a neighborhood in euclidean space
having the original X as retract. Triangulate the new X finely and
construct the required extension by induction applying step (3)
simplex by simplex. II
This completes the proof of Assertion 8.3 and of Proposition 8.1 .
II
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§9. CLASSIFYING REDUCTIONS
The universal microbundle ')'~AT' (CAT = DIFF or PL) can
be regarded as a TOP n-microbundle. As such it admits a map
in: ')'~AT ~ 'Y~OP covering a map jn: BeAT(n) ~ BTOP(n) .
And by 8. I jn is unique up to homotopy. Using the well-known
device of Serre we now convert jn into a Hurewicz fibrati9n
Pn : BCAT(n) ~ BTOP(n)' Thus we. define BCAT(n) to be the set
of commutative squares of continuous maps
0

1
BeAT(n)

inclusion

In

I

1
)

BTOP(n)

endowed with the compact~open topology. (It can be described as the
space of paths in BTOP(n) each issueing from some specified point of
BeAT(n)') There is an imbedding in: BCAT(n) ~ BTOP(n) as
constant paths and the initial point map is a deformation retraction
BCAT(n) ~ BCAT(n) while the final point map Pn : BCAT(n) ~~
~ BTOP(n) is a Hurewicz fibration extending jn: BCAT(n) ~
~ BTOP(n) , i.e. Pn has the homotopy lifting property.
PROPOSITION 9.1 .
Let ~n be a TOP n-microbundle over a CAT object
X (= DIFF manifold or polyhedron) and let f: ~ ~ ')' ~AT over
f: X ~ BTOP(n) classify ~.
Then, there is a natural bijective correspondence between
concordance classes of CAT microbundle structures on ~n and
vertical homotopy classes of fiftings of f to BCAT(n)' (Vertical
means that composition with Pn gives the constant homotopy of f.)
This bijection is denoted
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Proof of 9.1 (cf. Browder [Br 1 ' § 4]) .
To lighten notation here we delete CAT, replace TOP by + and
usually suppress n.
Here is a rule that defines I,On' Given a CAT structure 77 on ~
choose a CAT microbundle map G: 77 ~ ')'n and consider the
composed TOP microbundle map ~ = 77 ~ ')' ~ p*,), + ' which we
also call G. We will presently explain how to form a microbundle
homotopy H: I X ~ ~ p*,),+ ' H: G :::: F so that P#F is the
given map f: ~ ~ ')' ; then if F: ~ ~ p*,),+ is over say F: X ~
B' we have pF = f. +The rule 77 -1+ F defines I,On'
To form H above, first use 8.1 to obtain a TOP microbundle
homotopy H+: i X ~ ~ ')'+, H+: P#G ~ f, over H+: I X X -+
B+ ' H+: pG ~ f, say. Then apply the homotopy lifting property
of p: B' ~ B+ to obtain a homotopy H: I X X ~ B' , fro111 G to
say F, and lifting 14 (Le. pH ="H+). Finally note that H: I X X -+
B' and H+: I X ~ ~ ')'+ together specify a microbundle homotopy
H: I X ~ ~ p*,),+ as required.

Observation: The above rule is relative in the following sense: Let 770
be a CAT structure on ~o = ~ I U where U is an open neighborhood
in X of a given closed set C ex. Suppose the above construction
has been carried out for ~o' 770 and fo = fl U , yielding say
Ho: Go ~ Fo' Then the construction call be carried out for ~, 77
and f yielding say H: G ~ F in such a way that H equals Ho

near I XC.

•

Applied to the bundle I X ~ (in place of ~) with {O, I} X X
as C this observation shows that I,On is well-defined.
Here is a rule defining a mapping 1/1 n that will be the inverse of
c,on' Given a lifting F: X ~ B' of f, note that F and f together
specify a unique F: ~ ~ p*,),+ lifting f. Since B is a strong
deformation retract of B', we can find H: I X ~ ~ p*,),+ '
H : G ~ F with G over a CAT map G: X ~ B C B'. (Use 8.1
and CAT approximation of continuous maps here.) Now ~ has a
"
canonical CAT structure 77 such that G: 77 = ~ ~ p*')'+ I B == 'Y,'
becomes a CAT microbundle map 11 ~ 'Y. The rule F ~ 71 defines.:

1/1 n .
The construction for I/I n has a relative form like that for c,on'
Hence 1/1 n is well-defined. I t is clear that I,On and 1/1 n are inverse
•
to one another. Thus 9.1 is proved.
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Warning. The bijective correspondence of 9.1 is not well-detennined
without a specific TOP microbundle map f: reM) ~ 'Y~OP being
given (even with ~ and f: X ~ BTOP(n) well specified). Without
f we have instead a classification of CAT structures on f*'Y~OP'
The map f amounts to giving in addition a micro-isomorphism
~ ::: f*'Y~OP' and there may be many essentially different ones. See
end of § 5 in lSi 10] for an example of the influence of the choice of
f when X = S3 and ~ is trivial, and compare §7.4 above.
We now formulate a relative version of this proposition. Let ~o
be a CAT structure on ~ 1U where U is an open neighborhood in X
of a given closed subset C ex. We wish to analyse the set
TOP n/CATn(~ rei C'~o)
of concordance classes reI C of CAT structures on ~ that coincide
near C with ~o'
For simplicity suppose now that for·a CAT classifying map
F0: ~o ~ 'Y~A T one has in F0 = f 1 (~ 1U) as maps to 'Y~OP'
Using 8.1 tlns can always be arranged, provided that we are free to
rechoose f. (If not see 9.2.1 below.)
Define
Liftn(f reI C, F0)
to be the set of liftings of f to BeAT(n) that equal F 0 near C,
divided by the equivalence relation of vertical homotopy reI C .
PROPOSITION 9.2 (relative version of 9.1) .
With the above data there exists a natural bijection
CPn : TOPn/CATn(~ reI C, ~o) ~ Liftn(f reI C, F 0) .
Remark 9.2.1 . This bijection can also be set up in case we can not or
wHl not make a special choice of f as above. Instead we must specify
(a) a CAT classifying map Go: ~o ~ ~AT and (b) a TOP
microbundle homotopy Ho: I X ~o ~'P~'Y~OP' Ho: Go ~ F0

fr~m Go to say F 0: ~o -)- Pn'Y~OP over (say) F 0

:

U

such that (Pn) F0 = f I(~ 1U) and hence Pn F 0 = fl u.

#

~

III

<

The proof of 9.2 is a straightforward generalization of 9.1'
leave it aside. (Cf. [V, §21.) •
A word about the naturalitv in 9.2. If a:

~' ~ ~

BeA.T(n)
~

~d

we

is a TOP
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microbundle map covering a CAT map g: X'
a commutative square

~

X it means we have

TOPn/CATn(~ reI C'~o)

ex

1
)

Liftn (f reI C', F~)

where C' C g-l C, ~~ = (gl g-l U)*~o' f' = fg, F~ =
= (Fog) I (g-l U) , and where a arises from pull-back while {3 is
defined at the level of representatives by sending a lifting F of f to
Fg. •
The space TOP n/CATn is defined to be the fiber (over a base
point) of Pn: BeAT(n) ~ BTOP(n)' It is related to the function
~ -!+ TOPn/CATn(~) above by 9.1 ,9.2 ; the homotopy type of
TOPn/CATn puts up the obstructions to finding liftings of f: X ~
BTOP(n) to BeAT(n) , or to homo toping two such liftings , etc.
Stable classification.
There is a homotopy commutative ladder
sn
... ~ BCAT(n) ~
BCAT(n+l) ~ ...
(L)

... ~ BTOP(n)

BTOP(n+ 1) ~ ...

where the horizontal CAT map sn is defined up to homotopy by the
condition that it be covered by a CAT microbundle map
sn : ')'~AT (9 e 1 ~ ')'~ily. It represents stabilization. Similarly for
s~. Recall that jn represents the forgetful functor and is covered by a
TOP microbundle map ')'~AT ~ 1'~Op·
With the help of mapping cylinder constructions arrange inductivelY·
that all the stabilizations sn and s~ are inclusions of subcomplexes .
Then, using inductively the homotopy extension property for these
inclusions, make the ladder (L) strictly commutative. Now we have
"stable" classifying spaces (complexes!)
BCAT

= ~ BCAT(n) , BTOP = ~ BTOP(n)

§9. Classifying stable reductions
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and a "forgetful" map j = Ujn : BCAT ~ BTOP ' Let BCAT be
the space of paths in BTOP issueing each from a specified point in
BpL ; and adopt the compact-open topology for BCAT' One has
BCAT = ~ BCAT(n) .
In fact the following classical lemma applied to BTOP = UBTOP(n)
shows that any such path in BCA T lies in some BCAT(n)' More
generally, using the exponential law [Sp, p.6] , the lemma shows that
any compactum in BCAT lies in some BCAT(n) .
Lemma. Let X be a topological space having its topology coinduced
(I Sp, p. 4J) from a nested sequence of :;ubspaces Xl C X 2 C X 3 C···
with X = )f X n · If K C X is compact Hausdorff, then K lies in
some X n .

Proof of lemma (by contradiction). If xn E K () (X-Xn) is a
sequence of distinct points, then the set- {x n I n=1 ,2,3, ... } C K has
discrete topology coinduced since it meets each Xn in a fmite set. II
Choosing base points to make the maps in (L) pointed, we next
define the space TOP/CAT to be the fiber of the natural Hurewicz
fibration p: BCAT ~ BTOP and observe that
TOP/CAT = UTOP n/CATn'
n

Our definitions assure commutativity of the square
TOP n/CA T n (~ reI C, ~o)

CPn
~

~

Liftn(f reI C,F 0)

t
where the vertical arrows come from stabilization. Taking the limit on
k we get a bijection
(9.3)

TOP/CAT(~

reI

C'~o) ~)

lim Liftn+k(f reI C,Fo )'

it

The right hand side maps naturally to Lift(f reI C ,F0) defined for
p: BCAT ~ BTOP · This mapping is bijective whenever X is
compact, because any map of a compactum into BCAT must lie in
B~

4""'1" ."\

for qomp.

n

Thnq

WP h~"p

vprifipn thp fnlJn\llino th""nrp"ItY'I
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in case X is com pact.
THEOREM 9.4. The natural mapping (from 9.3)

e:

TOP/CAT(~ reI C '~o) ~

Lift(f rei C ,F 0)

is bijective provided the CA T object X is of finite dimension.

To prove 9.4 , it remains to establish that the natural map
l~l

Liftn+k(f rei C,F o )

~

LiftCf reI C,F o )

k
is also bijective in case X is noncom pact .
A suitable stability lemma for the sequence TOP n/CA Tn will
permit one to establish this by building vertical deformations into some
BCAT(n) of lifts to BCAT using a cell by cell skeletal induction in
X. Clearly the following result wi1! suffice:

Stability Theorem (proved in [KS I] [LR 2 ] lSi I 0 ' § 5] [V , § 5.2] ) .
If Ie ~ nand n ~ 5, then 7rk(TOP/CAT, TOPn/CATn)=O.
We , however, prefer to use a weaker stability result whose proof
we shall give here using only methods familiar in this essay. The above
stability result requires (in all proofs given so far) some ideas from the
rival immersion theoretic methods cf classification.
Weak Stability Lemma 9.5. Given integers k and n, each
there exists an integer s ~ 0 such that the stabilisation map

~

0,

7rk(TOPn+s/CATn+s' TOPn/CAT n ) ~ 7rk(TOP/CAT, TOPn/CATn )
is surjective.
This is clearly also strong enough to prove 9.4 (but just !) . Beware
however that 9.4 is presumably t false for infinite dimensional objects
such as X = 11 Sk. At any rate, it is easy to prove using Pontrjagin
k

characteristic classes that [11 Sk , BCAT 1 =f I~ [11 Sk ,BCAT(n)] .
n

Proof of 9.5. We can suppose with no loss of generality that k+n ~ 6
for the special case fonnally implies the general case. Using the method
of proof of 9.1 the reader will verify that 9.5 is equivalent to the
following geometric assertion.

§9. Classifying stable reductions
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Assertion,' Let ~n+x be a CAT structure on the trivial bundle e n+x
over Bk such that near aBk the structure ~ is a prqduct with RX.
Then there exists an integer s depending on nand k (but not on
~) such that, for some

y ~ 0 depending on ~,there is a
y
n + x+ : ~ (9 e Y ~ 1]n+s E9 e X+Y- s reI aB k , where
concordance
1"/ is a CAT structure on e n+ s , and r is a CAT structure on.
I X en +x +y .

r

Proof of assertion,' To simplify notation we can assume ~n+x
represented by a CAT manifold structure on all of Bk X Rn+x. We
remark that, in the proof below, Bk could be any CAT manifold.
Regarding ~ as a mere manifold structure, apply the Product
Structure Theorem reI boundary to obtain a conditioned concordance
r : ~ ~ a X R X reI aBk X R n+ x , where a is a CAT manifold
structure on Bk X R n. Now apply the main lemma 5.1 to
and the
k
x
n
bundle I X e + + over I X Bk, always working reI (l X aBk) u
(0 X Bk) : first near the end ] X Bk ,where
is conditioned, to
produce 1]n+s; and second reI I X Bk to produce rn+x+y :
~ E9 e y ~ 1"/n+s E9 e X+ Y- s . Observe that 1]n+s depends only on
(B k X Rn)a via 5.1 , whence s depends only on k (and not on ~n;
nor even on n, an unnecessary bonus) . •

r

r

Remark: The early (but rigorous) treatment of smoothing theory by
Lashof and Rothenberg [LR 1] modestly restricted attention essentially
to compact manifolds; we have just faced the one technical problem
that presumably discouraged treating arbitrary noncompact manifolds.
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§ 10. HOMOTOPY CLASSIFICATION OF MANIFOLD STRUCTURES

Combining the isomorphism of 9.4 relating reductions to liftings ,
with the isomorphisms of the classification theorems 3.1 ,4.1 ,4.2 ,
4.3 , 7.2 relating manifold structures to red':lctions and with a theorem
to absorb the boundary 2.1 we immediately arrive at a theorem relating
CAT manifold structures to liftings of classifying maps, from BTO P to
BCAT in the Hurewicz fibration (of §9) p: BCAT ~ BTOp with
fiber TOP/CAT.
CLASSIFICATION THEOREM 10.1.
Consider the data: M m a topological m-mamfold (metrizable ,
and possibly with boundary).. Lo a CAT manifold structure defined
on an open neighborhood U of a closed C eM .. F0: riM) I U ~
'Y8AT a microbulldle map over F0 : U ~ BCAT that is CAT for the
CAT microbundle structure on r(M)! U given by Lo" f: r(M) ~
'Y'fop a TOP microbundle map over f: M ~ BrOP(m) such that
J.m F0 -- f near C. t
Suppose m = dim M ~ 6, (Of 111 = 5 and aM C C). Then M
admits a CAT manifold structure L equal Lo near C if and only
if f has a lifting M ~ BCA T equal to F0 near C. In fact there
is a bijection (J
(J

gCAT(M reI C,L o ) ~ Lift(f reI C,F 0)

mapping from concordance classes rei C of such structures Land
mapping to vertical homotopy classes rei C of littings of f to
BeAT equal Fo near C. Further, when one such L is singled
out, there is a bijection e1

e

gCAT(M reI C,~o) -4 [M re! C, TOP/CAT]
to the homotopy classes rei C of maps M ~ TOP/CAT that send a
neighborhood of C to the base point.

t One can relax this restriction on

f by giving ,'flore data, see 9.2. J •

§ 1O. Homotopy classification of manifold structures
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The bijections (l and (l1 above are natural for restriction to
open subsets M of M. Thus there is a commutative square
A

(J

Lift(f reI C,F 0)

---7

restriction

.}

.}
(l

A

A

AA

Lift(fl M reI C,F o )

---7
A

restriction

A

A

A

in which ~o = ~ol(U () M), C = C () M, Fol(U () M). And
there is a similar square with

e1

in place of

e.

10.2. Concerning boundary. When aM f if; , one defines reM) to
be reM') I M where M' is M with the collar aM x [0,00)
attached by identifying aM = aM x 0 as in 2.1 . The case with
aM "f if; of 10.1 follows from 2.1 after an application to M' pf the·
case without boundary, if we note that restriction gives an isomorphism

Lift(r reI

C,F~) ~

Lift(f reI e,F 0)

whenever r: M' ~ BTOP extends f, while
lifts r I U' and extends F 0 .

F~:

V'

~

BCAT

10.3. Description of e. If ~ is a CAT structure representing
x E gCAT(M) then O(x) E Lift(f) can be quickly constructed as
follows. (See §4 and §9 for proof.) Let G: r(M~) ~ 'Y~AT
over G: M ~ BCAT be a CAT microbundle map . Then 8.1 lets
us form a TOP microbundle homotopy H: I X reM) ~ 'Ylfop over
H : I X M ~ BTOP from the composition jn G : reM) ~ 'YE:AT ~
rrop to be given f: reM) ~ 'Ylfop, With our specific definition t of
BCAT ' the maps G and H: I X M ~ BTOp (with 0 X G bfting
HI (0 X M)) already constitute a lifting F: M ~ BCAT of f; this
rep res en ts (x) .
Now the relative case (C f if;). If ~ represents
x E g CAT(M reI C,~o) we can assure successively that G equals
F0 near C and that H is the constant homotopy of G near
I XC. Then the lifting F equals F 0 near C in X, and F once
more represents (l(x).

e

lOA. Description of 0- 1

•

If y E Lift(f) is represented by
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F : M -+ BCAT ' then e- I (y) E ,gCAT(~1) can be defined as follows
when aM = 1> = C. As in §3, let M be imbedded in R n , n
large, and let r: N -+ M be a retraction to M of an open neighborhood of M in Rn. We arrange that F(M) C BCAT(t)' m < t
< 00 (see 9.4 and related discussion). Then F and f: reM) E9
e t- m -+ 'Y'fop E9 €t-m together provide a map F: reM) EB €t-m -+
Pt'Ytop over F. Find a microbundle homotopy of its composition
with r*r(M) E9 €t-m -+ reM) EB €t-m to a microbundle map
'P: r*r(M) E9 et- m -+ 'YtAT over a CAT map N -+ BCAT(t) C
BCAT(t). Then r*r(M) EB e t- m gets a canonical CAT microbundle
structure making 'P CAT. But a neighborhood of M in
E(r*r(M) EB e t- m ) ~ M X N X R t-n imbeds naturally onto a
neighborhood of M X 0 in M X R t , as explained in § 3 . Then the
Product Structure Theorem deducef from the last mentioned CAT
structure a CAT manifold structure L on M X 0 = M. This L
represents e- I (y). The map e- 1 can be described similarly in the
relative case.
10.5. Either surgery or STABLE structures. Theorem 10.1
unfortunately depends on surgery through the Product Structure
Theorem (which contains the Annulus Theorem of [Kill, which in
turn uses surgery). However, when '10.1 and the Product Structure
Theorem are reformulated with the Brown-Gluck notion of STABLE
topological manifold and STABLE homeomorphism in place of the
usual TOP notions, then the dependence on surgery and the Annulus
Theorem vanishes. Compare [I, § 5] . Of course, the reformulated
result is equivalent by [Ki 1] but we don't know this without surgery.
10.6. Sections can replace liftings. Observe that linings of f
correspond naturally and bijectively to sections of that fibration over M
which is the pull-back of the fibration BCAT -+ BTOP by the
classifying map f: M -+ BTOP for reM) (cf. the introduction §O).
10.7. TOP/CAT as an H-space. The set [M reI C, TOP/CAT] is
by 9.2 naturally isomorphic to TOP/CAT(€(M) reI C), which is an
abelian group under Whitney sum. Indeed TOP/CAT like BCAT and
BTOP can readily be given H-space structures representing the Whitney
sum operation, cf. [Ad] . For stronger results along this line, see [Bo]
[BoY) (Seg) .
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10.S. Obstructions appear with untwisted coefficients. The stable
homeomorphism [Ki I] theorem shows that Z2 =1fo (TOP m) =
1T 1 BTOP (m) = 1f 1 BCAT(m), for m~5. Hence 1fo(TOP/CAT):: O.
Further, Z2 = 1f 1 (BTOP) acts trivially on 1f *(TOP /CAT) in the
fibration TOP/CAT ~ BCAT
BTOP ' To see this, observe that on
TOP/CAT(e(Sk)rel *) = 1fk(TOP/CAT) it acts by reflection in any
factor of the trivial bundle over Sk. Alternatively, as p is an Hmap of H-spaces by 10.7 , it follows, cf. [Sp , p.385] ,that
Im(1f 1 BCAT) c 1f 1 BTOP acts trivially on the fiber TOP /CAT .
Thus one has a classical obstruction theory with untwisted coefficients
to calculate Lift(f reI C,F 0) and [M reI C,TOP/CAT1

a

v

10.9. The obstructions appear in Cech cohomology.
The obstructions to finding a!,1. element of Lift(f reI C,F 0) lie
in the Cech cohomology groups Hl(M, C ; 1fi-l) (coefficients in
1fi-1 = 1fi-1 (TOP/CAT) understood). More generally, if D is closed
in M, 0 :J C , and we seek a neighborhood V of 0 and a lift of
fl V to
AT equal F 0 near C, then the obstructions lie in the

Be

Cech groups ii:ico, C ; 1fi-l) .
The proof that Cech groups appear requires only the taughtness
v
(continuity) property of Cech theory [Sp , p.316 , p.334] ,naturality
of obstructions, and the fact that we are dealing with sections of a
bundle over an ENR (an ANR should do ) .
Here are the details. Making M a retract of an open neighborhood in euclidean space, we see that it suffices to give a proof when M
is a simplicial complex. Consider closed subpolyhedra L :J K of M,
neighborhoods of 0 and C respectively, so that K C U (= domain
A
A
of F 0)' A smaller such pair will be denoted L:J K . Suppose now
that F is a given (i-I )-lifting of fl L equ~l F 0 on K. There is
classically a unique obstruction
(9(F) E Hl(L , K ; 1fi- I) to
extending F to an i-lifting equal to F 0 on K. When k-liftillgs
are appropriately defined (as below) one observes that F restricts
A
A
A
canonically to an (i-I A)-lifting • AF Aof f 1L equal Fo on K, and
&(F) restricts to (9(F) E Hl(L , K ; 1fi-I)' It follows immediately
that the obstruction to finding an i-lifting G of f, defined on some
neighborhood of 0 in 'M, equal F 0 on some neighborhood of C,
and extending F, is none other than the image of (9(F) in
•

A

A

v'

IimHI(L, K; 1fi-l) :: HI(D ,C ;1fi-l)
~

L.
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the limit being taken over all small neighborhoods L, K of D, C as
described.
It remains to define a k-lifting (k ~ 0) of fl L equal F 0 on
K. There are two valid alternatives that are related but not identical:
Classical defi1lition. F is represented by a true lifting G of f
extending F 01 K and defined on K U L}k) where L}k) is the kskeleton of some PL triangulation T of L making K a subcomplex. It is essential to agree that another such lifting G', defined
say on K U L}~), represents the same k-lifting F if there exists a
lifting of f 1 {(I X K) U (I X L)~k)} extending 0 X G , I X G'
and I X (F 01 K), where a is a PL triangulation of I X L making
I X K a subcomplex and extending 0 X T and I X T' •

Modern definition: F is precisely a true lifting F: L ~ Bk of fl L
into the k-th stage fibration Pk: Bk ~ BTOP of the Postnikov
decomposition of the fibration p: BCAT ~ BTOP ' such that
FI K = qkFol K, where
qk

Pk

p: BCAT ~ Bk ~ BTOp
is the k-th stage factorization of p. Recall that Pk+ 1 = Pk£xk+ I '
where £xk+ I : Bk+ I ~ Bk is a fibration with fiber an EilenbergMacLane space K(1fk(TOP/CAT) , k) .
10.10. Interpreting the Postnikov decomposition of p: BCAT~ BTOP
The terminology has just been established above. In case
CAT = PL it turns out that TOP/PL ~ K(Z2 ,3); thus one chooses
Bk = BTOP for k ~ 3 and Bk = BpL for k ~ 4 ! In case
CAT = DIFF it turns out that Bk is itself a stable classifying space of
a manifold theory; vertical homotopy classes of liftings of f to Bk
correspond (for aM = ¢ and dimM ~ 5) to conditioned
concordance classes of k-smooth manifold structures on M. The
pseudo-group of k-smooth homeomorphisms of open subsets of R n ,
n ~ 5 , is defined to contain h: U ~ V if h is COO nonsingular
except perhaps on a closed subset of U having Stanko homotopy
dimension ~ (n - k - 1) (such as the dual of the k-skeleton of some
triangulation), cf. [III , Appendix C] . Thus one has an infmite
sequence of manifold theories t strung out between the smooth and the
topological, corresponding to BeAT ~ ... ~ Bk -+ Bk - I -+ ... ~ Bo=

0
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= BTOP . Finally we note that PL is essentially one of these theories

indeed Bk ~ BpL for 4 ~ k ~ 7 simply because the canollical
forgetful map BDIFF ~ BpL (from Whitehead's triangulation
theorem) is 7-connected . We shall not attempt to prove these things
here; instead see [Si 15) .

10.11. Classification relative to an open subset.
For the data of 10.1 ,consider the problem of discovering and
classifying CAT structures on M that coincide with ~o on all of
the open subset U (rather than just near C). Agree that two such,
~' and ~", are equivalent if there exists a CAT concordance
r : ~' ~ ~" so that r I (U X I) = ~o X I ; and denote the set of
equivalence classes
gCAT(M rei U,L O ) '
Fortunately this problem is isomorphic to an associated problem in
dimension m + I which is solved by 10.1 . Consider
.

Z

= MXI

- (M-V) X 0 .

Assertion: 8 CA T(M reI U,L o ) ~ 8 CAT (Z reI U X 0 ,Lo X 1) .
The asserted isomorphism is defmed by sending ~ representing
x E gCA T(M rei U,L 0) to (L X I) I Z. To show that this map is
onto, consider 8 represen ting y E 8CA T(Z rei U X 0 , ~ (I X 1) .
Apply the Concordance Implies (small!) Isotopy Theorem to
e I (U X I) to get an isotopy h t of (id I Z) rei U X 0 fixing points
outside U X I so that hI (8) I (U X 1) = ~o X I. Extend hI e to a
CAT structure on Z U M X [1,00) , that on M X [1 ,00) is a product
~ X [1,00) and on U X [0,00) is a product with [0,00). (For DIFF
one needs local collaring theorems here, from [I, Appen~ix A] .)
Translating uniformly to 00 in the R factor we clearly obtain a
concordance (on Z) of h 1 8 reI U X I to the structure (~X I) I Z .
A similar (but relative) use of the Concordance Implies Isotopy
Theorem shows this map is injective, which proves the assertion.
Finally, note that H*(Z, U X 0) '"" H*(M ,V) for any theory
H* by the projection Z ~ M , (use the 5-lemma). Thus, for
purposes of calculation the problem behaves as if U were a closed
ENR in M. However, beware that F 0 obviously may not extend
beyond V even if Lo does; in general it will only extend up to
homotopy.
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10.12 The Homotopy Groups of' TOP/CAT
We indicate how this vital determination can best be carried out
using our present classification resull and surgery.
For readers interested in understanding why TOP/PL is not contractible rather than in fully calculating 1T * (TOP/CAT) ,we have
written Appendix B that reduces the prerequisites to mere handlebody
theory and V.A. Rohlin's signature theorem.
For m

~

5 ,there is a group isomorphism
l{J : 1T (TOP/CAT) '"'"') e~AT
m
It is the forgetting map from 1T m (TOP/CAT) =gCAT(Sm) ,cf. 10.8 ,
to the abelian group e~AT of oriented isomorphism classes of
oriented CAT m-manifolds homotopy equivalent to sm ,addition
being connected sum [KeM] . Indee~ sUijectivity of l{J is the (weak)
CAT Poincare theorem, which is proved readily by engulfing for
m ~ 5 , cf. [St2] [Lu] (tru2] [RS3] . Additivity is easy to check. To
check injectivity suppose S2 goes to zero in 8~AT ; then S2 is the
boundary of a contractible CAT manifold wm+ 1 , and as wm+ 1 is
homeomorphic to Bm+l by the same engulfing or Smale's h-cobordism
theorem [Mi8] [Hu2] ,we see by coning that L extends over Bm+l ,
whence [L] = 0 in 1T m (TOP/CAT) .
The group 8~L is zero for m ~ 5 . The PL h-cobordism theorem
suffices to prove this for m ~ 6 ,via coning. For m = 5., one first
shows using classical PL-DIFF smoothing theory t and Cerf's
r 4 = 0 [Ce5J ,that any PL homotopy 5-sphere M5 admits a
Whitehead compatible DIFF structure a . Then the equation
E>~IFF :::: 0 of [KeM] implies that Ma is diffeomorphic to S5 ,
whence, by Whitehead's smooth triangulation uniqueness theorem
[Wh t1 [Mu 1] , M5 is PL homeomorphic to S5 .
The group E>~IFF of .smooth homotopy spheres "was made
famous by Milnor and Kervaire [KeM] who proved that it is finite for
m ~ 5 ,and indeed largely determined it. For m = 5, 6, 7, 8,9,10,

11, its values are 0,0, Z28, Z2, Z2fJJZ2fJJZ2, Z6' Z992 . See also

rBru1 [Bf} 1 .
Whether

1T m (TOP/CAT)

= e~AT for all m ,is an intriguing
•

t See comment in Appendix B (below B.2 ).
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question (especially since an affirmative answer contradicts
Poincare conjecture). Nothing is known about 8~AT for
IFF by classical smoothing theory
(except that e~L =
[Hi3] ).

e2

For k

~

the classical
m = 3,4,
[ Mu 3]

6 , one exploits homotopy tori to prove that

1fk(TOP/CAT) ~ 1fk(K(Z2 ,3»
i.e. that it is nonzero only if k = 3 , when it is Z2 . See [KS 1] .
The proof we recommen d to readers of this essay is very close to the
one presented in § 5.3 of Essay V . It is already accessible to readers
of this essay, and we shall merely add a few comments here to let the
reader adapt that argument efficiently. Work with the 6-manifold
lk XT6-k to calculate 1fk(TOP/CAT) . Replace TOPm/CATm by
TOP/CAT and when a classification theorem of Essay V is called
upon use 10.1 instead. Thereby a map
(#)

1fk(TOP /CAT) ~ 8 0*(lk XT6-k reI

a)

is constructed to the set of those 'homotopy-CAT' structures on
Ik XT6-k rei a tliat are invariant under passage to standard coverings.
This set is 1fk(K(Z2,3» by a surgical calculation that is described in
[V, Appendix B] . Then the device of passage to a standard covering
of T6-k plus the s-cobordism th~orem and the local cOlltractibili(v
principle for homeomorphisms [Cel ,2] [EKI are combined to show
that (#) is bijective; the details are in [V, §5.3] .
We now indicate how to dispense with the local contractibility
principle in the above argument (this would be its first intervention
in Essays I and I V). It is used in [V, § 5.3] to prove injectivity of
(#) and again to prove surjectivity. In each case, it reveals that a ceris isotopk
tain small self-homeomorphism, a. say, of }k XTn rei
rei a to the identity.

a

1) For injectivity of (#) one can instead observe that it suffices to
prove that a universal cover ex : Ik XRn ~ Ik XRn of a. is isotopic
rel a to the identity. Now ~ is rei a (by a suitable choice) and we
can extend it by the identity to a self-homeomorphism of Rk XRn =
== Rk+n . As ~ is of bounded distance to id I Rk+n the formula
&i(x) = tex(x/t) , 0 < t ~ 1 , gives an isotopy with support in Ik XRn
from ~ =;;'1 to the identity, cf. [Ki 1] .
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2) For the proof of surjectivity of (#) , a becomes a CAT automorphism of }2 XT3 reI a ,and this time we observe that it suffices
instead to obtain a topological pseudo-isotopy ( = concordance) rei a
from a to the iden tity. It is easy to deduce from the definition of
3~ that a is CAT concordant reJ a to its standard A3 -fold covering
( A any integer > I ). Then a pleasant infinite iteration process
pictured in [Si I 0, § 31 provides the wan ted topological concordance
from 01. to id 1(12 XT3) rei a .
We have established a homotopy equivalence TOP/PL ~ K(Z2,3) .
This means that the primary obstructions met in calculating PL
structure sets are the only ones. Mure precisely, using 10.8, 10.9 ,
1O.ll , we see that in the situation of 10.1 the TOP manifold M
admits a PL manifold structure equal to Lo near C ,if and only if
a well-defined obstruction L.\(M) in jf4(M,C ;Z2) vanishes. When one
such structure is singled out, the pointed set gPL (M rei C,L o ) is
naturally isomorphic to jf3(M,C ;Z2) . Also C may be open in M
instead of closed.
Knowledge of 1l' *(TOP/DIFF) on the other hand, is merely a good
first step towards evaluating 3 DIFF (M rei C,L o ) in 10.1 . The next
big step is perhaps to describe the homotopy type and H-space structure of TOP/DIFF ; this is a subject of current research requiring
methods little related to the present essays, see [Sull] [MorgS1 [BruM1
[MadM] .
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Appendix A. NORMAL BUNDLES
We shall explain M. Hirsch's proof [HiS] of the relative stable
existence and uniqueness theorems for nonnal microbundles. (If our
exposition is at all more accessible than in [HiS] it is only because we
have abandoned some of the generality there.) t
We adopt the PL or TOP category consistently throughout, and
we use the conventions of § 1 concerning microbundles .
A normal microbundle to M in W:J M is a microbundle ~
over M whose total space E = E(~) is a neighborhood of M in W.
Two such, ~o and ~ 1 , are (sliced) concordant if there is a nonnal
microbundle 11 to M X I in W X I, 1= [0, I] with ~k X k :;
111 M X k for k = 0 and 1 , such that for each tEl, the restriction
111 M X t is a normal microbundle to M X t in W X t. We write
11: h:C= ~ 1 • Observe that, by the microbundle homotopy theorem,
one has ~o :C= ~1 if and only if ~o is isotopic to ~1 in the sense
that there is a neighborhood V of M in E(~o) and an isotopy
F : V X I ~ W X I (an open embedding fixing M X I with
P2 = P2 F) from F 0 = inclusion: V 4
W to F 1 a micro-iso-morphism ~o ~ ~1 • We write F: ~o ~ ~1 • As in [I, § 2] we c~n
equally well discuss concordance and isotopy relative to a closed subset
C eM, i.e. constant on a neighborhood of C in W.
We shall encounter composed microbundles. If ~: X 4 Y .R X
and 11: Y 4
S. Yare microbundles, then the composition
~ 0 7J: X 4 Z po~ X, is again a microbundle as a simple pursuit of
defini'tions shows.

z

_Data. Mill c WW denote henceforth manifolds without boundary with
M imbedded as a closed subset of W. A closed subset C C M i3
given, with an open neighborhood U of C in M and a normal
micro bundle 'Y to U in W.

t For stronger results consult R. Stern [Ste1 ; in particular, provided
w - m ~ 5 + i, (a) existence holds for n = 0 if w ~ 2m - i-I , i=O, 1,2, and
(b) uniqueness holds for n 0 if w ~ 2m - i , i=O,1,2. For examples of
~beddings for which normal bundles fail to exist or fail to be unique, see [RSO,41 .

=
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STABLE EXISTENCE THEOREM A.t .
.for some integer f n ~ 0, M X 0 admits a normal microbundle
~ in W X R n so that ~ equal,:,' 'Y ill €,1 near C X 0 in W X Rn.
STABLE UNIQUENESS THEOREM A.2.

Suppose ~o and ~l are normal microbundles to M in W.
Then there exists an integerf n ~ 0 such that ~o E9 en and
~I E9 en are isotopic normal microbundles to M X 0 in W X R n .
The following strongly relative form holds. Suppose ~o coincides with ~J near C in W .. let D C M be a given closed set and
V an open neighborhood of D in M. Then there exists an integer
n ~ 0, an open neighborhood E' of M X 0 in W X R n and an
isotopy f t : E' ~ W X R n , 0 ~ t ~ 1 ,rei C U (M-V) and
fixing M from the inclusion fo to fl giving (by restriction) a
micro-isomorphism (~o E9 en)I(CUD) ~ (~l E9 en)I(CUD).
As usual results for manifolds with boundary can be deduced.

Uniqueness implies existence. We recall how the existence theorem A.I
follows from the uniqueness theorem A.2. We can assume M is
locally flat in W since a construction given in § 3 shows M is
locally flat in W X R m. Then we can use a partition of unity to find a
covering of M by ~ m+] open sets Mo'" .,M m in M each with
a trivial normal microbundle in W. An evident m+ 1 step application":
of the strongly relative uniqueness result then constructs ~.

A key case of uniqueness: 0 = M m C Rm.
Consider the two natural tangent microbundles
!l
Pk
Tk(M): M ~ M X M ~ M,

k = 1,2 ,

where Pk(XI , x 2 ) = xk' Identifying M to
normal micro bundles to ~M in M X M .

Fact I.

Tl

~M

these are two

M :{}: T2M

where it is a trivial case of thei
(bi)collaring uniqueness theorem; it follows for M = R m by
producting ; then for M (open!) in R m it follows simply by
restriction.
•

Proof: This is at least clear for M = R I

,
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Cutting back W if necessary we choose a retraction r: W -+ M .
Fact 2. The homeomorphism h: W X R m -+ W X R m , h(x, y) =
(x, y+r(x)) carries M X 0 onto AM C W X R m , sending the
normal microbundle ~ ill em of M X 0 in W X Rm ( ~ being
~o

or ~1) to the following composed normal microbundle to tlM
in W X R m :
!l
1f
(r1M)o (~ X M): M -+ E(~) X M -+ M

where -rr(x, y) =

pix) .

MxM

fiber ar ~.£ mand
(ttM)·(~xM)

fiber of
('GW) 1M .

tR m

= (t,.M)e(5 xM )

LW
WxO

V
Figure A-I
Proof: The one total space is contained in the other E(~) X M C E(~)
X Rm and the projections agree: (x, y) -!+ p~(x) ; but h respehs
thls projection and carries the one zero section to the other: !l(x)::
hex, 0) . •
Fact 3 . A sliced concordance 11:

TIM

:{}:

T2M

(from Fact 1) yields

canonically a sliced concordance
~k

: (TIM)o

(~k

X M):{):

(T2 M )0 (~k

Proof: Indeed the concordance is
Fact 4.

{T2M)0 (~X

M) ==

T2

~k

=

1]0 (~k

k = 0,1 .

X M X I) .

•

WIM .

Proof: The composed micro bundle is M
Conclusion.

X M),

-+

We now have sliced concordances

E(~)

XM

-+

M.

•
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k = 0, I .

Thus by Fact 2, ~o E9 em ~ ~I E9 em which was the first assertion
to prove. Unfortunately it is not immediately clear that ~o E9 em ::::::
~l E9 em rei C, since 1]: TI M =0 T2 M is not reI C, which
implies tk is not reI C , k = 0, ] .
However ~o = ~l near C does imply that 50 = 5I near AC X
X I in W X M X I. Applying the microbundle theorem to 50 and
5I respectively we obtain isotopies in W X M
f t : T2 WIM ~ (TIM)

°

(~o X M)

gt : T 2 W I M ~

0

(~l X M)

(T 1 M)

Since 50 = 51 near ~C X I we can assume that f t = gt near AC
in W X M. Then h- l gt O fil h, 0 ~ t ~ I, is an isotopy
~o E9 em ~ ~l E9 em reI C as required to establish the key case of
umqueness. •
Proof of the uniqueness theorem in general .
Given the case just proved, the (stable) isotopy extension result
below implies the more general case where 01= M is allowed, but
MmeR m. This strongly relative case then serves to prove the
completely genera] case (M m C Rill not supposed) by a routine
(m+ I )-step induction using a covering of M by m+ I coordinate
charts. •
It remains to prove
ISOTOPY EXTENSION LEMMA A.3. (for usual data) t
Let E be an open neighborhood of C in W, and let
f t : E ~ W be an isotopy of E 4 W fixing
M () E ~ C
There exists a neighborhood E' of M X 0 in W X R and an
isotopy H t : E' ~ W X R of E' 4 W X R Jixingall of MXO
and equal It X R near C X 0 .
Proof of A.3: Consider the isotopy
Ft : E X R ~ W X R ,

Ft(x, s)

= (fT(s,t)(x), s)

t M and W need not be manifolds here (we just use normality of M); but
if they are manifolds and

M is locally flat in W then the stabilisation is known to'
be unnecessary and H t could be an ambient isotopy, cf. [EK) .
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I satisfies:
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t)
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=0

for s

~

E

-I

.

I
I

I

- 2 or t

=a

.

JftdtXR

I

1
2
3
I

HEx (..00,11) Is hatchfd
Figure A-2
Choose a function 'P: W ~ R equal to 0 near C and ~:qua1
to 3 near W - E (using normality of W), and form the h~meo
morphism

T : WX R

~

T(x, s) = (x, s -

WX R ,

'P(x)) .

We can set

Ht = T-I F t T : E X (-1, 1)

~

WX R

and extend H t by the identity to

H t : W X (-1, 1)

~

WX R .

We set E' = W X (-1, 1). The reader will easily verify, cf. Figure A-2
that this is an isotopy as asserted by A.3 . •
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Appendix B. EXAMPLES OF HOMOTOPY TORI

We explain a beautifully simpl~ 'handle' construction of A
Casson t starting from the Klein-Poincare homology 3-sphere p3
= SO(3)/A s ,the group As being the 60 orientation preserving
symmetries of the dodecahedron.

=

Its importance to us lies in the fact that it provides just the limited
information about homotopy tori that is required to carry out the very
succinct disproof of the Hauptvennutung in lSi I 0, § 2] . (A less
efficient ad hoc construction was given in [Si8, § 5] ; for the full
classification, see Essay V, Appendix B ).
As usual, we work in a CAT (= DIFF or PL) setting. The set
S(l3 XTn reI a) has typical element represented by a CAT manifold
M3+n homotopy equivalent to Tn together with a CAT identification
of a neighborhood of aM to a neighborhood of aI3XTn . And
another such manifold Nk+n represents the same element [M] = [N]
in S(l3 XTn reI a) when there is a CAT isomorphism Mk+n ~ Nk+n
that is the identity near a . (It is easy to show using a little obstruction theory that S(I3 XTn reI a) coincides with the set of homotopyCAT structures on I3XTn reI a as defined in [V, §5.4 & App. B] .)
We shall use the fact that p3 is ( CAT isomorphic to) the
boundary of the Milnor plumbing p4 of 8 copies of the unit tangent _
disc bundle of S2 according to the Eg graph, cf. [Mi6]

~
For this identification see [KiK], ~Mil0] ,and perhaps simplest of all
[Roll . The intersection matrix for H2 (p4) has determinant I and
signature 8 . From the determinant I ,it is readily deduced that
ap4 ::: p3 has indeed the same integral homology as S3

-

t Casson has exploited this construction to study 4-manifolds, compare (SchoJ
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ASSERTION B.1.
If 3+n ~ 5 , there exists an element [M3+n1 in S(I3 XTn reI a)
that is nontrivial, but is nevertheless invariant under passage to standard
cuverings of 13 XTn .
By matching M3+n with a copy of 13 XTn along the commOn
boundary aI3 XTn one obtains t a CAT manifold homotopy
equivalent to S3 XTll but not CAT isomorphic to S3 XTn , i.e. one
obtains a CA T exotic homotopy S3 XTn .
Again, by indentifying the opposite ends of the three interval
factors of 13 one derives from M3+n a CA T exotic homotopy T3+n.

The Construction.
The whole construction of Casson is determined (up to various
isomorphisms) by one arbitrary choice of an element 'Y that is in the
perfect group 1f = 1ft p3 but not in the subgroup Z2 = 1ft SO(3) . As
As is simple, 'Y kills 1f .:1:;1:
Let P& be the in terior connected sum 13 # p3 , cf. [KeM]
this is homeomorphic to p3 minus a standard open ball.
Attach a compact 2-handle to [0,1] XP&XIn along
I Xint(P&Xln) ,choosing the attaching rube to represent 'Y and so as
to. keep the result parallelizable. Since 4+n ~ 5 , the result is a
simply connected CAT cobordism rei a from OXPoXln to a simply
connected CAT manifold Q&+n having the homology of
13+n # (S2 XSn+l) ,just as if p~ were 13 .

t In the DIFF construction some routine rounding of corners is required here
and later on (see [III. §4.2J) ,we shall leave this up to the reader.

t This means that the least normal subgroup (1') containin,g l' is the whole
group 'If • Indeed, AS is the full even permutation group on five objects (ins(:ribed
tetrahedra) hence is simple; this implies (1') has index:::;;; 2 . But index 2 contradicts 'If being perfect, as follows: The exact sequence 0 --l- Z2 -4- 'If -4- As--l- 0
would then be split exact, while Z2 is central, being the kernel of the (universal)
covering homomorphism of connected Lie groups ('If C) S3 --l- SO(3) .
. $ The reader who does not understand why p3 == dp4 may wish to replace p3
by op4 ,and, without bothering to calculate 'If! ap4 , carry out Casson's pro(:ess
using not one element l' of 'If! ap4 but rather any finite collection 1'! ,••• ,'Yk .sufficient to kill 'If Iop4 . (Obviously ~ 8 will do).
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Attach a 3-handle to int Q&+n to kill the 2-dimensional homotopy class. This operation is possible (and even unique up to isotopy) ,
since 3+n ~ 5 and 1ft o&+n = 0 .

It is easy to see that the manifold
[0,1] XPoXIn U {the handles}
gives a contractible cobordism, reI boulldary, from PoXln = OXPoXln ,
to a contractible manifold that we denote (P oXln)I:l .
Then, enlarging from n-cube to n-torus,
X4+n = [0,1] XPoXTn U {the handles}
is a cobordism reI

a from

(PoXTn)I:l

=

PoXTn to

(POXIll)I:l

u

Po X (Tn - int In)

This manifold (PoXTn)I:l is the asserted M3+n .

•

The illvariance under 'transfer' .
We now verify that, for any CAT covering map c :Tn ~ Tn ,of
d~gree d say, the corresponding cover M of M = (P&XTn)I:l satisfies"
[M] = [M] E S03 XTll reI a) . To establish this consider the covering
5(4+n:J M3+n of X4+n corresponding to c . It is a copy of
[O,l} Xp~XTn with 2d handles attatched Match X4+n to X 4+n along
OXP&XTn (only), forming y4+n . Inspecting the handle decomposition of y4+n on M3+n ,one sees that y4+n is an h-cobordism
rei boundary with zero torsion. Then the s-cobordism theorem pro- "
'"
vides the required isomorphism M ~ M .
•
Two theorems, neither dependent on surgical techniques, will
playa vital role in establishing the asserted non-triviality of M3+n .

B.2. V. A. Rohlin's Signature Theorem .
Every closed oriented smooth 4-manifold M4 of which the
second Stiefel-Whitney class w2 (M) is zero has signature oeM) E Z
divisible by 16.

We suggest the reader study, first of all,

the elementary reduction _
of Milnor and Kervaire [MiK] to the isomorphism Z24 ~ 1T3+nSn , "
n large, a result of Serre [Se 1] ,also proved in [MiK] [Toda] ,and
in textbooks. A proof along the lines of Rohlin's original geometric
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arguments [Roh 1J using surfaces in M4 ,and exploiting an Arf invariant, has been pointed out by A. Casson, see [FrK] (and also [Roh 2 ]) .
If M is merely a (simplicial) homology manifold, u(M) is still
divisible by 8 since the quadratic form is even (see [MiH] ) . But
divisibility by 16 fails; indeed the Milnor plumbing p4 produces,
on smashing ap4 , a key example P! = p4 jap4 with signature exactly
8 . Rohlin's theorem does hold for PL manifolds by classical smoothing theory [Mu31 [Hi3J [HiM21 ; it is undecided for TOP manifolds.
Comment on classical smoothing theory. For low dimensions where
the obstruction groups ri vanish, we like best the simple handle by
handle approach of M. Hirsch's article [Hi3] . It relies on the
cclassical' PL-DIFF analogues of the results of our Essay I , as
proved in Hirsch's article [HiM2,I] . Granting these, Hirsch argues as
follows. Uniqueness questions reduce to existence questions by. the
Concordance Implies Isotopy Theorem . To answer existence questions
it is enough to show how to extend (the germ of) a smoothing defined
near the boundary sphere aBk in an open k -handle Rk XRn to a
(germ of) a smoothing near Bk = Bk XO . The (local) PL-DIFF Product Structure Theorem reduces this to finding a concordance from a
smoothing of aBk to the standard one. Finally the PL-DIFF Con·cordance Implies Isotopy Theorem together with Whitehead's DIFF
~triangulation theorems and a little PL topology quickly show that
concordance classes of smoothings of aBk correspond bijectively to
oriented diffeomorphism classes of smooth twisted (k-l )-spheres
[Mi8, p.ll 0] , which correspond bijectively to the elements of r k- 1
The second theorem comes from handlebody theory.
B.3. F. T. Farrell's Fibration Theorem

Consider a map f: Mm ~ T 1 of a compact CAT manifold to the
circle such that f IaMm is a CA T locally trivial fibration. The
following assumptions assure that f is homotopic fixing flaM to a
CAT locally trivial fibration Mm ~ T J •
(a)

dimM~6.

(b)

The infinite cyclic covering M of M • pulled back from
R ~ R/Z "- Tl by f , has finite homotopy type.

,...,
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1f l M) is free abelian (or free or poly~Z ).

In [Fa 1 ,Farrell gives a brief and elegant redu dion to the
s~cobordism theorem, the thesis [Ke2] ,and the nullity
Wh(1fl M) = 0 = Ko(1fI!Vi) proved'in [BHS][FH 11 . For more
general Csplitting' theorems of this sort are known, see [FH 2 1[~ap]
Note that condition (b) is assured if f is the Tl-component of
a homotopy equivalence M ~ XXTI where X is homotopy equivalent
to a finite complex.

Proofs of non triviality
If [M3+nJ were trivial in S(l3 XTn reI a) ,it would follow that,
on matching M3+n to 13 XTn a10ng.the common boundary, we get a
manifold M2 that is CAT isomorphic to S3 XTn .
But supposing M2~ S3 XTn we shall now derive a contradiction
to Rohlin's theorem. Note that M2 is the boundary of Wo = p4 X
XTn U {two handles} . Using the supposed isomorphism
M2 :=:: S3 XTn ,attach to Wo a copy of B4 XTn to get a closed CAT
manifold W4+n . One has W4+n C!.t P~ XTn ; indeed, a copy of
p4 XTn is in a standard way a subset of each, the remainders being
homotopy equivalent to Tn ; and there is no obstruction to extending
this identification of subsets to a homotopy equivalence.
Applying FareH's theorem (n-1) times, find a sequence of CAT
manifolds W4+n:J W3+n :J ... :J W5 :=:: P!XTI . Then, making the
composed map W5 ~ TI at least transverse to 0 ,we get an orientable CAT manifold W4 C W5 which, we assert, contradicts Rohlin's
theorem.
The fact that w2 (W4+n) = 0 ,is seen by restricting to p4 XTn ,
which is parallelizable. Since each Wk is bicoHared in Wk+l, one can
check that W2(Wk) = 0 ,k ~ 4 .
Finally a(W4) = a(CP2 XW4) ,and CP 2 XW4 is cobordant to
a manifold y8C!.t CP 2 XP! that comes from applying Farrell's theorem -_
to the equivalence CP2 XW 5 ~ CP2 XP~XTI . (The cobordism lies in
the oo-cyclic covering of CP2 XW5 ). Thus a(W4) = a(V8) =
= a(CP 2 Xp4) = a(p4) = 8 ,which brings the required contradiction
to M2 :=:: S3*XTn . *
II
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To check the last nontriviality statement of B.l let M3 C!.t T3+n
be the manifold obtained from M3+k = (1 3 Xp~)ll by identifying
opposite ends of the three interval factors of [3 . If M3 were PL
isomorphic to T3+n ,we could construct a PL manifold w'4+n C!.t
~ (T4 # p!)XTn ,which would contradict Rohlin's theorem, much
as above. For details see [SilO, §2] .
•
Application to Hauptvermutung and Triangulation Conjecture.
For the disproof in [Si 10, § 2] ,the reader will need the PL
automorphism reI

a

a: 12 XTn ~

{2

XTn , 2+n ~ 5 ,

unique up to PL pseudo-isotopy (= concordance) that one obtains by
triviaIizing (P&XTn)ll regarded as an s-cobordism reI a from
OXI2 XTn to 1XI2 XTn . In addition he needs a PL pseudo-isotopy
H reI a from a to ai' the standard 2n-fold covering of ex . It
exists because we have constructed a CAT identification reI a
from (P&XTn)I:l to its standard 2n-fold covering. (The reader may
fmd it amusing to make the construction of a and H more concrete
still.)
At this point the catastrophe pictured in [Si I 0, Fig.2a] intervenes to provide a TOP pseudo-isotopy reI a from a to id 1(12 XTn)
From this, one rapidly deduces, for example, that M2 is
(topologically!) homeomorphic to S3 XTn and that a TOP manifold
W4+n :::: P!XTIl exists although we have observed that there exists no
PL manifold of this homotopy type.
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§o. INTRODUCTION
The classification we shall establish asserts t , in its simplest fonn
2.3 ,a homotopy equivalence CAT(M m )!:!:1. Lift(f to BCAT(m))
from a space CAT(Mm) of sliced families of CAT (= smooth COO
or piecewise linear) manifold structures on a topological m~manifold
Mm without boundary (m =f:. 4) to a space of liftings to BCAT(m)
of any fixtd classifying map f: M ~ BTOP(m) for the tangent
microbundle of M.
The sliced concordance implies isotopy theorem, proved by some
careful engulfmg in Essay II , brings this classification theorem within
easy reach. The simplest version of it sufficient for our needs below is
the
BUNDLE THEOREM 0.1. Let M be a metrizable topological mani~

fold with dimM =/= 4 =/= dinz3M, and let ~ be a CAT manifold
structure on !l k X M such that projection P2: (Ilk X M)~ -+ !l k
is a Cj. T submersion onto the standard k~simplex (k ~ 0). Then
P2 : (Ilk X M)~ ~ Ilk is a trivial CA T bundle.:j:
This result was established as Theorem 1.8 in [II, § 1] . A structure k
as described is none other than a typical k~simplex of the (semi~
simplicial) space CAT(M m ). This bundle theorem reveals that if Mm
is a CAT manifold, and AutCAT(M) denotes a similarly defined
semi-simplicial space of CAT automorphisms of M, then
1fk(AutTOP(M) ,AutCAT(M)

= 1fk(CAT(M»),

k

>

1,

(see 1.5). Thus the classification theorem is a key tool for comparing
the spaces of TOP and CAT automorphisms of M.
t The present formulation is Morlet's [Mor3] [Mor4 1 ,it improves on emlier
ideas of ours [KS 11 .

:I: This modest result may be our largest contribution to the final classification
theorem; we worked it out in 1969 in the face of a widespread belief that it was
:iA-eJevant and/or obvious and/or provable for all dimensions, (cf. [Mor3] [R0 2 l and
the 1969 version of [Mor4))' Such a belief was not so unreasonable since 0.1 is
obvious in case M is compact: every proper CAT submersion is a locally trivial
bundle.
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Our dedication to Claude Morlet is made in recognition of his
important and precocious contributions to this classification theory in
[Mor2] [Mor3] [Mor4] . Morlet showed us that a nonstable classification theorem for sliced families was a much better goal for the handle·
by-handle classification proceedure we sketched in [KS}l . He
observed that the remarkable equations 1T m+k+l(TOP m /CAT m ) =
m » (see § 3) follow naturally from the
=:: 1Tk(AutCAT(Bm reI aB
sliced theory and the topological Alexander isotopy.
Credit for first discovering such an equation goes to Jean Cerf. In
fact, in 1962 [CeO J ,Cerf derived the case CAT::: DIFF from
certain technical conjectures [CeO; p.18 , p.23] ,all of which were
then known for m = 3 through work of Moise and can now be
verified readily for m:f 4 by use of the version with epsilons of the
Sliced Concordance Implies Isotopy Theorem of [II , §2.l] .
Although Cerfs equation looks different, it is exactly equivalent - see
§3.4 .
M. W. Hirsch too had done some early work on sliced classification
theorems; unfortunately, his results were never announced correctly
[Hi 9 ' p.75] , cf. [R0 2 ] . R. K. Lashofs work on classification also fits
into this context.
All approaches to the sliced classification theory seem to exploit
ideas that first arose in the Smale-Hirsch classification of immersions
around 1957-9 [Sm] [Hit] . Even Cerf uses them in [CeO] .
Our exposition will follow closely the outline we gave in lKS41 ,
cf. [Si 6 ' § 4] ,and will exploit the ideas of immersion theory in a way
formalized and popularized by M. L. Gromov [GrJ [Ha2] . (This
includes a well-oiled 'handle-induction' mechanism replacing that in
(KS I J). This technique is eminenty worth learning as it has a great
many other applications far and near; for example the classification of ~
[Si 6 , §4] is one of the many results of Haefliger (cf. [HaD] [Hal]
[RS 2 J) that can be pleasantly reproved and strengthened by this means~
Morlet's original line of argument, cf. Mor2 1 ,seems to have :
been rather less direct than our present one, as it involved spaces of -immersions; it is perhaps now fully explained in [BuL] . C. Rourke
was working out a direct proof of the sliced classification theorem at th~
same time we were (see [R0 2 ] ), and we would like to acknowledge a: :~
mutually helpful exchange of ideas (through R. Kirby) in summer 1970.:
Probably all direct proofs will of necessity have much in common.
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We round out our exposition with a review in § 5 of known results
(including our own and Morlet's) concerning the fiber TOP m/CATm
of the forgetful map BCAT(m) ~ BTOP(m)' This is the fiber whose
homotopy obstructs the linings men tioned in the classification theorem.
We have largely neglected the classical problem of classification of
DIFF (== smooth Coo) structures on Mm compatible (in the sense
of Whitehead) with a fixed PL (= piecewise linear) structure.
Fortunately C.. Rourke [R02l has announced an exposition emphasizing
this problem. Our discussion does apply with no essential change to
this PL-DIFF version up to the end of the first classification theore.m
1.4. (A notable feature is that the restrictions concerning dimension 4
vanish) .
We adopt the terminology of [l, § 2] , all of it we hope selfexplanatory. When an object of the fonn I X A X M is considered
where I = [0, 1] and A is a manifold, it is convenient to write
'.:J (1 X !l X M) or simply the heiroglyph :J for (I X aA X M) "U
(I X !l X M). The expression reZ C means 'leaving fixed the
restriction to some neighborhood of C '.
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§ 1 CLASSIFYING CAT STRUCTURES ON MANIFOLDS
BY CAT STRUCTURES ON MICROBUNDLES
1.1
For a TOP manifold without boundary Mm we wish to
acquire an understanding of the space CAT(M) of CAT manifold
structures on M. It is defmed as a complete semi-simplicial set
(= css set = css space = css complex) t as follows. A typical ksimplex L E CAT(M)(k) of CAT(M) is a CAT (= DIFF or PL)
manifold structure on ~k X M such that projection (L~k X M):L -+
~k is a CAT submersion. One often writes L: Ak ~ CAT(M) .
For any CAT map A: ~Q ~ ~k, there is an induced map A# :
CAT(M)(Q) ~ CA T(M)(k) sending L to the pullback A#L of }.;
by A. Here (~k X M)L puUs back just like a CAT bundle over
~k. For the injective and sUljective ordered simplicial maps
A : AQ ~ Ak we get the face and degeneracy operators in CAT(M).
1.2 Since the question of existence of a CAT structure on M has
been extensively discussed elsewhere [Las2] [IV] [SilO' §4] ,it
would not be unreasonable to suppose that M is CAT (so that
CAT(M) is nonempty). This makes it easy to defme a space
CAT(r(M» of CAT structures on the tangent microbundle reM) or
indeed on any microbundle ~ over M. Recall that reM) has total
space E(rM) = M X M ,projection P2: M X M ~ M (to second
factor) , and zero-section fJ: M ~ M X M , Sex) = (x,x).
.
~: X ~
A CAT structure L on a TOP m-microbundle
E(~) .a. X over a CAT manifold X is by defmition a CAT mani~
fold structure L on an open neighborhood U in E(~) of the zero
section i(X) such that p: UL ~ X is a CAT submersion. If in
addition i: X ~ U L is CAT we call L a CAT microbundle

t For instruction in semi-simplicial topology see [Lam) [May) [RS II . Let
If be the category whose objects are the standard simplices a k C Rk+l ,
k = 0 , I , 2, ... , and whose morphisms are the order preserving simplicial maps
among these Ak . Then a css set X is by definition a contravariant functor
from A' to the category of sets. We write X . lik ~ X(k) ,and call X(k) the
set of k-simplices of X .
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structure on ~. Another such, L' , has the same germ about the zero
section if L = L' on some open neighborhood of i(X). We define a
k-simplex of the space CAT(~) [respectively CAT(~») to be the
germ about the zero section, of L, a CAT structure [respectively a
CAT microbundle structure] on the product bundle ~k X ~ over
£lk X X. (The inclusion CAT(~) 4 CAT(~) is usually and perhaps
always a homotopy equivalence, see § 2.1) .
Analogous to the differential in immersion theory is a mapping of
css complexes
d : CAT(M) ~ CAT(r(M»
defined as follows when M is CAT . For LECAT(M)(k) define
dL to be the germ abou t the zero-section of the CAT structure ~;)( M
on E(A k X rM) = Ak X M X M . We have expressly chosen as projection of reM) the second factor P2 : M X M ~ M , P2 (x,y) = y ,in
order to make this most important rule optimally simple. We propose
to prove in this section that d is a homotopy equivalence except perhaps
in some cases when m = 4 .
Beware that d~ does not lie in the subspace CAT(r(M») of
_ CAT(r(M» unless the identity mapping M ~ ML happens to be
CAT. We will clear up this point in § 2.] below.

1..3 A slightly more general "differential" is wanted when the TOP
<manifold M without boundary has no given CAT manifold structure:t
What one does is choose a topological embedding M ~ N into any
. CAT manifold N along with a continuous retraction r: N ~ MeN.
(As M is an AN R [S p] , r exists as soon as N is replaced by a
small neighborhood of M). Consider the pullback ft = r*r(M) over
N. It is

T:

P2
A
M X N ~ N, where l5(y)

= (r(y) , y) E M X N .

8
As N is CAT, the space CAT(r) is well defined, and the rule
L -1+ L X N is a map CAT(M) ~ CAT(r); then passage to germs
of structures about SCM) in M X N defines a complex CATr (M) :;;
=:.}jm {CATG I U) ; M C U open in N} and a restriction map
~

'CAT(r) ~ CAT r(M). The new differential
i' The generality is also helpful ill checkrng

that the ultimate classifications of

§ § 2 , 3, 4 do not depend on certain choices, like the preferred

structllrf~ nn M in 1 ?
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d : CAT(M) ~ CAT T (M)
is the composition of these two maps, and clearly coincides with the old'
differential if M = N .
1.4 FIRST CLASSIFICATION T,HEOREM .
For any TOP manifold Mm without boundary, m

f 4,

d: CAT(M) ~ CAT T(M)

is a homotopy equivalence of css Kan complexes.
ADDENDUM 1.4.1. If 111 = 4 and CAT= PL, d is a homotopy
equivalence provided no component of M is compact (cf {Las 1/
{ Las2/ lSi 10' §4/) t.

If CAT::: PL , one verifies the Kan extension condition for these
two complexes by applying the pullback rule to PL retractions
~k ~ Ak i (where Ak i is a£lk minus the interior of the face
"

.'

opposite the ith vertex). The Kan condition is not so obvious if CAT =;
DIFF as there is no DIFF retraction Ak ~ Ak,i' and we shall pos~
pone its verification (using 0.1) to the very end.
The homotopy theory of css Kan complexes is the classical
homotopy theory of their geometric realizations (see especially [RS 1- 1,--:
§ 6). The reader is urged to exploit this fact constantly to avoid
:'';
technical difficulties in verifying homotopy equivalences below. For a -_:,
css complex X the geometric realization I X I is the CW complex-~
formed from the sum i l Ak X X(k) (where X(k) is regarded as an
k

abstract set with discrete topology) by identifying each point
(x ,a) E £lk X a , a E X(k) to (AX, T) E A'l. X T , T E' XQ ,
whenwer A: £lk ~ AQ is an order preserving simplicial map and
a = AT. Geometrical realization is clearly a functor from css
complexes to CW complexes. It is even faithful (injective) if we
retain, in the CW complex structure of I X I , the natural
characteristic maps Ak ~ I X I , one for each nondegenerate simplex:j:;
of X. This permits us to identify css complexes with their geometrical:
realizations. Any ordered simplicial complex K is thus identified wit,h
(the geometrical realization of) the css complex of all order preservu18',

t For closed M4 see the partial results of [LS J ; for CAT = DlFF ,cf. 1.6(A),
:j: A degenerate simplex isone of the form "A#r forsome "A:.6k~~~ with::.

k

>Q

~

•

~
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simplicial maps Ak ~ K, k = 0, I ,2, .... A map between css
complexes is aiways understood to be a css map, until the contrary is
stated.
Here is a useful semi-simplicial approximation lemma from [RS 1- I,
§5.3 , § 6.9] . Any merely continuous map f: K ~ X from an
ordered simplicial complex K to a css Kan complex X, can be
continuously homotoped to a css map f': K ~ X ; further if f is
css on a subcomplex L C K, the homotopy can leave fl L fixed.
This lemma will give us the liberty to choose convenient representatives
for elements of homotopy groups.
A css map 1r: X ~ Y is called a Kan fibration if to any commutative diagram

Ak ,1·

~

f1
Ak

X

t1r
~

Y

one can add a map Ak ~ X preserving commutativity. Observe that
X is a Kan complex (Le., satisfies the Kan extension condition) precisely if the constant map X ~ A0 is a Kan fibration. It is a very
convenient fact that the geometrical realization of a Kan fibration
11" : X ~ Y of Kan complexes is a Serre fibration
[Q] ; thus it has
.~he homotopy lifting property for simplices-and hence for CW
complexes.

PROOF OF THE CLASSIFICATION 1.4 FOR CAT = PL .
Given the Kan complex conditions, arguments conceived for
immersion theory, (see especially [HaP] , also [Gr] [Ha2]) permit a
:proof of the homotopy equivalence as soon as we verify a few simple
facts.
(-1) The rules U * CAT(U) and U * CATr(U) are contravariantly functorial on inclusions of open subsets of M. They com'ert
.(i) union of two into fiber product
(li) disjoint discrete sum (possibly infinite) into cartesian product. II
Definition: For any subset A C M we use injective limits to define
t These rules in fact constitute what are called sheaves of css sets. (see
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CATM(A)

=

~ {CAT(U); A C U open in

M}

CATr(A);:lim{CAT(rIV);ACV openin N}
~

Note that we have a natural' differential' dA : CATM(A) ~ CATr(A)
still defined via the rule k -1+ k X N .
Note that the extended rules A -1+ CATM(A) and A -1+ CAT (A) will
also enjoy properties (i) & (ii) of ( 1) , when restricted to closed sets A.

r

(2) If B is a simplex (linear in some chart of M ) and A CB is a point-

then the restriction maps
(i) CATM(B) ~ CATM(A)

,(li) CATr(B) ~ CATf(A)

are homo topy equivalences.
Proof of (2)(i) . There exists a homotopy ht ' 0 ~ t ~ 1 ,of
id 1M = ho such that ht ' 0 ~ t < I ,is an isotopy fixing A with
ht(B)C B ,while hI crushes B dnto A and induces a homeomorphism,
M- B ~ M- A . Using this isotopy h t ' 0 ~ t < I ,one readily shows
that the restriction (i) induces an isomorphism of semi-simpliciallY
defined homotopy groups.
Proof of (2)(ii). The proof is similar but requires instead CAT homotopies in N . More precisely, using relative CAT approximation of
continuous functions [Ze 2 ] [Mu l ,§4) ,one obtains, for prescribed
open neighborhoods U C V of A and B respectively in N ,a CAT'~
homotopy ft ' 0 ~t ~ 1 ,of id I V = fo fixing A so that fl (B) C U ,.-'_
Such homotopies ft let one sho\V that restriction (ii) likewise induces '
an isomorphism of semi-.simplicially defined homotopy groups. II

If A C M is a point, then d: CATM (A) ~ CATr(A) is a
homotopy equivalence.
(3)

Proof of (3). Indeed one shows that restriction r ~ CATr(A) ~
CAT( IA) is a homotopy equivalence by using a CAT deformation o(
an neighborhood of A to a retraction onto A. Now, (pleasant
surprise!) the composition rd: CATM(A) ~ CAT(r IA) is a true
isomorphism of css sets. ..

r

(4) For any compact pair A C B

in M , the two natural restriction,'

mappings induced
(i) CATM(B) ~ CATM(A) , (li) CATr(B) ~ CATr(A)
nrp hnfh Knn fihrnfinn'\
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Proof of (4) .
For A and B open (not compact) the sliced concordance
extension theorem [II , § 2.1 ] says precisely that (i) is a Kan
fibration since CATM(B) is a Kan complex. The same follows for
quite arbitrary pairs A C B in M by taking injective limits. The
reader should also deduce fibration (i) for compact A and B from
the less refined Bundle Theorem 0.1 with the help of the CAT and
TOP isotopy extension theorems. We have here a very essential use of
[II] .

As for fibration (ii) , given open neighborhoods U C V in N of
the closed sets A C B respectively, and a CAT structure L on
Ak ,i X T (V) U ~k X T (U) we can find (as CAT = PL) a CAT map
r: ~kXV ~ Ak ,iXV U ~kXU

respecting projection to V and fixing Ak i X V union a neighborhood of ~k X A. Then existence of the pJllback r*L as a welldefined CAT structure on ~ k X T (V) establishes the fibration (ii) .

.

Given these four properties, the proof of 1.4 , is reduced to
homotopy theory by the famous 'handle induction machine' of immersion
theory [HaP] [Gr] . Here is an outline. t For A eM, &(A) is the
statement that dA : CATM(A) ~ CAT~(A) is a homotopy
equivalence. It is understood that the simplicial complexes mentioned
below are simplicially imbedded in some co-ordinate chart of M.
(a)

&(A) holds for any simplex A. Proof: Combine (3) with
(2) .

t

((3)

If & holds for the compacta A, B • A () B • it also holds
for A U B. Proof: Apply (1) and (4) to the commutative
square of four inclusions. (Cf. proof of A.2 in Appendix A.)

(-y)

&( A) It olds

for any finite simplicial complex A. Proof:
Use (a), (13) and induction on the number of open
simplices.

(D)

&(A) holds for any compactum A

in a co-ordinate chart.
Proof: A is an intersection of finite simplicial complexes.

For the student it is eminently worthwhile to fill in the details, and as
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(e)

holds for an arbitrary compactum A C M. Proof:
A is a finite union of compacta in co-ordinate charts, a
union to which one applies «(J) inductively.

(~)

&(M) holds. Proof: One can assume M connected, so
that Mo is a union or-nested compacta Al C A2 C··· with

&( A)

Ai C ~+ 1 . Defme Bo [respectively ~el to be the
disjoin! union of the compacta A 2i +1 - A2i [respectively
A2i - A2 i-l] for i=O, I ,2, .... Now apply the proof of «(3) to
the union M = Bo U Be using (4), (e) and (l) .
This concludes the proof of 1.4 for CAT = PL .

•

PROOF OF ADDENDUM 1.4.1 for CAT = PL.
The reader may omit this proof, as the result is of marginal
importance. I t does however apply to all dimensions.
The appearance of a weak homotopy lifting property and a homotopy micro-lifting property (= 'micro-gibki' property) in the relevant
immersion theoretic method make it convenient to enrich our semisimplicial complexes to become polyhedral quasi-spaces (as in lSi 10 '
§ 4), cf. Appendix A) . Thus a map P ~ CAT*(M) to the enriched'
space CA T*(M) is by definition a CAT structure ~ on P X M
such that first factor projection PI : (P X M)~ ~ P is a PL submersion with each fiber a PL manifold. And if ~ is a TOP microbundle over a locally compact polyhedron B, a map P -+ CAT*(~) is
a PL structure on the micro bundle P X ~ . Thus our css complexes
become contravariant functors from the category of compact polyhedra_
to the category of sets; this change is indicated by an added star. We
must show that the differential
d : CAT*(M) ~ CAT*r'(M)
is a weak homotopy equivalence of polyhedral quasi-spaces, i.e. gives an:
isomorphism on homotopy groups (defined as for ordinary spaces) .
All the basic properties (1 )-(4) remain essen tially valid in this
quasi-space context except the fibration (4)(i) above, established using_:)
m 4. Note that the Kan fibration property becomes the Serre
~
fibration property (= homotopy lifting property for compact polyhedra}".
-.
Also weak homotopy equivalence replaces homotopy equivalence.
.
This missing fibration property (4 )(i) is replaced here by the
following micro-gibki property or 'homotopy micro-lifting' property.

*

'
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Given any commutative square
OXP

+
IXP

Fo

~

CAT~(B)

+1T = (restriction)
f

CAT~(A)

where P is a compact polyhedron and (B,A) is a compact pair in M ,
there exists an e> 0 and a map
Fe : [O,e]XP ~ CAT~(B)

extending Fo so that 1TFe =fl([O,e]XP) .
Proof off 11): This property follows from the PL and TOP (manyparameter) isotopy extension theorems via the 'union lemma for submersion product charts' [Si I2 ; 6.9 ,6.10,6.15] , applied to charts around
parts of the fiber OXPXM of the submersion PI : IXPXM ~ I ., in a
fonn respecting all fibers of the projection P2 to P .
More precisely, one obtains such a product chart
I{J : [0,0 jXPXV -* IXPXM , V an open neighborhood of B in M ,
such that, representing f by (lXPXU)~ , one can restrict the chart I{J
to a PL product chart t(J I for the PL submersion p} : (lXPXU)~ ~ I
with the image of t(J I a neighborhood of OXPXA . Then if (PXV)LO
represents Fo ' the image structure IP(lXL O) yields Fe (for all
small e). •
By a remarkable geometric argument [Gr, §3.3.l] [HaIl that we
will not repeat here, (Il) lets one prove that restriction
. CAT*(B) ~ CA T*(A) is a Serre fibration after all in case (B, A) is a
closed polyhedral pair and dim(B-A) < m . (B is supposed a subpolyhedron of some open subset of M that carries a PL manifold structure.)
Then the classical immersion theoretic method, cf. [HaP] or [Gr]
goes on to prove that dM is a homotopy equivalence as required in case
M posesses by hypothesis some PL manifold structure. An infinite
.11andle decomposition of M with no handle of index m is used.
(Beware that the restrictions from thickening in this handle filtration
.have only the weak homotopy lifting property, cf. Appendix A .)
It remains then to show that M does have a PL manifold structure
whenever CAT reM) is nonempty. The following fairly quick proof of
tfVs is due to R. Lashof [Lal] , cf. Appendix A .
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Suppose 104.1 proved for manifolds covered by < s co-ordinate
charts, and let M be a manifold covered by s charts, of which U
say is one, and V say is the union of the rest. Using the normality of
o
M find a closed subset B of M in V such that U U B = M and
B () U is a closed subcomplex of the chart U (suitably linearly
o
triangulated). Let C CUbe the (m-l )-skeleton of U - B .
Recall that &(X) is the statement that dA is a (weak) homotopy equivalence. Now &(V) holds by inductive hypothesis, and
likewise &(B) , &(C) and &(B () C) - by a limit argument. Since
restriction from C to B () C is a Serre fibration, one deduces that
& holds for
B U C = B U U(m-l ) ,cf. (J3) above. We can
suppose CATr(M):f ¢ (otherwise 1.4.1 is vacuously true). Thena
neighborhood Mo of B U U(m-I) admits a PL manifold structure.
If S is the discrete set in M consisting of the centers of all the msimplices of U outside B, we easily construct open embeddings
M ~ (M-S) ~ Mo' Hence M like Mo admits a PL structure,
in which case &(M) follows, closing up the induction.
This completes our limited discussion of ] 04.1. •

PROOF OF THE CLASSIFICATION t.4 FOR CAT = DIFF .
The above PL proof applies except for
(a) verification of the Kan extension conditions for DIFF(M) and
DfFF r(M). for any M (as given).
(b) verification that DIFFr(B) ~ DIFFr(A) is a Kanfibration,
for compacta A C B in M.,
A

In each case, the difficulty arises becaus~ simplices have corners. Both
difficulties will be overcome by extensive use of the bundle theorem
0.1 .
(a)

The Kan complex conditions.

Lemma (see [May, § 17.1 , § 18.2]). Considerany css group Y
and XC Y a css subgroup. Then the coset complex Y/X is a
Kan css complex and the quotient map Y ~ Y/X is a Kan
fibration. ..
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To apply this, let a be a structure on Mm ; let X = AutcAT(M a )
by the css group of CAT automorphisms of Ma ,and let
Y = AutTop(M a ) be the css group of TOP automorphisms of M .
A typical k-simplex H E y(k) is a TOP automorphism
H: ~k X M ~ ~k X M sliced over ~k. There is a natural map
y ~ CAT(M) defined by the rule H * H(~k X a) . It clearly induces
an injective css map
a#: y!X ~ CAT(M)
But the Bundle Theorem 0.1 shows that, for dimM:f 4 :f dimaM , the
image of a # is a union of connected components of CAT(M) one of
which is certainly the component CAT(M)a of a = ~ 0 X a .
Varying a now establishes the Kan complex condition for all of
CAT(M).
•
The Kan fibrations (for dimM
4
dimaM and CAT:: PL
or DIFF)

'* '*

(l.S)

are themselves very worthwhile; they show that, for k ~ I ,
7Tk (AutTop(M) ,AutCAT(M a ) = 1TkCAT(M) a (but not for k = 0) .
Here the base points for the groups are taken at the identity. We observe
that (1.5) admits a version relative to a closed subset C eM. One uses
(simplices of) automorphisms fixing some neighborhood of C .in M
and (simplices of) structures that coincide near C with the given
structure a ; the same proof applies using a relative version of the
Bundle Theorem from [II, § 1.11 .
A similar argument will now show that DI FF T(M) is Kan .
Assertion. For any locally topologically trivial bundle fI: E ~ N with
fiber R m , m f 4, Ol'er a DIFF manifold N, the following css
complex DIFFi7]) is Kan.

r

A k-simplex of D1FFo(fI) is a DIFF manifold structure
on
4k X E such that projection (~k X E)r ~ ~k X N is a DIFF submersion. This is a DIFF bundle with fiber Rm by 0.1 since I~ach
point of ~k X N has a neighborhood that is a smooth simplex. So by
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the DIFF bundle homotopy theorem t we have
(**)

(Ak X E)r ::::: Ak X (E')')

for some ,)" by an isomorphism sliced over Ak X N .
Now it follows by the argument above that for any 0 -simplex
AO X rl' of DIFF 0(11) we have a Kan fibration
Au t DIFF(11') ~ AutTOP(17) ~ DIFF o (17)
identifying the quotient of the automorphism groups to certain
components of DIFF o (11), of which one certainly contains ~o X 17'.
This establishes the assertion. •
We now know that DIFF 0(71) is Kan for any Rm-bundle 71
contained in any restriction of T. Recall that by the Kister-Mazur
theorem [KuL}l ,every microbundle (over a triangulable space or
retract of one) con tains a (RID ,0) bundle 17 with the same zerosection. It follows immediately that DIFF ~ (M) is Kan . •
The fibration DI FFr (B) ~ 01 FFr (A)
Using the notation established above and the property (**) one
easily proves that for any compact (or closed) K in X the restriction;:
DIFF 0(17) ~ DIFF 0(71 near K) is a Kan fibration, where by definition
DIFF 0(17 near K)· = lim DIFF 0(711 U) , the injective limit being taken
over open neighborhoods U of K in X. The desired fibration
clearly follows. ..

(b)

~

1.6 REMARKS COMPLEMENTARY TO THE CLASSIFICATIONS
1.4 AND 1.4.1.
A) DIFF structures on open 4-manifolds. The main obstacle to proving,:,
the DIFF version of the PL classification theorem 1.4.1 for open 4-.
manifolds is to prove that the complexes involved are Kan complexes.
We would not underestimate the difficulty of giving a proof, although
we expect it is in no sense to be compared with the problem of provin~.

t To avoid any possible difficulty here' involving corners, observe that the
conditioning procedure below (see p* in proof 2.4) produces a DIFF conconlance e· r- r' , sliced over I X Ak X N , to a structure r' that extends to'
r" on Rk+ I X E sliced over Rk + l X N (recall Ak C R k + l ). By one
applicalion of the bundle homotopy theorem we have (A k X E)r ::::: (A k X E)r'
sliced over Ak X N . By a second (k + I)-fold application to (lk+l X E)r" we
get a further isomorphism (A k X E)r' == Ak X (E')') sliced over Ak X M .
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the stronger Bundle Theorem 0.1 for open 4-manifolds. Whaf one can
prove without difficulty is the quasi-space version of 104.1 stating that
the rule d: (P X M)L * L X N gives a weak homotopy equivalence
d : CAT*(M) ~ CAT*r(M)
of DIFF quasi-spaces for CAT = DIFF , defined just as for CAT::: PL
above but using arbitrary DIFF manifolds and maps in place of compact
polyhedra and PL maps. Homotopy groups are understood to be
defined using the standard smooth disks and spheres. The familiar
DIFF devices for conditioning homotopies etc. , using an DIFF homotopyof id I [0,00), fixing 0 and [2,00), to a map sending [0, 1] to 0
_ serve to make the (weak) homotopy theory of these quasi-spaces
function well. Difficulties with kinks and corners are thus avoided. It
seems to us that every result in this essay which involves PL 4-manifolds, can be proved for DIFF with little more effort, on the
condition that it be formulated and proved for DIFF quasi-spaces. The
Kan property for the corresponding css complexes would let one
deduce the css versions using the device of conditioning simplices (as
in proving assertion 2.4 below) .
B)

Non-metrizable manifolds.
Such manifolds are usually regarded as remote curiosities and
excluded from consideration. This many not be a wise attitude since
, some turn up quite naturally. To illustrate, if a non-compact Lie group
G ,like (R, +) ,acts smoothly and freely on a smooth manifold W in
such a way that every point in W is 'wandering' t , then the orbit space
>W/G is a smooth manifold which is , in general, not even Hausdorff
. (s~e [Pa2]) ; interesting examples appear already in the plane W = R 2 ,
: (s.ee [Kap]) . Thus in any classical dynamical system the open set of
-'wandering' points always yields a possibly non-metrizable manifold as
. o~bit space .
. Recall that we proved in [II, § 2.1] that the restriction mapping
'CAT(V)
~ CAT(U) is a Kan fibration for arbitrary open subsets of a
I
CAT manifold M with dimM =f 4 =f dimaM . The classification
theorems of this section did not need the full strength of this result, but
on n~n-metrizable manifolds it becomes a powerful tool. The rule
U # CAT(U) always constitutes a sheaf of css sets on the space M,
t The point p in W is wandering jf tJlere exists a neighborhood U of
p such that g(U) n U = </J for all g E G outside some com pactum in G
(depending on p).
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(cf. Appendix A). If <1>: U ~ <I>(U) is a sheaf of css sets on a
topological space M, we will say <I> is strongly flexible if the
restriction <I>(V) ~ <p(U) is a Kan fibration for every pair (V, U) of
open sets in M. Using Zorn's lemma one readily verifies the
Proposition. A sheaf <I> of css sets on an arbitrary topological space _
M is strongly flexible if it is locally strongly flexible, i. e. if the
restriction <I> I Ua. is strongly flexible for every set Ua. of some opew-'
covering u. = {Va.} of M. If d: <P ~ <1>' is a morphism of strongly
flexible sheaves 011 M. then dM : <p(Mj ~ <I>'(Jl1) is a homotopy
equivalellce whenever d u : <1>( Uj ~ <1>'( Uj is a homotopy equivalence
for every open set U such that U C Ua. for some Ua. E u .
This implies that CAT(M m ) is contractible for any possibly non-_
metrizable m-manifold , in case CAT(U) is known to be contractible _
for every open U C
(m *4) . (Just make <p' the constant sheaf :'
U ~ <I>'(U) = flo.) In fact Cerf has proved CAT(M m ) contractibl~,
for metrizable Mm, provided m ~ 2, or provided CAT = PL and :-:
m = 3 , (see [Cel] ,and a proof in § §4.4 ,5.8 ,5.9 below); the same-~,
now follows for possibly non-metrizable manifolds. Similarly one can '
show DIFF(M 3 ) is I-connected for possibly non-metrizable 3manifolds (see §5.8).
It should be possible to prove that the sheaf U * CATr (U) is
strongly flexible (m =t- 4) and So obtain the equivalence
d: CAT(M) ~ CATT(M) of 1.4 for possibly non-metrizable manifold~;:
Two words of caution :
(i) CAT sliced concordance does fiOt imply CAT isomorphism on nom;j
metrizable manifolds. For example, although CAT(M) is contractible:~
for the long line Ml = (0 ,n) of Cantor and Alexandroff , it is knowni;~;
that the long line has infmitely (uncountably?) many non-isomorphic
CAT structures; indeed Koch and Puppc give a DIFF construction
[KP] . To give a similar PL construction is an amusing exercise disproving the Hauptvermutung on the long line.
(ii) What we have said under this rubric B) does not apply to DIFF . ','j;
structures Whitehead compatible with a fixed PL structure, cf. [I, §4.2n
'.-..1/
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§2 CAT STRUCTURES AND CLASSIFYING SPACES
To render useful the equivalences d: CAT(M) ~ CAT r(M) of
§ lone needs an analysis of CAT T(M) in terms of microbundle
classifying spaces.

2.0. This analysis applies to any TOP m-microbundle ~ over a
(metrizable) CAT object X (CAT = DIFF or PL). We will need a
universal CAT m-microbundle 'YCA T over BCAT(m) . It is known,
cf. [IV , § 1. 11 ,that 'YDl F F can be a smooth universal m-vector··
bundlet ,while BDIFF(m) can be built up as an open subset of ~'2
(a smooth infmite dimensional Hilbert manifold). Also BPL(m) i'~an
be a locally finite simplicial complex [IV, § 8 1 .
We need a notion oJ CAT microbundle map (): ~I ~ ~z of CAT
micro bundles ~a: Xa I~ Ea p~ Xa . This consists of an open
neighborhood U of i l (Xd in El and CAT maps H: U ~ E2 ,
h: Xl ~ X z so that (a) pzH = hpi and Hil =i2h, and (b) H
is an open CAT imbedding of each fiber of PI I U into a fiber of pz.
-These compose naturally.
We fix from the outset a classifying (m-microbundle) map
,cp : ~ ~ -rTop covering a continuous map f: X ~ BTOP(m) . Also
we fix a classifying TOP micro bundle map 'Y~AT ~ 'YTOP over a
map jm: BCAT(m) ~ BTOP(m) . By Serre's device [IV , § 9] we
extend jm to a Hurewicz fibration jin: BCAT(m) ~ BTOP(m)
The subspace BCAT(m) C Bc;AT(m)
is a defonnation retract.

A k-simplex a of the Kan complex Lift(f_ to BCAT(m») is
defined to be a continuous map a: Ak X X ~ BCAT(m) so that
jill a = fp2 : Ak X X ~ BTOP(m) where P2 is projection to X.

t

This justifies writing BO(m)
Tor TOP m/DlFFm etc.

for

BDlFF(m)

and later on

TOP m/Om
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THEOREM 2.1 {above data} .
Assuming CAT(~) is Kan
equivalence of Kan complexes.

Essay V

t, CAT(~) ~ CAT(~) is a homotopy

THEOREM 2.2 {same data}
There are canonical and natural homotopy equivalences of Kan
complexes
CAT(~) ~ CATcls(~) ~ Lift(f to BCAT(m)

CATcls(~) is defined in the proof of 2,2 , which is postponed in
favor of corollaries.
For any subset A C X we can take injective limit over open
neighborhoods of A in X to obtain from 2.1 and 2.2 homotopy
equivalences (for same data) denoted:
2.1.1. CAT(~ near A) ~ CAT(~ near A) (for m =1=4 or CAT =l=DIFF) ,'.
2.2.1. CA T(~ near A) ~ CA TCIs(~ near A) ~ Lift(f to BCAT(m) near A)~

all natural for restriction (Le. behaving contraviariant functorially with . :
respect to inclusions). The notation introduced here will be used
repeatedly.
To apply this resul t in the setting of § 1.1 , we choose a microbundle map t(J: T(M) ~ 'YTOP over a map f: M ~ BTOP(m)
This we extend to (p : T ~ '>'ToP over ?: N ~ BTOP(m) ,by ~:
composition with the natural microbundle map T = r* T (M) ~ T(Mr
over r. We note that for any A eM, the restriction

p; Lift(t to BCAT(m) near A) ~ Lift(f to BCAT(m) near A)
is a homotopy equivalence; the inverse equivalence p' comes from
using the retraction r: N ~ M to extend lifts. (Proof of equiva1enc~~~
pp' = id is clear; .to provide a homotopy p'p == id use a homotop1~
,
rt : N ~ N, 0 ~ t ~ I , of ro = id I N fixing M so that
J
rl = r on a neighborhood of M in N. This homotopy exists
because M and N are ANR's.)
~-;;'i

t This is evident for CAT = PL. It is established for DIFF (~) , for m t- 4,_
below 1.5 ; the same argument applies to DlFF(t) • [or all m , in fact much
more ditectly , using the DlFF microbundle homotopy theorem.
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CLASSIFICATION THEOREM 2.3 .
Under the hypotheses of 1.4 or 1.4.1 , there is, given
I{J: r(M) ~ 'Y'Fop , a homotopy equivalence
m
(J : CAT(M ) ~ Lift( f to BCAT(m)) well-defined up to homotopy .
And for any subset A eM there is a homotopy equivalence
(JA: CA Tm (A) ~ Lift(f to BCA T(m) near A) . These equivalences
behave naturally under restriction, viz. when A C B the square
(JB

,J.

~
~

,J. (JA

ill which the verticals are restrictions.is homotopy commutative.

Indeed (JA arises from the sequence of four perfectly canonical
and natural equivalences
2.3.1. CATM(A)
+- CAT(rA

~

CATr(A)

=CAT(r

near A) +-

•
near A) +-ex CATc1s("r near A) p[3
~ Llft(f to BCAT(m).near A)

established by § 1 and 2.1.1 and 2.2.1 . The existence of this canonical
sequence is a good practical substitute for acanonical (prefered) choice
of (JA as css map. It will prevent any loss of precision in passing to
relative versions and versions with boundary. •

o

COMPLEMENT 2.3.2. The homotopy class of the equivalence
. ~A : CAT (A) ~ Lift{f to BCA T(m} near A) does not depend pn
M
. :choice of the embedding M 4 N or the retraction r: N ~ M.
A proof of 2.3.2 is given at the end of this section.
o

PROOF OF 2.1: CAT(~) ~ CAT(~).
Suppose given
L : (A k ,a~k) ~ (CAT(~) ,CAT(~»
In the microbundle
p
I X ~k X ~ : I X Ak X E(~) -:- I X Ak X X

we approximate i by a section i' ~hlch is CAT on 0 X Ak X ~~
; with respect to the CAT manifold structuret I X L and equals i on
c~~ = (l X (aA k ) X X) U (1 X ~k X X). This requires only chart by
: dhart use of the relative approximation of continuous functions to the
:.- fiber Rm by CAT ones, as proved by Zeeman [Ze2] for CAT = PL
WId by Whitney [Wh 1] [See] for DIFF .:\: Replacing i by i' we
'0

o

t We are using the same symbol L for a CAT structure with germ L.
:j: The need of approximation sharply relative to ::J could be obviated by a
~o

conditioning procedure as in the proof of 2.4 below.
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r

have a new TOP microbundle
over I X ~k X X, to which we
apply the micro bundle homotopy'theorem to get a TOP morphism
H:
~ I X ~k X ~ over (id I I X ~k X~) and equal to the
identity over :J. (Recall here that (1 X ~k) U (I X oAk) ~ I X £lk,
under a self-homeomorphism of all I X ~k) . The image of I X ~
under H is a new CAT structure on 1 X Ak X ~ , equal to I X k
over :J (near the zero section), and having a CAT zero section over
o X ~k X X. Thus H(I X L) provides a homotopy of ~ fixing
o~k into CAT(~) as soon as I X Ak is triangulated suitably. . -

r

THE EQUIVALENCES

CAT(~) E CATcls(~) ~

Lift(f to BCAT(m})

OF 2.2.
We shall define natural 'forgetful' maps of css Kan complexes
<BcAT(X)

~ (B~~T(X:) ~

{X, BCAT(m)}

and pass to fibers.
A typical k-simplex of {X, Y} is a continuous map
~k X X~ Y . And {X,Y}CAT is the sub complex of simplices that
are CAT maps.
,
(B~~T(X) has typical k-simpiex represented by a CAT mmicrobundle "I over ~k X X equipped with a CAT morphism
g: "I ~ 'YCAT . ( (B indicates m-microbundles ; and cIs classifying ~,
map). To avoid set-theoretical difficulties we can insist that E("I) be a~'
subset of some X X Rn C X X Roo . Another such pair ("I', g')
represents the same k-simplex iff ('Y,g) and ("I' ,g') have the same
germ, i.e. coincide (are identical) on a neighborhood of the
respective zero-sections.
To define (BeAT (X) we just omit mention of g .
For CAT = DIFF or PL we also define (BglT (X) containing -,
T(X) as defonnation retract as follows. To the above defmition of:
a typical k-simplex of (B8~T(X) we add, to get all of (Bgl T(X) , "
h
the genn of a morphism h : I X "I ~ 'Y~bp such that "I = 0 X "I ~ 'Y-¥bP.
coincides with "I ~ 'YCAT ~ rfOP . It is not difficult to show that:, "
the forgetting map :
'

CBgl

(B8~T(X)
which selects "I

= I X'Y l4.

-+

(B~bp(X)

'Y'Pop' is a Kan fibration.

ASSERTION 2.4. (BCAT(X) ~ ffi~~T(X)
{X,BCAT(m)} are
equivalences, where a. and (3 merely forget.

Ii
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Proof of 2.4 .
{3 is a composition (B8~T(X) ~ {X,BCAT(m)}CAT 4{X,BCAT(m)} of two easily verified natural equivalences of which the
second requires relative CAT approximation of continuous maps [Ze2]
[Whn 1l .
It is the following universality of '¥CAT that establishes the
equivalence a..
(*) For any CA T microbundle 17 m over Y (an ENR) , qny closed
set C C Y, and any CAT microbundle map g: (17 1 UJ ~ 1'CAT
where U is an open neighborhood of C in Y, there exists a CAT
morphism G: 77 ~ -rCA T equal g over C.
This is a standard version, cf [IV, § 8.1 ] t .
It is not at first clear that this suffices, particularly for CAT =:
DIFF. So consider any CAT m-microbundle ')'m over ~k X X and
a morphism g: ')'ml (a~k X X) ~ ')'CAT that is CAT (wherever this
makes sense). Let rt: ~k ~ ~k, 0 ~. t ~ 1 , be a CAT homotopyof id 1 ~k respecting a~k so that ri l (a~k) contains an open
nei~hborhood U of a~k. ( For CAT = DIFF, r t cannot fix
a~
(pointwise); it can be constructed by composing (k + 1) homotopies that squash a collar of a face ai~k into aiA k following the
lines radiating from vi)' Now define a self-map p of ,I X ~k X X
by p(t,u,x) = (t,rt(u),x) and consider the pullback p*(I X 'Y) over

IXL\kXX.+
This bundle inherits from
p*(I X ')') ~ I X 'Y~'Y and g: ')' 1 (a~kXX) ~ ')'r?AT

amicrobundlemap p*(IX,),)IA ~ ')'CAT ' A=(lXa~k U I XU)
X X, that is CAT wherever this makes sense. By the standard CAT
universality property cited this extends reI 1 X a~k X X to all of
p*(I X ')')I:J to produce a map* :J (I X ~k) ~ (Bg~fX) which
establishes the homotopy equivalence a..
•
t The condition that Y be an ENR can be replaced by the condition
that TIm be numerable if we use the more genera) form of the Kister-Mazur
theorem in lHol] together with Milnor's classifying space for RlTI - bundles
[Hus] ,
:j: In terminology we have occasion to use elsewhere the CAT homotopy Tt
of id I ~k yields a conditioning p*(l X 'Y) of the simplex 'Y:,6k -7 CBCAT(X) ;
the conditioned simplex. is p*(1 X 'Y)II X ~k X X ,

'*

Determined by a convenient simplicial subdivision of the prism 1 X ~ k ,
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Continuing the proof of 2.2 , consider now the natural commutative
diagram of 'forgetful' maps

t

(B~&p(X)
in which the verticals are known to be Kan fibrations while the
horizontals are known to be homotopy equivalences. For the point
(~ ,cp) of CB~8p(X) we have ex(~, cP) = ~ and (3(~, cp) = f on
identifying !l 0 XX == X . The resulting two equivalences between the _
three css fibers of the three vertical maps, over the points ~ , (tcp) ,and f (in this order) ,are by definition the wanted natural
equivalences of Kan complexes

CAT(~)

+-ex

CATcls(~) (3~

Lift(f to BCAT(m) ).

Tllis completes the proof of 2.2 and also of the classification theorem
2.3 . •
PROOF OF COMPLEMENT 2.3.2 .
Consider two choices of embedding i: M 4 N and retraction :~
r : N ~ M distinguished by subscripts 0 and 1, yielding equivalenc~~~
via 2.3 .

02 ' 01

(a) Suppose NO C N j

and that there is a CAT retraction
p:NJ ~ No so that rl =rop . Then is is clear that O~ ~Ol

.:"

Using (a) we easily reduce the proof of 2.3.2 to the case where No
N 1 are open subsets of R n , n large, and one has a topological
embedding ;:: I X M ~ N C I X Rn and neighborhood retraction
r : N ~ I X M so that ;:, r both are a product along I near 0
and 1, and give concordances ;:: io '" i l and r: ro ,..., rl .
(b) In this situation

O~

Co!

l : CATM(A) ~

0

j

;1!j

Litt{f tu ECA T(m) near.iX
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To prove (btwe fonn a diagram
CATM(A)
~

£l

CAT(r near t(I X A)}

~

qt

~ Lift(lXfto BCAT(m) near IXA) ~ Lift(f to BCAT(m) near A)

Here T is N ~ MXN P2) N with j(y) = (Pf(y),y) , p being the
natural projection i(lXM) ~ M ; d is the differ~ntial L -1+ 2:XN
~ is the equivalence of 2.2.1 composed with restriction to I X M .
(This equivale!!ce of 2.2.1 being obtained using "i;: r nat) T (M) ~
-rTop over f = fpr). Finally qt, 0 ~ t ~ I , comes!rom
restriction t~ t X M . It is easy to see that O~ := qo <P d and
o1 ~ q 1 <P d ; hence the homotopy qr' 0 ~ t ~ I , establishes

01

~

01

as required to complete the proof of 2.3.2 .

•

;
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§3. THE RELATIVE CLASSIFICATION THEOREM
For the hypotheses of 1.4 or 1.4.1 , the classification theorem 2.3
provides homotopy equivalences () and 8c in a homotopy
commutative square
8
CAT(M)
LiftCf to BCAT(m) )
(3.1)

rl

1

1

r2

CATM(C)

Lift(f to BCAT(m) near C)

where the verticals are restrictions We suppose C eM is closed to
assure that r2 is a Kan fibration. The restriction rl is always a
fibration for m = dimM ~ 5 , see property (4) in proof of 1.4 ; for
v
m = 4 we secure this fibration by assuming H4 (M, C; Z2) = 0 (for
Cech cohomology) , see proof of 1.4.1 and Appendix A. It follows novi~i
that there are equivalences of the fibers of fl and f2 over components'
corresponding under 8c . To fix notations let Lo be a CAT
.
structure defined on an open neighborhood Uo of C in M , and let
go be the lift corresponding to La under 8uo . Then we write
(3.2)

CAT(M reI C; Lo)

~

Lift(f to BCA T(m) reI C; go)

for the induced equivalence of the fibers over the germs of ~o and go';i,~
respectively. Note that this (J again arises from a sequence of four ~;l;F
perfectly canonical and natural equivalences.
0
"~
m
m
We apply this now taking M = N = R , m ~ 5 ; C = R -Bm~i
Lo standard; f a~d go constant. The left hand side of (3.2) becomeS~f
CAT(R m reI Rm_Bm) = CAT(B ITI rei aB m ). The right hand side
,
becomes the singular complex of the space of those maps Bm/aB m ~:'
~ TOPm/CAT m sending a neighborhood of the base point (quotient
of aBm) to the base point (image of go)' Here TOP m/ CAT m is ~
the fiber of j: BCAT(m) -+ BTOP(m) over the base point (image
of f ). Thus the right hand side is equivalent to the mth loop space
nm(TOP m/CAT m) , and we have deduced an equivalence
(3.3)

CAT(B m rei aBm) ~ nm(TOPm/CATm ).
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Now the loop space of CAT(B m reI aB m ) pointed by the standard
structure is (up to homotopy) the css group of CAT automorphisms
Aut CA T(B m reI anm) because we have the natural Kan fibration t
AutCAT(Bm reI a) ~ AutTOP(B m reI a) ~ CAT(B m reI a)
m
where the total space AutTOP(B reI a) is contractible by Alexander's
device [AI 1]:1: . Thus we have verified

MORLET'S THEOREM 3.4 .
AutcAT(B m reI aBm) !::::: nm+ I (TOPm/CAT m ) for

m =1= 4 .

Ii

Since AutpL(B m reI aBm) is contractible by the PL version of
the Alexander device, one has, for m =1= 4 , n,m+ I (TOPm /PLm ) = (point)
that is, 1f m +ic(TOPm/PL m ) = 0, k ~ 1 .

Historical Remarks: MorIet first obtained and made famous this
striking result for PLm/DIFFm in his cours Peccot 1969 [Mor2] . It
was probably the raison d' etre for his formulation of the sliced classification theorems [Mor3 J [Mor41 . Several mathematicians besides us
have since taken the trouble to verify it themselves (A. Chenciner , C.
.
Rourke, D. Burghelia, ...
Cerfs version of 3.4 for CAT = DIFF in [Ce41 $ is (with a sli!~t
shift of terminology)

(~.4.1) 1fi(AutDIFF(Sm),O(m+l» = 7ri+m+l(AutTOP(Sffi),O(m+l)).
He regards AutcATSm as a topological group, with COO topology
for CAT = DIFF ,and wi th CO topology for CAT = TOP .
Exploiting the natural fibrations AutcATS m ~ Sm and
O(m+1) ~ Sm , one shows without difficulty that 3.4.1 is equivalent
to 3.4 in the equation form
. (3.4.2)

1fi (AutDIFF(B

m reI aB m » = 7ri+m + I (TOPm/DIFF ) .
m

t Geometrically realized, this is a Serre fibration [Q1 .

* One can homo top any map of the contractible spaces AutTOp(Bm rei

a) -

~- t\ CA T(B m

rei a) to be fi ber preserving over CAT(Bm reI a). There results a
homotopy equivalence of the fibers AutCA TW m reI a) - n CAT(B m reI a) .

*

For interested readers unable to find [Ce41 , Theorem 4 on p.365 of
.[Ce31 closely approaches the case m == 3 .
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§4. CLASSI FICATIONS FOR MANI FOLDS WITH BOUNDARY
An interesting variant of Morlet's theorem ([Mor2] [Mor3]) comes
from generalizing the classification theorem to manifolds with nonempty boundary Mm , (m 4 m-l) .

'* '*

4.0. For technical convenience we initially single out an open neighborhood W of aM in M with an open embedding a: W ~ aMX[O,oo)
so that, for all x in aM , a(x) = (x,O) . Also, we form M+ by
attaching aMX(-oo,O] to M identifying aMXO to aM . Write 0 M+ .
for aMX(-oo,O] viewed as a subset of M+ ; write W+ = oM+ u W ,
and extend a trivially to a+ : W+ ~ aMXR .
aM
C_(_""->-(_W_+-I_D_M_+--:

(

M

(

>/

M+

>

Consider the css complex CATa(M) of which a typical k-simplex -:'
isa CAT structure (.~kXM)L ,with PI a CAT submersion to &< ,:~q
that L is a product near AkxaM along the factor [0,00) (offered by ,~
~k Xa near ~k XaM) . Then ~ extends canonically to ~k XM+ as
product along (-00,00) near ~ k X(-oo ,0]XaM ,making CATa(M) a":
subcomplex of CA T(M+) .

a)i

Observe that we have a fiber product square

a*
CATa(M)

---+

CAT(M+)

!

(4.1 )
CAT(aM)

~

in which a* indicates maps naturally determined by a and the vertical maps are restrictions. The vertical maps are Kan fibrations (see
the horizontal maps are inclusions. As our classification theorem alrea~1;
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applies to all but CATa(M) we will be able to get a result for CATa(M)
too. We will prepare the usual equipment for this application with same
extra care.
There is a commutative diagram relating stabilization to forgetting
s
m
'Yf?AtE9€1 - +
'YCAT
,
.,
I
Jm -IE9€
Jm

.

1

'ym -1 E9€1
TOP

~

BCAT{m-l)

1

jrn-l

m

BCAT(m)

!

BTOP(m-l)

'YTOP

BTOP(m)

in which s is CAT . (It is unique up to microbundle homotopy). We
choose a microbundle map a I{) : r(aM) ~ 'Y!PoJ ,over say
af: aM ~ BTOP(m-I) . Note that r(aMXR) = (r(aM)XR) E9 €l
(canonically) and that OCr gives a morphism r(a+): r(W+) -7 r(aMXR)
over a+ . Thus we can make a special choice of morphism
IP+ : r(M+) ~ 'Yfop over say f+: M+ ~ BTOP(m) , as follows. Define
'1'+ first near oM+ as
r(W+) r(a+»

r(aMXR)~

r(aM)EB€1

1{)E9€\ 'YPOJE9€1

-7

'Y!fop

then extend reloM+ over all r(M+) . Finally, choose a CAT manifold
N+ ~ M+ and a retraction r+ : N+ -+ M+ ; for aM we insist on taking
N' = rt. l W+ ~ aM with the composite retraction
N'

~ W+ ~ aMXR

-7

aM .

With all these choices made, one gets using 2.3 a well-defined
'homotopy equivalence, from the diagram 4.1 without CATa(M) ,to
the fiber product diagram below without L .
L
(4.2)

1

Lift(af to BCAT(m-l))

a*

1restriction
)

Lift(f+ to BCAT(m) near oM+)

Here a* is defined on a k-simplex g: £lk XaM -7 BCAT(m-l) on the
left by defining <x*(g) near ~k XoM+ as
~k Xa
proj
g
.: !).kXW+
+> ~
AkxaMXR
> LlkXaM ----+ BCAT(m-l) .
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To check that the classifying equivalences 0 carry ex * in (4.1) to ex *
in (4.2) is straightforward, given r(aMXR) = (r(aM)XR)E9€l .
Admittedly one has to check down through the stages of the constructioh'~
tion of e ,( cf. 2.3.1). We then deduce an equivalence CATex(M) ~ L'?n
since the vertical maps in both squares are Kan fibrations. By collaring
theorems (existence for CAT t and uniqueness for TOP ), the inclusion map is an equivalence CATex(M) 4 CAT(M) to the space of all
CAT structures on M (without corners if CAT = DIFF ). And (4.2)
is homotopy equivalent by restriction to the simpler fiber product
square of Kan fibrations.
Lift(f,af to BCAT(m),BCAT(m-I»

--+

1

1

(4.3)

Lift(r to BCAT(m»

Lift(af to BCAT(m-I»

------+)

Lift(f I aM to BCAT(m)}'
"'

In all, we have an equivalence:
(4.4)

CAT(M)

~

) Lift(f,af to BCAT(m),BCAT(m-l)

,

valid t for dimM =1= 4 =1= dimaM . This classification has a version
relative to a closed subset C C M for just the same reasons for which
the absolute theorem 2.3 has the one formulated as (3.2) . With
notation generalizing that for (3.2) in the obvious way, it gives an
equivalence
(4.5)

CAT(M reI C ;

~o) ---+

-~)

Lift(f,ar to BCAT(m),BCAT(m-J) reI C ; gO,ogon
Applying this to M = [O,oo)XBm-1 with C = M - {[O,I)XB m- 1 /
and with f, ar , go ,ago all constant maps we get (for
m*4*m-1 ) :
(4.6) 1fjAutcAT(lXBm-1 rel:J) =1fi+m+I(TOPm/CATm,TOPm_I/CAT~;i
,:;;(j

It says nothing new for CAT = PL . But, for CAT = DIFF , Cerf ".
tFor CAT= DIFF ,integration of vector fields may as well be used. For
CAT::; PL and for TOP exploit [ I, Appendix A] .
:j:And also valid if (i) m::; 4 and M connected non-compact, or (ii) m -= ~
and aM has no nonempty compact component. The same proof applies,
although for CAT DIFF we would have to use DIFF quasi-spaces.

=
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[Ce3] has proved, by studying generic I-parameter families of smooth
real functions, that, for m ~ 6 and i = 0 ,the left side is zero .. This
adds one dimension to the stability of TOPm/D1FFm implied by the
s-cobordism theorem (see 5.2 below).
On the other hand, for i = 1 , I. Volodin [Vol] has asserted
that the left hand side is Wh 3 (O) Ea Z2
provided m is large
(m~
). K. Igusa (thesis, Princeton Univ., 1976) has confirmed
that it is lion-zero, admitting a homomorphism onto the advertize;d
Z2 . It is known that K 3 (Z) = Z48 ,(see [Kar] and joint articles of
R. Lee and R.H. Szczarba to appear), and it is thought that Wh 3 (O)
will be the order 2 quotient by Z24 .
I
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§5. THE HOMOTOPY GROUPS 1I"*(TOPm /CAT m ) .
5.0. The calculations we review can be summarized as follows:
(1) TOPm/PLm '" K(Z2,3)

t

for m'~ 5 . See 5.5 .

(2) TOP m/PLm is contractible for m ~ 3 . See 5.8, 5.9
(3) 1I"k+l+m (TOP m/DIFFm)
See 3.4.

= 1I"k~utDIFF(Bm reI aBm)

,m =1= 4

1I"k+ 1+m (TOP m/DIFFm ,TOP m_t/DIFFm-I) = 1I"kAutDIFF(Bm-t XI re

m=l=4=i=m-1 . See 4.6 .

,k~m+2,m~5,

(4) 1I"k(TOP/DIFF,TOPm /DIFF m )'= 0

= U TOPm/D1FFm . See 4.6, 5.2 .
. m
(5) 1I"m(TOP/DIFF) = 8 m
' m> 5 ,
= 1I"mK(Z2,3) , m~6. See 5.5
where TOP/DIFF

(6) 1I"k (TOP 3/DIFF3) = 0 , k ~ 4 . See 5.8 .
(7) TOPm/DIFFm is contractible m ~ 2 . See 5.9 .
5.1 . Recall that TOPmiCA T m is by definition the standard homotopy.
fiber of the forgetful map jm : BCAT(m) ~ BTOP(m) (see 2.0) over
a chosen base point. One can arrange that all the squares
BCAT(m)

~

.J,

BTOP(m)

BCAT(m+I)
-/,

~

BTOP(m+l)

relating stabilizations s to forgetting maps (verticals) are commutative::
and present each s as an inclusion. One need only enlarge the spaces ~"
by mapping cylinder devices and suitably choose the maps. This done, ~
define
BCAT = U BCAT(m)
m

and

BTOP

= Um BTOP(m)

t Some further information call be found in [BuL) .
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One notes that s: TOPm/ CATm -+ TOPm+ I/ CATm+ I is then also an
inclusion and that, in analogy with TOPm/CATm ' the space TOP/CAT =
=U
m) is precisely the fiber of the standard Serre pa~h
m (TOPm/CAT
_
fibration
BCAT -+ BTOp
FIRST STABILITY THEOREM 5.2 . (CAT = DIFF or PL ; m =1= 4,5 )

For O~k:;;;;;'m , 1fk+/TOPm/CATm,TOPm_l/CATm_J)=O .
Hence 1f/TOP/CAT,TOPm/CATm) = 0 for I ~ m+J and m ~ 5 .
Proof of 5.2. By (4.5) ,this group is in bijective correspondence with
k XR n rel:J)

where I + k + n = m . But the latter is zero
by the Concordance Implies Isotopy Theorem (already in its handh~ version [I, § 3]) .
Our present heavy machinery could eliminate parts of the proof of
[I, §3 ] ,cf. proof of 5.3 below. But both the CAT s-cobordism
theorem and some topological geometry (involving infinite processes or
coverings, and the Alexander isotopy) do seem irreplaceable ingredients.
The cases m ~ 3 will be covered again by the next result. 7T

oCAT(lXU

THEOREM 5.3 (CAT =DIFF or PL) [KS I 1

.

Suppose 4=1=m ~6 ,and k~m .. Then 1fk(TOPm /CATm )=O
unless 3 = k < m , in which case we have 1fi TOPm/CATm) = Z2 .

Proof of 5.3 . [ with arguments for m = 3 marked off ] .
For suitable compact CAT manifoids Mm = IkXTn , m = k+n ,
with boundary aM we will compare g (M reI a) = 1f o(CAT(Mm rel aM»
with the set g*(M reI a) of homotopy smoothings (or triangulatiom.) of
M reI boundary. An element of g*(M reI a) is represented by a homotopyequivalence fl : (M I ,aM I) -+ (M,aM) from a compact CAT
m-manifold M J ,such that f I I aMI is a CAT isomorphism aM J -+ aM
and fl is a CAT embedding near aMI' Another such equivalence
f2 : (M 2 ,aM 2 ) -+ (M,aM) represents the same element of g *(M,aM) if
and only if there is a CAT isomorphism h : MI -+ M2 so that f2h is
homotopic to f} : (M I ,aMI) -+ (M,aM) fixing a neighborhood of the
boundary. [ In case m = 3 , we supplement" this definition by supposing
t~at M is Poincare i.e., contains no fake 3-disc (=compact CAT contracJ
tible 3-manifold not isomorphic to B3 ). ]
\
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TIle natural map g(M,3) ~ g*(M,3) sends [~1 to the element
represented by id : (M:2;,3M L ) ~ (M,3M) . [ For m = 3 ,to see that
this a valid definition one must know that M~ = Ok XTn)~ contains
no fake CAT 3-disc. A proof is given by [Mac] [HeM] t in fact for thej
universal covering. We prefer not to appeal to Moise's proof of the
Hauptvermutung in dimension 3 [Mo] . B
Represent a given element x of 7T k (TOPm /CATm ) by a map
lk ~ TOPm/CATm) sending ink to the base point (image of a classifYi1){
map for the standard structure). Then extend to IkXTm - k by projec- :'
tion to Ik . To this map there corresponds by 3.2 a well defined eIc- ment [~]E gOk XT m - k reI 3) represented by a structure ~ .
If x 0 ,then the image [~l* of [~] in g*(lkXTm - k reI 3)
under the forgetful map g ~ g * cannot be zero. To see this, suppose
it were, that is, suppose one had a CAT isomorphism
h : Ik XT n ~ Ok XTn)~ , n = m-k, fixing a neighborhood of 3 and
homotopic to the identity reI 3 . Then some standard finite An -fold
covering hA ,A ~ I , of -h will be seen to be topologically isotopic to
the identity reI a . Here hA fixes 3 and makes commutative the
square
hA
IkXTn ~ Ok XTn)
LA
idX(OA)
idX(OA)
h
IkXTn
(lkXTn)L

*

1

1

~

where (0 A) : Tn ~ Tn indicates multiplication by J\ and LA is
defined to make the right hand map a CAT covering map (An -fold)
For A large one checks that the component of hA on Tn can
approach that of the identity. Further, up to a standard isotopy, hA
has component on Ik arbitrarily near the identity. This standard
'Alexander' type isotopy extends hA by the identity over all of Rk XT~~;
then conjugates hA by an isotopy_ that shrinks Ik in Rk radially to ~,~
towards a point. From the local contractibility theorem [EK] for the ~;~<.'
"'t An alternative proof of 5.3 for m = 3 (suggested in [SiS' §S] ) neatfy,J
avoids this technicality by solving handle problems in coordinate charts where the fr~i
Alexander 'Shoen flies theorem' [A1 2 J[ Ce 1 ] precludes fake 3-discs. In following ~~~
n
technique of (KS1J ,one should use the Novikov imbedding Tn-Ix R 4. R ~ _-~:~j
place of the Kirby immersion (Tn_point) ~ R n . This approach gives our favonte· .""'1
proof of the Hauptvermutung and the triangulation conjecture in dimension 3. Se~~
,<"7

also the recent article of A.J.S. Hamilton [Hal) ,who has succeeded even with the,;~~.;>
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group of homeomorphisms of Ik XT n fixed on the boundary a , we
conclude that hA is isotopic to the identity reI a for "A large, which
shows [LAI = 0 in 8(Ik XT n reI a) . Since a classifying map for LA
is the covering idX("A) followed by that for L ,we can conclude
that x = 0 by restricting the nul-homotopy of the classifying map of
~A to Ik X(point) C Ik XTn .
We have seen that [~]* lies in the subgroup
g~(Ik XTm - k reI a )
of g * consisting of those elements that are unchanged by passage to
standard Am-k-fold coverings, A ~ 1 ; i.e., those [f] E g* ,
f : M ~ I k XTm - k ,such that [f] = [f] whenever one forms a fiber
product square
f )
'"
IkXTm - k
M

+
M

f

+
)

idX("A)

IkXTm - k

Thus the next step is to exploit the important surgical calculation of
and g~ from [HS] and [Wa] .

Theorem 5.4 . (CAT = DIFF or PL )
. For m ~ 3 , one has g*([kXTm-k rei a) = 0 .
For m = 5 or 6 (or m ~ 5 and CAT = PL ), one has a
bijectionfrom g *(IkXTm - k rei a) to H3(Jkxym-k, a . Z2) =
:= H3 - k (ym-k .. Z2 ) . Under this bijection the self-maps of g* and
lIJ respectively, induced by the standard "Am-k-fold covering,
correspond to one another.
Since this Am- k -fold covering in fact induces mul tiplication by the
·integer A3 - k in the cohomology group we have the

Corollary 5.4.1. For 4,* m ~ 6 • .the set g~(Ik Xym-k reI a) of
homotopy smoothings or triangulations invariant under passage to
standard Am-k-fold coverings is zero unless 3 = k < m , in which case
g~(Jk xrn - k reI a ) = Z2'
•

C~mments on the proofof 5.4. (see also Appendices Band C ) .

The proof for m > 4 is given in [HSl and [Wal (cf. [Si 8 l) for
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CAT = PL, and the DIFF proof is identical since 1fi(G/PL) = 1fi(G/O)
for i ~ 6 . It requires the full strength of non-simply-connected
surgery [Wa1 and the periodicity in surgery related to producting with
CP 2 . The source of the Z2 is Rohlin's theorem that closed smooth
almost parallelizable 4-manifolds have signature divisible by 16 (not
just 8). The reader should be reminded that the PL proof relies on
the PL Poincar~ theorem stating that g*(S5) == 0 . There is still no
proof of the latter without Cerf's difficult proof that r 4 == 0 [Ce 11 .
[The proof of 5.4 for m == 3 is essentially due to Stallings [Stll
His setting is PL , but there would be no obstacle to giving essentially
the same proof for the DIFF cat'..:gory. To convert Stallings'
construction of fiberings over the circle into the result 5.4 one uses
the fact that any CAT automorphism of Ik XT 2 - k , 0 ~ k ~ 2 , reI
boundary is CAT isotopic reI boundary to the identity. This easily
is proved if CAT = PL [Sco] ,and the DIFF result follows using
example 5.9 below.] ..
Returning to the proof of 5.3 recall that we have established an
injection
(#)

1fk (TOPm /CATm ) ~ g~(lkXTm-k reI a)

In view of the vanishing of g~ assured by 5.4.1 we know now that
1Tk (TOP m/CAT m) = 0 when 4 =1= m ~ 6 and either k,* 3 or
m~3 .
In case k == 3 and m = 5 or 6 ,the target· of the injection (#) is·1~
not zero but rather Z2 = g*(l3 XTm-k reI a) . The source is naturany":'~
isomorphic to g (13 XT m - k reI a) ; indeed) the rela tive classification ;.\i
theorem 3.2 yields g(I3 XT m - 3 reI a) = [13 XT m - 3 /a ; TOP m/CATm]~'
= H3 (I3 XTm-3,a; 1f 3 (TOPm/CATm» = HO(T m- 3 ;1f3 (TOPm/CATm) = .

=1T3(TOPm/CATm)

.

For m = 6 , we now show that (#) is surjective. Thus
1f3(TOPm/CATm) = Z2 for m == 6 , and the same follows for all
m ~ 5 by the stability 5.2.
Represent the nontrivial element of g*(1 3 XT 3 rei a) by
f: (M,aM) ==+ (13 XI 3 ,a). OUf aim is to show that f can be a homeo-"~,:
morphism. We can apply the CAT s-cobordism theorem to the CAT ~~
relative h-cobordism
c == (M ; f- 1(OXI 2 XT 3 ), f- 1(lXI 2 XT 3 »
recalling that Wh( 1f 1Tn)

=0

. Thp.s we obtain a CAT isomorphism
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f': M ~ 13 XT3 equal f near f- 1 (:J) = r-1((IXI 2 U IXaI 2 )XT 3 ). This
provides a CAT automorphism OXg = f'f- 1 : OXI 2 XT3 ~ OXI 2 XT 3
equal the identity near OXaI 2 XT3 .
If g is topologically isotopic reI a to the identity we can alter f'
near [-1 (OXI2XT3) to obtain a homeomorphism h: M-+1 3 XT 3
equal f near aM . Then h is necessarily homotopic to f reI a • the
obstructions being in H*(I3 XT3 ,a;1I' *(13 XT 3 )) = 0 . This would then
complete the proof.
To establish this, find a topological isotopy reI a to the identity
from a standard A3 -fold covering gA of g (A a large integer) , by
precisely the argument used in establishing the injectivity of (#) .
Now it is clear that gA = f~f~1 I OXI 2 XT 3 , where f~,fA: MA ~I3XT3
are the corresponding standard A3-foId coverings of f, f' respectively.
Thus we now know that f~ can be replaced by a homeomorphism
hA : MA -+ 13 XT 3 homotopic reI a to fA . Fortunately any standard
covering fA: MX ~ 13 XT3 of f still represents the unique nontrivial
element of g* =g~ . Thus we have a CAT identification MA = M so
that hA is homotopic reI a to f . The surjectivity of (#) 1S now
established and with it Theorem 5.3.
•

Remarks:
(a) We have presented the basic elements of the above argument before
[KS I] [Ki 2 ] [Sig] lSi I 0] . The reader wishing to see variants or more
details should consult these references.
(b) It is worth noting that, that if we accept the classification theon~m
of Essay IV rather the results of this essay, then the above argument
does prove that 1fi(TOP/CAT) = 1fi(K(Z2 ,3» for i ~ 6 . A similar
_remark applies to the nex t theorem.
We are now in a position to draw the threads together.

THEOREM 5.5 .
I) For m ~5,
11) TOP/DIFF

TOPmlPL m '" K(Z2,3) '" TOP/PL
TOPIO t has homotopy groups 1I'i ~ 1I'iK(Z2' 3)
for, i ~ 6 and 1fi = E>i for i ~ 5. Here E>i is the Kervaire-Milnor
group I KeM/ of oriented isomorphism classes DIFF homotopy spheres
spheres under connected sum; and K(Z2' 3) is, of course, the
Eilenberg-Maclane space with 'ff3(K(Z2,J) = Z2

=

I

t See 2.0.
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Proof of II): In view of 5.2,5.3, and [Ki I] t it remains only to prove
1fm (TOP m/Om) == 8 m ' m ~ 5 . Borrowing notation from 5.3 we
have a forgetful map g*(Sm reI Bm) -+ em ' where B~, B~ are the
northern and southern hemispheres of Sm . It is bijective by the DIFF
isotopy uniqueness of oriented imbeddings of Bm into Sm . By §3 ,
1fm (TOP m/Om) ~g(Sm rel B~) . But
g(Sm reI Bm) ~ g*(Sm reI B~) ; indeed surjectivity results from the.
Poincare theorem in dimension m (cf. [MiS]) and injectivi ty results
.
from the Alexander isotopy. Thus 1f m(TOP m/Om) = 8 m . (We let
the reader verify that the bijection established is a group isomorphism.) I
Proof of I): This result follows from 3.3 , 5.2 and the argument for
II) above, in view of the PL Poincare theorem that g *(Sm) = 0 for
m ~ 6 [Sm2 1[Hu2] . This completes the proof of 5.5. •

5.6. For a given topological manifold Mm , m ~ 6 (or m ~ 5 if
aM = if> ) , we can now observe that the one obstruction to introducing '.
a PL structure on M is a cohomology class k(M)E H4 (M;Z2) , namely.the one obstruction to lifting the classifying map
f: M -+ BTOP(m) C BTOP for r(M) to BPL(m) , or equivalently to
BpL . The obstruction to sectioning .the fibration
(**)
K(Z2 ,3) -+ BpL -4. BTOP
is the universal triangulation obstruction k E H4 BTOP , Z2 ) (also
denoted fj, ), and k(M) = f*k by naturality of obstructions. We
represent k by a map k: BTOP -+ K(Z2 ,4) and observe that there is a_
commutative square unique up to homotopy:
k'
BpL ----=+ AK(Z2 ,4) = (K(Z2 ,4), point)(I,O)
j

1·

1p

k
BTOp ~ K(Z2,4)

(One can specify k' using any contraction of kj I BpL to the base pointY
One observes easily that k' gives a homotopy equivalence on fibers:
TOP/PL -+ K(Z2 ,3) = nK(Z2 ,4) ,
and so a homotopy equivalence Lift(f to BpL ) -+ Lift(kf to AK(Z2A))i
When we single out a fixed lift g : M -+ AK(Z2,4) we deduce by
..
t Beware that S.2 failed to prove: 1fO(TOP/CAT, TOPm/CATm ) = 0 ,
for m

~

5 . Cf. [III, Appendix AJ .
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matching common end points of paths, an equivalence
Lift(kf to AK(Z2,4) -+ K(Z2 ,3)M to the space t of maps of M to
K(Z2 ,3) = nK(Z24) for which g also offers a natural inverse
equivalence. We can conclude that when Mm is a PL manifold, with
m ~ 6 (or m ~ 5 and aM =rjJ) , one has
(5.7)
CAT(M) :::: K(Z2,3)M
Of course there is a relative version. It would be more usual to obtain
this result by observing that a section of the pullback ~ of (**) by
f: M -+ BTOP amounts to a homotopy trivialization of ~ .
For more information concerning the triangulation obstruction,
the reader should consult lSi 10] .[HoM] [Mor] [BruM] .
To tie up the loose ends let us review the situation in low
dimensions.
Nothing is known about the structure of TOP 4/ CAT 4 ' although
something is known of its significance [LS] [CLS] .
For dimension 3 one has
THEOREM 5.8. (J. Cerf)
1) TOP31PL3 is contractible.

II) 1f/TOP3103) = 0 for i

<" 4 .

Proof: 1fi(TOP3/CAT3) = 0 for i <" 3 by 5.3 . And by Morlet's
theorem n 4 (TOP 3 /CAT3 ) ~AutCAT(B3 reI aB 3 ) which is
contractible for CAT = PL (Alexander), and connected by Cerf [ee I]
for CAT = DIFF. •

Conjecture (Smale 1958). AutDIFF(B3 reI aB 3 ) is contractible.
This has often been announced (at least once in print [Ak] [Ro I ]);
no correct proof has appeared.
The picture is complete for m
THEOREM 5.9.

<" 2

.

TOP m/CAT m is contractible for m

<" 2

Proof.
For CAT = PL , the proof of 5.8 applies.

t

Recall that this space is naturally homotopy equivalent to its singular
complex [Mi2] .
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For CAT = DIFF ,observe that TOP m/CATm contractible
means that j: BCAT(m) ~ BTOP(m» is a homotopy equivalence. In
view of the Kister-Mazur theorem 'micro bundles are bundles' the latter
is equivalent to the inclusion Oem) 4 Homeo(Rm,O) being a homotop
homotopy equivalence. This Jast condition is what we establish.
m = I: The orientation preserving self-homeomorphisms of (R 1,0)
form a convex hence contractible subset of the continuous maps
RI ~ RI
m = 2: Already in 1926 [Knl H. Kneser published a pleasant proof
based on conformal mapping theofY. In 1958 [Sm}] Smale proved that
that AutDIFF(B 2 rei aB2) is contractible, cf. [Cell; this accomplishes
an indirect second proof, via the argument presented for 5.8.
..
We wish to advertise an elementary proof that is a variant of the
reasoning in [Ki31 t . Bjorn Friberg gives a full discussion in [Fr] .
We denote by TOP~ the space of orientation preserving
homeomorphisms of the Gauss plane C ~ R2 fixing the point 1 (not
o ). Its topology is, of course, the compact-open topology. There is a
locally trivial fibration
H+=p-I(O) ~ TOP! L C- {l}

°

where p selects the image of E C . Pulling back this fibration over
the universal cover of C - {I } , one sees that 0(2) 4. Homeo(R 2 ,0) is
a homotopy equivalence if and only if the inclusion
H+ = p-I (0) 4 TOP; is deformable to the constant map.
To establish this deformabiIity, consider a typical hE H+ . There.:
is an isotopy h '" hi fixing
and I and depending continuously on _
h toahomeomorphism hI such that 10glhI(z)I-Ioglzl < 110 •
This involves shuffling circles with center
with their images under 11 ..
Then there is a wrapping and unwrapping device (see [EK,
Appendix] and [Si12,§4.9] ) ,yielding h2EH+ such that
h2 (ez) = eh2 (z) ,where e = exp(l) ,and h2 = hI on a neighborhood. ,
of I independent of h . The rule h I ~ h2 is again continuous.
Lifting h2 IC* in the universal covering exp: C ~ C- {O} = c* "
there results a unique covering h3 of h21C* with exp oh 3 = h2 oexp
and h 3 (0) =
This h3 commutes with translation by the points

°

°

°.

t Reasoning that is unfortunately fallacious in dimensions> 2 ,but
see [KS S ] .
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m+21fin in C with m,nEZ. Thus Ih3 (z)-zl is bounded for

zE C , and so the formulae h 3,0 = id IC , h 3,t(z)
0< t ~ I , give an isotopy id IC '" ~ .

= th3 (zit)

,

Find a homeomorphism I{J: C ~ C equal to exp near O. Set
h4 = I{Jh 3 1{J-I , and observe t,hat exp o h 3 = h 2 exp and h3(1) = I
imply that h4 = h2 = hI near 1 . As h4h"il = idlC near 1 , tAlere
is an Alexander isotopy h4hil '" id IC fixing I . Also note that
id ,..., h3 yields id '" h4 by conjugation.
One now has isotopies h"'" h} ,..., h4 '" id IC in TOP; depending
continuously on h. •
0
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APPENDIX A. THE IMMERSION THEORETIC METHOD
WITHOUT HANDLE DECOMPOSITIONS

Tllis appendix was written to complete the proof of the 'foliated'
classification theorem of [Si 10 ' § 4] t for pseudo-group structures on
a connected open topological manif01d. It is needed in case that manifold admits no handle-decompositions; such manifolds unfortunately
exist in dimension 4 and/or 5 . The chart-by-chart procedure given here
may appear to some to be a pleasantly unifonll way to prove, without
handle bodies Morse functions or global triangulations, those many other
classification theorems which rely on the "micro-gibki" property
( = homotopy micro-lifting property) singled out by Gromov [Gr] .
One example is the sliced structure classification theorem for open 4manifolds given in § 104.1 (and § 1.6) of this essay.
This mild extension of the immersion theoretic procedure is made
possible by the following sequence of lemmas each of which is an
-,,
exercise in elementary topology. After these lemmas, we shall make .precise the extension we have in mind; however the reader motivated by'
any of the above applications should by himself be able to put t1i.ese
lemmas to work.
(a) Collapsing lemma. Let (B,A) be a pair of finite simplicial complexi~
of dimension ~ m, such that Hm( B, A .. Z2} = O. Then B collapses ~
simplicially to A union a subcomplex of the (m-l }-skeleton B(m-H~~
of B. Hint: Hm(B, A; Z2) = 0 , and this implies that, if dim(B-A) =.~
some m-simplex S of B-A has a (m-l )-face T not in A nor in .--:;.
another m-simplex of B ; then deletion of intT U int S is a collapse·-;~
preserving the homological conditio"',. •
(b) Finiteness lemma. If A is a compactum in a locally compact,
locally connected and connected Hausdorff space M, then each open C'._

neighborhood U o[ A contains all but finitely many of the COl1lleC(&
components of M-A. Hint: We ca.:1 assume that closure U in M-i~?
compact; then the compact frontier I5U can meet only finitely many~~,
of the (disjoint and open !) components of M-A . •

t

Reprinted in this volume.
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Definition: Given M as above and a closed subset A, any
connected component of M-A that is bounded (Le. has compact
closure in M) is called a hole in A.
(c) Drainage lemma. In the setting of (b) if B :J A and V C At is
an open set, each connected component of which meets M-B, then the
holes in (A-V) filled by B (i.e. contained in B) are precisely those
holes of A filled by B which fail to meet V.
II
(d) Detection lemma. Let' (B, A) be a closed pair in a manifold lvtl1l
without boundary. Then B fills no hole in A if and only if
flm(B, A; Z2) = 0 (for Cech cohomology). Hint: By a simple
v
injective limit argument using taughtness (continuity) of Cech groups
[Sp , p.316 , p.334] ,it suffices to prove the case B = M. Now use
the (sadly neglected) Poincare duality isomorphism Hm(M, A; Z2) ,.....
~ H~f(M-A; Z2) where H~f denotes homology based on singular
chains locally finite in M but possibly infinite. II
_(e) Intersection lemma. Let (B, A) be a compact pair in a chart of
the topological m-manifold without boundary M m such that
v
}lm(B, A; Z2) = o. There exists a nested sequence (B 1, AI) :J
:J (B 2' A 2) :J... of finite simplicial pairs satisfying H m(B i ' Ai; Z2) =
=0, and (B,A)= n{(B i ,A i )li=1,2, ... }.
Hint: Given (B', A'), a simplicial pair containing (B, A) such that
B' does flU (i.e. contain) a hole H in A' , we have available one of
two remedies: if B does not fill H delete from B' the interior of a
PL disc in H disjoint from B; if B does fill H then using the
drainage lemma delete from A' the interior V of a connected closed
PL neighborhood of a PL path running from H to the complement of
B and chosen so that VnA = rjJ. II
(f) Elementary engulfing lemma. Let Il be a simplex linearly
embedded in R m and let A be all minus a (m-1 )-face. Let V
be an open set containing A and let W be a neighborhood of
Ll-V. There exists an isotopy h t , 0 ~ t ~ 1 , of ho = idlR m wUh
-compact support in W so that h(V) :J Il.
II
(g) Induction lemma. Let (B, A) be a compact pair in a topological
m-manifold without boundary Mm, so that j{m(B, A; Z2) = o. If

the closure el(B-AJ is covered by k co-ordinate charts, there exists a
closed set H', A C B' C H, so that -
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lim(B, B'; Z2) = iIm(B', A; Z2)'= 0 and each of CUB-B') and
CI(B'-A) is contained in < k co-ordinate charts.
Proof: Let U be one of the k charts covering CI(B-A), and let W
be the union of the rest. Choose any compactum Bo' A C Bo C B ,
so that CI(Bo-A) C Wand CI(B-B o ) CU. To Bo add every
hole in Bo that is filled by B and lies in W. In view of the finiteness
lemma, the result, still denoted Bo' is compact, satisfies the same
conditions, and has only finitely many holes HI'.' .,H s filled by B.
We shall get rid of these holes using the drainage lemma. As B
contains no component of M-A, there exists, for each i , a path
'Yj : I ~ (M-A) from 'Yi(D) E Hi to 'Yi( I) E (M-B). Applying a
chart by chart engulfing process to these paths regarded as a homotopy
of the set {'Yi(1) I i= I, ... ,s} into U we can find new paths in M-A,
say 'Yi, i= I, ... ,s , joining the same points, and an isotopy of id 1M
with compact support in M-CI(B-B o ) to u homeomorphism h of M
such that
h(U):J U j {'YiO)li=I,2, ... ,s} U el(B-B o ).
This h(U) is a new chart, constructed using (f) for I-simplices. Let
Vi be a connected open neighborhood of the continuum 'YjO) so that
CI(V i ) is a com pactum lying in h(U)-A. We define B' to be
Bo-u{Vili=], ... ,s}. NowCl(B'-A) C W afortiori; and CI(B-B')'C
C hU because CI(B-B o ) U CI(V i) C h(U). II
'
(g) Filtration lemma. Let (B, A) closed pair in am-manifold Mfll
without boundary such that fIl1'l(B, A; Z2) = o. Then B admits a

filtration t A = A 1 C A 2 C A 3 C... by closed subse Is such that, for al!,~
i, Ai+l - Ai is bounded ill M (= relatively compact) while
lil11 (B,A i ;Z2)=O,and(hence) b m (A i+j ,A i ;Z2)=O. Hint: If A~:
is any closed set, A C A' C B wi.th A'-A bounded, the finiteness
lemma lets one simply add to A' every hole in A' filled by B to:
obtain a closed set A" with A"-A still bounded, which, by the
detection lemma, satisfies Hill(B, A"; Z2) = O. II

o

0

t It is understood that UAi = B where Ai is the interior of Ai in B (not
in M ).
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Consider a contravariant functor <P from the category of
inclusions of open subsets of a topological space M to the category of
quasi-spacest , which carries to projective limit of sets any injective
limit expressed as a union of open sets:!: . This <I> is nothing but a
sheaf of quasi-spaces on M. We extend <P to arbitrary subsets
A C M by setting <P(A) = lim {<P(U)} where U varies over open
~
neighborhoods of A in M.
In the examples we have in mind ([ Si 10 ' § 4] and this essay
§ 1.4.1), M is a manifold and <I> associates to each open set U C M
a suitably defined space of structures on U. The sheaf condition merely
expresses the fact that structures piece together uniquely. In these
examples there is a second such functor <P' present and a transJormation d: ~ ~ <1>' • It happens to be obvious that

t

Intuitively a quasi-space is a sort of 'space' of which we want to know
only the sets of maps to it of certain specified pleasant spaces. The definition is
always set up so that projective and injective limits of quasi-spaces exist because
they exist in the category of sets. And one want~ to allow enough pleasant space.)
- and maps between them in order to do some homotopy theory for quasi-spaces.
Classically a quasi-space Y is defined as a contravariant function from the category
C of Hausdorff compacta and continuous maps to the category of sets, which takes
,union squares (pushout squares) to fiber product squares. Thus if we write
-y : X of7 [X,Y] for X compact, and X = XI U X 2 is a union of compacta,
then the square
[X,Y] -+ [XI,YI

t
[X 2 ,YI

t

-+

[XI

nx 2 ,Y)

of inclusion-induced 'restriction' maps is a fiber product square of sets; in other
words, for each pair xi E [Xi,YJ , i = 1,2 mapping to the same element in
[Xl n X 2 ,Y) , there is a unique element x E [X,Y) mapping to both xI and x2 .
We shaU write x I X I == x I ' x I X 2 = x2 . This definition suffices for lSi IO' § 4 I
:However, for § 104.1 of this essay we replace C by the category of piecewise·
linear maps of compact polyhedra, and in § J .6(A) we need still another definition.
If we replace C by the category of ordered simplicial complexes and order
preserving simplicial maps, then the corresponding quasi-spaces are nothing more
!lor less than css sets (as used in this essay).

-*

:

This amounts to saying that if Ua ' a E J ,is a collection of open sets th'~n
for any allowable X (see previous note) and any selection of elements
~Q E [X , cp(Ua ») , a E J such that for each pair a, (3 E J one has

in lX, $(Uo n U~)J , there exists exactly one
element x in [X, cp(uan Up)] such that x I ua = xa for each 0 E J .

;.. xal(Ua

n v{}) = x~I(V~ n U~)
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d A : <p(A) ~ <p'(A) is a weak homotopy equivalence t if A is a
point, and the task of the immersion theoretic method is to prove if
possible that d M : <I>(M) ~ <p'(M) is also one.
For an inclusion i: A ~ B of subsets of M consider the
'restriction' map <PO): <p(B) ~ cI>(A). If <PO) has the [weak] t
covering homotopy property for maps of a compact object, we say that
the pair (B,A) is [weakly] <p-flexible or that <I> is [weakly]
flexible for (B,A). Again, if <I>(i) has the covering micro-homotopy
property in the sense that some initial interval of any homotopy of a
compact object can be lifted, we say (B, A) is <p-microflexible
(microgibki in Russian) .
Recall that in the examples we have in mind, the only immediately
provable property was <p-microflexibility for compact pairs.
A cardinal lemma of the immersion theoretic method asserts that
if Mm is an open manifold and <P enjoys some extra functoriality*',
(as it often does) then <p-microflexibility implies <P-flexibility for any
simplicial pair of dimension < m in a co-ordinate chart. See [Gr,
§ 3.3.1] [Ha I] ; we will not repeat the proof.
The same extra functoriality lets one quickly show, using the
elementary engulfing lemma, that in case A 4 B is a finite
simplicial expansion the restriction <p(B) ~ <p(A) is both a weak
fibration and a weak homotopy equivalence. (Compare §].4,
property (2)(a) .)
With this much motivation we prove two theorems.

THEOREM A.I .
Let <I>: U ~ <p( U) be a sheaf of quasi-spaces on a topological
m-manifold without boundary Mm. Suppose it is known that <P is
{weakly] flexible for every compact pair (E, A) such that B is a
simplex linearly imbedded in some chart of M and either 0) or Oi)
holds:
t A weak homotopy equivalence gives isomorphisms of homotopy groups for ':
all base points. Avoid confusion with the usage of 'weak' in 'weak covering
homotopy' or 'weakly flexible'.

t

This property is just the covering homotopy property for homotopies that
are constant on an initial interval of time.
=!' The general nonsense formulation of this extra functoriaIily seems to run
as follows. For each pair of open sets U, V in M, there is a map of quasi-spaces
q,uv : Imb(U,V) -+ Map(q,(V) ,q,(U» where Imb(U,V) is the quasi space of
open embeddings U -+ V ,and these <Puv together constituting an extension of
q, to ~ ClIw<;i-C'ontinlloll<: C'nntr~v~ri~nt fllnrtnf nf nll!'1<:i-tnnnJnoi7pn r!'ltponrip<:
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dim B < m and A = aB.
(ii) A is aB less one principal face (so that aB 4 A is an
elementary expansion) .
Then <P is {weaklyJ flexible for every closed pair (E, A) in
M such that II m (B, A; Z2) = o.

(0

THEOREM A.2 .
Let d: <P ~ <p' be a natural transformation between two sheaves
of quasi-spaces on a topological m-manif0ld without boundary, su:;h
that:
dA : <p(A) ~ <p'(A) is a weak homotopy equivalence if A
single point.

(J)

is a

(2) For any finite simplicial expansion i: A 4 B, the restrictions
<P(i) and <P'(i) are weak homotopy equivalences.
(3) EvelY closed pair (E, A) verifying. flm(B, A; Z2) = 0 is weakly
flexible for both <P and <P'.
Then dA : <p(A) ~ <p'(A) is a weak homotopy equivalence for
every closed subset A C M verifying lIm(A; Z2) = o.
Remark. Suppose in A.I and A.2 we delete the conditions
Hm(. .. ,... ; Z2 ) = 0 from hypotheses and conclusions, and in A.1 we
suppress the condition < m ; then the modified statements are valid,
classical, and far easier to prove - much as under § 1.4 of this essay.
Proofs of A.I and A.2 .
<p and <P' send any square
Al U A2
i'

~

j'

i
A2

Al

i
J.

i

A 1 ()A 2

of.inclusions to a fiber product square (= projective limit square) .
H~nce if <P(i) is a has a covering homotopy property so has <PO')
and <PO') maps the fibers isomorphically. Also if <P(i), <p'(i) have
the weak covering homotopy property and if dX is a weak equivalence
Jor X = Al , A2 ,and Al () A2 , then, for X = At U A2 , the map
dx· is also a weak equivalence, by application of the 5-1emma .
I

Every simplicial complex mentioned below is understood to be
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finite and simplex-wise linearly imbedded in some co-ordinate chart.
Now we can verify in order seven cases of A.I . In this discussion
let it be agreed that (B, A) is a closed pair in M verifying the
condition fIm(B, A; Z2) = 0 .
(ex) (B, A) is finite simplicial of dimension

<

m. Proof: Apply (i) .

(B, A) is finite simplicial and A 4 B is an expansion. Proof:
Apply Oi) .
(')') (B, A) is finite simplicial. Proof: Apply (ex) , ({3) , and the
collapsing lemma.
(0) (B, A) is compact in a co-ordinate chart. Proof: Apply ('Y) and ,-'
the intersection lemma.
(e) (B, A) is compact. Proof: Apply (0) and the induction lemma ..
(77) (B, A) is such that B-A has compact closure in M. Proof:
Apply (e) and the opening remarks about a square of inclusions.'
The general case. Proof: Apply (77) the filtration lemma and an,
infinite induction to construct the liftings desired, (cf. last step
for A.2). This completes the proof of A.I. •
(f3)

(n

Finally we go through the proof of A.2 in six cases. Here A is
understood to be a closed subset of M verifying fim(A; Z2) = 0 .
(ex) A is a simplex. Proof: Apply (1) and (2) .
({3) A is a finite simplicial complex of dimension < m. Proof: Use·
(ex) , (3) and the preliminary remarks in an induction on the
number of simplices.
('Y) A is a finite simplicial complex. Proof: Apply the collapsing
lemma and (2) to reduce to case ((3) .
(0) A is a compactum in a co-ordinate chart. Proof: Apply the
intersection lemma and ('Y).
(e) A is a compactum. Proof: Apply (0) and the induction lemma·-:;
together with the preliminary remarks .
..)
(77) The general case. Proof: The filtmtion lemma applied to the pait:',
(A, rjJ) yields a filtration Al C A2 C··· of A such that in the
commutative ladder
<p(A I )
td 1

~

<p(A 2 )
td 2

~••• ~ l~

<p(A ) = <p(A)
i
tdA

<P(A I ) ~ <p'(A 2 ) ~....~ l~ <PtAi)

= <p'(A)

the horizontals are weak fibrations by (3) while the veriticals are
weak equiValences by (e).
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(Note that the equalities on the right are implied bYothe sheaf property
and the fact from the filtration lemma that A = u~, whereas
A = UAi woul,d not imply them !) This ladder will permit the reader to
check that d A maps all homotopy groups isomorphically for all base
points, as required to prove A.2 . •
Concluding remark: The above results A.I ,A.2 and their proofs,
framed for TOP manifolds, apply verbatim to PL and DIFF
manifolds, and to other sorts. We did need to engulf a fInite 1complex chart by chart in the induction lemma (g) .
Microflexibility implies flexibility (some indications) .
Above A.I we bypassed the cardinal lemma [Gr, § 3 .3.1 ) [Ha I) asserting that
microflexibility of <P implies flexibility for simplicial pairs in Mm of dimension
< m . To help the reader toward an understanding of it, we shall conclude b:1
isolating one idea in it;

With the data above A.l ,let B CM m bea(Unear}slmpiex.
Given a standard collar C of aB in B ,and an open neighborhood V of C in B ,
consider two maps fo, fi. : P -+ cp( V) that (co-}restrict both to the Same map
p -+ cp(aB). Then, if dimB<m ,thereexislsahomotopy F:PX/-+ <fo(V)
of fo = Fo ,constant when restricted outside of a compactum in V , to a map
F} : P -+ cp( V) equal to f} near the collar C .
Tucking Lemma:

Proof: It 'uses just the extra functoriality mentioned above A.I ,not the microflexibility. It is perhaps sufficient to illustrate the proof in the classical case M = R2 ,

-1>(U)

= { open immersions

U -+ R2 } , with B = I-simplex ,and P = point - as

follows;

-"

, - ...... ,
;'

F1(V)

((
\ \

1'\

II

....

"\ ~

J 1
I I
, ..... .,.//

\'

\.L ----.,...,..........
Y "..-..
7""--",
__J

e---(.----

----,

',

,

......

' ....

-----

One combines this lemma with a vigorous use of microflexibility ( P X I appears
where o'ne might expect P ). It becomes easy to lift homotopies after inserting
finitely many pauses in their time flow. (The pauses give time to tuck.) This weaker
flt~xibility is just as serviceable as flexibility or weak flexibility, e.g. for A.I ,A.2 ;
-but in fact, with a little more effort, one establishes genuine flexibility.
. We remind the reader that, in the classical case just cited, when B is a 2~ctisc,
flexibility fails utterly (even the weaker flexibility), because ~ does not bOllnd an
ilifmersed 2-disc whereas the regularly homotopic immersion 0 does.
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Appendix B.
CLASSIFICATION OF HOMOTOPY TORI:
THE NECESSARY CALCULATIONS
This surgical classification of A. Casson, W.C. Hsiang & J. Shaneson,
and C.T.C. Wall was used to settle the Hauptvermutung in [KS I] .
One should recall that it was first applied in [Ki 11 to prove the Stable
Homeomorphism Theorem in dimensions ~ 5 . The latter's role in
studying topological manifolds (in Essay III for example) is in itself so
vital that this monograph would be incomplete without an account of
the classification. The reader may wish to compare the original articles
on the PL classification IHSI] [Wa3] IHS21 [Wa I] , which we do not follow in all details.
In this appendix, we establish just that part of the classification
needed elsewhere in these essays, namely the fact that the set
So(lk XTn ret a) of CAT (= DIFF or PL) homotopy tori invariant
, under passage (transfer) to standard finite coverings is 1fk (K(Z2 ,3)
provided k+n ~ 5 and k ~ 4 . For precise definitions see § 5.4 and
below.

Notations: For typographical reasons the symbol g * of § 5.4 becomes S in this appendix. A subscripted 'oh' as in So will continue
to indicate a (sub)set invariant under transfer to standard finite coverings. Henceforth 'reI a ' will usually be suppressed for brevity's sake
from expressions of the form S(X rei a) .
The case k = 0 , namely So(TIl) = 0 , n ~ 5 , is the one used in
[Ki I] . The othe~ cases are needed to establish 1fk (TOP fCAT) =
=1fk(K(Z2,3» , k~4 ,inas [KSIJ or [lV,§lO.12] or [V,§5] .
To complete the picture, we shaH go on in Appendix C to give a
full calculation of the homotopy-CAT structure sets S(lk XTn) ,
k+n ~ 5 , in all three categories DIFF , PL and TOP .
What follows is a tour-de-force of the non-simply connected
surgery theory of Wall ; at the same time the strategy of the calculation (a splitting procedure) can be traced back to W. Browder's
article [ Br0] .
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A good deal of surgical machinery must be brought into view to
make the discussion understandable; we do this in finer print.
Let X henceforth be a compact oriented CAT m-manifold with boundary
ax (that is possibly empty, and possibly with corners if CAT = DlFF ). An element
of the set S(X) of homotopy-CAT structures on X reI a is represented by a
homotopy equivalence f: M -+ X defined on a compact CAT m-manifold Mm ,
such that f is a CAT isomorphism near a
(Le. on the preimage of a neighborhood
of ax ). Another such equivalence f' ; M' -+ X represents the same element
[f'l = [fl in S(X) precisely if there exists an h-cobordism (W;M,M') from M to
M' reI boundary, and a homotopy equivalence' F ; W -+ 1 X X that is a product with
I near lXaX while F(x)=(f(x),O) for xEM~andF(x)=(f'(x),I) for xEM'
after the identification aw - F-l XaX) :::::: M.lL M' is made. When m ~ 6 ,and
lTJ X is free abelian, every h-cobordism is a product cobordism (cf. [l,§ I] ), so
that [fI = [f' I then simply means there exists a CAT isomorphism G: M -+ M'
with f'G""" f rei a .

x

<l

The first tool in the surgical analysis of S(X) is a map r to a nl~her
similarly defined set N (X) of normal invariants (with our conventions 'tange.ntiai
invariants' would be more appropriate terminology!). An element of N (X) is
represented by a pair (f,'I') called a normal map to X reI a ,where
f : Mm -+ X is a degree ±l map of a compact CAT manifold that is a CAT
isomorphism near ax ,and '1': 1"(M) -+ ~ is a CAT stable bundle map over f
from the tangent (micro-)bundle of M to a CAT bundle ~ over X. Another
such pair (f','1") represents the same element [f,'I' I [f','1"] E N(X)
precisely if there exists a normal map, called a normal cobordism, (F, q,) to
lXX rellXaX whose restrictions over OXX and I XX are identified to (f.'I')
and (f' ,'1") respectively. It is plain to see that given [f] E S(X) there exists a
unique element [f,'I'I E N(X) ; this rule [f) ~ [f,'I'1 defines

=

1" : S(X)

-+

N (X)

The map 1" lends itself to computation because there is a natural bijection first
perceived by D. Sullivan (thesis Princeton 1965) N(X) -+ [X reI a, G/CATj to
the 11"0 of the space of those maps of X to G/CAT carrying ax to the bas~! point.
It arises from a rule to derive from [f,'I'1 E N(X) a homotopy trivialization
Q : 11k -+ R k of the bundle 17 k = ~ ED v(X) so that a is a CAT bundle trivialization
near a X (here v (X) is the normal bundle to X in euclidean space and ~ is the
target of 'I' ). Since G/CAT classifies homotopy trivialized CAT bundles, a
determines a class [al E [X reI a ,G/CATI . Now the recipe for a . Approximate
f: M -+ X reI a by a CAT imbedding g; M -+ E(~ Glv(X» • There is a
trivialization of the normal bundle e to g(M) in this total space such that the
inclusion E(e) 4. E(~Glv(X» of total spaces induces, on their stable tangen,
bundles, the original stable CAT bundle map 'I' : r(M) -+ ~ up to CAT bundle
homotopy. Stabilizing ~ Gl v(X) once, we can assume (see [III, § 4]) that

;~ fBv(X) = 11k contains a k-disc bundle 1/ I ,and that (after a standard move),
g(M) lies with triviaJized normal bundle in the boundary sphere bundle 017 I . By
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the (pre-Thorn) Pontrjagin construction, one deduces a map E(5111) ~ Sk-I of
degree ± I on each fiber, and then, by coning, a fiber homotopy equivalence
a: Tl ~ Rk to the trivial bundle over a point. Keeping the construction standard
near a we find that a is a CAT trivialization near ax . It is not difficult to show
that this rule (f,tp) ~ [a) is well-defined and bijective: the inverse rule comes from
making a homotopy trivialization a. 17 k 4 Rk suitably transverse to 0 E Rk .
Compare (Wal' § 10J .

We can now enunciate

PROPOSITION B.l. If k
T :

~4

, the normal invariant mapping
So(lk XTn) ~ [Ik XTn reI a ,G/CAT] is zero.
But the proof requires more basic theory.

G/CAT carries a Hopf-space structure representing Whitney sum, and making
the functor A ~ (A,G/CAT) a contravariant functor to abelian groups, cf. [Adll.

This H-space structure on G/CA T ,.with the connectivity of G/CAT, implies
that it does not matter whether the set of homotopy classes [A, G/CAT) is defined
using base point preserving maps or arbitrary maps A -+ G/CAT .
In case (Y, ay) is a CAT submanifold of (X, aX) with trivial normal bundle
E ,there is a simple rule to express the restriction map [X reI a ,G/CAT}-+
-+ [Y rei a ,G/CAT) in terms of normal maps and transversality. Given [f,tp) E
E N(X reI a) , deform f· M -+ X reI a to be transverse to Y (for € ), deforming
tp correspondingly. Set N=f-I(y) ,g=fIN ,11=~IY . Then l'(M)IN=r(N)
stably, and thus tp gives a CAT stable bundle map I/J: TeN) -+ 17 over g . Now .[g, '" I E N(Y) is the advertised restl ictioll of I f .tp) E N( X) .
WaH has constructed by surgery a (usually non-additive) mapping of pointed sets.
8 : N(xm) Lm(1f1 X)
to an algebraically defined abelian group Lm(1f I X) that depends on m only
modulo 4 . The map 8 depends up to sign on the choice of homology orientation
class in Hm(X, aX). (In the so-called n~n-orientable case where wI (X) =1= 0 one
must use wI (X)-twisted integer coefficients for Hm(X,aX); also Lm(1f1 X) depends:.
then on wI (X) : 1f1 (X) -+ Z2 as well as on 1f1 (X) .) In this situation the main
_'
theorem of Wall's surgery states that the kerucl of 8 in N(X) is the image r(S(X~~,
provided
m = dim X ~ 5 .
We shall make extensive use of Wall's geometric periodicity theorem [Wal'
§ 9.9 ) asserting that producting with p8 = (CP2)2 ,or with any (CP2)k ,does
not alter surgery obstructions, i.e. the square

-.-lL,.

N(X)

PX

1
N(P 8

Lm(1f1 X)

II
XX)

--14

L m+ 8 (X)
1fJ
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is commutative. (See [MorglH Ran I for more general P.) The service rendered by
periodicity in this appendix is the technical one of lifting our calculations into high
dimensions out of the way of notorious difficulties met by surgery and handlebody
theory in dimensions 3 ,4 , and 5 , cf. (SiB] .
As starting material, we shall need information about 8 for 1Tt (X) = 0 . The
group Lm(O) is O,Z2'O,Z for m= 1,2,3,4 respectively, see [Br2I1Ser3IlMiHl.
Applied to (f,cp 1 E N(X m ) , f: Mm -+ X , m=O mod 4 , the map 0 yields
1/8 of th~ signature of the intersection fonn of M restricted to the kernel of
f* : H*(M) -+ H*(X) ; for In = 2 mod 4 , t~e map 8 yields the Arf invarian t (from
'" ) of thIs form (for Z2 coefficients), cf. [RSul .
We shaH gradually need to know that N(Sk) = 1Tk(G/CAT) (CAT = DIFF or PL)
is 0 for k=O , and is isomorphic to Lk(O) for k = 1,2,3,4 , while 8 is bijective
for k = 2 and is multiplication by 2 for k = 4 . For CAT = Dl FF these results are
quickly deduced by using the fibration G/DIFF -+ Bo -+ BG and the basic info1111ation
1TkO=Z2,Z2,O,Z for k=O,I,2,3 and 1l"k(G)=Z2,Z2,Z2,Z24,O for
k = 0, I ,2,3,4 , cf. [Hus] [Ser2] [MiK] . The reader should pause to do this most
basic calculation weaving in the following facts: (a) w2 comes from Be, (b) the
2-torus, with standard trivialization of its tangent bundle, represents an element x or'
Jr2(G/DIFF) with Arf invariant 8(x) =1= 0, (c) 1T30 -+ 1T3G is onto [Toda] ,
equivalently any spin 3-manifold is spin nul-cobordant, cf. [Lick] , (d) the least
signatureofaclosed D1FF spin 4-manifoldis 16 (RohUn'stheorem) [MiKI .
cf. [IV, Appendix B] .
The same result for CAT = PL is deduced from the DlFF calculation and a
map cp: NDlFF(Sk)-+ NpL(Sk) , k ~4 , constructed by Whitehead's triangulation
theorems. This cp turns out to be bijective for k ~ 4 by classical smoothing theory.
compare [IV, Appendix BI . Fortunately Cerf's difficult result r4 = 0 ICe51 is not
n~eded, the injectivity for k=4 being assured by signatures. Also triangulation' and
smoothing of bundles is not strictly necessary; it is enough to triangulate and ~mooth
total spaces and use some normal bundle theorems in [IV, Appendix AI .
For CAT = PL , the map 8 : 1Tk(G/CAT) -+ Lk(O) is bijective for all k ~ 5 .
One uses the PL Poincare theorem (beware k = 5 [IV, Appendix BI ), plus (for
surjectivity) Milnor's plumbing [Br21 and (for injectivity) the main theorem of surgery.
·1"

For CAT=TOP ,itturnsoul(afterourcalculationof 1T*(TOP/CAT) ) that
0: 1Tk(G/TOP) -+ Lk(O) is bijective for all k, cf. [SilO, § 5, § 13] , and C.I below

_-0.:

, 1

The calculation of [lkXTn reI a ,G/CAT] is quite elementary~
4t H be any Hopf-space, such as G/CAT ,for which the rule
y't+ [Y,H] is a functor to abelian groups. Applying this functor to the
Puppe cofibration sequence x/a ~ (XX Tl )/a ~ (xxo/a ~ L(x/a)
~; '~(XXTI I 0) ~ ... ,we get an exact sequence of abelian groups
-

j

[X reI

a ,H]

~ [XXTI reI

a ,H] J..

[XXI reI

a ,H]

~'Y
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Note that Q.1 is a retraction since (XXT I )/3 retracts canonically
onto x/a
For a similar reason 'Y is zero and so (3 is injective,
and we have a canonical decomposition
[XXTI reI 3, H]

(t)

[X reI 3, HJ

==

[XXI reI 3, H]

ffi

It is easily checked that the 'transfer' map in [XXTI reI 3 , H]
induced by multiplication by a positive integer' A in Tl respects
the summands on the right, fixing the first while giving multiplication
by A in the second.
We use (t) n times in succession to establish

(B.2)

[lkXTn rei 3 , H J == ~
I

q) [Ik+i

= EJ) (1)
I

reI 3 ,H)

1fk+i(H)

= EpI

(?) [Sk+i , H]

After s applications there are 2 s summands each of which will
split into two at the next stage. The first application for example
gives
[lkXTn rei 3, H]

=

[lkXTn-1 rei 3, H]

ffi

[lk+IXTn-1 I·e I

a ,Hi

Inspection shows that each one of these 2n == 41 (~)
summands.·
1
•
[Sk+I ,HJ corresponds naturally to' a standard sub torus TI of Tn -,
and that the composite map
(lkXTn)/3.J4 (lkXTi)/3 ~ Sk+i
,"
induces the injection of this [Sk + i , H 1 . Here Q.1 comes from pro-'
jection Tn -+ Ti and {3 from collapsing the (i - 1)-skeleton of
TI
•

Passage to the standard A-fold covering along anyone factor
TI of Tn corresponds to the map on the right in (B.2) that is _
multiplication by A in any summand {Sk+i, Hl corresponding to a,
sub torus Ti containing this Tl and to multiplication by I in the<
remaining summands. Hence the subgroup, called [lkXTn reI a , H] 0':
invariant in (B.2) under passage to standard finite coverings is just
the summand [Sk, H] .
After all these preliminaries we can give
Proof of Proposition B.1

.

We have observed, for H == G/CAT ,that the restriction map ,- ~,"
[IkXTl1 rei 3, HJ o -+ [Ik reI 3, HJ = [Sk,H] is an isomorphism, .'~
and also that e : [Sk ,II] -+ Lk (0) is injective, k < 4 . It follows,'~
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using geometric periodicity and the discussion of normal maps, that
this injection 0 can now be expressed as a composition
No(lkxTn) PX) N(PXlkXTn)

L

N(PXlk)

~ Lk(O)

where P = (CP 2 )2 , and p is restriction (expressed via
transversality).
Consider now (f, c,o] E N(IkXTn) where f: M ~ IkXTn is a
homotopy equivalence. By FarreWs fibering theorem [Fa] (cf.
[IV, Appendix B.3] ), we can deform ;PXf: PxM ~
~ PXIkXTn reI a (and PXc,o correspondingly) to a bundle map of
CAT bundles over Tn . The deformed map then gives, by restriction over PX lk XO , a normal map (g,lj;) where g: N8+k ~ Px Ik
is a homotopy equivalence of fibers. This implies 0 [g,lj;] =
= 0 E L8+k (0) = Lk (0) , and we conclude, in view of our preliminary remarks, that 0 [f, '" J = 0 . The proposition is proved. We
repeat that P merely served to jack up dimensions high enough to
apply Farrell's result.
II

We now need the full five-term Sullivan-WaH exact sequence

(B.3)

N(JXX)

L

L(X)

J4.

SeX) -4- N(X)

14

Lm(X)

An element of L (X) is represented by a normal map (f,'I') to IXX rei OXX U IXaX
t~at gives a homotopy equivalence of m-manifolds over I XXm . The equivalence
felation on these normal maps defining L (X) is normal cobordism rei OXX U Ixax
giving a~ h-cobordism of m-manifolds over I XXm . Thus, restriction over I XX
yields a map d as indicated. Clearly there is a forgetting map 8' as indicated. And
:it is easy to see the resulting sequence of pointed sets is exact.
Surgery defines a map 8" : L (X) -+ Lm+ I (7r I X) which Wall [Wa I , § 5.8,
- ~ 6.5) has shown to be bijective for m = dimX ~ 5 . (His argument is strongly
.analogous to Stallings' classification of s-cobordisms with initial end X .) This
_~poses an abelian group structure on L (Xm) for m ~ 5 .
One readily verifies that the abelian group law in [IXX rei a ,G/CAT) =N(lXX)
arising from Whitney sum of bundles corresponds to fitting together two copies of
·IXX . Thus, for once, the addition can be seen in terms of normal maps; it is end to
.end concatenation. An elementary additivity property of the surgery obstruction
then reveals that 8' is additive.

It is easy to check then that d defines a bijection Cokernel(e') ~ Image(d)
Wishing to know the latter we may as well calculate the former.
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If 1f 1 (X) is free abelian, a map p : L(XXTI) --'r L(X) is defined
geometrically for dimX ~ 5 as follows. Given '[F,<I>] E L(XXTI) ,
where F : W --'r IXXXTI , adjust F rei OXX U IXaX using first Farrell's
fibering theorem over I XXXTI , then mere transversality, in such a
way that F becomes transverse to IXXXO giving a homotopy equivalence over ] XXXO . After this adjustment p [F,<l>] = [G,w] E L(X) ,
where (G,w) is simply the restriction of (F,<l» over IXXXO = IXX .

A left inverse to p is obtained by crossing with Tl . It is readily
seen that both these maps are additive, once addition in L is suitably
expressed as a concatenation.
Proposition B.4. (Shaneson [Sh} , Wall [Wal' § 13A.81)
L(XXTi) :::: L(X)

€I)

L(XXI)

, dimX ~ 5 ,

where the injection of L(X) comes from crossing with Tl and that of
L(XX I) comes from matching end points of I
Proof of BA.
The specified map L(XXI) --'r L(XXTI) is injective as it corresponds to the obvious group injection 11"1 X --'r 1ft (XXTI) , which has a
right inverse making Lm + 1 (1f1 X) a retract of Lm+l (11"1 (XXTl)) (The
rule 11" B- L*(11") is covariantIy functorial !)
Clearly L(XXI) C kernel(p) . In fact equality holds since
p[F,<I>1 = 0 , [F,<I>1 E L(XXTl) , means that, in the transversal situa-tion discussed above, the restriction (G ,w) of (F ,w) over IXXXO is
normally cobordant (in the restricted sense defining [G,\}Ij ) to the
trivial normal map involving id l(lxXXO) . Such a normal cobordism
of (G,I{J) , when thickened laterally along Tt , provides a normal
cobordism (F,<l» '" (F',<l>') (of the restricted sort) so that F' and <1>'
are the identity over IXXXO . Then clearly [F,<l>1 E Image(L(XXI» .
II

With a little more work, one shows that the splitting
Lm +1(zn+l) = Lm(Zn) EEl Lm+1 (Zn) provided by B.4 (with
1f} X = zn ) is independent of the geometry lIsed to construct it; but
we do not use this fact.
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We note that there is a parallel decomposition N(IXXXTi) =
=N(IXX) ED N(IXXXI) , dimX arbitrary, which can be established by a
parallel argumen t (that is easier, as Farrell's theorem is not needed over
I XXXTI ). It is. then dear that these decompositions correspond under
the forgetting map~ 0' of (B.3) . Incidentally, one readily checks that
this decomposition corresponds to the OI~e of [I XXXTI reI a,G/CAT]
that we have used to prove Proposition B.2 .
The transfer map in L(XXTI) corresponding to multiplication by
A in Tl is readily seen to respect both summands, fix L(X) and
multiply by A in L(XXI) . Similarly in N(lXXXTI) .
We tend to regard the above result of Shaneson and Wall as an
integral part of the calculation of So(lk XTn)
It permits us to
~omplete the calculation apace.

.

Applying the above results n times in succession to L(PXlk XTn),
ust as in proving B.2 ,we decompose:

L(PXlk XTn) =

f!)
1

md similarly:
N(PXI 1+k XTn)
N(ll+kXTn)

=

q) L(PXlk+i)

= f!)
1

ei> L1+k+i(O)

r (i) N(PXII +k+i)

= €p (nl.)N(lI+k+i)

= f!)

J

1

ep 1TI+k+i(G/CAT)

Thereby, the left and bottom maps in the following commutative
quare are expressed as direct sums
N(ll+k XTn) _ _~O_'_~) LOk XTn)

PX

1

PX

1

c:: periodicity

N(PXI l+k XTn) _~O_'_-+> L(PXlk XTn)
he diagonal map, which is isomorphic to the top map 0' ,is thus the
r:~ct sum of 2 n surgery maps:
o : 1T l+k+i(G/CAT) ~ Ll+k+i(O)
hose kernel and cokernel we henceforth denote K I+k+i and K I+k+i
spectively. We have proved
oposition B.S. The cokernelof 0' : N(lI+kXTn) ~ L(lkXrn)
n> 5 ,.is the sum ~(r)Kl+k+i ,of which the subgroup invariant
der transfer is K l+k 1 •
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In the Sullivan-Wall sequence (B.3) for X = Ik XTn , this is
equally the image of d 01' the kernel of T . Also the transfer in the
sets N , Land S clearly correspond under the maps and actions in
(B.3) . Thus, combining B. I and B.5 , we get
THEOREM B.6 .

For CAT = DIFF or PL ,we have So(lk XTn reI a)
= 1Tk (K(Z2 ,3» provided Ie ~ 4
k + 11 > 5 .

= K I+k =

The task of this appendix is accomplished.

Our budget of prequisites.
(i) It may be helpful to sum up our prerequisites for the result
So(Tn) = 0 , n > 5 , that is used to prove the Stable Homeomorpltism '.
Theorem l Ki 1] . The basics of non-simply connected surgery are esse~i
tial, including the geometric periodicity theorem [Wal,§5.8, §6.5] . -';.
Thus most of the first 112 pages of [Wa 1] must in the end be under.;;,~~
stood.t The one algebraic result about L-groups required is Ll (0) =O-,~~
for which a pleasant proof is given in [Br2J . To be sure, handlebody'g
theory is needed (as in Essay I ), plus Farrell's fibering theorem [FaJ'}~
••\:j.r;.'
based on lSi 1] . The PL result here requires no classical smoothing theory. Either the PL or the DIFF result suffices to prove the Stable:i~
Homeomorphism Theorem as in f Ki 1] .

'p

(ii) Concerning the prerequisites for proving So(Ik XTn) =
= 1Tk (K(Z2 ,3» , k ~ 4 , we can say much the same for CAT = DIFF ':~~
- "'
except that it is the calculation of Lk+l (0) that is needed. When k =~~

Rohlin's Theorem [MiK] is vital. For CAT = PL , we must add
:-;~
~:t~
classical smoothing theory (at present 200 pages of arduous reading: .~~
we suggest [Mu3], then [Hi 3 ], then [HiM 2 ,1] ) plus ri = 0 for j~
i~3 (wesuggest [V, §3.4, §5.8] or [Ce4,Pp.127-131] oragain~:~~:
recent improvement of the latter by A. Douady [Lau, Appendix] ).
t UnfortunCltely for beginners. WaIl's exposition is couched in the langllag.e oL::"
:<
(n+ I )-ads. In learning this language note that [O,oo)n:= Rg is natlilaily a (n+ I )-ad-,~~;
(the i-th of 11 subsets being defined by vanishing of the i-til co-ordinate); it l:ClIlJ~I.~~i
a role of 'model' analogous to that of the standard geometric n-simplex jn semi- .-;:. t.1
simplicial work.
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Appendix C. SOME TOPOLOGICAL SURGERY

In contrast to Appendix B which carries out calculations vital to
these essays, the present appendix is optional material that exploits.
what has gone before to enlarge the reader's understanding of surgery
as it relates to topological manifolds. In particular it relies all on the
surgical apparatus set out in Appendix B, and on all the tools for the
TOP version of surgery that have been forged in Essay III.
Staying initially in the elementary line of argument of Appendix
B , we complete the classification of DIFF , PL , or TOP homotopy
tori. A delightful isomorphism (J: 1fk (G/TOP) ~ Lk (0) , k> Q, lets
one quickly calculate that STOP (lk XTn) =
k+n ~ 5 ; then structure
theory (essay IV or V) reveals that SCAT(IkXTn) = [~kTn, TOP/CAT]
, k+n ~ 5 . (Recall that these homotopy-CAT structure sets are rei
boundary. )

°,

This done, we adopt F. Quinn's semi-simplicial formulation
JQn I] of Wall's surgery, and proceed to explain some far-reaching
consequences of the isomorphism 1f *(G/TOP) = L/O) . To begin, we
·derive the periodicity of Sullivan and Casson G/TOP ~ n 4 (G/TOP)
from the periodicity Lk (1f) ~ L k+4 (1f) of algebraic surgery obstruction
groups. Then, having paid due attention to fundamental group, we
can observe a corresponding periodicity· STOP (X) ;:::: STOP(l4XX) in
"homotopy-TOP structure sets (reI boundary), where X is any compact
TOP manifold of dimension ~ 5 . This makes the whole TOP
Sullivan-Wall exact sequence satisfy periodicity.
We close with a few applications of these ideas.

°

STOP(lk XTn) = for k ~ 5 , by induction on n via a simple
splitting argument; hence STOP(lk XTn) = ,k+n ~ 5 . And this
new proof applies immediately to significant generalizations by Wall
and Quinn that let one calculate many groups L*(1f) .
.Oi) A PL analog of all the foregoing yields a rapid, if ultra sophisticated, PL proof ab initio that SPL(Ik XTn) = [~kTn , K(Z2 ,3)] ,
k+n ~ 5 . (It must have much in common with A. Casson's unpublished semi-simplicial one dating from 1967-8.)
(i)

°
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(iii) We mention a long standing general program involving fibrations,
to reduce DIFF surgery problems to the study of the map
G/DIFF ~ G/TOP and to the parallel TOP surgery problems, which
enjoy periodicity.
We begin with
THEOREM C.I . The surgery map (Jk : 1fk(G/TOP) ~ Lk(O) is an

isomorphism for all k ~ I .
Proof of C.l .
For k

~

5 ,argue as for PL in Appendix B .

For k < 4 the fibration TOP/CAT ~ G/CAT ~ G/TOP together
with the equation 1fk(TOP/CAT) = 1fk(K(Z2 ,3» ( k ~ 4 ,and
CAT=DIFF or PL ,see [IV, §10.11][V, §5] ) show that (Jk
is an isomorphism for TOP since f Appendix B) it is one for CAT
Coming to k = 4 ,there is even some trouble defining (J 4 ,since
there is (still !) no TOP microbundle transversality theorem when the,:
expected preimage would have dimension 4 . (See [III, § I] ;
one call in fact use M. Scharlemann's transversality theorem [Sch] .l
Avoiding this problem, we define (J 4 to make the following square
commute, where P = (CP 2 )2 :
1f4(G/TOP) = [S4,G/TOP]

!

PX
[PXS4,G/TOP]

(J4

) L 4 (0)
(J

\I
) L12 (0)

The exact sequence 0 ~ 1f 4 (G/CA T) ~ 1f 4 (G/TOP) ~
~1f3(TOP/CAT) ~ 0 leaves just two possibilities: either (J4 is an
isomorphism, or 1f4 (G/TOP) is Z @ Z2 and has the same image 2Z
in L4 (0) = Z as 1f4(G/CAT) . We thus complete the proof by show~i
ing (J 4 is onto.
The discussion in Appendix B (TOP version) identifies
the geometric forgetting map
(J':

(J 4

to :.

NJoP(lXX) - - + LJoP(X) ~ L 4 (0)

where X = 13 XTn ,with 3+n = 6 (say), and subscripted 'oh' con- ..
tinues to indicate a (sub)set invariant under transfer to standard finit·e-l~
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coverings. The surjectivity required now follows from the commutative diagram of forgetting maps with exact rows (see B.3 ).
f) =0'
d
N'boP(IXX) 4
) L'b0P(X)
) s'b0P(X)

i

N6

::: i

zero

i (by

(5,Proof of 5.3J,

f)'
d
AT (IXX) -----+> LgAT (X) -on-to-)-) SgAT (X)

cf. {IV, §10.ll} )

= Z2 (by

B.6)

To verify the exactness observe that the square at left is a summand of
the, similar square without subscripted oh's.
•
Foran alternative proof see [SilO, §13.4 ] .
The classification of Appendix B is enlarged and clarified by
THEOREM C.2 . (with notations from Appendix B)
STOP Ok XTn)

(i)

=0

,for k+n ~ 5 .

(ii) .)CAT Ok XTn) = [Ik XTn reI

a , TOP ICAT]

= ~ (y) 1fk+i(TOP/CAT)
for CAT = DIFF or PL ,and k+n ~ 5 .
: Proof of C.2 part (i) ; TOP homotopy tori are trivial.
Imitating Appendix B ,we apply the Sullivan-Wall exact
,.sequence (TOP versipn) :
-(B.3)
N(IXX) fG. L(X) ~ SeX) ~ N(X)~ L m(1f I X)
with X = lk XTn , m = k+n ~ 5 . The analysis above B.S shows that
:the homomorphism 0' decomposes as a sum of 2 n surgery maps
-~j: 1fj(G/TOP) ~ Lj(O) . By C.I each f) j is an isomorphism, so f)'
is,.... an isomorphism.
:, _.' : At this point SeX)
kernel.

=0

amounts to showing that

f)

has zero

- For k ~ I ,and k+n ~ 6 ,we have a proof in hand since ()
factorises (see below B.3 ) as
. N(lkXTn)
,

L

L(Ik-1 XTn)

8~') ,Lm(zn)
-

,

willIe (as above) 8' is an isomorphism. If k ~ I ,and k+n == 5 ,the
sam~ argument works via the detour of producting with TI .

There remains the case k == 0 ,which is troublesome because

II
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(J : N(Tn) ~

Ln(Zn) is not additive. (For example the composed map
[T8,G/TOP] :::: N(T8) ~ L8 (Z8) ~ L8 (0) given by signature is not
additive as the Hirzebruch genus for signature shows; the non zero cup
products in T8 cause the trouble).

T :

J. Levine found the following elementary proof that
S(Tn) ~ N(Tn) has image zero, see [HS2J . It entirely obviates

discussion of

(J

•

For each of the (?) subtori r'Ti of Tn we have a composed map
N(Tn) PX ) N(PXTn)

~

L

where p is restriction. Summing these we get a map a: N(Tn) ~ ffii <Y)Lj(O) ,which
could in fact be identified to e . Avoiding even this identification
we propose to show that aT = 0 and then that a-I (0) = 0 .
N(PXTi)

Li(O)

To show that aT = 0 ,consider any standard subtorus TI and
the corresponding component S(Tn) ~ Lj(O) of aT ,which is the
composition

S(Tn)

~ N(Tn) PX)

N(PXTn)

~

N(PXTi)

L

~ Li(Zi) ~

Li(O) . Farrell's fibering theorefI.1 shows that the image
of any [f] E S(Tn) is represented in N(PXTl) by a normall!lap that
is a homotopy equivalence, and therefore goes to zero in Li(Zl) .

To show that a-I (0) = 0 ,we induct upwards on n (1. Levine's
trick). If a(x) = 0 ,inductive hypothesis assures that the restriction
of x for each standard Tn-I C Tn is zero. Then the analysis of
[Tn,G/TOP] (see B.2) shows that x lies in the injected subgroup
1f neG/TOP) on which a is clearly the injective surgery map
1f n (G/TOP) ~ Ln(O) . This completes the proof that T is zero, and
therewith the proof of Theorem C.2 .
•
Proof of C.2 part (ii) from part (i) .
Since the set (lk XTn reI a ,TOP/CAT] has been shown in §5
(or in Essay [IV] ) to be in bijective correspondence with the set
g(Ik XTn) of concordance classes reI boundary of CAT manifold
structures on IkXTn ,we have only to prove:
LEMMA C. 3. Let X be a compact CA T manifold such that
STOP(X) = 0 = STOP(lXX)
Then the forgetting map g(X) ~
~ SCAT(X) is bijective.

Proof of lemma. Surjectivity clearly follows from STOP(X)
injectivity from STOP(IXX) = 0 .
•

=0
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PERIODICITY IN TOPOLOGICAL SURGERY

This is one of the distinguishing features of the topological category as one can see by reading [SilO, § 14, § 15] [MorgL] [CapS] .
THEOREM CA .

There exists a periodicity' map n :G/TOP ~ n 4 (G/TOP)
giving a homotopy equivalence to the identity component of
,n,4(G/TOP) ,and a new (homotopy everything !) t H-space structure
on G/TOP , such that for any compact TOP manifold Xm (witl!
twisted orientation class) the resulting square (see below B.1 for e )
[X reI

(~

IT
[l4XX reI

a ,G/TOP] ~

1~
a,G/TOP]

=
()
-+

Lm(1fl X)

1
Lm+4(1f1 X)

is a commutative square of group homomorphisms.
Remarks.
a) The proof as we explain it below is a typical application of F.
Quinn's semi-simplicial formulation of Wall's surgery [Qn I J .
b) The periodicity and H-space structure we shall desclibe in fact
coincide with those defined rather differently by D. Sullivan using his
Characteristic Variety Theorem [Sull}] . Further, J. Morgan is able to
verify the commutativity and additivity of the square (0) using his
'unpublished generalization of the Characteristic Variety Theorem for
nOli simply connected manifolds. (I am grateful to him for explaining
to me this line of proof.)
~)"
It should be clear that this result can be of great assistance in calcu-

,t All H-space structures we shall meet are homotopy associative and homotopy commutative. What is more, I believe that one could interpret H-space
struCture henceforth to mean homotopy everything H-space structure, which is a
~uch more C<1mplicated and refined sort of structure, [BoV], cf. [Segj [MaY2] ;
but perhaps little would be gained thereby.
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lating with the Sullivan-Wall surgery exact sequence. For example we
could have used it to abbreviate the classification of TOP homotopy
tori above (obviating J. Levine's argument).
d) A distinct periodicity r: G/TOP ~ n 4 (G/TOP) ,(called the
Casson-Sullivan periodicity in [Si I 0, § 14] ) ,has become well known
through C. ROUl-kes's exposition tRoO] (which presents a corresponding PL near-periodicity). Beware that
fails in general to make the
square (0) of C.4 commute. For an example close to our heart, take
X = TS and observe using Hirzebruch L-genus that even the square

r

[TS ,G/TOP]

r

1

~ Ls (0)

1=

U4 XTS ,G/TOP] JL,. L 12 (O)
is non-commutative. The trouble arises because the construction of r
involves Whitney sum; incidentally. we have already observed that the
upper 0 is not additive when Whitney sum is used in [TS ,G/TOP] .
In short, n has superior properties.
In what follows, m is a fixed integer ~ 0 ,and n is a fixed finitely presented;
group equipped with a fixed 'orientation' homomorphism w; n -+ Z2 . The sym-' ,
boIs X, M, W, etc. stand for (varying) compact TOP manifolds each equipped
with an orientation class in wI-twisted integral homology_
We shall use the s-version of surgery involving simple rather than ordinary
homotopy equivalence, so the L-groups appearing are the LS-groups [Wa I, p_2491 ;:
Thus we rely on the result of [JlI, §5 ) that every (X, aX) is a simple Poincare -'~
,-l
pair. There is no pressing reason for switching from the slightly si!TIpler h-version _'~_~
we have used so far, but the result of CA is clearly a little stronger in the s-versio_n:'~
We, shall need to use numerous semi-simplicial sets that lack degeneracy opera· {,
tions; these are called il-sets, see [RS I, I J _
The proof of CA will follow Quinn's article [Qn I] rather closely _ We break
it into seven steps_
I)
Lm(n) is defined to be the il-set of which a typical zero-simplex is a referenc~q~
normal map f,<p,g, where the pair f,<p constitutes a degree 1 normalmapovet:';l
f-(Mm,aM) -+ (Xm,aX) such that f: aM -+ ax is a simple homotopy equivalenceJ"~~
and where g: X -+ K(n,l) is a 'reference' map such that wg* - 1f1 X -+ Z2 is the ·r~,
orien ta tion homomorphism of X . A I-simplex is a referenced normal cobordism'~
F, q" G between two such referenced normal maps f, I{J, g and f', I{J', g' . Thus ilJ~
particular G; Xm +1 -+ ill XK(n,l) is a bordism from g to g' , and F; Mm+l ~~
-+ Xm+1 is a bordism from f to f' (in Xm+l) and F gives a simple eQuivalenc~i)
on that compact part of boundary not accounted for by rand f' _
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Continuing in the obvious way, one defines a k-simplcx of Lm{1/') as a triple
F, 1>, G where for example F: Mm+k -+ Xm+k is a degree one map of compa::t
topological manifold poly-ads, whose model poly-ad is BmXAk with k+2 given
subsets BmXajLlk and (aBm)XLlk ,so tll.at, on that part of boundary coming from
the boundary model poly-ad (oBm)XLlk ,the map F gives a simple homotopy
equivalence of poly-ads. (The mock-bundle notion of [BuRS) would be helpful
here.) Finally, the boundary maps in Lm (1T) are defined by restriction.
The resulting Ll-set clearly verifies the Kan extension condition, there being no
trouble with corners. The same holds for all Ll-sets below (ordered simplicial complexes excepted). Thus a well-behaved homotopy theory of these A-sets is ava.ilable,
cf. [RS} ,I] ; for example one can regard them as quasi-spaces based on the category of inclusion maps of ordered simplicial complexes (compare footnote in
Appendix A ).
2} Lm (1T) is canonically an H-space .. The mUltiplication Lm (1T)XL m (1T) -+ L.ll (1T)
-is just disjoint sum. There is a canonical homotopy-inverse operation, namely the
switch of orientations. There is a natural identity given by the empty normal map
and the empty (Llk_fold) normal cobordisms.
.
3) There is a canonical group homomorphism () : 1TiLm(1T» -+ Lm+i(1T) to the
" algebraic Wall group, and it is an isomorphism if m+i;;;" 5 . One represents x E 1Ti
'by a (quasi-space) map Si -+ Lm (1T) ,where Si is the i-sphere triangulated as a>l
~ ordered simplicial complex; then one assembles all the corresponding normal maps
: ~'artd cobordisms to get a well-defined normal map in dimension m+i and a reference
map from its target to SiXK(1T ,1) . Its surgery obstruction, mapped thereby into
, Lm+1 (1T) ,is ()(x) . Wall provides the nontrivial proof of isomorphism in [Wa I,

§9]

4) Lm (1T) XP) L m +4p {1T) the map defined by producting everything with
, p4p = (CP 2 )P is a homotopy equivalence if m ~ 5 . Indeed it is an isomorphism 011
homotopY groups by step 3 and Wall's geometric periodicity theorem [Wa I,
- §9.9) . This map strictly respects H-space structure.
5}

There is a composed homotopy equivalence of Ll-sets

Ok,p : nk(G/TOP)~ {.nk(G/TOP)}P-L N(lkXPrela)L Lk+4p (O) ,
provided k;;;" 0, k+4p;;;" 5 , and provided Lk +4p {O) is replaced by its identity
,component when k = 0 . Here .nk(G/TOP) is the singular complex of the usual
\:thJoop-space of maps ok,a) -+ (G/TOP,*) , similarly for the second Ll-complex
'a comes from producting with P ; the Ll-complex N(lk XP rei Cl) has as typical
O-~implex a normal map to the fixed target Ik XP reI alk XP (cf. Appendix B ) ;
f3 comes from applying TOP transversality simplex by simplex (this requires
k+4p;;;" 5 ) ; finally, l' is essentially a forgetting map as we may canonically im:tall
reference maps using K(O,l) point . On the I-th homotopy groups the comp03ed
'map ()k,p is readily seen to give the surgery obstruction map
0-= 1/'i+k(G/TOP) -+ Li+k+4p(O) = Li+k(O) ,whic~ is an isomorphism by C.I if
i+k > 0 ,and zero if i+k =0 .

=

6)
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n

The periodicity

is now defined to make the square

e~p)

G/TOP

n

1

L4p (O)

1 xCP

°

2

n4(G/TOP) ~'p) L4t4p (O)
homotopy commute. Here p;;;" 2 , for convenience, but n is clearly independent
of p . The desired H-space structure on G/TOP is the one transported from that
of L4p (O) by 00,p ; we could in fact re"lace G/TOP by L 4p (O) using 0o,p !

Assertion With this new H-space structure OIl GITOP , the periodicity
H-map , i.e., commutes lip to homotopy with the multiplicatioll laws.

n

is an

Proof" ThIs clearly amounts to the existence of an equivalence '1'4 : L4t4P~
"'" ) n 4 L4p preserving H-space structures so that '1'4° 4,p ~ n 4 (Oo,p) . To prove
this we can use four times over the fact that a standard equivalence
'I' . Ln (1T) ~ nL n _1(1T) exists preserving H-space structure and verifies
'l'0k+l,p "'" nok,p . To see this last fact form a strictly commutative diagram
nk(G/TOP) ----+ Lkt4p (O)

t
1\0
t
(point) "'" I\nk (G/TOP) ~ I\L k+4p (O) ~ (point)
t

t

nk+I(G/TOP) ----+ Lkt I+ 4p (O) ;) nL k+4p (O)
in which the columns are ad hoc Kan fibration sequences (cf. [BuRS, ll, §5} ) and
the maps on the right respect the disjoint sum operations, while the top and bottom
•
maps are (homotopic to) Ok,p and Ok+I,P respectively.
7}

For any compact TOP manifold X there is a homotopy commutative diagram:,
Ll(X+,G/TOP)

(7)

n

1"'"

Ll(X+,n 4 (G/TOP»

~

Ll(X+,L 8 (O»

~

°

~

~

Ll(X+,L 12 (O»

1

xCP 2

Lm+8(1T1 X)

=

~

.

1

xCP 2

Lm+12(1T1 X)

where the left hand square comes from the definition of n and the maps a are
defined using the assembly operation first met in step 3 . We must specify what
we mean by Ll(X+, ) .
In case X is triangulable, let Xr be an ordered triangulation and a+x the
_
induced triangulation of the boundary. Then Ll(X+,?) is defined to be the Ll-set of X;
which a k-simplex is a (quasi-space) map (AkXX+)' -)-? sending (Ak xa+X)' to:<',
the base point~here prime indicates a standard ordered triangulation which the
reader can supply. The right hand square commutes strictly and strictly respects
H-space mUltiplication. Thus, applying 1T:) to the outer rectangle, we get a commutative square. A straight forward pursuit of definitions reveals that this is our
square (0) .
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In case X+ is not triangulable. let the space underlying X+ be a stable normal
disc bundle to X in II euclidean space Rn . and let a+x be its restriction over the
boundary ax . The pair (x+,a+X) is readily given a triangula tion using the Product Structure Theorem of Essay I . (cr. [III. § 4. § 5 J ). This restores meaning
to the left hand square. But unl·ortunately [hI:! assembly procedure no longer c,m ies
us into Lm +s (1T1 X) and LmtI2 (1T1 X) .
To remedy this simply. one can follow up the assembly procedure by an ilductive TOP microbundle transversality procedure, as now described. (Compare the
more sure·footed but tiresome arguments to resolve such technical difficulties in
§2.) Discussing the upper a first, observe that assembly canonically creates for
an assembled normal map f,1{) and an assembled
each k-simplex of il(X+,Ls(O»
reference map go ' where Mk+n+S L Nk+n+S &>l ilk XX~ . Assuming t~,e
transversality process carried out for simplices of dimension < k , we apply tht:
first TOP transversality theorem of [III, § I] in two steps. First make go transverse to ilkXxm in ilkXX~ (for the given normal bundle); second make f
transverse to the new-found go -I (ilk XXm) adjusting I{J accordingly; both steps
are accomplished by homotopies fixing boundary which we then extend to higher
dimensional simplices with this face. After this inductive procedure is complet.ed,
we restrict over ilk XXm , for each such k-simplex, and reference via a fixed map
X -)0 K(1T1 (X),I) so as to land up in Lstm(1T1 X) -as desired. Doing the same (iq
relative fashion) for the lower map a , we make the right hand square commutative.
o commutes with H-space multiplication at least up to homotopy. Then apply~ng
1To to the outside homotopy commutative rectangle we again get the square (0) ;
Ulis is amplified by step 8 below.
-

Our first target, the proof of the periodicity theorem C.4 has been reached.
We now restate it in a sharper semi-simplicial form and go on to establish the geo-metric periodicity S(X) =:: S(l4 XX) , dim X ~ 5 .

8) The outer rectangle of (7) is naturally homotopy equivalent to the homotopy
commutative square

(G/TOP)(X/a)

n

(8)

n

1

4 (G/TOP)(x(a)

~

~

Lm+8(1T1 X)

1

xCP 2

lm+12(1T1 X)

The bottom 8 for example is prescribed on a typical k-simplex as follows: regard
it as a map ilk Xl4 XX -+ G/TOP ; use this map to pull back the universal bundle,
cross with pS ; apply transversality to get a normal map to ilk XI4 XXm Xp8
reI ,!\k xa(l4 XXXP) , and lastly regard this as a simplex of Lm + 12 (1T1 X) using the
obvious reference map to ilk XK(1T 1 X, I) .
•

9}

When dim X = m ~ 5 , the square (8) is naturally equivalent to a square
N(X)

(9)

n

1=

8

_--O-~)

Lm( 1T 1 X)

=
8
--=--)o~ 1_.

1 XCP2
,(7T.

X\
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N(X) is the t:J.-set o/normal maps to X (reI a): a typical k-simplex is a normal
map to t:J.k XX rei t:J.k X ax, (of course given in blocks, one over each t:J.k XX ,so
that face maps are defined by restriction). The maps 8 just add the standard reference map to t:J.k XK(1T1 X, I)
The equivalence with (8) is given by a homotopy
commutative diagram:
xp ) 0
ex ) 0
0
0

"'"

nl

"'"

n1

~

0

ex

1

(9)

0

0

-

"'"
xP

1
)

0

•

where the outer rectangle is (8) and ex is defined using TOP transversality.
10)
SeX) ~ N(X)
Lm(1Tj X) i~ a homotopy fibration for dim X = m > 5,
called the structure fibration. SeX) is here the t:J. set 0/ homotopy-TOP structures
on X ,"el defined in analogy with N(X} so that 1T OS(X} = SeX} and more
generally 1TkS(X» S(lk XX) " The map T is defined by adding structure to convert simple equivalences into normal maps (cL Appendix B) .

L

a

=

The fibration property is proved by considering the Serre fiber F(X) of
8 " N(X) 4 L;n(1T1 X) where L' is the sub t:J.-set of L consisting of all simplices
for which the reference map is a I-equivalence (on all faces). Using [Wa 1, § 9 J ,
one shows that L:n == Lm by inclusion for m > 5 . There is a natural map
S(X) ~ F(X) which one readily shows to be.a homotopy equivalence, see [Wa I' §9J
by using the obstruction-free 1T-1T surgery theorem of lWal ,§4] .

I t is not difficult to show that the long exact homotopy sequence of the struc- tUte fibration is the Sullivan-Wall structure sequen::e.
What we have said here in (10) applies to DIFF and PL manifolds as well,
and even to Poincare spaces, cf. [J] [LLM I [Qn 2] "
II}
There is a periodicity n :S(X) -+ S(l4 XX)::>< n 4 S(X) of homotopy-TOP
structure t:J.-sets for dim X 5 . I t is defined to be the induced homotopy equivalence of the homotopy fibers of the maps e in the square (9) . Thus we have a;.·
homotopy commutative diagram

>

SeX}
(II)

n

~

1"'"

S(l4XX)

N(X}

n 1"'"
~

~
(9)

N(l4XX)

Lm(1T1 X)

"'"

~

1xCP2

Lm +4 (1T 1X)

To specify n : SeX) 4 S(l4 XX) in a preferred homotopy class, we need to
choose lJ homotopy making square (9) c?mmute, this is best built in Lm+I2(1T1 X)'~
using TOP transversality, cf. (7) .
,

.

To then verify that the homotopy class of n: SeX) -+ S(l4 XX) is thereby well<
defined, independent of the choices involved, we can rely on the extendibility of its
construction as we have specified it. Thus, having specified conslructions of this
for XXO and again for XX I (call the results
and n l ) ,we can extend to a

no

n
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construction of an equivalence
-+ S(l4 X~ where
is the triad
XX(I;O,I) ,cf. [Qnl J • We conclude that
l using the four equivalences by
restriction
S(X·Xi) ,and S(l4 XX) ~ S(l4 XXXi) ,i = 0 ,I .

s6b"",

no"'" n

Here are some salient conclusions that require no semi-simplicial
language.

PERIODICITY THEOREM FOR STRUCTURES C.s .
For any compact TOP manifold Xm , m ~ 5 , the Sullivan-Wall
long exact structure sequence is a long exact sequence of abelian
groups, and it is canonically isomorphic to the one for 14 Xxm . In
particular S(X)::: S(l4 XX) .
As Wall remarks [Wa I, § 10] ,there is no sign that for DIFF
or PL manifolds (in place of TOP ) the structure sets should all
naturally be groups.
The periodicity S(X)::: S(l4 XX) should also exist for noncompact TOP manifolds xm ,m ~ S ,cf. [Mau2] .

The periodicity C.S is surely an attractive result; but my treat,
ment of it evokes a rueful song:
Maybe I'm doin' it wrong.
It just don't move me the way t.hat it should ...
Sometimes I throw off a good one.
Least I think it is.
No, I know it is ...
Maybe I'm doin' it wrong .. ,
Randy Newman

L. Siebenmann
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APPLICATIONS OF PERIODICITY
I)

Generalized Klein Bottles.
This is a reedition of [Wa I ' § 15B]

with an improved proof.

A group G is poly-Z of ranI< n if it has a filtration
0= Go C Gte ... C G n = G so that Gk is normal in Gk+1 with quotient Gk+t/Gk == Z (infinite cyclic), 0 < k < n . If t E G generates
G/Gn-l ,the inner automorphism O(x) = t-t xt of Gn-l can be
realized by a homotopy equivalence 0' : K(Gn-t,I) ~ K(G n - 1 ,1) and
one observes that the mapping torus of 0' is a K(G,l) .

A generalized Klein bottle is a closed manifold X ~ K(G,I) with
G poly-Z . For homological reasons dim X = rank G . The Klein
bottle is the simplest one that is not a torus.
For any poly-Z group G ,Farrell and Hsiang [FH2] have shown
that Wh(G) = 0 . Also, we can see .by induction on rank that K(G,I)
has finite homotopy type. This will let us use Farrell's fibration
theorem [Fa] (cf. [IV, Appendix B.3] ).
HANDLEllODY LEMMA C.6 .

Let xm , be a compact CAT (= PL or TOP) manifold with
boundary, homotopy equivalent to K(G,1) where G is poly-Z o/rank
n . Suppose m -n ~ 6 and 7Tj(3X) ::: 1fi(X) by inclusion, i = 0 , 1 .
Then the set S(X m ) of homotopy CAT structures on xm rei a-is zero.
Proof of Lemma C.6 by induction on

11 •

The map g: X ~ Tl corresponding to G ~ G/G n - I = 1f1 TI
has homotopy fiber K(Gn-I,I) , and so Farrell's fibration theorem
(see [Ill, §3] for its TOP version) tells us that g can be deformed
first on the boundary then in the interior to become a CAT bundle
projection with fiber
1ft

Xl == K(Gn-l,l) over OETI say, so that

aX I == 7ft Xl by inclusion.

Remark: The necessary fact that the homotopy fiber of g I aX above:
has finite type follows from use of Poincare duality, with Z(Gn-tl
_
coefficients, in the infinite cyclic covering. At the cost of assuming th~t ~
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m » rank G ,one can see that both X and
split because X is a
regular neighborhood of a split K(G,l) , e.g. of one that is a mapping
torus as was described. This last argument adapts best to the generalizations mentioned below.
Consider now any [f) E s(xm) , f: (Mm,a) ~ (X,a) . Applying
Farrell's theorem reI a to the map gf ,we can deform gf reI a to a
l and deform f reI a to·
CAT bundle projection with fiber
respect fibers. Then f is split at an equivalence fl : M 1 ~ Xl, representing [f (] E SeX I)
zero by induction. We can thus further deform
f fixing a so that in addition f( is an isomorphism. Cutting X and
M open along X I and M I ,we get from f a well defined homotopy
equivalence fo : (M ,a) ~
,a) representing [fo 1 E S(X o ) = 0 ,
which again is zero by induction. Then we can finally deform f fixing
(aM)UM l to an isomorphism. Thus [f] =0 .

MT-

o

(Xo

The induction starts with S(Bm) = 0 , m ~ S . This is the one
part of the argument that fails for DIFF. manifolds. II

UNIQUENESS THEOREM C.7 (Wal, § 15B] .
Let Xm , m ~ S ,be a compact TOP manifold that is a K(G,l)
with G poly-Z ( rank ~ m ). Then STOP (X) = 0 .
Proof of C.7 ; SeX) ~ S(l 8 XX) by TOP periodicity C.S . And
S(l8XX) = 0 by C.6.
•

Remark. Wall's proof is rather different (more computational),
although at the crucial point he envisages the use of periodicity in
G!TOP (indeed CA exactly fits his needs). Is there a proof not
strongly dependent on periodicity? Wall suggests there is one [Wa I,
p.229] .

EXISTENCE THEOREM C.S .
Given any poly-Z group G of rank m ,there exists a closed
TOP manifold Xm ~ K(G,l) .
>

Pr~of of C.8 (Wall's argument):
Consider the filtration
Go C G Ie ... C G m = G for G and suppose we have a TOP manifold xn ~ K(G n , I) ,n > m . Then we have a homotopy equivalence

-j ;~xn ~ Xn whose mapping torus T(f) is a K(G n+I,1) . For n.;6 4
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we can deform f to a homeomorphism and set T(O = Xn+ I . This defot mation is possible for n = 3 by [St 1] [Neu] (as X 3 will be irreducible by construction). For n ~ 5 it is possible by C.7 .
Thus the only remaining problem is to construct XS . As
S(X4 XTJ ) = 0 , we can build M~ = K(G s , I )XTI as above, then fiber
it over Tl with fiber X 5 =K(G s ,1)
•
STRUCTURE THEOREM C.9 .

=
If rr ispo/y-Z of rank J1l tlzen (): [K(1f,I),n k (G/TOP)1 ~
-+ L m+k (1f,wI) is an isomorplzism for k >
where wI is the
orientation homomorphism for K(1f,I) .

°,

Proof" Immediate from C.7 , C. 8 and the Sullivan-Wall structure
seq uence.

II

GENERALIZATIONS C.lO (by F. Quinn [QnI,21 USIng [CaPI,2,3]:
(i) Let g be Waldhausen's simplest class of 'accessible' finitely
presented torsion-free groups, namely the one generated from the trivial
group by successive construction of free product with amalgamation an,~
and its one-sided analog ( = HNN extension). These include poly-Z ~
groups, free groups, classical knot groups.
Theorem: In the s- or the h-surgery theory, for any TOP manifold
Nm '" K(1f, l) ,m ~ 5 , with 1f E g, the group S~X) is 2-primary.
[Hints: One can imitate the proof above for the poly-Z case using,
in place of Farrell's result, the strongest splitting theorem of S.
Cappell [Cap 1,2] , which lets one split up to h-cobordism provided --:two 2-primary obstructions vanish (the more mysterious one comes ,
from Cappell's UNil functor and may indeed be non-zero [CaP3] ) ':,
For technical convenience in extending the handlebody lemma C.6 , one can initially suppose that m ~ dim K(rr,l) and that X is a pro-,_
duct with [0,11 and suitably spli t t . This factor [0,]] of X per-,_
mits geometric doubling in SeX) ,which eventually kills Cappell's

2-primary obstructions, and also any distinction between the h- and ~
s-theories. In a number of important special cases, e.g. surface groups~:
t See the lemark in the handle body lemma C.6 . Since When) is not knowll

to be zero for nEg , one mllst add the elementary observation (for the h- or the,
s-theory), that SeX) == S(X') if X' is X with tin II-cobordisl11 added (Jlong

ax
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and classical fibered knot groups; a closer examinations reveals that
SeX) = 0 since CappeU's obstructions and Whitehead groups vanish, see
[Cap I )[Wald] .
(ii) We conclude that e is an isomorphism mod 2-primary groups
from [xm reI ,G/TOP] to Lm(n I X) ,whenever

a

X ::: K(n, I) , nEg . And it is a strict isomorphism in the more
favorable cases mentioned.
(iii) According to Sullivan [Sull 1] the group
[Xm reI a, G/TOP] is isomorphic mod 2-primary groups to
KOO(X m reI a) ,and isomorphic rationally to ~ {H4 k(X,a ;Q) ;
; k E Z} ,all this for X connected and
=1= if> .

ax

(iv) In case wI Xm = 0 ,and xm is chosen in Rm ,one has an
(extraordinary) Poincare duality isomorphism, from each of these three
(graduation 0 ) cohomology groups, to the corresponding m·th
(extraordinary) homology group of X . Thus we have (writing
'1T I X = 1l' ) :
e : Hm(X ;G/TOP) ~ Lm(1l')
t

e:

KOm(XY® Z[ 1/2] ~ Lm(1l') ® Z[ 1/2]

r

H m +4k (X;Q) ~ Lm(1l') ® Q
By (ii) the last two are isomorphisms jf X = K(n, I) with 1l' E 9 . For
the non-orientable case (with wI : 1t' ~ Z2 non zero), see [Qnl 2]
(J :

-

I

II), PL homotopy tori by Casson's approach.

~ One can carry out the discussion of periodicity for PL manifold.s
in'place of TOP, because e : 1l'k(G/PL) ~ Lk(O) is an isomorphism at
least
- for k> 4 . Indeed periodicity was first exploited by Sullivan and
Casson in the PL context. We can pretend it is 1967 . The one,
notorious failure of e to be an isomorphism (it is Z ~ Z for
k = 4 ) prevents the PL periodicity maps from being true homotopy
equivalences; in fact n : G/PL ~ n 4 (G/PL) is easily seen to have fiber
>

,

K(Z2,3) .

, We propose to use the PL version of diagram (II) (p~eceding
C.5 :), with X a compact PL manifold of dimension ~ 5 . Applied

. - -·t

The spectrum for G/TOP is of course the periodic

,{23 .,{22 • n l . '"

where n k

= nk(G/TOP)

!1-spectl'uITI .... n4.

L. Siebenmann
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twice, it gives a homotopy commutative diagram with rows homotopy
fibrations:
SeX) _ _ _
T_-+> (G/PL)(x/a)

ITS

1

S(l8XX)

ITs1
T'

e) Lm (1f l X)

~

1

X( CP 2)2

n 8 (G/PL)<X/3) LLmts (1f I X)

on .

Here Os = (n 4 ll)
Note that the homotopy fiber of ITs : G/PL-+
-+ nS(G/PL) is just K(Z2,3) . Also note that the left hand square
is a (homotopy) fiber product square since an equivalence is induced
from the fiber nlm of r to the fiber nl m +S of r' , namely the
looping of X (CP 2 )2 in the mapping of Puppe fibration sequences. It
follows that the fibers of the two maps Os are homotopy equivalent
The fiber of the lls at left is SeX) for X = K(G,]) with G
poly-Z : indeed S(lS+k XX) = 0 , k ~ 0, by the (PL) handlebody
lemma C.6 , thus S(lS XX) is contractible, and so the fiber is
SeX) itself!
The fiber of the Os at center is. K(Z2 ,3)(X ,a)
Therefore we have a natural homotopy equivalence
S(X)!:!:f K(Z2,3)(x/a) (for dimX ~ 5 , X!:!:f K(G,I) , G poly-Z ),
whence S(lk XX) :::: H3-k(X,a ;Z2) , k ~ 0 .
This elegant calculation must be a close approximation to A.
Casson's unpublished semi-simplicial classification of PL homotopy ...
tori dating from 1967-68 . (It is not clear whether he took advantag~·;..
of the handlebody lemma C.6 ). I have not given it greater emphasis
because of the sophistication required and equally because it would
seem to deny access to TOP manifolds to those equipped with no
more than DIFF techniques.
~'

III) Related problems.
Contemplate the following homotopy commutative diagram for
X a compact CAT m-manifold, m ~ 5 .

Appendix C. Connections with structures and triangulations
S1;/C(X) ~

1
SC(X)
1
ST(X)

~

T

(TOP/CAT)(X/3)

1

)
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L~ (1ft X)

(G/CAT)(X/3)

1
(G/TOP)<x/3)

e

J~

L~ (1ft X)

. The bottom row is the structure fibration (10) for TOP ; the middle
row is its analogue for CAT; all vertical maps forget. ST/C(X) is the
pointed A-set of CAT manifold structures on X so defined th2,t its
k-th homotopy group is naturally isomorphic to the set of concordance
classes (rei 3) of CAT manifold structures on Ik XX standard near
3 as discussed in Essay IV . There is a natural map from ST/C (X)
to a Serre-type fiber of SC(X) ~ ST (X) and one requires only the TOP
s-cobordism theorem to show that it is a homotopy equivalence.
Since the lower left square is a fiber product square (argue as in II)
we can obtain a 'classifying' homotopy equivalence 'Y as indicated.
One can show that, on arc components 1fo ,it is precisely the classification of [IV, §] 0] (for X compact). To deal also with the
existence problem for CAT structures one can modify the middle
.column (use spaces of liftings ! ).
TItis inserts the classification of UV] into a larger context.
Although the proof of it provided thereby is not really easier than that
in- [I V] ,there are analogous situations where this approach involving
·surgery seems the most workable one. This is the case for the problem
. of classifying up to concordance arbitrary triangulations (perhaps not
.PL homogeneous) of a given TOP manifold. For this we refer to
forthcoming articles by T. Matumoto and D. Galewski & R. Stern.
For a given CAT manifold a primary surgical problem is to
understand the vertical fibration on the left with base space ST (X) .
This has been accomplished (as Quinn notes [Qn 11 ) when CAT == PL
_and X is a torus (or PL generalized Klein bottle); indeed
ST/C(X) ~ SC(X)~ K(Z2 ,3)X . In general, note that the vertical homotopy fibration on the left is the pull-back by T of the middle fibIation.
But
, this T is the fiber of e . Hence, if one can fully analyze the
middle vertical homotopy fibration and e (or T ), the job will be
done. Much of Sullivan's work on surgery [SuJI 1,21 has been directed
,tq understanding the middle fihr~tion hppinnin(J with ~n pvh':>11C'tiUQ
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Stable homeomorphisms and
the annulus conjecture*
By

ROB ION

C.

KIRBY

A homeomorphism h of R" to R" is stable if it can be written as a finitE=':
composition of homeomorphisms, each of which is somewhere the identity,
that is, h = hJ~2 ••• hr and hi I Ui = identity for each i where Ut is open
in R".
Stable Homeo'morphism Coniecture. SHC,,: All orientation preserving
homeomorphisms of R" are stable .
. ' -.stable homeomorphisms are particularly interesting because (gee [3])
SHC" =- AC", and AC" for all k < n == SHe n where AC" is the
Annulus Conjecture, AC,,: Let f, g: S,,-I-+ R1I- be disjoint, Ioeally flat
imb~ddings with f(8"-I) inside the bounded component of R" - g(8"-I). Then
the· closed region A bounded by f(8"-I) and g(S"-l) is homeomot'phic to
Sn-l X [0, 1J.
Numerous attempts on these conjectures have been made; for E:xample,
it is known that an orientation preserving homeomorphism is stable if it is.\
.. ~ifferentiable at one point [10] [12], if it can be approximated by a PL home-.
9morphism [61, or if it is (n - 2)-stable [4]. "Stable" versions of AC" are
;~own; A x [0, 1) is homeomorphic to Sn-l X I X [0, 1), A X R is 8"-1 X I X R,
and A,x Sk is S"-I X I X 8" if k is odd (see [7] and [13]). A counter-example
10 AC", would provide a non-triangulable n-manifold [3] .
. Here we reduce these conjectures to the following problem in PL theory.
~et T~ be the cartesian product of n circles.
_
: -.-. -Hauptvermutung for Tori, HT,,: Let T" and r" be homeomorphic PL
1!-inanifolds. Then Tn and rn are PL homeomorphic.

'l::-;~

.!

,~.< ,- ...;--

:....'-:f·\· .',

.
'".

~.

.

.- THEOREM
1

1. If n > 6, then HT" =- SHC".
-

:' (Added December 1, 1968. It can now be shown that SHC .. is true for
i{:i=
4:;' If n ~ 3, this is a classical result. Theorem 1 also holds for n = 57
I.: ""
since Wall [19, p. 67] has shown that an end which is homeomorphic to S4 x R
t~::~l~o 'PL homeomorphic to 8 4 X R.
~

I"
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lis stable. Using only the fact thatfis a simple homotopy equivalence, Wallis~
non-simply connected surgery techniques [15] provide an "obstruction" in.
H3(T"; Z2) to finding a PL homeomorphism between Tn and rn. It is Sieben-~
mann's idea to investigate the behavior of this obstruction under lifting;
f: T" -+ r" to a 2"-fold cover; he suggested that the obstruction would be-,
come zero. Wall [16] and Hsiang and Shaneson [17] have proved that this is~:
the case; that is, if r" is the 2"-fold cover of a homotopy torus r", n > 5,
then fn is PL homeomorphic to T"( = Tn). Therefore, following the proof of..
Theorem 1,
T"-+rn is stable, so f is stable, and thus sHe" holds for n :;t'4~'
Hence the annulus conjecture AC" holds for n =1= 4.)
.'"...
(Added April 15, 1969. Siebenmann has found a beautiful and surprising,
counter-example which leads to non-existence and non-uniqueness of triangu,~
lations of manifolds. In particular HTn is false for n > 5, so it is necessariJ
.
J.,
to take the 2n-fold covers, as above. One may then use the fact that T"->H,
is homotopic to a PL homeomorphism to show that f: T --+ rn was actually::
isotopic to a PL homeomorphism. Thus, although there are homeomorphism~:
',.< ....
between Tn and another PL manifold which are not even homotopic to Pk1
homeomorphisms, they cannot be constructed as in Theorem 1. Details w~r
appear in a forthcoming paper by Siebenmann and the author. See also R. G~
Kirby and L. C. Siebenmann, On the triangulation of manifolds and tI~;
"!
Ilauptve'l'mutung, to appear in Bull. Amer. Math. Soc.)
,
. '. 'i
Let X(M") denote the space (with the compact-open topology) of orien~~
. t-'J
tion preserving homeomorphisms of an oriented stable n-manifold M, and le,ff'
,
~X(Mn) denote the subspace of stabl~ homeomorphisms.
_~~~:~

J:

~

J:

-.!'~

,~\'

""~.

2. ~X(R") is both open and closed in X(Rn).
)l
Since a stable homeomorphism of Rn is isotopic to the identity, we h~ve;'
th e
. ~
,,-.,
THEOREM

... ,

~'O;

..

~:. :~

COROLLARY.

~X(R") is exactly the component of the identity in J{'(R~),~
:;;.:

A homeomo'rphism of R" is stable if and only if it
topic to the identity.
COROLLARY.

is i~f!if

If M" is a stable manifold, then ~X(Mn) contains We~
identity component of JC(Mn).,~,,¥:~
In general this does not imply that the identity component is arcv.r!s~~~
connected (as it do~s for M" = R" or S"), but arcwise connectivity' ~~~,
follow from the remarkable result of Cernavskii [5] that X(Mn) is loc~l!Y!
-·-t......
contractible if Mn is compact and closed or M" = R". From the technioueRii
THEOREM

3.

" '~;

~
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THEOREM 4. X(R") is locally contractible.
We now gIve some definitions, then a few elementary propositions, t 1 'e
crucial lemma, and finally the proofs of Theorems 1 - 4 in succession.
The following definitions may be found in Brown and Gluck [3], a good
source for material on stable homeomorphisms. A homeomorphism h between
open subsets U and V of R" is called ~table if each point x E U has a neighborhood W., c U such that h I W., extends to a stable homeomorphism of Rn,
Then we may define stable manifolds and stable homeomorphisms betweE-:n
stable manifolds in the same way as is usually done in the PL and differential
categories. Whenever it makes sense, we assume that a stable structure on
a manifold is inherited from the PL or differential structure. Homeomorphisms will always be assumed to preserve orientation.
PROPOSITION 1. A horneornorphism of R" is stable if it agrees witlt, a
stable hornearno't'phisrn on sorne open set.
PROPOSITION 2. Let h E X(R") and suppose there exists a constant M> 0
so that I h(x) - x I < M fo1' all x E R". Then h is stable.
PROOF. This is Lemma 5 of [6].
Letting rB" be the n-ball of radius r, we may consider 5D" = i(5Bn) JS
subset of T", via some fixed differentiable imbedding i: 5B" - + 1'''.

a

PROPOSITION 3, There exists an imrnersion a: T" - D" -+ R".
PROOF. Since T" - D" is open and has a trivial tangent bundle, this
follows from [8, Th. 4. 7],
PROPOSITION 4. If A is an n x n matrix of integers with deterrnina'!~~
'one, then there exists a di.ffeorn01'phisrn f: Tn - + T" such that f* = A whc:'c
f*: 7r 1(Tn, to) -> 1C1(T", to).
. PROOF. A can be written as a product of elementary matrices with
integer entries, and these can be represented by diffeomorphisms .
. PROPOSITION 5. A horneornorphism of a connected stable rnanifold: ".-3
'stable if its restriction to sorne open set is stable.
For the proof, see [3, p. 35]
,PROPOSITION 6. Let f: 8"-1 x [-1, 1] - + R" be an irnbedding wh if;'~
contains Sn-I in its interior. Then f I S"-I X 0 extends canonically to {:::. . ~
.i1nb~dding

of B" in R".
~ PROOF. This is shown in [9}. However, there is a simple proof; one
just re-proves the necessary part of [2] in a canonical way. This sort of
canonical construction is done carefully in the proof of Theorem 1 of f111.
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LEMMA.

PROOF.

Every h01neomorphisn~ of Tn is stable.
Let e: Rn -> Tn be the usual covering map defined by

and let to == (1,1, .. ·,1) = e(O, •• ,,0). e fixes a differential and hence stable~jf:=~
structure on Tn.
':,
Let h be a homeomorphism of T", and assume at first that h(to) = to an~~1
h.,.: 1C 1(Tn, to) -> 1C 1(Tn, to) is the identity matrix. h lifts to a homeomorphism:~
'"
-'I
h: Rn -> Rn so that the following diagram commutes.
..
.~.

Since In = [0, 1] X

X

[0, IJ is compact,

M == sup {I h(x)

- x

II x E In}

exists. The condition h* = identity implies that I~ fixes all lattice poirit~~
with integer coordinates. Thus fi moves any other unit n-cube with vertic'~g~
......
...
in this lattice in the "same" way it moves In; in particular I h(x) - x I < 'M.;.~
for all x E R". By Proposition 2, h is stable. e provides the coordiI!~~~
patches on Tn, s;> h is stable because e-'he I e- 1 (patch) extends to the staJ?~~
homeomorphism h for all p a t c h e s . - s:l;
Given any homeomorphism h of T", we may compose with a diff~~;
omorphism g so that gh(to) = to. If A = (gh);\ then Proposition 4 provide~~
a diffeomorphism f with f* = A = (gh);t, so (fgh)* = identity. We prov,~M
above that fgh was stable so h == g-1f=1(fgh) is the product of stable hom~~r.
-...~
omorphisms and therefore stable.
. ~~~
.
~f

~

+!~

'.~

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Let g be a homeomorphism of R". ga induc~§.~1:J
new differentiable structure on T" - Dn, and we call this differentia!~
manifold T" - fin. We have the following commutative diagram,

a and ga are differentiable and therefore stable, so g is stable if and only .jf~

the identity is stable (use Proposition 1).
.
Smce TTl. - D . . has one end, which is homeomorphic to 8,,-1 X R,
/

....

,.

.1

.."

.""

'ah.d~
..
~

~
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~he boundary

is clearly a homotopy (n - I)-sphere, we can take a Cl-trian¥ulation and use the PL h-cobordism theorem to see that the boundary
-lS a PL (n - I)-sphere.
To be precise~ there is a proper PL imbedding
~: Sn-l X [0, 1) ~ r-Jjn, and we add the boundary by taking the union
tpll _ Dn U (3 SIl=1 X [0, 1] over the map f3.
" Finally we add En to this union, via the identity map on the boundaries,
obtain a closed PL manifold 'tn.
: We can assume that a2Dn lies in f3(sn-l X [0, 1»). Thus a2Dn lies in an
~.:-ball of 'til and, since it is locally flat, bounds an n-ball by the topological
~choenflies theorem [2]. Now, we may extend the id I Tn - 2Dn, by coning
n iJ2D\ to a homeomorphism f: T" __ 'tn.
: Using HTM we have a PL (hence stable) homeomorphism h: Til -+ ·r"'. By
~he Lemma, h-1f: Tn -- Tn is stable, so f = h(h-1f) is stable, f I Til - 2Dn =
}d~ntity is stable, and finally g is stable.
Note that it is only necessary that HTn gives a stable homeomorphism h.
,~

io

t

PROOF OF THEOREM 2. We shall show that a neighborhood of the
li~el)tit~ consists of stable homeomorphisms. But ~hen by tra~slation in the"
I~opologlcal group X(RII), any stable homeomorphIsm has a neIghborhood of
fable homeomorphisms, so S'X(Rn) is open. Now it is well known that an
~~'rP ,subgroup is also closed (~or a coset o~ SX(Rn) in X(Rn) is open, so the
l:li1wn of all cosets of SX(RII) IS open and IS also the complement of ~X(R"),.
fWhiGh is therefore closed) .
,~:. ' If C is a compact subset of R" and e > 0, then it is easily verified that
li:~~' e) = {h € X(Rn) II h(x) - x I < e for all x € C} is an open set in the co··
t9Pology. Let C be a compact set containing a(T" - D"). If e > is
Kho~en small enough, then

~

• ..., 1_

°

ha('1'n - 5D") c a(T - 4D") c a(T" - 4D") c ha(Tn - 3Dn)

c ha(Tn - 2Dn) c a(Tn - Dn)
iil .

for any h € N(C, e).

......

There exists an imbedding h, which" lifts" h so that
.~h~.·iqliowing diagram commutes.

rT~:-TO,define h, first we cover C with finitely many open sets {Ui }, i = 1, ... , k,
. .s_o
that', a is an imbedding on each component of a-1( U,), i = 1, .•. , le. Let
.
~~
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then h( Vi) CUi' Let JVi = Ui n a( T" - Dn) and Xi = Vi n a( Tn - 2DtI).
Since ha(Tn - 2Dn) c a(T n - D"), we have h(Xi ) c W" i = 1, "', k. Let
Wi,j, j = 1, .. " Wi be the components of a- I ( Wi), let Xi,; = Wi,; n Tn - 2Dn,
and let lXi,j = a / Wi,j for all i and j . Now we can define h by
I~ / Xi,;

= (ai,j)-Iha / Xi,i

for all i and j.

Clearly I~ is an imbedding.
a(Tn - 4D") c ha(Tn - 3Dn) which implies that a(4Dn - Dn)-:::Jha(CJ3D"),
so h(03D'') c 4Dn and hence 1~(83Dn) bounds an n-ball in 4D". By coning, we
extend h / Tn - 3Dn to a homeomorphism H: Tn -> T". H is stable by the
lemma, so h is stable and h is stable. Hence N(C, c) is a neighborhood of
the identity consisting of stable homeomorphisms, finishing the proof of
Theorem 2.
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. As in the proof of Theorem 2, it suffices to sho~
that a neighborhood of the identity consists of stable homeomorphisms; then
~JC(M") is both open and closed and therefore contains the identity component.
Let j: R" -> M be a coordinate patch. Let c > 0 and l' > 0 be chosen ~o
that N(rB", c) c JC(R") consists of &table homeomorphisms. Then thete
exists a 0 < 0 such that if h € N(J(rBn), 0) c JC(Mn), then hj(2rBn) cj(8;)
j-'hj /2rB" E N(rB", c). We may isotope j-1hj / 2rB" to a homeomorphism Jf
of R" with H = j-'hj on rBn and therefore HE N(1'B", c) c JC(R"). Thus-H
is stable and so j-'hj /2rB" is stable. By Proposition 5, It is stable,~nd
hence N(J(1'Bn), 0) is our required neighborhood of the identity.
1)"0."

PROOF OF THEOREM 4. We will observe that Theorem 2 can be proved
;i;S::
in a " canonical" fashion; that is, if It varies continuously in JC(Rn), then H
varies continuously in JC(Tn). First note that JC(Rn) may be contracte~
onto JCo(Rn) , the homeomorphisms fixing the origin. The immersi~n
....a: Tn - D" -> Rn can be chosen so that ae = id on 1/4Bn. Pick a compact
set C and c > 0 as in the proof of Theorem 2 and let h € N(C, c). h lifts
canonically to h: Tn - 2Dn ---> Tn - D". Since h(int 5Dn - 2Dn) contains
()4D", it follows from Proposition 6 that h(83Dn) bounds a canonical n-ball ~
4D". Then hiT n - 3D" extends by coning to H: Tn ~ T".
Clearly H(t o) = to and H * = identity so H lifts uniquely to a hom.~:.
omorphism g: Rn ---> Rn, with / g(x) - x/ < constant for all x € R, (see the
lemma). We have the commutative diagram

STABLE HOMEOMORPHISMS
g

R"

R"

-~

H

T"

u

"

R"

-)0

T" - 3D" ~~

T"
U
T" - 2D"

h

R"

Since e(1/4B") n 4D" = 0 and ae = id on 1/4B", it follows that g = h
on 1/4B". The construction of g being canonical means that the rna}:
t: Xo(Rn) ---> 'Xo(R"), defined by 1r(h) = g, is continuous.
Let Pt: R" ~ R", t € [0, 1], be the isotopy with Po = h and PI = g defined
by
if t < 1, ana PI = g •
Let QI: R" --> R", t
defined by

€

[0, 1] be the isotopy with Qo

Qt(x) = (1 - t) •

Now let ht!"R" - R", t

€

g(

1
1 -

t

•

x)

=g

if t

and QI :;: identity-

< 1, and Q

I

== identity.

[0, 1J be defined by
~;

t < 1/2
if 1/2 ~ t < 1 .

if 0

It can be verified that h! is an isotopy of h to the identity wbieh varies
continuously with respect to h. Then HI: N(C, e) ---> 'Xo(R"), t € [0, 1] defined
by He(h) = h, is a contraction of N(C, e) to the identity where H t (identity) =
identity for all t € [0, 1].

This proof can be easily modified to show that if a neighborhood V 01
the identity in 'Xo(R") is given, then C 3.nd e may be chosen so that N(C, c.)
contracts to the identity and the contraction takes place in V. To see this,
pick r > and 0 so that N (rB", 0) C V. Then we may re-define a and ~ so
that ae = identity on rB". If h € N(rB\ 0), then P e € N('I'B", 0), and if c i:-;
chosen small enough (with respect to 0), then h € N(rB", e) implies th:!t
Qt € N(rB", 0). Therefore N(rB", c) contracts in V.

°
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ON THE TRIANGULATION OF MANIFOLDS AND
THE HAUPTVERMUTUNG
BY R. C. KIRByl AND L. C. SIEnENMANN2

Communicated by William Browder, December 26, 1968

1. The first author's solution of the stable homeomorphism conjecture [51 leads naturally to a new method for deciding whether or
not every topological manifold of high dimension supports a piecewise
linear manifold structure (triangulation problem) that is essentially
unique (Hauptvermutung) d. Sullivan [141. At this time a single
obstacle remains 3-namely to decide whether the homotopy group
1fa(TOP/PL) is 0 or Z2' The positive results we obtain in s~e of this
obstacle are, in brief, these four: any (metrizable) topologteal manifold Al of dimension ~ 6 is triangulable, i.e. homeomorphic to a piecewise linear (= PL) manifold, provided H4.(M; Z2) = 0; a ~omeo
morphism It: Ml-4M2 of PL manifolds of dimension ~ 6 is isotopic
to a PL homeomorphism provided H3(M; Za) =0; any compact topological manifold has the homotopy type of a finite complex (with no
proviso); any (topological) homeomorphism of compact PL manifolds
is a simple homotopy equivalence (again with no proviso).
R. Lashof and M. Rothenberg have proved some of the resJlts of
this paper, [9) and [10]. Our work is independent of [10]; on the
other hand, Lashof's paper [9] was helpful to us in that it showed the
relevance of Lees' immersion theorem [111 to our work and reinforced our suspicions that the Classification theorem below was CI)rrect.
We have divided our main result into a Classlfication theorem and
a Structure theorem.
(1) CLASSIFICATION THEOREM. Let Mm be any topological manifold
of dimensi01t m ~ 6 (or > 5 If the boundary aM is empty). There is a
natural 01te-to-01te correspondel1ce between isotopy classes of P L structu.res 01t M a1td equivalence classes of stable reductions of the tangent
microbttndle l' (M) of fl.l to P L microbundle.

(There are good relative versions of this classification. See ['7] and
proofs in §2.)
Explanations. Two PL structures 2; and 2;' on M, each defined by a
PL compatible atlas of charts, are, said to be isotopic if there eK:ists a
I

2
I

Partially supported by NSF Grant GP 6530.
Partially supported hy NSF Grant GP 7952X.
See note added in proof at end of article.
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topological isotopy h" O<t::;l, of 1M so that Itl is a PL homeomorphism of (lvI,~) with (M, ~'). If M has a metric d and Eis a continuous
function .il,f~(O, 00), then h, is called an E-isotopy provided d(x, It,(x»)
<E(X) [or all xElv! and all tE [0,11. To (I) we can add: Isotopic PL
structures are E-isotopic for any E.
By n-microbundle one can, by the Kister-Mazur theorem, understand simply a locally-product bUlldle with fiber Euclidean n-space
Rn, and zero-section. If ~ is then a TOP (= topological) microbundle,
over a locally finite simplicial complex X, with fiber Rn, a reduction
of ~ to PL microbundle is given by a triangulation of ~ as a PL microbundle over X. Two such triangulations of ~ give equivalent reductions if the identity of ~ is bundle isotopic to a PL isomorphism from
the one PL microbundle structure to the other. The notion of stable
reduction differs in allowing addition of a trivial bundle at any
moment. Since M is not a priori triangulable, one should, to define
reductions, first pull back 1'(.1\1) to a homotopy-equivalent simplicial
complex. The lotal space of a normal microbundle of MU {collar on
aM} in RmH (k large) is convenient. This technicality obscures, but
does not destroy, the pleasant properties of the notion of reduction.
If TOPm/PLm is the fiber of the map, BPLm~BTOPm of classifying
spaces for microbundles, define TOP jPL as the telescope of the
sequence TOPdPL1~TOP2/PL2~TO'p3/PLa~ . .
arlsmg from
stabilization of bundles.
(II) STRUCTURE THEOREM (PARTIALLY ANNOUNCED fN [8]).
1T"k(TOP/PL) is 0 if £r!'3 and Z2 or 0 if i=3. Also 1T"k(TOP m /PL m )
'::::..7rk(TOP / P L) by stab£lizatio1t, for k < nt, tit >5.

When it became known that, with Wall, we had !'ihown that
1fk(TOP/PL) is 0 for k~3 and <Z2 for k=3, we [8} and Lashof and
Rothenberg [101 independently noticed that Lees' immersion theorem [11 J gives the corresponding nOllstable results above. This was
of critical importance to Lashof's triangulation tlleorem [9].
The equivalence classes of stable reductions of reM") can be put in
one-to-one correspondence with vertical homotopy classes of sections
of a bundle over M with fiber TOP /PL, namely the pull-back by a
classifying map llf~BTOP for reM) of the fibration TOP/PL~BPL
--t-B TOP • Combining (I) and (II) we find
(1) There is just one well-defined obstruction in [-J4(M; 1f3(TOP / P L»
to imposing a P L structure on Ai.
(2) Given one PL structure on M the i.wtopy classes of P L
structures on Mare i1t (1-1)-correspondence with the elements of
Ha(M; 7ra(TOP/PL».
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As applications of (1) alone consider:
(a) The total space E of any normal k-disc bundle [31 of M" in
RnH, n+k ~ 6, is triangulable as a PL manifold, since r(E) is trivial.
(b) If II: E-+E' is a homeomorphism of parallelizable PL m-manifolds, there exists a topological disc-oundle automorphism a: EXD'
-+EXD' over E (s large) so that (hXid) oa: EXD'-+E'XD' is
topologically isotopic to a PL homeomorphism.
PROOF OF (b). The PL reduction of r(E) given by h is classified by
an element yE [E, TOPm/PLm ]. Since r(E) and r(E') are trivial
bundles, y cumes from xE [E, TOPmj. Represent -x by an au tomorphism {3: E XRm-+E XRm of the trivial Rm bundle. Then, up to
bundle isotopy (3 X 1Ii extends [3] to a disc bundle automorphism
a: EXDmtl-+EXDnt+l, where Rm+l=intDmH. The PL reductions of
r(EXDm+l) given by (kXid) 0 a and by id/ EXDm+l are stably the
same; sO (b) folluv,,.s from (1).
These seemingly innocent observations readily affirm two important conjectures (d. [13 D.
(I II) FINITENESS OF COMPACT TYPES. Every compact toPoll'gical
manifold has the homotop'), type of a finite complex-even if it be nontriangulable.

(IV) TOPOLOGICAL INVARIANCE OF TORSIONS. Ever'), topolG'g£cal
mam:rold M has a well-defined simple homotopy type4, namely the type
of its normal disc bundles triangulated as P L manifolds. In partirular,
if h: Af-+A'l' is a homeomorophism of compart connected P L manij"old.l,
the Whitehead torsion r(h) EWh(1J"1 M) of h is zero.
2. We now sketch the proof of (I) and (II). Important elemects of
it were announced in [7], [8j. An important role is played by Lees'
recenl classification theorem for topological immersions incodimension zero [11 J, and by Wall's surgery of nonsimply connected manifolds [15]; we suspect that one or both could be eliminated frOIl1 the
proof of (1), but they are essential in the proof of (II). In this regard
see the weaker triallgulation theorems of Lashof [9] and Lees [J.11
proved before (I).
HANDLE STRAIGHTENING PROBLEM P(h). Consider a homeomorphism
h: B" XRlI-+ Vm, k+n =m, (where BTc = standard PL k-ball in Rk) onto
a PL manifold V so that hlaBkXRn i" a PL homeomorphism. Can one
find a topological isotopy ht: B"XRlI-+Vn, O~t<l, of h=ho such that
(1) hdBkXBlI is PL,
(2) hc=h, O:St~l, on aBIc XR'IUB"X (RlI-rBn) for some r 'I
• This makes good sellse even when M is noncompact, cL [13, p. 74].
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One shou Jd til ink of Bk X Rn as an Opt'lI PL ha nd Ie wi tit core B" X O.
The aualysis of P(h) is based 011 thf' main d1'agr011l below, which for
k = 0, originated in [5].
MAIN DI:\('R.\~I

a

H': hom eo, id. on

•

H : homeo, covers g,-I g
bounded, id. on

J e = id
Bk X Tn

(;...
homeo, PL on

J
BkX

a

(P- D)

o

l;d x

a

x exp

a

' id'
- - -........-

J
\I "'

- PL

homeo
g = g' on

!

[B" x (P -·D o)]'

IPL ;=.,.;onl

ha. PL ;mmm;on
{

It

- -given
- -homeo
- - - - vm
PL on

a

-a

/ =

PL e,nlJedding
that makes ,perimfOter commute on

Bk x B"

n+k ~ 5, a indicates boundary, Bk = standard PL k-ball in Rio.
D" = a PL n-ball with intDn = Rn = eudidean It-space, so that
bounded maps Rn_Rn extend by the identilY to Dn.
Tn = n-lorus, the n-fultl product of ,::ircl(:'s; Do = a PL n-ball, collared in Tn.
111 =

Arrange that h is PI. near iJB"XRn and successively construct
e, a, W, g, g' (when possible), H, II', f.
Explanations, a, e and the inclusions of Bk X 2E1I arc chosen so that
the triangles at left commute; B"X(Tn-Do) with the unique PL
structure making ha PL is by definition [B"X(Tn-D o)]'; W is PL
and "caps it off". g extends id. Finding g' is the
TORUS PROBLEM Q(g). To extend g/ aBk X Ttl to a P L homeomorplzt'sm
homotopic to g.
Supposing g' solves Q(g), form H and 'squeeze' to allow extension
to H'i then define! by engulfing to extend the natural PL identification H'(B" XB")-h(B"XBn). Since f embeds the ball BkXDn, for
any isotopy Ht of H' fixing a (= boundary), there exists an isotopy
Itt of h fixing and Bk XR1I-h- I!(Bk XDn) so that, for each t, h, =/H{
on Bk XB1I. Thus, if Ht is the Alexander isotopy of H' to the identity, h, solves P(h) II

a
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PROPOSITION 1. If g is derived from h as above, Q(g) is sohJable~P(h)
is solvable.
PROOF. It remains to show ~. Using a solution hi of P(Iz) form an
isotopy Ii: IXBI..XRlI~IX V, fixing a, from Iz to a PL homeomorphism. One can extend the construction of g from It to get from the
i50topy Ii a homeomorphism g: IXBkXT"-)W' with
to} XB"XTn
= g, that is PL on a millus {o} X intBk X Tn. Appl} ing the s-couon.lisl11
theorem to W' one g<'ts fl solution of Q(g) . •
Given the problem P(h) con5itier the tangent bundle map
h*: r(Bk XRlI)~r( V"'). Both bunoles are PL trivial. Restrirting over
Ek X {O} in the source and projecting to the fiber in the target we get
a map (Bk, aBk)~(TOP nI' PL m ) (to he unoerslood st'l11isimplkially
[12, §2)). Call its c1assd(h) E1r,,(TOP m , PLm)~1rkcrOPIn/PLm). Dt'note
this group hy II,,(m).

gl

PROPOSITION 2. P(lz) is solvable'i=}d(h) = 0.
PROOF. ~ is trivial. If d(/t) = 0, Lees' imnH.'rsioll theorem [11],
together with its familiar PL counterpart clue to HaeHigcr and
Poenaru, provides a regular homot~)p)' (modulo a) from h to a
PL immersion. The argument IInder Proposition 1 applies to Holve
Q(g) and hence pelt) . •
PROPOSITION 2'. For each xEn,,(m), k <tn, there eX1'sts a prcblem
P(h) with d(/t) =X.
PROOF. I mmersion theory here provides an immersion lto: BJc XRn
~R"', PL Oil a, such that if Vm is Bk XRn with the PL structure making Iro PL, then h=id: BIrXRn~Vin hasd(h)=x .•
For any solution h, of P(h), the induc('d tangpnt bundle map gives
a map f: IXB"~TOPm senoing IXaBkU {1\ XBI,. into PL m• Thus,
given two solutions h" M of pelt) we can piece together f, f' to get a
'differenc(" class 0(11" hf) E1rA+l (TOP nil PL",) =71" Rt-l(m).
PROPOSITION 3. Let h t soh'e P(h) Jor h: B1. XRlI~ V"', k<tn. Cive.n
any y in ITk+1(m+ 1) there exists Q. solution hi of P(h) such that so(h" h,')
= y (s denotes sta.bilization which by (II) is an isomorphism).
INDICATION OF PROOF. One can reduce to the special case where h,
is the identity solution of p(idl BkXRlI). Proposition 2' provides a
problem P(ltl) , hi = BHl XRlI~ VIrI+l with tl(h l ) = y, which yields a
torus problem Q(gl) , gl:BHtXTn~W"'+I. Impose on BH1)(Tn
= IXBk X Til the PL structure ~ making gl PL. ~ is standard on d.
Apply the s-cobordism theorem to (/; 0, 1) XBA X Tn with structure
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}; to derive a PL automorphism e of {I} XBIc X Til that fixes a. Solve
P(id/ BkXRII) using 8 (for g' of the main dia~ram) in place of id, and
call the solution h/ . Then so(id, hl ) = y.
PROOF OF (II). (a) For m> k> 3 there is an elementary proof that
ll,,(m)=O. It is an induction on 1t=m-k>1 exploiting the main
diagram. Also, surgery can be used as in (b).
(b) IIk(m)=OJor m~S and k=O, 1, 2. Represent xEIIk(m) by a
problem P(h) and pass to the torus problem Q(g). There is an obstruction [g]EIP-k(Tn; Z2) to solving Q(g). For [gJ to exist, g need
only be a homotopy equivalence which is a PL homeomorphism on
a, and, strictly speaking, [g J is the obstruction to hOl11otoping g
(modulo a) to a PL homeomorphism. Note that td solve P(h) it
suffices to solve Q(g) where g is the coveri ng of g for (2Z)" CZn
=

7r l

(Til).

g-

BIc X Tn ---7 W

P 12"

g

12n-fOld covering map.

E" X Tn ---7 IV
To see this just add a new tier over g in the main diagram! Now
IgJ=p*[gJ. But p* kills H3-k(T"i Zz). Thus pelt) is solvable and
x = O. (Also Q(g) is solvable by Proposition 1, so [g] was already OJ)
(c) I1s(m) CZ2 Jor 11l ~5. In the above argument p* = id. But by
inspection of definitions x~ [gJ EHO(TII; Z2) is additive.
(d) Stability: s: IIa(m)---7TIa(m+ 1) is an isomorphism, m ~ 5. That
s is onto follows by the descent argument for (a). To prove s is injective we check that, if P(h) gives Q(g) with surgery obstruction yEZl,
then P(h X l R ) also gives yEZ2.
Prior to this work, C. T. C. \Vall, W. C. Hsiang, and J. Shaneson
(jointly), and A. Casson understood the classification of homotopy
tori (the case when k == 0 above).6 When our specific questions (see
[6] and [8]) were posed, Wall [16] and Hsiang and Shaneson [4],
independently verified that (g] =p*[g] and extended their work to
the cases k ~O. I t seems to us that the fibration theorem of Farrell
[lJ reworked ill [2] and [15]) plays an essential role in the construction and use of [g]. We tbank W. Browder for a very transparent
definition of [g].
Propositions 1, 2, 2', 3 and the above stability permit us to prove
(1).
Uniqueness (Hauptvermutung). Consider an unbounded TOP
manifold M with two PL structures };, };' giving reductions p, p' of
I

Casson app.uently had examined the general case k~O [16}.
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r(A!) to PL microbundle that are (stably) related by a deformation
0' of reductions. Take a handle decomposition of AI, and suppose that,
for a subhandlebody Mo, one has found an isotopy Il" O~t5:s, of 1M
with
Mo being PL, which realizesa\ flv[o. If H is a k-handlc attached
to .Mo, the oostruction in 1J"k(TOPfPC) (Proposition 2) to prolonging
Itt fixing lvlo to an isotopy h" O~t<s+l, with h•.t-1IM oVH being
PL, can be identified with the obstruction to extending over Mo\.) H
the deformation determined by
0 between the reductions given
by ~ and ~'. It is zero because 0'1 MoVH exists. Proposition 3 allows
us to choose h" O~t<s+l, so as to realize 0'1 MoVH. This indicates
how to construct inductively the desired isotopy. By using small
handles, one can make this isotopy small. 1n a relative form, which
this argument also yields, the case for open manifolds takes care of
manifolds with boundary.
Existence (Triangulation). Once it is stated in a relative form (see
[7]) we can asslIme that aM = 0 and (by passjng to charts of a locally
finite cover) that Mis trianguJablc. Again we use a handle induction,
and spread the PL strurlure handle by handle. Proposition 2' takes
lhe above role of Proposition 3, so this argument for existence is
simpler than that for uniqueness above.
ADDED IN PROOP'. We have proved that 11"3 (TOP/PL) is Z'l not 0,
see [17]. Here is an argument in outline. Surgery provides a homotopy equivalence g:B 1 XTn--""7W, n>5, that is a PL homeomorphism
on a and has nonzero invariant [gJEH2(Tn; Z2). (Here and below
compare proof of II.) Using the s-cobordism theorem (d. Propos.ition
3) one derives from g a PL automorphism It of Tn, well-defined by
[g] up to PL pseudo-isotopy (conco~dancc). Let g>., }., = 1,3,5, ... be
the standard An-fold covering of g and let h>.. be a An-fold covering of h
derived from g>.. For A large, It>. can be arbitrarily close to idl Tn; hence
is topologically isotopic to
Tn by a result of Cernavskii (Doklady
1968) provable [6 J by a method of [5]. Thus if 1f* (TOP /PL) were
zero, It>. would be at least PL pseudo-isotopic to
Tn. But it is not,
since [gA J= [g] ~o as A is odd. Therefore 1I"3(TOP/PL) = Z2.
This discovery leads to many striking conclusions (e.g. see Notices
Amer. Math. Soc., June 1969). These will be discussed fully in a
paper devoted to a careful development of our results.

h.1

h,! M

idl

idl
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TOPOLOGICAL MANIFOLDS *
by L. C. SIEBENMANN

O. Introduction.
Homeomorphisms - topological isomorphisms - have repeatedly turned up in
theorems of a strikingly conceptual character. For example :
(I) (19 th

century). There are continuously many non-isomorphic compact
Riemann surfaces, but, up to homeomorphism, only one of each genus.
(2) (B. Mazur 1959). Every smoothly embedded (n ll-space R n bounds a topological n-ball.

I )-sphere in euclidean

(3) (R. Thorn and J. Mather, recent work). Among smooth maps of one compact

smooth manifold to another the topologically stable ones form a dense open

Sc~t.

In these examples and many others, homeomorphisms serve to reveal basic relationships by conveniently erasing some fmer distinctions.
In this important role, PL (= piecewise-linear)("·) homeomorphisms of simplicial
complexes have until recently been favored because homeomorphisms in general
seemed intractable. However, PL homeomorphisms have limitations, some of them
obvious ; to illustrate, the smooth, non-singular self-homeomorphism f ; R ~ R
I
of the line given by [(x) = x +"4 exp (- I/x?') sin (l/x) can in no way be regarded
as a PL self-homeomorphism since it has infinitely many isolated fIXed points near
the origin.
Developments that have intervened since 1966 fortunately have vastly increased
our understanding of homeomorphisms and of their natural home, the category
of (finite dimensional) topological manifolds(u*).l will describe just a few of them
below. One can expect that mathematicians will consequently come to use freely
th~ notions of homeomorphism and topological manifold untroubled by the frustrating difficulties that worried their early history.
(*) This report is based on theorems concerning homeomorphisms and topological manifolds [441 (451 [461 [46 A1 developed with R.C. Kirby as a sequel to [421. I have reviewed
some contiguous material and included a collection of examples related to my observation
that 1T3 (TOP/PL) =1= o. My oral report was largely devoted to resuits now adequately described in [81), [82).
(**) A continuous map f : X -+ Y of (locally finite) simplicial complexes is caUed PL if
there exists a simplicial complex X' and a homeomorphism s : X' -+ X such that sand
Is each map each simplex of X' (affme) linearly into some simplex.
(***) In SOme situations one can comfortably go beyond manifolds [82}. Also, there has been

dramatic progress with infinite dimensional topological manifolds (see [48)).
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l. History.
A topOlogical (= TOP) m-manifold Mitt (with boundary) is a metrlzable topological space in which each point has ap open neighborhood U that admits an open
embedding (called a chart) I : U -+ R'; = {(x l' ••• , x ltt ) E Rlttlx 1 ;;;.. O}, giving a
homeomorphism U ~ I(U).
From Poincare's day until the last decade, the lack of techniques for working with
homeomorphisms in euclidean space RItt (m large) forced topologists to restrict
attention to manifolds Mitt equipped with atlases of charts Ill: UIl -+ R'.:' , u UIl = M,
(0: varing in some index set), in which the maps III I; 1 (where defmed) are especially
tractable, for example all D1FF (infinitely differentiable), or all PL (piecewise
linear). Maximal such atlases are called respectively DlFF or PL manifold structures. Poincare, for one, was emphatic about the importance of the naked
homeomorphism - when writing philosophically [68, §§ I, 2] - yet his memoirs
treat D1FF or PL manifolds only.
Until 1956 the study of TOP manifolds as such was restricted to sporadic
attempts to prove existence of a PL atlas (= triangulation conjecture) and its
essential uniqueness (= Hauptvermutung). For m = 2, Rado proved existence,
1924 [70] (Kerekjcirt6's classification 1923 [38] implied uniqueness up to isomorphism). For m = 3, Moise proved existence and uniqueness, 1952 [62J,cf. amisproof
of Furch 1924[21].
A PL manifold is easily shown to be PL homeomorphic to a simplicial complex
that is a so-caJJed combinatorial manifold [371. So the triangulation conjecture is
that any TOP manifold Mitt admits a homeomorphism h : M -+ N to a combinatorial
manifold. The Hauptvermutung conjectures that if hand h' : M -+ N' are two
such, then the homeomorphism h'h- J : N -+ N' can be replaced by a PL homeomorphism g : N -+ N'. One might reasonably demand that g be topologically isotopic
to h'h- 1 , or again homotopic to it. These variants of the Hauptvennutung willreappear in §5 and § 15.
The Hauptvermutung was first fonnultated in print by Steinitz 1907 (see [85]).
Around 1930, after homology groups had been proved to be topological invariants
without it, H. Kneser and J.W. Alexander began to advertise the Hauptvermutung
for its own sake, and the triangulation conjecture as well (47) [2]. Only a misproof
of Noebling [66] (for any m) ensued in the 1930's. Soberingly delicate proofs of
triangulability of DIFF manifolds by Cairns and Whitehead appeared instead.
Milnor's proof (1956) that some 'well-known' S3 bundles over S4 are homeomor.:phic to S7 but not DIFF isomorphic to S7 strongly revived interest. It was very relevant ; indeed homotopy theory sees the failure of the Hauptvermutung (1969) as
quite analogous. The latter gives the frrst nonzero homotopy group 7l' 3 (TOP/O) == Z2 .
of TaPIa; Milnor's exotic 7-spheres fcinn the second 7l'7(TOP/O) = Z28'
In the early 1960's, intense efforts by many mathematicians to unlock the geo-"
metric secrets of topological manifolds brought a few unqualified successes :
for example the generalized Shoen flies theorem was proved by M. Brown (7] .;
the tangent microbundle was developed by Milnor (60] ; the topological Poincare
conjecture in dimensions ~ 5 was proved by M.H.A. Newman [65].
"
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Of fundamental importance to TOP manifolds were Cernavskii's proof in 1968
that the homeomorphism group of a compact manifold is locally contractible
[10] [11], and Kirby's proof in 1968 of the stable homeomorphism conjecture with
the help of surgery [42]. Key geometric techniques were involved - a meshing idea
in the former, a particularly artful torus furling and unfurling idea(·) in the latter.
The disproof of the Hauplvennutung and the triangulation conjecture I sketch
below •uses neither, bu t was conceived using both. (See [44 J (44 B) [46 A] for
alternatives).
2. Failure of the Hauplvermutung and the triangulation conjecture.
This section presents the most elementary disproof I know. I constructed it
for the Arbeitstagung, Bonn, 1969.
In this discussion B n = [- 1 , 11n C R n is the standard PL ball; and the sphere
Sn-I = aBn is the boundary of Bn. Tn = R n /zn is the standard PL torus, the n-fold

.

product of circles. The closed in tervall 0, 1] is denoted I.
As starting material we take a certain PL automorphism a of B2 X Tn, n ~ 3,
fIxing boundary that is constructed to have two special properties (1) and (2) below. The existance of a was established by Wall, Hsiang and Shaneson, and Casson
in 1968 using sophisticated surgical techniques of Wall (see [35] [95]). A rath,'r naive
construction is given in [80, § 5], which manages to avoid surgery obstruction groups
entirely. To establish (I) and (2) it requires oq,ly the s-cobordism theof(:m and
some unobstructed surgery with boundary, that works from the affine locus
Q4 : z~ +
+ = I in C 3• This Q4 coincides with Milnor's £8 plumbing of
dimension 4 ; it has signature 8 and a collar neighborhood of infinity .M 3 X R,
where M3 = SO(3)/A s is Poincare's homology 3-sphere, cr. [61, § 9.8].
.
2 n
(I) The automorphism P induced by a on the quotient T + of B2 X Tn (obtained by ide1ltifying opposite sides of the square n2) has mapping torus

z; z;

T(P) = I

X

T2+n /{(O ,x)

= (I

,P(x»}

not PL isomorphic to T 3+n ; indeed there exists("·)a PL cobordism (W ; T n+ 3 , T(P»
and a homotopy equivalence of W to {J x T3 # Q U oo} x Tn extending the standard equivalences T3+ n ::::: 0 x t'3 x Tn and T(J3)::::: I x T3 X Tn. The symbol 4J indicates (interior) connected sum (41).
(2) For any standard covering map p : B2 X Tn -+ B2 X Tn the covering automorphism (XI of a fixing boundary is PL pseudO-isotopic to a FIXing boundary. (Covering means that pal = ap). In other words, there exists a PL automorphism H of
(1 ; 0 , 1) X B2 X Tn FIXing I x an 2 x Tn such that HIO x B2 X Tn = 0 x a and
HI 1 x B 2 X Tn = I x a l •
(*) Novikov frrst exploited a torus furling idea in 1965 to prove the topological invafiance of rational Pontrjagin classes (67]. And tills led to Sulltvan's partial proof of the
,Hauptvermutung [881. Kirby's unfurling of the torus was a fresh idea that proved reve-Jutionary •
'(**) This is the key property. It explains the exoticity of T(f!) - (see end of argument),
and the property (2) - (aJrnost, see [80, § 5».
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In (2) choose P to be the 2n -fold covering derived from scalar mUltiplication
I . would do as well as 2.) Let a o(= a) • a l • a 2 •• ••
by 2 in Rn. (Any integer
be the sequence of automorphisms of B2 X Tn fixing boundary such that ak + I
covers ak' i.e. PCXk + 1 = akP. Similarly define H o (= H) ,HI' 1l2 , ••• and note that
Hk is a PL concordance fIXing boundary from cxk to CXk + 1 • Next define a PL automorphism H' of (0, l) X B2 X Tn by making H' I[a k ,ak + 1 ] x B2 x Tn, where
I
a k = I - 2k ' correspond to Hk under the (oriented) linear map of [a k , a k + 1 ]

>

onto (0 , I] = I. We extend H' by the identity to (0, I) X R2 X Tn. Define another
self-homeomorphism H" of [0 , I) X 0 2 X Tn by H" = I{JH' I{J-I where
I{J (I

, X , y)

= (I , (I

-

I) X , y)

Finally extend H" by the identity to a bijection

H" : I x B2

Tn

X

-+

I

X

82

X

Tn

It is also continuous, hence a homeomorphism. To prove this, consider a sequence
2
ql,q2' ••• of points converging to q = (to'xo'yo) in 1 x 0 X T~ Convergence
H"(qj) -+ H"(q) is evident except when 10 = 1 ,xo = O. In the latter case it is
easy to check that PIH"(qj) -+ PIH"(q~ = I and P2H"(qj) -+ P2H"(q) = 0 as
2
j -+ 00, where Pi' i = I , 2 , 3 is projection to the i-th factor of 1 x 0 X Tn. It is
not as obvious that P3H"(q j) -+ P3H"(q) = Yo' To see this, let

ilk: I x 0 2 X R n -+ 1 X 0 2 X R n
be the universal covering of Hk fIXing 1 x aB 2 x Rn. Now
sup {lP3z - P3 ilk z l

;

z E [0, I] x B Z x Rn}

r.

And, as ilk is clearly
I
where 0n(/,X ,y) = (/,X, 2ny), we have Dk = 2k Do· Now Dk is_

is finite, being realized on the compactum 1 X B2 x

o;lilook,

== Dk

~ the maximum distance of P3Hk fromP3' for the quotient metric on

so Dk -+ 0 implies P3H"(qj) -+ P3H"(q)

= Yo'

as j -+

Tn

= Rn/Zn'i

00.

As the homeomorphism /I" is the identity on 1 x aD 2 x Tn it yields a selfhomeomorphism g of the quotient 1 x T2 X Tn = J X THn. And as
g lOx

rHn

= 0 x 13

and g II x T 2 +n = identity, g gives a homeomorphism h of T(J3) onto
TOd)

= 7' 1

X r2+n

= T 3 +n
1

by the rule sending points (I, z) to g-l (I, z) - hence (0, z) to (0,13- (z» and>
(1 ,z) to (l ,z)

The homeomorphism II : T 3+n ::::s T(J3) belies the Hauptvermulung. Further~ '\
(I) offers a certain PL cobordism (W ; T3+n, T(J3». Identifying r3+n in W to nfl) ,
under h we get a closed topological manifold
.
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x 4 +n ~ { TI X r3 # Q U oo}x
(~

Tn

indicating homotopy equivalence).

If it had a PL manifold structure the fibering theorem of Farrell [19] (01 the
author's thesis) would produce a PL 4-manifold X4 with W 1 (X4) = W 2 (}(4) = 0
and signature O(X4) = O(SI X T3 # Q U 00) =o(Q U 00)= 8 mod. 16, cf. [80, § 5].
Rohlin's theorem [71] [40] cf. § 13 shows this X 4 doesn't exist. Hence x 4 +n has no
PL manifold structure.
Let us reflect a little on the generation of the homeomorphism h ; T(P) ~ T3+1I.
The behaviour of H" is described in figure 2-a (which is accurate for Bl in place of
B2 and for n = I) by partitioning the fundamental domain I x B2 X In according
to the behavior of H". The letter ~ indicates codimension I cubes on which H"
is a conjugate of ~.

8'

{

"

I

Figure 2a
. Observe the infinite ramification (2n -fold) into smaller and smaller domains
converging to all of 1 x 0 x Tn. In the terminology of Thom [92, figure 7] this
.reveals the failure of the Hauptvennutung to be a generalized catastrophe!

Remark 2.1. - Inspection shows that lz : T(P) ~ T 3+ n is a Lipschitz homeomorphism and hence X 4 +n is a Lipschitz manifold as dermed by Whitehead [98]
. (or the pseudogroup of Lipschitz homeomorphisms - see §4. A proof that
-T:(P> ~ T3+n (as given in [441> using local contractibility of a homeomorphism
:group would not reveal this as no such theorem is known for Lipschitz homeomorphisms. Recall that a theorem of Rademacher [69] says that every Lipschitz
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homeomorphism of one open subset of R m
differentiable.

to another Is almost everywhere

3. The unrestricted triangulation conjectnre.
When a topological manifold admits no PL manifold structure we know it is
not homeomorphic to a simplicial complex which is a combinatorial manifold
[37]. But it may be homeomorphic to some (less regular) simplicial complex
- Le. triangulable in an unrestricted sense, cf. [79]. For example Q U 00 (from § 2)
is triangulable and Milnor (Seattle 1963) asked if (Q U 00) x Sl is a topological
4 n
manifold e~en though Q U 00 obviously is not one. If so, the manifold X + of
§ 2 is easily triangulated.
If aU TOP manifolds be triangulable, why not conjecture that that every locally
triangulable metric space is triangulable ?
Here is a construction for a compactum X that is locally triangulable but is
IZOIl-triangulable. Let LI ' L2 be closed PL manifolds and
(W ; LI

X

R ,L 2 x R)

an invertible(*) PL cobordism that is not a product cobordism. Such a W exists for
instance if 11' I L; = Z2S7 and L I :::: L 2, compare [78]. It can cover an invettible cobordism (W', LI x Sl ,L 2 X Sl) [77, § 4]. To the Alexandroff compac- .
!ification W U 00 of W adjoin {(L I x R) U oo} x [0, II identifying each point ~
(x , 1) in the latter to the point x in W U 00. The resulting space is X. See Figure 3-a. '
The properties of X and of related examples will be demonstrated in [83]. They
complement Milnor's examples [57] of homeomorphic complexes that are PL (combinatorially) distinct, which disproved an unrestricted Hauptvermutung.

(L, x R) U

ex"

,

X

00

10,1\

Figure 3a

(*) This means that W can be expressed as a union W
collar neighborhood of L, x R in W.

=

CI

U C2 ,

where C, is a cloSedj;
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4. Structures on topological manifolds.
Given a TOP manifold Mitt (without boundary) and a pseudo-group G of hom eomorphismsC) of one open subset of RItt to another, the problem is to find and
classify G-structures on Mm. These are maximal "G-compatible" atlases {Ua ,fa}
of charts (= open embeddings) fa: Va -+ RItt so that each fjJfa- J is in G. (Cf. [29]
or (48).)
One reduction of this problem to homotopy theoretic form has been given
recently by Haefliger [28) [29). Let G (Mm) be the (polyhedral quasi~) space (**)
of G-structures on M. A map of a compact polyhedron P to G (M) is by definition
a G-foliation ~ on P x M transverse to the projection PI : P x M -+ P (i.e. its defming submersions are transverse to PI )( ••• ). Thus, for each t E P, fji restricts to a
G-structure on t x M and, on each leaf of 1Ji, PI is an open embedding. Alseo note
that fji gives a Gp-structure on P x M where Gp is the pseUdo-group of homeomorphisms of open subsets of P x Rm locally of the form (t ,x) -+ (I ,g (x)) with
g E G. If G consists of PL or DIFF homeomorphisms and P = [0, I), then
fji gives (a fortiori) what is called a sliced concordance of PL or DIFF strut;tures
onM (see (45) (46)).
We would like to analyse G(Mm) using Milnor's tangent R m-microbund1e r(M)of
M, which consists of total space E(rM) = M x M, projection p, : M x M -+ M, and
(diagonal) section 6 : M ..... M x M , 6 (x) = (x ,x). Now if ~m is any R m microbundle over a space X we can consider G.l. (~) the space of G-foliations of E (~)
transverse to the fibers. A map P -+ GJ. (~) is a G-foliation fji defined on an open
neighborhood of the section P x X in the total space E (p x ~) = P x E (~) that is
transverse to the projection to P x X. Notice that there is a natural map
d : G (Mm) -+ GJ.(rMm)

which we call the differential. To a G-foliation ~ of P x M transverse to p" it
assigns the G-foliation d3i on P x M x M = E (P x reM»~ obtained from fji x M

n e.g. the PL isomorphisms, or Lipschitz or DlFF or analytic isomorphisms. Do notconf.use.G with the stable monoid G = U Gn of § 5.5.
eO) Formally such a space X is a contravariant functor X; P -+ [P, Xl from the catcgcry

of PL maps of compact pOlyhedra (denoted P, Q etc.) to the category of sets, which carries
union to fiber product. Intuitively X is a space of which we need (or want or can) only
know the maps of polyhedra to it.
(0") A G-Jo/iation on a space X is a maximal G-compatible atlas {VIl • gil} of topological su~
mersions gil: VIl -+ Rm. (See articles of Bott and Wall in these proceedings.) A map g; V -+ W
is a rop%gica/ submersion if it is locally a projection in the sense that for each x in V there
exists an open neighborhood Wx of g (x) in W a space Fx and an open embedding onto a
,neighborhood of x, called a product chart about x, cp : Fx x Wx ~ V such that gcp is plojection,P2: Fx x Wx -+ Wx C W. One says that g is transversetoanothersubmersiong': V-+W'
if for each x, II' can be chosen so that Fx = W~ x F~ and g'cp is projection to W~ an open subset
of W'. This says roughly that the leaves (= fibers) of f and g intersect in general position.
Apove they intersect in points.
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by interchanging the factors M. If P is a point, the leaves of dSi are simply
{PxMxxlxEM}
Clearly dSi is transverse to the projection P x PI to P x M.
THEOREM

4.1.

CLASSIFICATION BY FOLIATED MICROBUNDLES. -

The differential

d : G(Mm) -+ GJ.(TMm)

is a weak homotopy equivalence for each open (metrizable) m-manifold M m with 110
compact components.
Haefliger deduces this result (or at least the bijection of components) from thetopological version of the Phillips-Gromov transversality theorem classifying maps
of M transverse to a TOP foliation. (See [29] and J.C. Hausmann's appendix).
As formulated here, 4.1 invites a direct proof using Gromov's distillation of immersion theory [251 [261. This does not seem to have been pointed out before,and
it seems a worthwhile obselVation, for I believe the transversality result adequate'
for 4.1 requires noticeably more geometric technicalities. In order to apply
Gromov's distillation, there are two key points to check. For any C C Mm, let
GM(C) = inj lim{G(U)ICC U open in M}.
(I) For any pair A C B of compacta in M, the restriction map 11" : GM(B) -+ GM(A)
is micro-gibki - i.e., given a homotopy f : P x 1-+ GM(A) and Fo : P x 0 -+ GM(B.)
with 1I"Fo = flP x 0 there exists € > 0 and F: P x [0, €) -+ GM(B) so thaL
1I"F = flP x [0, €). Chasing definitions one finds that this follows quickly from
the TOP isotopy extension theorem (many-parameter version) or the relative local
contractibility theorem of [ lO 1[17.l.
(2) d is a weak homotopy equivalence for M m = Rm. Indeed, one has a commutative square of weak homotopy equivalences

G(Rm)~ G 1 (rRm)

!~

~!
1

GRm(O)::- G (rR

m

I0)

in which the verticals are restrictions and the bottom comes from identifying
the fiber of rRmlO to R m , cf. [27).
Gromov's analysis applies (l) and (2) and more obvious properties of G, GJ. to~.
establish 4.1. Unfortunately, M doesn't always have a handle decomposition ov,er:c
which to induct ; one has to proceed more painfully chart by chart.
-<,
We can now pass quickly from a bundle theoretic to a homotopy classification.,..
of G-structures. Notice that if f : X' -+ X is any map and ~m is a Rm microbundle\
over X equipped with a G-folitation fJi, transverse to fibers, defined on an open:f
neighborhood of the zero section X, then f*~ over X' is similarly equipped w~t~}~
a pulled-back foliation f*~. This means that equipped bundles behave much I*~~
bundles. One can use Haefliger's notion of "gamma s{ructure" as in [29) to deduc~:-:
for numerable equipped bundles the existence of a universal one (~ ,§i G) over a,;
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base space Br(G) (.). There is a map B r(G) -I> BTOP(m) classifing 'Y~ as an Rm_
microbundle ; we make it a fibration. Call the fiber TOP(m)/r(G). One findjs that
there is a weak homotopy equivalence GJ.. (~) ~ Lift if to Br(G»' to the space of
liftings (o BnG) of a fixed classifying map f : X -I> BTOP(m) for ~m. Hence one

gets
4.2. - For any open topological m-manifold M m , there is a weak homotopy equivalence G(M)!:'!! Lift(r to Br(G» from the space ofG-structures G(M)
on M to the space of liftings to B r(G) of a FIXed classifying map map r : M -I> lI ro l'(m)
for reM).
THEOREM

Heafliger and Milnor observe that for G = CATm the pseudo-group of CAT
isomorphisms of open subsets of R m - CAT meaning DIFF (= smooth C"'),
or PL (= piecewise linear) or TOP (= topological) - one has

i

(4.3)

<m

Indeed for CAT = TOP, 4.2 shows this amounts to the obvious fact that
1ro(G (Sl X Rm-/n = O. Analogues of 4.2 with DlFF or PL in place of TOP can
be proved analogously (_.) and give the other cases of (4.3). Hence one has

4.4. - For any open topological manifold M m , there is a natural bijection 1r oCATm(Mm) ~ 1roLift(r to BCAT(m»' This result comes from [441 for m ;;;.. 5. ~shof [50] gave the rust proof that was
valid for m = 4. A stronger and technically more difficult result is sketched in
. [63] [45]. It asserts a welik homotopy equivalence of a "sliced concordance"
variant of CATm(M m) with Lift(r to BCAT(m»' This is valid without the op(~nness
restriction if m =1= 4. For open M m (any m), it too can be given a proof involving a
micro-gibki property and Gromov's procedure.
THEOREM

5. The product structure theorem.
5.1 (Product structure theorem). - Let M m be a TOP manifold, C a
- closed subset of M and 00 a CAT (= DlFF or PL) structure on a neighborhood of
~.C in M. Let k be a CAT structure on M x R' equal 00 x R' near C x R'. Provide
that m ~ 5 and aM C C.
THEOREM

°

Then M has a CAT structure equal 00 near C And there exists a TOP isotopy
(as small as we please) h t : Mo ax R' -I> (M X Rl)"1;' 0 =s;;; t =s;;; I, of ho == iderility,
'. /iX.ing a neigllborhood of C x R , to a CAT isomorphiSm hi'
.It will appear presently that this result is the key to TOP handJebody theory and
transversality. The idea behind such applications is to reduce TOP lemmas to their
0WF analogues:
'(*) Alternatively, for our purpose,

can be the ordered simplicial complex having
one;d-simplex for each equipped bundle over the standard d-simplex that has total space in
some R n CR",
- (**) The forgetful map I{J; B
,

B .

m

r(PL )

Br(G)

m -+ BPL(m) is more delicate to defme. One can make
I'(PL )
a simplicial complex, then defIne op simplex by simplex,
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It seems highly desirable, therefore, to prove 5.1 as much as possible by pure geometry, without passing through a haze of formalism like that in § 4. This is done
in [461. Here is a quick sketch of proo~ intended to advertise (461.
First, one uses the CAT s-cobordism theorem (no surgery!) and the handlestraightening method of [441 to prove - without meeting obstructions5.2 (Concordance implies isotopy). - Given M and C as in 5.1, consider a CAT structure ron M x I equal 0 0 x I near C x I. and let r 1M x 0 be called 0 x O. (r is called a concordance of 0 rei C).
THEOREM

There exists a TOP isotopy (as small as we please) h t : Mo x I -+ (M x nT-'
o ~ t =s;;; I, of ho = identity, FIXing M x 0 and a neighborhood ofC x I, 10 a CAT
isomorphism hi'
Granting this result, the Product Structure Theorem is deduced as follows.
In view of the relative fonn of 5.2 we can assume M = Rm. Also we can assume
s = 1 (induct on s I). Thirdly, it suffices to build a concordance r (= structure on M x RII X I) from 0 x RII to k rei C x RII. For, applying 5.2 to the concordance r
we get the wanted isotopy. What remains to be proved can be accomplished quite
elegantly. Consider Figur~ 5-a.
M

00... horchlllg Indicates co-Incldence
with 1:. Double rertlcal horch/ng indicates whete the structure Is •
product along R.

,I

I
I

--.

I

I

:\

J
IJxR

Figure 5a
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We want a concordance reI C x R from l; to 0 x R. First note it suffices to
build };2 with the properties indicated. Indeed };2 admits standard (sliced) concordances reI C x R to 0 x R and to k. The one to 0 x R comes from sliding Rover
itself onto (0 ,00). The region of coincidence with 0 x R becomes total by a sort
of window-blind effect. The concordance to k Comes from sliding R over itself
onto (- 00, - I). (Hint: The structure picked up from };2 at the end of the slide
is the same as that picked up from };).
It remains to construct k 2 • Since M x R = Rm+l, we can fmd a concordance
(not reI C x R) from 1; to the standard structure, using the STABLE homeomorphism theorem(*) [42]. Now S.2 applied to the concordance gives };1' which is
still standard noor M x [0,00). Finally an application of 5.2 to };IIN x [- I ,0],
where N is a small neighborhood of C, yields };2' The change in };dM x 0 (which
is standard) on N x 0 offered by 5.2 is extended productwise over M x [0,00).
This completes the sketch.
It is convenient to recall here for later use one of the central results of [44].

Recall that TOPm/PLm is the fiber of the forgetful map Bl'L(m) -+ BTOl'(m)' And
TOP/PL is the fiber the similar map of stable classifying spaces BpL -+ BTOl ,. Similarly one defines TOPm/DIFFm == TOPm/Om and TOP/DIFF == TOP/O.
THEOREM 5.3(--) (Structure theorem).- TOP/PL!::! K (Z2' 3) and
1T k

for k

<m

Since

and m

5. Here CAT

= 1Tk (TOP/CAT)

= PL or

DIFF.

= 1Tk (O) for k < m, we deduce that
a weak stability for TOPm.

1Tk(Om)

< m > 5,

k

~

(TOPm/CATm)

1T k (TOP,

TOPm) = 0 for

Consider the second statement of 5.3 first. Theorem 4.4 says that
1T k (TOPm/CATm)

=

1T o (CAT

for k < m ~ 5. Secondly, 5.1 implies
1Tk (TOPm/CATm) = 1Tk (TOP/CAT).

m

(Sk X R m -

S': = S;+l

k

»== S':

= S;+2

= " ., m ~ k.

Hence

We now know that 1Tk (TOP/PL) is the set of isotopy classes of PL structures on
Sk if k ~ 5. The latter is zero by the PL Poincare theorem of Smale [84], combined
with the stable homeomorphism theorem [42] and the Alexander isotopy. Simil~rly one gets 1Tk (TOP/DIFF) = 6 k for k ~ 5. Recall 6 s = e 6 = 0 [411.
The equality 1Tk (TOP/PL) = 1Tk (TOP/D1FF) = 1Tk (K(Z2' 3» for k ~ 5 can be
-deduced with ease from local contractibility of homeomorphism groups and the
s~tgical classification [35) [95], by H 3 (T s ; Z2)' of homotopy 5-tori. See [43]
[46 A] for details.
- ; Combining the above with 4.4 one has a result of [44].
_~

(*) Without this we get only a theorem about compatible CAT structures on STABLE
m~folds

(~-*)

(of Brown and Gluck (8)).

For a sharper result see (63) [45), and references therein.
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CLASSIFICATION THEOREM 5.4. - For m ~ 5 a TOP manifold M m (without boundary) admits a PL manifold structure iff an obstruction ~(M) ill /l4(M;Z2)
vanishes. When a PL structure ~ on M is given, others are classified (up to concordance or isotopy) by elemellts of H 3 (M ; Z2)'

Complement. - Since 7rk (TOP/D1FF) = 7rk (TOP/PL) for k
lation), the same holds for DlFF in low dimensions.

< 7 (see above calcu-

Finally we have a look at low dimensional homotopy groups involving
G

= lim {G n In ~ O}

where Gn is the space of degree±l mapsSn-l -+ Sn-l. Recall that 7rn G = 7rn+k S\
k large. G/CAT is the fiber of a forgetful map BeAT -+ B G , where DG is a stable
classifying space for spherical flbrations (see 115), [29]).
7r4

G

/

""

7r4 G/O -+ 7r4 G/TOP

w. TOCIO

'\

1 al w, .:aPI

0

I

7r30

\

-+

7r3 TOP

,/
7r3 G

The left hand commutative diagram of natural maps is determined on the right.
Only 7r3 TOP is unknown(*). So the exactness properties evident on the left_
leave no choice. Also a must map a generator of 7r4 G/TOP = Z to (I2, l) in_
ZED Z/2Z = 7r3 TOP.
.
The calculation with PL in place of 0 is the same (and follows since 7r1(PL/O) =
rj = 0 for i ~ 6).
6. Simple homotopy theory [44] [46 A1.
The main point is that every compact TOP manifold M (with boundary aMl_
has a preferred simple homotopy type and that two plausible ways to derme
it are equivalent. Specifically, a handle decomposition of M or a combinatorial~.
triangulation of a nonnal disc-bundle to M give the same simple type.
. .
>

The second definition is always available. Simply embed M in Rn, n large~~
with normal closed disc-bundle E (31]. Theorem 5.1 then provides a small ho--..
meomorphism of R n so that h (0E), and hence Il (E), is a PL submanifold.
.

(*) That 'ir 4 G(fOP is Z (not Z Ell Z2) is best proved by keepIng track of some nonnah
invariants in disproving the Hauptvennutung, see (46A). Alternatively, see 13.4 below.
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Working with either of these definitions, one can see that the preferred simple
type of M and that of the boundary aM make of (M , aM) a finite )oincarc
duality space in the sense of Wall [95], a fact vital for TOP surgery.
The Product structure theorem 5.1 makes quite unnecessary the bundle t.heoretic
nonsense used in [44) (cf. [63]) to establish preferred simple types.
7. Handlebody theory (statements in [44 C) [45], proofs in [46

AD.

7.1. The main result is that handle decompositions exist in dimension ~ 6.
Here is the idea of proof for a closed manifold M m , m ~ 6. Cover M m by finitely
many compacta AI" .• ,A k , each A, contained in a co-ordinate chart Ui ~ Rm.
Suppose for an inductive construction that we have built a handlebody If C M
containing A I U - .. U Al+l' i ;;;.. O. The Product Structure Theorem shows that
H n Ui can be a PL (or DlFF) m-submanifold of Ui after we adjust the PL
(or DlFF) structure on Vi' Then we can successively add finitely many handles
onto H in Vi to get a handlebody H' containing A I U ... U Ai' After k steps we have
a handle decomposition of M.
m

A TOP Morse function on M implies a TOP handle decomposition (the converse is trivial) ; to see this one uses the TOP isotopy extension theor~m to prove
that a TOP Morse function without critical points is a bundle projection. (See
[12) [82, 6_14] for proof in detail).
Topological handlebody theory as conceived of by Smale now works on the model
of the PL or DlFF theory (either). For the sake of those familiar with either, I describe simple ways of obtaining transversality and separation (by Whitney's method)
of attaching spheres and dual spheres in a level surface.
LEMMA 7.2. (Transversality). - Let g : R m -+ R m , m ;;;.. 5, be a STABLE homeomorphism In R m , consider R P x 0 and 0 x Rq, p + q = m, with 'ideal'
transverse intersection at the origin. There exists an e-isotopy of g to h : R m -+ R m
q
stlch that h (RP x 0) is transverse to 0 x R is the following strong sens~_ Near
each point x E h-1(0 x Rq) n RP x 0, h differs. from a translation by at most a
homeomorphism of R m respecting both RP x 0 and 0 x Rq.

Furthermore, if C is a given closed subset of R m and g satisfies the strong trans. versality conditio" on h above for points x of R m near C. then h can equal g near

C.
PIoef of 7.2 - For the first statement E/2 isotop g to diffeomorphism g" using
:Ed Connell's theorem (141 (or the Concordance-implies-epsilon-isotopy theorem
. ;S~-2), then fI/2 isotop g' using standard DIFF techniques to a homeomorphism h'
which will serve as h if C = (/J.
- The further statement is deduced from the first using the flexibility of tlOmeo-morphisms. Find a closed neighborhood C' of C near which g is still transverse
'such that the frontier C' misses g-1 (0 x Rq) n (RP x 0) - which near C is a
discrete coUection of points. Next, find a closed neighborhood D of C' also missing
- g-I(O x Rq) n (RP x 0), and 6 : R m -+ (0, co) so that d(gx, 0 x R q ) < 5 (x) for
.:X in D n (R P x 0). If € :. R m -+ (0 , co) is sufficiently small, and h' in the Hrst pa~agraph is built for f, CernaYskii's local contractibility theorem [11] (also [171
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and [82,6.3]) says that there exists a homeomorphism h equal g on C ' and equal
h' outside C' U D so that d (h', g) < S. This is the wanted h.
7.3. TilE WIIITNEY LEMMA.

The TOP case of the Whitney process for eliminating pairs of isolated transverse
intersection points (say of MP and Nq) can be reduced to the PL case [99] [37).
The Whitney 2-disc is easily embedded and a neighborhood of it is a copy of
Rm, m = p + q. We can arrange that either manifold, say MP, is PL in Rm, aJ'!de)
N' is PL near Mq in Rrn. Since 5 ~ r-l = p + q, we can assume q ~ ml2 ; so N'
can now be pushed to be PL in R m by a method of T. Homma, or by one of R.T.
Miller [54 A], or again by the method of [44], applied pairwise [44 A] (details in
[73]). Now apply the PL Whitney lemma [37). On can similarly reduce to the original DlFF Whitney lemma [99).
7.4. CONCLUSION.

The s-cobordism theorem [37) [39], the boundary theorem of [76], and the,
splitting principle of Farrell and Hsiang [201 can now be proved in TOP with the
usual dimension restrictions.
8. Transversality (statements in [44 C] [45], proofs in [46 AD.
If f: M m -+ R n is a continuous map of a TOP manifold without boundary to',
n
R and m - n > 5, we can homo top f to be transverse to the origin 0 E Rn. Here
is the idea. One works from chart to chart in M to spread the trartsversality,
much as in building handlebodies. In each chart one uses the product structure'
theorem 5.1 to prepare for an application of the relative DIFF trartsversality.
theorem of Thorn.
Looking more closely one gets a relative transversality theorem for maps
f ~ M m -+ E(~n) with target any TOP Rn-microbundle ~n over any space. It is,
parallel to Williamson's PL theorem [100), but is proved only for m =1= 4 =1= m - n..
It is indispensible for surgery and cobordism theory.

9. Surgery.
Surgery of compact manifolds of dimension ~ 5 as formulated by Wall [951.
can be carried out for TOP manifolds using the tools of TOP handlebody theory.
The chief technical problem is to make the self-intersections of a framed TOP
immersion f : Sk x Rk -+ M2k of Sk, k ;;> 3, transverse (use Lemma 7.2 repeatedly),.
and then apply the Whitney lemma to fmd a regular homotopy of f to an embed-:
ding when Wall's self-intersection coefficient is zero.
In the simply connected case one can adapt ideas of Browder and Hirsch (4J:_:
Of course TOP surgery constantly makes use of TOP transversality, TOP
homotopy type and the TOP s-cobordism theorem.

(*) Use of the strong transversality of 7.2 makes this trivial in practice.

simp~e'
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10. Cobordism theory : generalities.
Let n!OP [respectively n~TOP] be the, group of [oriented] cobordism classes
of [oriented) closed n-dimensional TOP manifolds. Thorn's analysis yields a homomorphism

Here MTOP (k) is the Thorn space of the universal TOP Rk -bundle "y~op over
BTOP(k) obtained, for example, by compactifying each fiber with a point
(cf. [49]) and crushing these points to one. The Pontrjagin Thorn definition of
8n uses a stable relative existence theorem for normal bundles in euclidean space say as provided by Hirsch [30) and the Kister-Mazur Theorem [49].
Similarly one gets Thorn maps
and
and more produced by the usual recipe for cobordism of manifolds with'a given,
special, stable structure on the normal bundle [86, Chap. II].
10.1. -In each case above the Thom map On :
tive for n =1= 4, and Injective for n =1= 3.
THEOREM

nn -+ 7rn(M) Is

surjec-

This follows immediately from the transversality theorem.
PROPOSITION 10.2. - Bso
bers.

8

Q !:::! BSTOP e Q, where Q denotes the rational num-

Proof. - 7r/ (STOP/SO) = 7r/ (TOP/O) is finite for all I by [40) [44] t~f. § 5,
STOP/SO being fiber of Eso -+ B STOP ' (See § 15 or [90] for definition of ® Q).
PROPOSITION 10.3. -

7r. MSO

e Q~

7r. MSTOP

e Q.

Proof. - From 10.2 and the Thorn isomorphism we have
H.(MSO ; Q) ~ H.(MSTOP; Q)

Now use the Hurewicz isomorphism (Serre's from (75».
PROPOSITION 10.4. - n~ e Q ~ n~P e Q each being therefore the polynomial algebra freely generated by CP2n ,n ~ 1.
Proofof 10.4. - The uncertainty about dimensions 3 and 4 in 10.1 cannot prevent this following from 10.2. Indeed, n~TOP -+ 7r3 MSTOP is injective because
every TOP 3-manifold is smoothable (by Moise et al., cf. [80, § 5]). And

n STOP
-+
4

7r4

MSTOP

is rationally onto because n~ -+ 7r 4MSTOP is rationally onto.
Since 7r/ (STOP/SPL) = 7r/ (TOP/PL) is Z2 for I = 3 and zero for i =1= 3 the above
:three propositions can be repeated with SPL in place of SO and dyadic rationals
in place of Q. The third becomes

rzl })
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n;PL ® Zl}1 ::: n~TOr ® Z l!l .

PROPOSlTlON 10.5. Next we recall

PROPOSITION 10.6. - (S.P. Novikov). n;o ~ n~TOP is injective.
This is so because every element of n~o is detected by its Stiefel-Whitney
numbers (homotopy invariants) and its PonlJjagin numbers (which are topological
invariants by 10.2).
In view of 10.2 we have canonical PontJjagin characteristic classes Pk in
n4k (B STOP ; Q) = n4k (Bso ; Q)

and the related Hirzebruch classes Lk = Lk(Pl' ••• , Pk) E n4k. Hirzebruch showed that Lk : n~ @ Q -+ Q sending a 4k-manifold M4k to its characteristic number L k (M 4k ) = L k (T(M 4k [M 4k l E Q is the signature (index) homomorphism.
From ) 0.2 and 10.4, it follows that the same holds for STOP in place of SO. Hence
we have

»

PROPOSITION 10.7. - For ally closed oriented TOP 4k-manifold M4k the signature 0 (M4k) of tlte rational cohomology cup product pairing n2k @ n 2k -+ n4k = Q

is given by

0

(M4k)

=

Lk(r M4k) lM4k] E Z.

11. Oriented cobordism.
The first few cobordism groups are fun to compute geometrically - by elementary surgical methods, and the next few pages are devoted to this.
THEOREM I I. I. - n~op ~ n~ ED Rn for n ~ 7, and we have Rn = 0 for
R4 ~Z2,R5 = 0, R6 = Z2' R, ~Z2'

Proof of 11.1. - For n = I ,2,3, n:rop

= n~ = 0

11

~3 ,

is seen by smoothing.

For Il = 4, first observe that Z = n:O -+ n~op maps Z to a summand because
the signature of a generator CP2 is 1 which is indivisible. Next consider the Z2
characteristic number of the first stable obstruction tJ. E n 4 (B sTOP ; Z2) to smoothing. It gives a homomorphism n~TOP -+ Z4 killing n~. If
~(M4) == ~(r(M4» [M 4 1 = 0

then, by 5.3, M4 x R has a DIFF structure 1;. Push the projection (M 4 x R)}; -+ R
to be transversal over 0 E R at a DIFF submanifold M' and behold a TOP orientedcobordisln M to M'. Thus R4 ~ O.
For n ~ 5 note that any oriented TOP manifold M n is oriented cobordant to a
simply connected one M' by a fmite sequence of 0 and I-dimensional surgeries..
But, for n = s,n4 {M' ; Z2) ~ n l (M' ; Z2) = 0 so M' is smooth able. Hence Rs = 0.'

For n -:= 6 we prove
PROPOSlTlON 11.2. - The characteristic number ~W2 : nr

morphism.

op

-+ Z2

is an iso-
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Proof. - It is clearly non zero on any non-smoothable manifold M6 ~ CP 3 •
4

since w 2 (M 6 ) = W 2 (CP 3 ):I= 0, and we will show that such a M6 exists in 15.;
below.
Since n~o = 0 it remains to prove that 8W 2 is injective. Suppose 8w2 (.A16 ) = 0
for oriented M6. As we have observed, we can assume M is simply connected.
Consider the Poincare dual D8 of A = 8(rM) in
H 2 (M

6

;Z2) = H 2 (M

6

6
;zf~ Z2 = 1l'2(M )

®

Z2

and observe that it can be represented by a locally flatly embedded 2-sphere S C M6.
(Hints: Use [24], or fmd an immersion of S2 x R4 [52] and use the idea of Lemma
7.1 ).
Note that 8/(M - S) = 8(M - S) is zero because 8[x] = x ·D8 (the Z2 intersection number) for all x E H2 (M ; Z2)' Thus M - S is smoothable.
A neighborhood of S is smoothed, there being no obstruction to tlu~; ; and S \1
is made a DIFF submanifold of it. Let N be an open DlFF tubular neighborhood
of S. Now 0 = 8w 2 {M] = w 2 {D 8 1= w2 {Sl means that W 2 (TM)\S is zero. Hence
N = S2 X R4. Killing S by surgery we produce M', oriented cobordant to M, so
4
that, writing Mo = M - S2 X 0 , we have M' = Mo + B3 X S3 (union with boundaries identified). Now M I is smoothable since Mo is and there is no further obstruction. As n~ = 0, Proposition 11. 2, is established.
>

PROPOSITJON 11.3. - The characteristic number ({38) w2
tive. where {3 = Sql .

:

n~TOP -+ Z2 is Infec-

Proof of 11.3. - We show the ({38) w2 [M] = 0 implies M7 is a boundary. Just as

for 11.2, we can assume M is simply connected. Then 1l'2M = H2 (M ; Z) and we can
kill any element of the kernel of w2 : H2 (M ; Z) -+ Z2' by surgery on 2-sl'heres in.
M. Killing the entire kernel we arrange that w2 is injective.
We have 0 = (P8) w2 [M} = w2 [D/38}. So the Poincare dual D{38 t)f {38 is
:zero -" as w2 is injective.
Now {38 = 0 means 8 is reduced integral; indeed {3 is the Bockstein
I) :

H4 (M ; Z2) -+ H S (M • Z)

'followed by reduction mod 2. But
H 5 (M ;Z) ~ Jls(M; Z2)' since H 2 (M ;Z) ~ H 2 (M ;Z2)

{both isomorphisms by reduction). Thus [38 = 0 implies 68 = 0, which means,.
A is reduced integral. Hence D8 is reduced integral. Since the Hurewicz map
'"1T~M-+ H3 (M ; Z) is onto, D8 is represented by an embedded 3-sphere S. Folio-:
iwing the argument for dimension 6 and recalling 1T 2 0 = 0, we can do surgery onS
~ to obtain a smoothable manifold.
I

L
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12. Unoriented cobordism (a).

Recalling calculations of
table

n?

and n~o from Thorn [9 I] we get the following

i

4

5

6

7

n50

Z

Z2

0

0

, 0

Z2

I

nSTOP{n SO
i
I

= RI

nO

Z2

I

nToP/n o
i

~Z2

~

i

ED

R4

Z2

~

Z2

Z2

Z2

Z2

R7

ED

Z2

ED

Z2

ED

Z2

Z2

~Z2

Z2
Z2

(!)

Z2

(!)

R,

The only non zero-entry for 0 < i < 4 would be ~ = Z2'
To deduce the last row from the first three, use the related long exact sequences
(from Dold [16})
••• -+

n so
l
~

(12.1 )

(a,d)

nO
-+ ,u,1

-+

~

ED

n/0_2

,J.

-+ nSTOP -+ n TOP
tllli

n SO
/_1

tllli

(ad) nSTOPI ED
tllll_

n TOP

tllll_

If transversality fails 11'4 (M 7) should replace
[93, § 6 I, [3] for explanation).

2

nJ

I

nSO
-+ ,u,/_1 -+

~

~
nSTOP -+

tllll_

I

•••

in the TOP sequence. (See

All the maps are forgetful maps except those marked i and (0, d). The map
j kills the second summand, and is multiplication by 2 on the flfSt summand (which
is also the targe t of j).
At the level of representatives, a maps MI to a submanifold M I and d maps M' to M I - 2 C M I - I dual to wI (M/) IM ' - I

I

dual to

/

WI (M ),

The map d is onto with left inverse I{J defined by associating to M I - '1 the RP?
bundle associated to A ED €2 over M' -:2, where A is the line bundle with

w. (A) =
and

€2

WI

(M I -'1)

is trivial.

The diagram (12.1) gives us the following generators for SI ==

nIOP/n?

S4 ~ Z2: Any M4 with 8(M) :1= 0 - - - if it exists.

Ss

= Z2: Any M S

detected by 8W 1 .'

S6 = Z'1 ED Z'1: Non-smoothable M~ z CP 3' detected by 8W'1
M~ ~

RP2 x (Q U 00)

(*) Added in proof: A complete calculation of nroPhasjust been announced byBrumfiel

Madsen and Milgram (Bull. AMS to appear)

-
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detected by 8w~. M ~ x R can be RP2 X
of a manifold constructed in [80, § 5].

XS ,

where

XS

is the universal ¢ovcring

R, :MI = IPM~ detected by 8W:; M~ is detected by AW2 WI'
M~ = T(p), the mapping torus of an orientation reversing homeomorphism of
M~ ~ CP3 homotopic to 'complex conjugation in CP 3' Such a p exists because conjugation doesn't shift the nonnal invariant for M~ ~ CP3 in [CP3 , G/TOPj. Finally
M~ a generator of R7 detected by (P8) w2 (if it exists).
S, = 2Z2

ED

13. Spin cobordism.

The stable classifying space BSPINTOP is the fiber of w2 : B STOP -+ K (Zl' 2) .
So lI';BSPINTOP is 0 for i ~ 3 and equals 1fI B TOP for i ;;;, 3. Topological spin cob or'dism is defined like smooth spin cobordism n~PlN but using TOP manifolds. Thus
n~PINTOP is the cobordism ring for compact TOP manifolds M equipped with
a spin structure - i.e. a lifting to BSPlNTOP of a classifying map M -+ B TOP f.~l· '('eM)
- or equivalently for the normal bundle v(M).
13.1. - For n ~ 7, n~PlNTOP is Isomorphic to n~PlN,. whrch for
n = 0, 1 , ... ,8 IJas the values Z ,Z2' Z2' 0 ,Z , 0 , 0 , 0 ,Z ED Z {59} {86}. The
image of the forgetful map Z = n : P1N -+ n~PlNTOP = Z is the kernel of the stable
triangulation obstruction II : n:PINTOP -+ Z2'
THEOREM

The question whether 8 is zero or not is the question whether or not Rohlin's
congruence for signature a (M4) == 0 mod 16 holds for all topological spin manifolds M4. Indeed 0 (M4) == 88(M4) mod 16, 8(M4) being 0 or l.

Proof of 13.1. - The isomorphism n~P1NTOP S! n~PIN for n ~ 3 coml~s from
smoothing.
Postponing dimension 4 to the last, we next show n~PINTOP /n~PIN :: 0 for
r/ = 5-) 6 , 7. Note first that a smoothing and a topological spin structure determine
a'unique smooth spin structure. The argument of § 11 shows that the only obstruction to perfonning oriented surgery on M n to obtain a smooth manifold is a characteristic number, viz. 0, 8w 2 , (P8)w 1 for n = 5 , 6, 7 respectively. But w2 (Mn) = 0
fot any spin topological manifold. It remains to show that the surgeries can be
performed so that each one, say from M to M', thought of as an elementcu)' cobbtdism (wit +I ;Mn,M In ), Carl be given a topological spin structure extending that
bf M. The only obstruction to this occurs in H2 (W , M ; Z2)' which is zero except
if t'he surgery is on a I-sphere. And in that case we can obviously fmd a possibly
~ifferent surgery on it (by spinning the nonnal bundle !) for which the obstruction
'~s ~ero.

, Finally we deal with dimension 4. If 8(M4) = 0 for any spin 4-manifold, then
M4 is spin cobordant to a smooth spin manifold by the proof of 11.1. Next suppose M4 is a topological spin manifold such that the characteristic number 8(M4)
:is,not zero. If we can show that O(M4) == 8~(M4) mod 16 the rest of 13.1 will
Jollow, including the fact that n~PINTOP
connected (by surgery).

M4
1

::::

Z rather than ZED Z2' We can assume
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LEMMA 13.2. - For any closed connected topological spin 4-manifold M4, there
exists a {stable} TOP bundle ~ over S4 and a degree I map M -+ S4 covered by a
TOP bundle map v(M) -+~. This ~ is necessarily fiber homotopically trivial A
similar result {similarly proved} holds for smooth spin manifolds.
Proof of 13.2. - Since any map Mo := M - (point) -+ BSPINTOP is contractible,
v(M)lM o is trivial, and so v(ll£) -+ ~ exists as claimed. Now ~ is fiberhomotopically
trivial since it is - like v(M) - reducible, hence a Spivak nonnal bundle for st.
(Cf. proof in [40].)

LEMMA 13.3. - A fiber homotopically trivialized TOP bundle ~ over the 4-sphere

1

is {stably} a vector bundle iff 3 PI (~) [S4J

=0

mod. 16.

Proof of 13.3. - Consider the homomorphism ~ PI : 11"4 G/TOP -+ Z given by,~
I
-associating the integer - PI (~) [S4J to a such a bundle ~ over S4. The composed
1
3
'
map 3" PI : 11"4 G/O -+ Z sends a generator 11 to ± 16 E Z. Indeed, by Lemma 13.2 ,I
' .
D1FF transversality, and the Hinebrucil index theorem, 3" PI (11) is the least inde~~~
The~

of a closed smooth spin 4-manifold, which is ± 16 by Rohlin's theorem [40}.
lemma follows if we grant that 11"4 G/TOP = Z (not Z ED Z2).

'

Now we complete 13.1. In Z/16Z we have
O(M4)

=

~ PI (rM) [MJ = ~ PI (~) [S4) = 88(~) (S4J = 88(r(M» [M 4J = 88(M~~i

the third equality coming from the last lemma.
.\....!:=--11"4 G/TOP = Z is used in 13.3 and in all following sections. So we prove it- a$,'

PROPOSITION 13.4. - The forgetful map 11"4 G/O -+ 11"4 G/TOP is Z x..; Z.
.~',?,~
Proof of 13.4. - (cf. naIve proof in [46A)). Since the cokernel is 11"3 TOP/O -;:-;~
1
:
11" 3 TOP/PL = Z2' it suffices to show that - PI: 11"4 G/TOP -+ Z in the proof of 13~J
3
'-'~~
sends some element t to ± 8 E Z.
. '}'~
-

~

J

..

>i

\~~)

Such a ~ is constructed as follows. In § 2, we constructed a closed TOP ma~i~f
fold x 4 +n with wl(X) = w 2 (X) = 0 and a homotopy equivalencef:N4 x Tn ~ X4.+.~~
where N 4 is a certain homology manifold (with one singularity) having o(N4 ) = ± 8.,~
Imitating the proof of 13.2 with N 4 and v' = f*v(XHn)l ~ in place of M4 -aii(t~
4
V(M4) we construct ~ over S4 and v' -+ ~ over the degree I map N -+ S4. Th!s~
~ is fiber homotopically trivial because v(X) ,f*v(X) and v' are Spivak n0f1l!.al~
bundles. Let ~ represent t in 1I"4G/TOP.
-,.-

1

--~~\ff:~

n

,.
8 . F'lfstwered ucen t 0 I'I n
f : N X Tn !:!>! X :Tfi0!
+ ).;J.
Itremainstoshow-Plb)=±
3
. - l'd
by using repeatedly a splitting principle valid in dimension ~ 6. (eg. use the TO~~~~
version of [76), or just the PL or DIFF version as in the latter part of 5.4 _~alc~
4

4

.-j.,
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in [80)). Consider the infinite cyclic covering

f : N 4 x R .... XS

f : N 4 x TI .... X 5 •

of

Splitting as above, we find that CP2 x X s R:: y8 X R for some 8-manifold y8.
Thus using the index theorem 10.7, and the multiplicativity of index and Lclasses we have

t8=o(N4)= o(CP2 xN)
Ll (X5) [wt]

=-

= O(yB) =

4
Ll (p') [N ]

L2(yB)

= - ~

=

Ll (CP 2 ) L J (X s ) [CP2

PI (v') fN4]

::= -

;

Pi

X

NJ ::.

(~) [S4] = - ;

PI

(n.

(We have suppressed some natural (co)homology isomorphisms).

14. The periodicity of Casson and Sullivan.
A geometric construction of a "periodicity" map

1f : G/PL -+

n 4 G/PL

'was discovered by A.J. Casson in early 1967 (unpublished)(').
',' He showed that the fiber of 1f is K (Z2' 3),. and used this fact with the ideas of
Novikov's proof of topological invariance of the rational PontIjagin classes to esta. blish the Hauptvennutung for closed simply connected PL manifolds Mm, m ~ 5,
~with .nl(Mm, Z2) = O. (Sullivan had a slightly stronger result [88]).
- ~ Now precisely the sam e construction p,roduces a periodicity map 1f' in a hocommutative square

~motopy

0.4.1)
,

-

. ~,; The construction uses TOP versions of simply connected surgery and transver;-,~!ility. Recalling that the fiber of IP is K (Z2' 3) we see that n41P is a homotopy equi;oJaience. Hence 1f' must be a homotopy equivalence. Thus (1f')-l 0 (n41P) gives a ho:-:rhot6py identification of 1f to IP ; and an identification of the fiber of 1T to the fiber
-::tQP/PL of IP. Thus TOP/PL had been found (but not identified) in 1967 !
-..:". :) -rhe perfect periodicity 1f' : G/TOP ~ n4 (G/TOP) is surely an attractive feature
:'~f toP. It suggests that topological manifolds bear the simplest possible relation
[jp', t~eir underlying homotopy types. This is a broad statement worth testing.

.. .:. ......... ..

~':"~'-----

·L';;j(;It).Essentially the same construction was developed by Sullivan and Rourke later in
') ~67-68, see 172]. The "periodicity" 'IT is implicit in Sullivan's analysis of G/pL as a fibe.r pro~BC.9f.(G/PL)(2) and Bo ~ Zl~] over Bo ~ Q, [881 [89].
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15. Hauptvermutung and triangulation for nonnal invariants; Sullivan's thesis(e),
Since TOP/PL~ G/PL~ G/TOP~ K(Zl' 4} is a fibration sequence of Hspaces see ]5.5 we have an exact sequence for any complex X
A

op,

H 3 (X ;Z2) = [X, TOP/PL] ~ [X ~ G/PL]~ [X, G/TOPl~ H4(X ;Z'1)

Examining the kernel and cokemel of
we wilJ obtain

I{J

using Sullivan's analysis of G/PL)(2)( **)

15.1. - For any countable finite dimensional complex X there is all
exact sequence o[ abelian groups :
THEOREM

3

3

Ie

OPe

A.

4

H (X ;Zl)/lmageH (X ;Z)~ [X, G/PL)~ [X, G/TOP)~ {Image(H (X ;Z)

+ Sq'1 Hl (X; Z2)}
The right hand member is a subgroup of H4(X ; Z2)' and j* comes from
K(Z2' 3)

~ TOP/PL~

G/PL

In 1966-67, Sullivan showed that I{J* is injective provided that the left hand group
vanishes. Geometrically interpreted, this implies that a homeomorphism h : M' -+ M·
of closed simply connected PL manifolds of dimension >- 5 is homotopic to a PL
homeomorphism if H 3 (M ; Zl)/Image H 3 (M ; Z) = 0, or equivalently if H4(M; Z)
has no 2-torsion [88J. Here [M, G/PLJ is geometrically interpreted as a group of
normal invariants, represented by suitably equipped degree I maps [ : M' ~ M
of PL manifolds to M, cf. {95J. The relevant theorem of Sullivan is :

05.2) The Postnikov K-invariants o[ G/PL, except [or the first. are all odd;
hence
(G/PL)(2)

= {K(Z2 ; 2)

xSSq1K(Z(1)t 4») x K(Zl' 6) x K(Z(l)' 8) x K(Zl' (0)
X

where

Z(2)

=

K(Z('1p (2) x .•• ,

1 5"I ' 7
I
..
ThiSIS.
"
Z [ "3'
' . ..] is Z with pI [or all odd primes p ad/omed.

one of the chief results of Sullivan's thesis 1966 [87J. For expositions of it se~·
[72} [131 [74J [89J.
.

(*) Section IS (indeed § § 10-16) di!icusses corollaries of 7T3 (TOP/PL) = Z2 coUected .in.
sprrng 1969. For further information along these lines, the reader should see work of,
Hollingsworth and Morgan (1970) and S. Morita (1971) (added in proof),

.-

The localisation at 2, A(2) = A @ Z(l) of a space A will occur below, only for count~~le:
H-spaces A such that, for countable finite dimensional complexes X, IX, A) is an abeliaJ:);
group (usually a group of some sort of stable bundles under Whitney sum). Thus E.H. Brown's;
representation theorem offers a space A (2) and map A ~ A(2) so that [X , Al e Z(2) ::: [X ,A(2jI5~
For a more comprehensive treatment of localisation see (89). The space A fiI Q isdefrned.,
(**)

similarly.
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Sullivan's argument adapts to prove

The Postnikov K-invariants of G/TOP are aI/ odd: Hence

(15.3)

(G/TOP)(2) = K (Z2' 2) x K (Z(2)' 4) x K (Z2' 6) x K (Z(2)' 8) x ...
Indeed his argument needs only the facts that (I) TOP surgery works, (2) the
signature map Z = 1I"4k(G/TOP) -+ Z is- x 8 (even for k = I, by 13.4), and (3) the
Arf invariant map Z2 = 11" 4k+2 (G/TOP) -+ Z2 is an isomorphism.
Alternatively (15.2) ~ (15.3) if we use n 4(G/PL)::! G/TOP from § 14.

Remark 15.4.
It is easy to see directly that the 4-stage of G/TOP must be K (Z2' 2) x K(Z , 4).
For the only other possibility is the 4 stage of G/PL with K-invariant 5Sq2 in
H 5 (K(Z2' 2), Z)=Z2' Then the fibration K(Z2' 3) = TOP /PL -+ GL/PL -+ G/TOP
would be impossible. (Hint : Look at the induced map of 4 stages and consider the
transgression onto I)S q 2). This remark suffices for many calculations in dimension
~ 6. On the other hand it is not clear to me that (15.2) ~ (15.3) without geometry
in TOP.
Proof that Kernel tp fl!! H 3 (X ;Z2)/imj:lge H 3 (X ;Z).

This amounts to showing that for the natural fibration
nG/TOP -+ TOP/PL -+ G/PL
the image of [X , nG/TOPJ in [X, TOP/PL] = H 3 (X ; Z2)' consists of the reduced
integral cohomology classes. Clearly this is the image of [X , n (G/TOP){2)] under

n.(G/TOP){2)~ (TOP/PL)(2) = TOP/PL.

Now

h2)

is integral reduction on the

factor K (Z{2)' 3) of n (G/TOP){2) because 11"4 (G/TOP) -+ 11"3 (TOP/PL) is c'nto,
and it is clearly zero on other factors. The result follows. The argument comes
from [13J [72J.
_ .Proof that Coker(tp) = {Image 114(X ;Z) + Sq2H2(X ;Z2)}'
The following lemma is needed. Its proof is postponed to the end.
'LEMMA

15.5. - The triangulation obstruction II : BTOP -+ K(Z2' 4) is an H-map.

Write tp : A -+ B for tp : G/PL -+ G/TOP and let tfJ4 : A4 -+ B4 betheinduced map
of Postnikov 4-stages, which have inherited H-space structure. Consider the fibra\04

A4

tion A4 --+- B4 --+- K(Z2' 4).

Assertion (I). - (1l4).[X ,B4] = {lmageH 4(X ;Z) + Sq2H2(X ;Z2)}'
;"Proof of (1). - Since B4 = K(Z2' 2) x K(Z, 4) and
[X ,B 4 ] = H2(X ;Z2)

ED

H4(X ;Z)

-~hat
-, we have to show is that the class of 114 in
(44,K(Z2,4)]
,

= H 4(i«Z2'

2) x K(Z,4);Z2) =

is;(Sq2, p) where p is reduction mod 2.
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The second component of 8 4 is 841K(Z , 4) which is indeed p since

Z =

1T 4 G/TOP ~

Z2

= 1T4 K(Z2' 4)

The rust component 8 4 I K(Z2' 2) can be Sq2 or 0 a priori, but it cannot be 0
as that would imply A 4 ~ K (Z2' 2) ~ K (Z , 4). This establishes Assertion (l).
Assertion (2). - (8 4 ).[X ,B 4 J = 8.[X ,B) by the projection B-+B 4 •
Proof of (2). - In view of 15.5, localising B4 and B at 2 does not change the'
left and right hand sides. But after localization, we have equality since B(2) is the ~

product (15.3).

;:-

The theorem follows quickly
,

[X ,AJ/'P* [X ,A 1= 8. [X ,B)

,

= (84 ) . [X ,B41 = {ImageH 4 (X,Z) + Sq2H'1(X ; Z2)} ,

The three equalities come from Lemma 15.5 and (l) and (2) respectively.

I t remains now to give
Proof of Lemma 15.5 (S. Morita's,replacing something more geometrical).

We must establish homotopy commutativity of the square

where a represents Whitney sum and a represents addition in cohomology.
Now a 0(8 x 8) represents A x I + I x A in H 4 (B TOP x BTOP ; Z2)' Also.,
a 00 certainly represents something of the form 8 x I + I x 8 + :E, where~
E is a sum of products x x y with x , y each in one of Hi(BTOP ; Z2) = H;(BPL ; Z2»
for i = 1,2 or 3. Since 8 00 restricted to BPL X BPL is zero, }; must be zeto.,c~
Theorem 15.1 is very convenient for calculations. Let M be a closed PL',
manifold, m-manifold m;;;" 5, and write ~CAT (M), CAT = PL or TOP, for the:
set of h-cobordism classes of clos~d CAT m-manifolds M' equipped with a homo:::t
topy equivalence f : M' -+ M. (See (95) for details).
"
There is an ex.act sequence of pointed sets (ex.tending to the left) :
v

. , . -+

[:EM, G/CATJ -+

Lm+l (1T, Wi) -+ ~CAT(M)~

'

[M, G/CATJ ..... L m (1T,

.~

WI) '. ~
. :;;i(

It is due to Sullivan and Wall [95]. The map v equips each f : M' -+ M(above)_ as ';,
aCATnormalinvariant.Exactnessat ~cAT(M)isrelativeto an action of L m +1(1T, WI ).':
on it. Here L k (1T , WI) is the surgery group of Wall in dimension k for fundam~ntal;~
group 1T = 1T 1 M and for orientation map WI = WI (M) ; 1T -+ Z'1' There is a genet~~'~~
sation for manifolds with boundary. Since the PL sequence maps naturally to thi)
TOP sequence, our knowledge of the kernel and cokemel of

[M , G/PL] -+ {M , G/TOP)
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-:will give a lot of information about iBPL(M) -+ (WTOP(M). Roughly speaking failure
of triangulability in ~Top(M) is detected by non triangulability of the TOP normal
. invariant; and failure of Hauptvermutung in ~PL (M) cannot be less than its failure
~or the corresponding PL normal invariants.
- In case 'trIM = 0, one has iBCAT(M):::: ~CAT(Mo) ~ [M o ' G/CAT] where Mo is
M with an open m·simplex deleted, and so Theorem 15.1 here gives compiete
-jnformation.
. _Example 15.6. - The exotic PL structure l: on S3 X Sn,

n ~ 2, from

1 E H 3 (S3;Z2) = Z2
admits a PL isomorphism (S3
the identity.

X

sn)r. :::: S3

X

Sn homotopic (not TOP isotopic) to

Example 15.7. - For M = CPn (= complex projective space), n ~ 3, the map
[M o' G/PLj-+ [Mo , G/TOP] is injective with i;okernel Z2 = H 4 (M o'Z 2 ). This means

that 'half' of all manifolds M' ~ CPn' n ~ 3, have PL structure. Such a PL structure
_is unique up to isotopy, since H3 (CP n ,Z2) = o.
. 16. Manifolds homotopy equivalent to real projective space pn •
,

.

,-_ Mter sketching the general situation, we will have a look at an explicit example
of-failure of the Hauptvermutung in dimension 5.
~.

- From [54] [941 we recall that, for n ;;-: 4,
(1~.l)

[pn, G/PL]

= Z4 ED

n

~ 'tr/(G/PL)

8 Z2

£=6
n. This follows easily from (15.2). For G/TOP the calculation is only simpler.
-;Onc', gets
n

06.2)

[pn, G/TOP] =

L 7r1 (G/TOP) ® Z2
1=2

--.: Xalculation of iBpL(pn) == In is non-trivial [54} [941. One gets (for i ~ I)
(16.3)

141+2

= 14 ;+1

. - -The result for

= [p4/, G/PL] ;/4H3 = 14/+ 2 e Z ;14/+4 = 141+2 e Z2 .

~TOp(pn)

(gPL (pn) -+ (gTOp(pn)

- -'.,- ,
'.

-'is

is similar, when one uses TOP surgery. Then

f

d~~cribed
,

as the direct sum of an isomorphism with the map

Z4
.which sends 'Z4 onto

= [p4, G/PL] -+
Z2

[p4,

G/TOP] = Z2 e Z2

,

= 'tr 2 G/TOP.

_.R_e~ark 16.4. - When two distinct elements of ~PL (pn) , n ~ 5, are topologica~ly
the sbe, we know already from 15.1 that their PL nonnal invariants are distiI1jct
sinc~ l,H 3 (pn ; Z2) is not reduced integral. This facilitates detection of examples.
~~,,-~.

~

~

.
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Consider the fixed point free involution T on the Brieskom-Pham sphere in
Cm~l

I Z I == 1
given by T(zo' ZI' ••• , zm} = (zo' - zl' ••• , - zm). Here d and m must be odd
positive integers, m ~ 3, in order that l::!m-l really be topologically a sphere
[61 ].
As T is a fixed point free involution the orbit space n~m-l == I~m-l IT is a
DIFF manifold. And using obstruction theory one finds there is just one oriented
equivalence n!m-l ~ p2m-1 (Recall poo = K (Z2'
Its class in ~CAT(p2m-l)
clearly detennines the involution up to equivariant CAT isomorphism and conversely.

I».

THEOREM 16.5. - The manifolds n~, d odd, fall into four diffeomorphism classes
according as d == I , 3 , 5 , 7 mod 8, and into two homeomorphism classes acc01:ding as d = ± I , ± 3 mod 8.
is diffeomorphic to pS .

ni

!1!

F.emark 16.6. - With Whitehead C 1 triangulations, the manifolds
have ~ ,
PL isomorphism classification that coincides with the DIFF classification (§5, ~
[9] [64 D. Hence we have here rather explicit counterexamples to the Hauptver<
mutung. One can check that they don't depend on Sullivan's complete analysis 0((G/PL)(2). The easily calculated 4-stage suffices. Nor do they depend on topological ..'
surgery.
PROBLEM. - Give an explicit homeomorphism p5 ~ n~.

Remark 16.7. - Giffen states [23] that (with Whitehead C 1 triangulations) th~
marufolds n!m-I , In = 5 , 7 ,9 , ... fall into just four PL isomorphism classes
d == I , 3 , 5 , 7 mod 8. In view of theorem 16.4., these classes are already distin- ~
guished by the restriction of the nonnal invariant to pS (which is that of n~~.
So Giffen's statement implies that the homeomorphism classification is d == ± I ;'
± 3 mod 8.
Proof of 16.5

(**)

The first means of detecting exotic involutions 011 SS, was found by HirsCh:
and Milnor 1963 [32]. They constructed explicit("') involutions (M1,-JI 13,), r aninteger ~ 0, on Milnor's original homotopy 7-sphcres, and found invariant spheres
M~'_l :> M~r_1 :> M;,_l . They observed that the class of M~'_1 in r2S /2 r 28 i~r'
an invariant of the DlFF involution (Mir_1 ' 13,) - (consider the suspension operll7~
tiOll to retrieve (M~, _I ,13) and use r 6 = 0). Now the class of M~r-l in Z2S = r'7 is.'
r(r - 1)/2 according to Eells and Kuiper [IS], which is odd iff r == 2 or 3 mod 4:,'
So this argument shows (Mi,_1 ,13,) is an exotic involution if r == 2 or 3 mod 4-.;
Fortunately the involution

(M~'_l ' /3,) has been identified with the involuti~~-: _

(~ir+J! T).

(*) f3 r

is the antipodal map on the fibers of the orthogonal 3-sphere bundle M~r_I'

(**) See major correction added on pg. 337.
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There were two steps. In 1963 certain examples (X S , (Xr) of involutions were
given by Bredon, which Yang [101] explicitly identified with (MIr_I' (Jr)' Bredon's
involutions extend to 0(3) actions, (Xr being the antipodal involution in 0(3). And
for any reflection (X in 0(3) , (X
has fixed point set diffeomorphic to
L 3 (2r + 1 , 1) : z~r+ I + z! + z~ = 0 ; Iz I = 1. This property is clearly sJ~:lred
by C£~r+ I , T), and Hirzebruch used this [act to identify (1;;r+ I , T) to (X, ~)
[33, §4 J [34]. The Hirsch-Milnor information now says that n~ is DIFF e'lotic
if d == 5,7 mod 8.
Next we give a TOP invariant for nd in Z2' Consider the normal invariant
"d of nd in [ps, G/O J = Z4' Its restriction Vd Ip2 to p2 is a TOP invariant because
(P2, G/O] = [P2, G/TOPJ = Z2'
Now Giffen [22) shows that Vd Ip2 is the Arf invariant in Z2 of the framed fiber
of the torus knot
+ = 0, IZ ol2 + Iz.l2 = I in S3 C C 2 • This turns out to
be 0 for d == ± I mod 8 and 1 for d:: ± 3 mod 8, (Levine [53), cf. [61, § 8».

z: z:

We have now shown that the diffeomorphism and homeomorphism clas:;ifications of the manifolds n~ are at least as nne as asserted. But there can be at most
the four diffeomorphism classes named, in view of 16.3. (Recall that the PL and
D1FF classifications coincide since r l = 1I"i(PL/0) = 0, i ~ 5). Hence, by Remark
16.4, there are exactly four - two in each homeomorphism class.
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Correction to proof of 16.5: Glen Bredon has informed me that
:[ 101] is incorrect, and that in fact (X 5 , (Xr) can be identified to
.,(M~r+ I ,Pr + I) . Thus, a different argument is required to show that
-:the DIFF manifolds
d 1, 3, 5, 7 mod 8 ,respectively, occupy
:the four distinct diffeomorphism classes of DIFF 5-manifolds
-.homotopy equivalent to p5 . The only proof of this available iJ;1 1975
-.-is the one provided by M. F. Atiyah in the note reproduced overleaf.
So many mistakes, small and large, have been committed with the.se
,!
involutions that it would perhaps be wise to seek several proofs.
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Note on involutions

by M. F. Atiyah
This is an addendum to Atiyah-Bott "A Lefschetz fixed-point
formula for elliptic complexes: II".
Let X be a closed spin-manifold of dimension 4k + 2 and let
T: X ~ X be an involution preserving orientation and spin-structure.
,,'
Then T can be lifted to a map T of the principal spin bundle of X
The Lefschetz number SpineT , X) E Z[i] is then defined. Assume now
that T is of odd type, so that 1'2 = -1 (as explained in Atiyah-Bottp. 488, this happens if T has an isolated fixed-point). In this case the,
eigenvalues of T on the harmonic spinors are ±i (the eigenvalues ±-1do not occur since 1'2 = -1 ).
Let a,b denote the multiplicity of +i, - j respectively in H+ -H~
(the spaces of harmonic spinors). Then Spin(T, X ) = (a-b)i ,while'
the index of the Dirac operator = a +b . Since dimX = 4k+2 this
index = A (X) = 0 ,so a = -b ,hence SpineT ,X) = 2ai .
Applying this to the exotic Brieskorn involutions we pick up an
extra factor of 2 in Theorem 9.8 {in fact this factor of 2 is already·:
incorporated (by mistake) in the statement of 9.8 - the proof gives
22 m-I (see the last line of paper on p. 490) ] .
A

A
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Many definitions of very standard concepts (manifolds, im beddings, etc.) are
given in Essay I, § 2. They are not all indicated here.
Concordance: - of CAT structures on a
manifold 3, 12,24; - of CAT
structures on a micro bundle 162
(stable 163); - of micro bundles 203)
sliced - 12; sliced A -parametered
- 73
Concordance Extension Theorem 3, 26
Concordance Implies Isotopy Theorem
3,25,316
Concordance Implies Sliced Concordance
Lemma 110
233
Conditioned (homotopy, concordance,
CAT 10
etc.) 11, 76
CAT(~) ,CAT(~) 221
Corners 7, 8, 29, 119
Corner set 8
CATr(M) 221
Critical point 108
CATM(A) 224
ess 220
CAT(~ near A) 234
dem 146
CATcls(b 234,238
DIFF 6
Cauns-Hirsch Theorem 37
DIFF trallsversality theorem 85
--Cardinal fact (about STABLE structures)
DIFF triangulation 9
139
Differential 221
Casson-Sullivan periodicity 327,278
..6-set 278
Chart 7, product - 59, submersion Elementary Engulfing Lemma 257
59
Elementary expansion 117
Classical smoothmg theory 156, 209,
Embed = imbed 6
- cf. 169-171
Expansion 118
Classification theorems for CAT
structures 155,176,194,313
F;;rrell's Fibration Theorem 211
Clean collaring 40
Finiteness of compact types 301, 123,
117
Clean submanifold 12
Cbbordism: oriented - 322, unoriented Fully normal space 46
-.- 324,spin - 325,relative - 19
General position 147-149
Generalized Klein bottle 284
Cofibration 127
Geometric realisation (of a css set) 222
Cqllapsing Lemma 256
Gradient like field 112
~~llaring theorems 40-42
Composed micro bundle 203
G/CAT 103,265-267 (see G/TOP)
Compressible (neighborhood) 66
G/TOP 102,103, 273ff, 318, 326, 327ff

Annulus Conjecture 291
Approximation (for majorant topology)
46-54
.BCAT 191
reels
236
CAT
Block transverse, 98, 102
Blocked equivalence (of
s-decompositions) 130
Bundle theorem 70,217

rfop
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Handle 15, 104; - Lemma 74,
Morlel's Theorem 241
- Problem 15
104' Morse function 108
Handlebody 104; - decomposition
'N(X) 265, N(X) 279
- Theorem 104
Normal (cobordism, invariant, map) 265
Hauptvermutung 213,292,299,308
Normal micro bundle 160,203-208
Hole 257
Peri<?dicity lheorem: - of Wall 266-7;
Homotopy II; support of - 11;
- for G/TOP 277, structure - 283
conditioned - II
Pinching Lemma 86
Homotopy-CA T structure 265
PL 6
Homotopy theorem for microbundl~s
Poly-Z of rank n 284
161
Homotopy tori 208, 264ff, 275, 287, 291 Product along P near a point (or a
subset) 10, II
Homotopy real projective space 331, 338
Product Structure Theorem 3,31,315;
Imbed ::= embed 6
local version 36
Immersion theoretic method 220-230
Proper
map 47
256-263
'
Pseudo-group on a space 7
Involutions 331-333, 337, 338
Immersion of (Tn - point) in Rn 43 Pull back rule 166
Punctured torus 43
Isotopy II; - approximation theorem
Reduction of microbundle structure 162"
78; - extension lemma 206'
.
'
220; - of bundle structure 120,187'.
mIcro bundle - 203
Regular
homotopy (of open immersions):';
Kan fibration 223
147
~
Kister-Mazur Theorem 159
rei = fixing a neigh borhood of II
k-LC imbedded (= k-LCC) 146
Relative cobordism 19
k-smooth homeomorphism 198
Rohlin's signature theorem 210
LCk imbedded 146
Rooted microbundle 182
Lm( 1f) 266, L(X) , l( 1f) 269, 278
gCAT(M) and gCAT(M rei C , ~o )..'
Local collaring 40 (uniqueness of - 40)
164
Local finiteness theorem 123
S':X) 264, So(X) 264, SeX) 282'
Locally . CAT transverse 90
s-cobordism Theorem 4; non-compact";;
19
':
Locally flat submanifold 13
Locally tame 143
s-decomposition 128; block equiva1ehce~
of - 130; complete - 130; TOP"
Main diagram 16,297, 302
131
Majorant topology: target - 46;
Sharply relative 161
source - 52
Microbundle 10,159; composed - 203; Sheaf of quasi-spaces 259; - of sets-48
concordance of - 203; - homotopy
Shortcut 65
162; - isotopy 203; - map 161"
Simple space 118
reduction of - 162; rooted - 182
Simple type 118 (recent theorems on
MicrofIexible 260
117)
Micro-identical 159
Simple type of a TOP manifold I l7-;"I1Yii
Micro-isomorphism 159
126ff, 301,318

Index

Sliced 12,57
Sliced concordance 12
Sliced Concordance Theorem 73;
Alternate - 74; Variant of - 77
Sliced Concordance Extension Theorem
77
Sliced ( t:l-parametered) concordance 73
Smoothed (handle which can be) 15
Smoothing Lemma (for open immersions)
149
Smoothing ru1e 167
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Sullivan-Wall exact sequence 269
Surgery 113 (§3.4), 139,145, 151, 15
264-289
T 2 (= Hausdol'fO 69
Tangent microbundle 163
Technical Bundle Theorem 60
TOP 6
TOP/CAT 192, 196, 200ff, 246ff, 317ff
TOP/CAT(~) , TOP/CAT(~ reIC,fl) 163
Torsion: topological invariance of - II":,
119, 126ff, 301, 318
Spaced simple block decomposition: (see Transverse (to a micro bundle) 84,
s-decomposition) 128
imbedded - 91
Spine 107
Transvcrsality Lemma for surgery 15 1
STABLE homeomorphism 33,139,291 Transversality theorem: First - 85;
STABLE manifold 5, 139, 140
DIFF - 85; TOP imbedded microStable normal microbundles (stable
bundle - 91; PL imbedded microexistence and stable uniqueness) 204 ff . bundle - 94; PL imbedded block
bundle - 98; General - 100;
Stability (of solvability of handle problem)
General - (for map) 102; - for
problem) 23
surgery 145ff
Stability theorem (for 1fk(TOPn/CATn)
192,247,305,317
Triangulation Conjecture 213,292,299,
Stably microbundle transverse (I)
308 ff; unrestricted - 312;
100 102
unrestricted - for manifolds 10
v'
• . . •
Unbending corners 119
Stanko homotopy dImensIOn of 1mbeddmg .
U·near 46
146
Wandering
point 231
Straightening handles 15
Weak sta bility lemma 192
Straightening polyhedra in codimension
Whitehead compatible 10
3 143
Whitehead triangulation 9
Straightening corners 119
Window blind Lemma 35
Strongly flexible 232

>

Structure: CAT manifold- 7; CAT
microbundle - 220
Submersion 10, - chart 59, - of the
. punctured torus 43

